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THEME 

This Special Course has three main objectives: 1. To provide an opportunity for engineers and scientists to learn more 
of propagation mechanisms and communications system design in frequency bands other than those with which they may be 
closely associated, thus enabhng a "cross-fertilisation" of ideas to take place; 2. To attempt to identify, for the various classes 
of systems, the propagation measurements/data still required to enable digital communication system design to be made 
more precise and effective; and 3. To identify trends in the requirements and design techniques for future digital 
communication systems. 

This Special Course, sponsored by the Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel of AGARD, has been implemented 
by the Consultant and Exchange Programme of AGARD. 
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OVERVIEW OF NATO & NATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL TRANSMISSION 

M Darnell 
Department of Electronic Engineering 

University of Hull 
Hull HU6 7RX 

UK 

SUMMARY 

The paper provides a general introduction to the scope, objectives and content of the 
Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel (EPP) Special Course on the "interaction of 
Propagation and Digital Transmission Techniques". 

1 .   INTRODUCTION 

The impetus for this Special Course on the "interaction of Propagation and Digital 
Transmission Techniques" arose from an AGARD EPP Specialists' Meeting on "Propagation 
Influences on Digital Transmission Systems - Problems and Solutions" held in Athens 
in 1984 (AGARD, 1984). From this meeting, it was apparent that there is still much to 
be done in relating the design of digital communication systems to the propagation 
mechanisms encountered in the various radio frequency bands, not least in 
characterising propagation more precisely and in a manner that can be more readily 
interpreted by communication engineers. 

This course attempts to link, in a coherent manner, the disciplines of propagation 
measurement and analysis with that of digital communication system design. Six types 
of communication system are considered in the course: 

(i) ELF/VLF/LF systems; 
(ii) HF systems; , 
(iii) meteor-burst systems; 
(iv) tropospheric scatter systems; 
(v) VHF/UHF/microwave line-of-sight systems; 
(vi) UHF/SHF satellite systems. 

These systems employ propagation media which exhibit an extremely wide range of 
characteristics; also, the variety of transmission and control techniques used is 
considerable, with each band requiring a large measure of individual consideration. 
However, there are significant areas of commonality, and one of the purposes of this 
course is to identify such areas. 

The course also examines the problems of spectrum management and system 
compatibility, both within and across the different frequency bands. Problems of 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) may arise, for example, when analogue and digital 
systems have to co-exist in the same portion of the radio frequency spectrum, or when 
wideband and narrowband transmission formats seek, to employ the same frequency band 
simultaneously. 

An introductory lecture presenting a review of modulation techniques, coding for 
error control and multiple-access, and speech digitisation procedures is also 
included for completeness. 

The systems chosen for detailed discussion are, with the possible exception of 
meteor-burst, widely used by NATO and/or individual NATO nations. 

2.   SPECIAL COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The specific objectives of the Special Course are as follows: 

(a) To provide a forum for scientists and engineers from the various NATO nations to 
learn more of propagation effects and digital communication system design in 
frequency bands other than those with which they may be most familiar. By this 
means, it is anticipated that there will be a "cross-fertilisation" of ideas, 
theory and practice. 

(b) To attempt to identify, for each class of communication system discussed, the 
propagation measurements and data that are still necessary to enable digital 
transmission systems to be designed more precisely and effectively. One 
important outcome of the availability of a more comprehensive propagation 
database would be to allow more realistic simulations of propagation and 
noise/interference effects during the design phase of a communication system. 

(c) To. demonstrate how propagation and noise/interference effects influence 
communication system design and the choice of system parameters. 

(d) To identify trends in future digital communication requirements and system 
utilisation, both NATO-wide and nationally. 

(e) To provide a forum for informal,  and more formal round table, discussion of the 
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views and outstanding problems of the Special Course attendees. 

(f) To provide, for more general distribution and use, a course manual which will be 
a useful reference document and design aid for both propagation specialists and 
communication engineers. 

3,   RATIONALE FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION 

Over the past two or three decades, there has been a consistent trend towards the 
introduction of a progressively greater degree of digitisation in communication 
systems. As part of the background to this Special Course, it is instructive to 
review the advantages and disadvantages accruing from the use of digital transmission 
schemes. 

3.1 Advantages 

The main advantages of digital transmission are: 

(a) It allows the use of signal regenerators, rather than repeaters, to reconstitute 
the transmitted signal. Such reconstitution must be applied before the signal- 
to-noise (SNR) deteriorates too far so that any errors cannot be corrected via 
error control coding. In theory, there is no limit to the number of times 
regeneration can be applied, thus providing an effectively distance-independent 
SNR. In contrast, analogue repeaters amplify both signal and noise causing the 
SNR to degrade progressively. 

(b) Data in digital form can be fully encrypted giving a theoretically perfect level 
of security; analogue signals, on the other hand, can at best be given limited 
security via time and frequency domain scrambling techniques. 

(c) Error control coding techniques can be applied to the digital data. 

(d) More flexible forms of multiple/random-access coding can be used. 

(e) Advantage can be taken of digital signal processing technologies, particularly 
silicon-based, and also common technologies arising from developments in the 
computer industry. 

3.2 Disadvantages 

In addition to the advantages indicated above, digitisation brings a number of 
disadvantages in comparison with the more classical analogue techniques: 

(a) Generally, more bandwidth is required to transmit a digitised version of an 
analogue signal than for the analogue signal itself. For example, compare the 3 
kHz bandwidth required for a typical analogue speech signal with the bandwidth 
of several tens of kHz for say a single 64 kbits/s pulse-code modulated speech 
channel. If the digitised speech is to be constrained to the same 3 kHz 
bandwidth as the original analogue signal, this necessitates considerable 
complexity in the speech encoder/decoder. 

(b) Transmission rates tend to be fixed in a given digital communication system, 
thus limiting the flexibility and potential for adaptation of the system. 
Analogue systems are normally more tolerant to relatively wide ranges of 
noise/interference. 

(c) Specific techniques must be incorporated to allow the transmitter and receiver 
in a digital communication system to be synchronised both prior to, and during, 
transmission. 

3.3 Channel Capacity 

For any communication channel, the theoretical error-free capacity, C, is given by 

C = B  log  [1 + (S/N)] bits/s [1] 
2 

where B is the channel bandwidth in Hz,  S and N being respectively the total  signal 
and noise powers within the bandwidth B. Therefore, the channel capacity depends upon 
just two channel parameters, its bandwidth and SNR. 

In practice, the measured capacity of a channel may be several times lower than the 
theoretical capacity calculated from expression [1]; this discrepancy is due to a 
number of factors, principally 

(i)    non-uniform  distribution  of signal and noise energy within the  channel 
bandwidth B; 

(ii)   a non-"brickwall" channel bandwidth profile; 

(iii)  non-uniform amplitude probability density functions for signal and noise. 
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4.   COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS DISCUSSED IN THE SPECIAL COURSE 

As a brief introduction to the more detailed lectures of the course, the nature of 
the operational utilisation for the six types of communication systems discussed is 
now outlined. 

4.1 ELF/VLF/LF Communication Systems 

The primary operational importance of the ELF/VLF band below about 30 kHz is that it 
provides a means of transmitting information directly over very long distances to 
submersibles. The band is used by several nations for primary, low-rate, digital 
broadcasts to submarines and also for navigation purposes, eg OMEGA. Because of 
fundamental environmental limitations on antenna effectiveness, it is not possible to 
use the same band for direct transmission from a submersed platform; other techniques 
and frequency bands are normally employed for this purpose. 

Since there are a relatively large number of operational requirements, and only a 
very limited total spectral width is available to fulfill these requirements, 
frequency assignments are rigidly controlled with little bandwidth being available 
for any given user. Such control is particularly vital because of the stable and 
world-wide nature of propagation in this frequency range. Bandwidth restrictions and 
the phase stability of the medium have tended to encourage the use of bandwidth- 
efficient modulation schemes and multiplexing for broadcast purposes. 

For transmitting antenna structures to be reasonably efficient radiators of 
electromagnetic energy, their physical dimensions must be an appreciable fraction of 
the wavelength of the transmission. In the ELF/VLF bands, therefore, antennas tend to 
be very large and consequently physically vulnerable. 

The LF band up to say 300kHz is used primarily for long-range broadcasts,  ship-shore 
operations and navigational purposes.  Propagation ranges are more restricted than at 
ELF/VLF, but antenna sizes are smaller and power radiation efficiencies somewhat 
greater. 

4.2 HF Communication Systems 

HF (2 - 30 MHz) systems represent a primary means of communication for some NATO 
nations, and a secondary means for others. NATO itself deploys significant HF assets 
in Allied Command Europe (ACE). 

The chief advantage of the HF medium is that of flexibility. It is possibly the only 
viable means of long-range (in some cases world-wide) bi-directional communication, 
apart from satellite-based techniques; it can, however, also be employed at all 
ranges down to line-of-sight (LOS) by both static and mobile terminals. Both surface 
wave (often termed groundwave) propagation and propagation via ionospheric refraction 
(skywave) modes are used operationally. 

HF communication systems are currently used in the following roles by NATO and the 
NATO nations: 

(a) broadcast services; 
(b) point-to-point and transportable land-based services; 
(c) ship-ship services (primarily via surface wave); 
(d) ship-shore services; 
(e) air-ground services; 
(f) combat net radio (CNR) services (primarily via  surface wave). 

The HF band is difficult to use efficiently and reliably because of the variable 
nature of propagation and the high and unpredictable levels of co-channel 
interference. One of the main problems associated with HF systems is a tendency to 
impose unrealistic operational requirements upon them, eg duplex secure voice with 
low-power mobile terminals. The HF medium has unique characteristics and a variable 
transmission capacity which must be fully appreciated if it is to be used 
effectively; it should not be viewed simplistically as an alternative or replacement 
for a 3 kHz-bandwidth line or satellite channel. 

In the low probability of intercept/anti-jamraing (LPI/AJ) context, HF communications 
has several potential advantages, not least the natural geographical screening and 
selectivity afforded by both surface wave and skywave propagation modes. 

4. 3  Meteor-Burst Communication Systems 

Although meteor-burst systems have been the subject of considerable research and 
development activity for the past two to three decades, as yet they are not deployed 
in any defined military roles. Many working systems have been demonstrated, and there 
are a number of fully operational civil systems, see for example (Western Union. 
1977). 

Meteor-burst systems can provide beyond line-of-sight digital communications at 
distances ranging typically from a minimum of a few hundreds of kilometres to a 
maximum in excess of 2000 km. The propagation is such that the meteor trails will 
provide  a  virtually  unique  propagation link between two  points  on  the  earth's 
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surface, with only a very small "footprint" where interception is possible around the 
receiver terminal; the technique therefore has considerable LPl/AJ potential. 

Operationally, it would appear that this means of propagation is best suited to the 
following roles: 

(i)    point-to-point links; 
(ii)   broadcast transmissions; 
(iii)  situations  in  which a master stations polls a number of outstations  in 

time sequence. 

The statistical occurrence of ionised meteor trails is relatively predictable; they 
provide a propagation mechanism which is intermittent in nature with the majority of 
trails being usable for less than a second. However, in that short interval, data can 
be transferred at relatively high rates. "Waiting times" between trails are of the 
order of a few tens of seconds. 

Of late, meteor-burst communication in the low VHF range above 30 MHz has been seen 
as a potential adjunct to HF communication systems, eg by providing an additional 
broadcast component or possibly greater operational flexibility on a point-to-point 
circuit, say under disturbed ionospheric condidtions. 

4.4 Tropospheric Scatter Communication Systems 

Until relatively recently, tropospheric scatter has been regarded as a primary 
analogue communications medium for FDM voice transmission within NATO, as evidenced 
by its use as the backbone of the ACE HIGH system. However, it is now tending to 
become de-emphasised, with the trend now being towards the interconnection of 
national communication assets of various types rather than the use of a dedicated 
NATO network of the ACE HIGH type. These national assets may well incorporate a 
number of troposcatter links, but will also include VHF, UHF and microwave radio 
relay components. 

It is foreseen that tropospheric scatter systems will continue to be employed in 
somewhat specialised and restricted roles, ie for 

• (i) medium-range links across water; 
(ii) medium-range point-to-point links; 
(iii) "tail" circuits to islands; 
(iv) cross-border interconnection links. 

It is also probable that more tactical, lower capacity, troposcatter equipments will 
continue to be developed and deployed. There is an increased interest in the more 
anomalous troposcatter propagation modes inasmuch as they may influence the 
performance, and extend the range, of nominally LOS systems, giving them a beyond- 
the-horizon capability. 

In general, troposcatter systems can be engineered for high reliability, with the 
normal propagation mechanisms being described by comprehensive and reliable 
statistical models. An increased emphasis upon digital methods of transmission in 
modern troposcatter systems has stimulated the development of adaptive, high-rate 
modems using equaliser structures capable of responding dynamically to changes in the 
propagation environment. Such techniques, coupled with operational requirements for 
the same, or more, overall transmission capacity as provided by the previous analogue 
systems, impose increased bandwidth demands which are difficult to fulfill in the 
spectrally-congested European environment. 

4.5 VHF/UHF/Microwave Line-of-Sight Communication Systems 

VHF/UHF/microwave LOS systems fulfill a primary role for general voice and data 
communications in both static and mobile scenarios in NATO and national operations, 
as well as in more specialised requirements such as JTIDS. As was indicated in the 
previous section, these means of communication are also tending to replace 
troposcatter systems in some situations. Propagation modelling for such systems is 
relatively straightforward, although the effect of the ground terrain upon the nature 
of propagation requires precise characterisation for accurate system performance 
predictions. 

Increased bandwidth requirements arising from the progressive introduction of 
digitised systems, together with greater numbers of requirements and systems 
deployed, have tended to add to the already high level of occupancy in this region of 
the spectrum; consequently, the existing spectrum allocated for these services has 
had to be more effectively controlled in order to maximise frequency re-use and 
minimise channel spacing. The suitability of higher frequencies at 30 GHz and above 
for LOS services is also being investigated, although there appear to be problems 
associated with the ease of power generation for jamming purposes at these 
frequencies. In addition, meteorological effects have a greater influence on system 
performance as the frequency of operation is increased. 

The "mix" of LOS communication systems is becoming more diverse, with analogue 
systems having to co-exist with digital transmissions, and conventional narrowband 
links  having to operate in conjunction with spread-spectrum formats.  This diversity 
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of systems again adds to the problems of spectrum control and management. 

There is obviously considerable activity associated with the development of LOS 
systems in the civil field, eg for cellular radio networks. It is possible that these 
civil developments may well dictate the technology to be used in future military 
systems to meet certain requirements. 

4.6 UHF/SHF Satellite Communication Systems 

For the past 20 years, satellite systems have provided the primary, beyond-LOS, high- 
capacity links required for many NATO and national purposes. Broadly speeaking, SHF 
systems have been used mainly for strategic operations and UHF systems in the more 
tactical environment, with the latter suffering more from propagation variability. 
Satellites provide a highly reliable, but potentially physically vulnerable, means of 
communication; the majority of the defined NATO operational region can be covered by 
means of a geostationary satellite, although there may be some coverage limitations 
in the high-latitude zones. At UHF, there are significant scintillation effects in 
both equatorial and polar regions. 

The accuracy of propagation modelling for SHF satellite systems is high, although 
there are deficiencies in data relating to the effects of high-altitude nuclear 
bursts, dust-induced noise, scintillation mechanisms, etc. Again, the trend is 
towards the progressively greater use of digital transmission techniques to provide 
security, multiple-access capability and jamming-resistance. Higher frequency systems 
are also being investigated. 

4.7 Spectrum Management & System Compatibility 

From the preceding sections of this paper, it can be seen that the problems of 
spectrum management and of the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of communications 
systems are becoming increasingly severe in nearly all frequency bands to be covered 
in this Special Course. The problems stem from 

(i)    an increasing number of communications requirements; 
(ii)   a greater number of systems deployed in all bands; 
(iii)  a  greater  variety  of  systems types within  a  band,  eg  digital  and 

analogue, narrowband and wideband, etc; 
(iv)   more precise propagation and system modelling leading  to reduced channel 

spacing, greater frequency re-use, polarisation discrimination, etc. 

The discipline of communications EMC in a multi-user environment is, as yet, in its 
infancy. Propagation models do exist which allow the potential interactions between 
systems to be predicted with an accuracy sufficient for current frequency assignment 
purposes. However, more subtle system interactions, jamming effects and the effects 
of abnormal propagation mechanisms cannot yet be characterised with the same degree 
of confidence. 

Spectrum management and EMC considerations are likely to become progressively more 
important in the future, and will require greater EMC expertise to be introduced in 
the system design and operational planning phases. Also, additional data will have to 
be gathered to allow more realistic modelling of interactions. 

The main body of the Special Course material commences with the review of modulation, 
coding and speech digitisation techniques. 

5.   REFERENCES '        , 

1. AGARD,  1984,  "Propagation  influences  on digital transmission     systems  - 
problems and solutions", AGARD CP No.363. 

2. Western  Union  Telegraph  Company,   1977,   "Western  Union's  meteor  burst 
communications". Western Union, McLean, VA. 
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REVIEW OF MODULATION, CODING & SPEECH DIGITISATION TECHNIQUES 

M. Darnell 
Department of Electronic Engineering 

University of Hull '' 
Hull HU6 7RX 

UK 

SUMMARY 

As a basis for the more detailed discussion of specific forms of digital 
communication system in this Special Course, this lecture introduces the topics of 

(a) modulation 
(b) coding for error control 
(c) coding for multiple-access 
(d) coding for encryption 
(e) speech digitisation 

in general terras. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

In the previous lecture, the major advantages and disadvantages of digitisation in 
the general communications system context were outlined. In this lecture, the 
specific techniques involved in the implementation of many types of digital 
communication systems are reviewed briefly. It will be shown in this Special Course 
that the range of propagation and noise/interference effects in the various frequency 
bands is very large. To a great extent, it is these effects which influence the 
nature of the transmission techniques employed in any given digital communication 
system. Therefore, not all systems will use all the techniques introduced here, but 
all are required for the whole range of digital communication systems discussed in 
this course. 

The main topics to be reviewed are as follows: 

(a) modulation 
(b) coding for error control 
(c) coding for multiple-access 
(d) coding for encryption 
(e) speech digitisation. 

Figs.1(a), (b) and (c) show respectively schematic diagrams of three important 
classes of practical communication system architecture, ie 

(i)   point-to-point 
(ii)  broadcast 
(iii) multiple-access. 

Fig.2 depicts what might be termed a "generalised communication system"; it 
represents functionally the processes which occur in passing information from a given 
source to a specified destination in any of the forms of communication system shown 
in Fig.1. each of the elements of this generalised system will now be discussed 
briefly. 

1.1 Source 

The information source may be analogue or digital and will generally comprise two 
components, "information" which is unpredicatable and "redundancy" which is largely 
predictable. For example, in speech many of the characteristics of the signal are to 
some extent predictable and not strictly essential for the comprehension of the 
information content; variations inloudness, pitch, etc., can be substantially 
eliminated and yet the speech remain intelligible. Similarly, the higher frequency 
components of speech above say 3 kHz can be removed by filtering without compromising 
the speech intelligibility. 

1.2 Source Encoder 

The function of the source encoder is to modify the characteristics of the source 
signal in such a way that it is in a better format for transmission over the 
available communication medium, or can better meet the defined operational 
requirement. For example, the process of analogue-to-digital (A/D) conversion is a 
form of source encoding which can be applied to an analogue speech signal to enable 
It to be passed over a digital transmission system. Similarly, the processes of 
encryption of digital data or "scrambling" of analogue speech signals are again forms 
of source encoding which enable the data to be made more secure and hence better able 
to meet an operational requirement for source information protection. 

A source encoder can also perform the function of data compression,  ie reduction or 
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removal of the redundancy present in the original source signal - as is the case with 
a vocoder applied to a speech signal (see Section 6 of this paper). 

1.3 Channel Encoder 

The function of the channel encoder is to condition the source encoder output in a 
manner that will enable it to better withstand the types of noise and perturbation 
which it is likely to experience during transmission over the communication channel. 
In order to do this, the channel encoder typically adds redundancy to the source 
encoder output, but now in a form specifically designed to counteract the channel 
noise and distortion by allowing their effects to be partially or wholly removed at 
the receiver. 

1.4 Channel 

The channel itself will normally impose various forms of noise and perturbation upon 
the transmitted signal, such as 

(a) multipath 
(b) time dispersion 
(c) frequency dispersion (Doppler spreading) 
(d) additive Gaussian or non-Gaussian noise. 

Consequently, the signal arriving at the receiving terminal will be a corrupted 
version of the transmitted signal. 

1 .5  Channel Decoder 

The channel decoder takes the corrupted received signal and operates upon it to 
remove the effects of the imposed noise and distortion by making use of a knowledge 
of the channel encoding procedures employed at the transmitter site. 

1.6  Source Decoder 

The source decoder carries out the complememtary processes to those of the source 
encoder, eg it may simply take the form of a digital-to-analogue (D/A) converter to 
return a digital representation of speech back to an analogue form; alternatively, it 
may re-introduce redundancy eliminated by a data compression algorithm. 

Fig.3 summarises, in diagramatic form, the functions of the source encoder and 
channel encoder. It is seen that a source, initially comprising information I and 
redundancy R1, is operated upon by the source encoder to produce a 
compressed/modified source signal in which the information I has been retained but 
the redundancy has been reduced to a value R2. Subsequently, the channel encoding 
process adds redundancy to the source encoder output to bring it up to a value R3, 
with the additional redundancy now being in a form to combat the channel noise and 
distortion. 

In general, it can be said that the more that is known about the characteristics of 
the source, the more efficient can the source encoding procedures be made; similarly, 
the more that is known about the characteristics of the channel, the more effective 
can the channel encoding procedures be made. 

In this lecture, the topics of modulation, error control coding and coding for 
multiple-access can be viewed as channel encoding functions; coding for encryption 
and speech digitisation on the other hand represent source encoding functions 
although, in some instances, the distinction between the two forms of encoding is 
somewhat imprecise. 

2.   MODULATION 

In the following, it will be assumed that the basic digital modulation schemes, ie 
amplitude-shift keying (ASK) - sometimes referred to as on-off keying (OOK), 
frequency-shift keying (FSK), phase-shift keying (PSK) and differential phase-shift 
keying (DPSK) are reasonably familiar concepts. For convenience. Figs.4(a) and (b) 
summarise the error probability characteristics of these basic modulation types for 
binary transmission, with coherent and non-coherent detection as appropriate. 
Fig.4(a) describes steady signal conditions whereas Fig.4(b) gives the performance 
under conditions of Rayleigh fading. It is seen that the performance of all schemes 
depends essentially upon one system parameter, ie the received signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) (see for example (Stein & Jones, 1967)). 

The factors affecting the choice of modulation technique are: 

(a) available bandwidth 
'  (b) electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) constraints 

(c) time and frequency dispersion 
(d) noise and interfering signal characteristics 
(e) rates of change of channel parameters 
(f) requirements   for   interaction  with  other  digital  signal   processing 
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techniques.    : 

The significance of each of these factors will now be examined individually. 

2.1  Available Bandwidth 

Generally,  increases in the carrier frequency value will be accompanied by increases 
in the bandwidth available for any given service.  Thus,  in the ELF/VLF/LF bands 
bandwidths  of  a few tens of Hz may be assigned;  satellite or  line-of-sight  (LOS) 
microwave  systems would typically have bandwidths of several  MHz,  whilst  optical 
fibre transmission systems may well operate with bandwidths approaching a GHz. 

Clearly, it is important to use bandwidth-efficient modulation schemes, ie those 
which maximise the number of bits/s/Hz, in situations where bandwidth is limited. An 
example of this type of modulation is minimum-shift keying (MSK) (Pasupathy, 1979) 
which is now used extensively for communication purposes over phase-stable channels. 

Fig,5 illustrates the principle of MSK modulation; two, time-offset, quadrature sub- 
channels, I and Q, at the same frequency w^. , are independently phase-reversal 
modulated by binary data streams a-(t) and a^(t) (either +1 or -1) derived from the 
original single data source. The transitions between the different phase states for 
both I and Q sub-channel signals m,(t) and m^(t) are sinusoidally weighted so that, 
after combination, they form a constant amplitude MSK signal, m(t). Therefore 

m(t) = m^(t)  +  m^(t) 

= a^(t) cos [(Tt)/(2T)] cos w^t 

+ a^(t) sin [ ('!rt)/(2T)] sin w^ t 

which can be simplified to give 

m(t) = cos [w^t + b(t)[ (Trt)/(2T)] /(t)] 

[1] 

[2] 

[3] 

where 

b(t) = -a.(t) a<|^(t) 

and 

jZi'(t) 0; if a;(t) = +1 
Tr; if a-(t) = -1 

[4] 

[5] 

MSK may be considered as a special case of continuous-phase FSK, with the carrier 
deviation equal to half the bit rate of the modulating signal - the minimum 
theoretically achievable. 

It should be noted that 

(a) the composite MSK signal has a constant amplitude envelope; 

(b) the RF carrier is phase-continuous at the symbol transitions,  and  the phase 
changes linearly over the symbol intervals; 

(c) MSK may be viewed alternatively as shaped offset quadrature PSK (QPSK). 

The bandwidth efficiency of MSK, as compared with conventional QPSK, may be evaluated 
by comparing the bandwidths within which say 99% of the total transmitted power is 
contained. For MSK, this bandwidth 

B = (1.2)/T Hz [6] 

whilst for QPSK 

B    =     8/T  Hz [7] 

However, MSK has a substantially wider main spectral lobe than has QPSK. 

A number of variants of the MSK principle have now been developed, some of which 
appear to offer comparable, or better, bandwidth efficiency. 

In situations where bandwidth is relatively plentiful, eg with satellite and other 
LOS systems, there is an increasing trend towards the use of modulation schemes that 
deliberately expand the transmission bandwidth. Such schemes, known as spread- 
spectrum techniques (Dixon, 1975), can be employed to overcome non-linearities in the 
communications system elements, to overcome high levels of interference or jamminq, 
to make interception difficult, or to provide multiple-access facilities. Spread- 
spectrum systems fall into two basic categories: 

(i)  direct-sequence  spread-spectrum (DSSS) - where the carrier signal is  subjected 
to digital phase modulation at a high rate; 
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(ii) frequency-hopped  spread-spectrum  (FHSS)  - where the instantaneous   signal 
frequency is changed rapidly over a wide spectral range. 

Figs.6(a) and (b) show diagramatically the principles of DSSS processing. At the 
input to the spread-spectrum (correlation) receiver, the ratio of the total wanted 
signal power, S, to the total unwanted noise/interference power, N, is 

[S/N]' =  S/(N^Af) [8] 

where N is the average noise power spectral density. At the correlation receiver 
output, the corresponding SNR is 

[S/N]p 4  S/(N,^f) "        [9] 

Thus, the processing gain is 

Gj, =  [S/N]j/[S/N]' . [10] 

=  Af / S'f [11] 

Hence, in principle, large processing gains can be achieved if the ratio of spread- 
spectrum transmission bandwidth to information bandwidth is high. In practice, 
receiving system noise and implementation constraints will limit the gain obtainable. 

In a FHSS system, assuming a uniform noise power spectral density, the processing 
gain can be shown to be (Utlaut, 1978) 

Gf. =  n [12] 

where n is the total number of hopping sub-channels employed. 

2.2 EMC Constraints 

By EMC is meant the ability of a given electromagnetic (EM) system to operate in 
conjunction with other EM systems without being adversely affected by emissions from 
those systems, and without itself generating emissions which will adversely affect 
the operation of those other systems. In the context of digital communication 
systems, the important characteristics of the modulation scheme which affect its EMC 
properties are 

(i)   its effective occupied bandwidth 

(ii)  the level of sideband energy outside the nominal assigned bandwidth 

(iii) its tolerance to noise/interference. 

Property (ii) will form a source of co-channel interference for adjacent channel 
signals. 

In certain regions of the radio frequency spectrum, notably the VHF and UHF bands, 
assigned channel separations have been progressively reduced thus placing more 
stringent constraints upon the allowable energy "overspill" from one channel to the 
next. Here again, spectrally-efficient modulation schemes such as MSK offer 
advantages - providing the channel characteristics are stable enough to support that 
form of modulation. Spread-spectrum encoding represents a form of modulation which is 
particularly resistant to narrowband noise/interference sources (property (iii) 
above). 

2.3 Time and Frequency Dispersion 

The degree of time and frequency dispersion imposed by the propagation medium on the 
transmitted signal is possibly the most important factor affecting the choice of 
modulation technique. For simple transmission schemes, the inter-symbol interference 
due to multipath and time dispersion dictates the minimum symbol interval. It is for 
this reason that medium-speed (1.2 -2.4 kbits/s) HF data modems have tended to employ 
multiple, low-rate, parallel sub-channels in which the maximum expected multipath 
spread is small compared with the symbol interval. 

In the frequency domain, the phase instability, or Doppler spreading of the spectrum, 
of a signal must be taken into account when selecting a modulation format. Here, it 
should be emphasised that the rate of change of signal phase ^ with respect to time, 
d^/dt, has the dimensions of frequency but does not necessarily represent a steady 
frequency translation in either a positive or negative sense; it is quite possible 
for a received signal to have a large value of djZJ/dt, but to have zero mean frequency 
offset from its true value. 

As an example, a PSK transmission would be inappropriate over a path exhibiting large 
random phase fluctuations, since it normally requires an accurate long-term phase 
reference to be derived from the incoming signal; DPSK, in which the phase reference 
for the current symbol is derived from the previous symbol phase, may be appropriate 
if the short-term phase stability of the medium is reasonable. 
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Frequency/phase instability and offsets may also arise as a result of the 
characteristics of the communications equipment comprising the system and must be 
taken into account in the overall design. 

Therefore, the basic choice which has to be made in a given situation is whether a 
coherent (synchronous) or non-coherent (asynchronous) modulation and detection scheme 
should be employed; this choice will be influenced primarily by the phase and/or 
frequency stability of the propagation medium. Evidently, phase-stable paths such as 
ELF/VLF/LF terrestrial and SHF satellite links can support phase-coherent modulation 
methods, eg MSK, PSK and QPSK. In contrast, a relatively unstable medium such as HF 
must normally utilise non-coherent ASK or FSK, with DPSK also being a possibility. 

In a situation where time and/or frequency dispersion is significant, it is normally 
possible to reduce the detrimental effects at the receiver by making use of one or 
more forms of diversity processing, eg 

(a) space diversity 
(b) polarisation diversity 
(c) frequency diversity 
(d) time diversity 
(e) multipath diversity 
(f) geographical diversity. 

2.4 Noise & Interfering Signal Characteristics 

The performance of a given modulation scheme will be very dependent upon the nature 
of the noise and interfering signal corruption introduced during transmission over 
the channel. Classical comparisons of the performance of different digital modulation 
types are typically computed for say steady signals and Rayleigh fading signals in a 
background of Gaussian white noise - simply because such calculations are relatively 
simple. However, these idealised propagation and noise/interference models are rarely 
completely representative, certainly in respect of the type of noise present in many 
communication systems. For example, in the ELF/VLF bands the atmospheric noise may 
often be modelled more accurately as log-normal; at HF, manmade interference tends to 
be the dominant source of degradation; in the VHF band with urban mobiles, noise from 
electrical machinery and appliances together with car ignition noise is important. In 
all three of these examples, the noise processes are fundamentally non-Gaussian and 
may well affect specific modulation types in a somewhat unpredictable manner. There 
is no guarantee that a performance ranking order in GWN will be valid in a non- 
Gaussian environment. 

If possible, a reasonable model of the noise/interference environment should be 
derived from practical measurement and used in any system simulations carried out at 
the design stage. 

2.5 Rates of Change of Channel Parameters 

The rates of change of channel parameters are related to the dispersion and 
noise/interference characteristics introduced previously. If the frequency-selective 
fading properties or the noise profile of a channel change significantly with time, 
it may well be that a modulation scheme, which initially provides a satisfactory 
level of performance, will subsequently yield an inadequate grade of service. Hence, 
it will be necessary to adapt the modulation format or, alternatively, the processing 
procedures employed at the receiver in order to compensate for the changes. Examples 
of this include the adjustment of the tone frequencies of an FSK transmission 
(Darnell, 1979) or modems utilising equalisers which adapt to the prevailing 
multipath structure (Monsen, 1983). In the latter case, the rates of change of 
channel parameters will determine whether or not the adaptation algorithms can 
perform correctly and track parameter changes. 

Again, as a design aid, the need for simulation models which accurately reproduce 
rates of change of propagation and noise/interference is evident. 

2.6 Interaction with Other Digital Signal Processing Techniques 

It is often necessary to interface modems with other digital signal processing 
techniques. Possibly the most important interaction of this type is between a 
demodulator and an error control decoder of the form to be outlined in Section 3 of 
this lecture. Here, information from the demodulator is employed to enhance the error 
detection and/or correction capability of the decoder via the vehicle of "soft- 
decision" data. 

Fig.7 illustrates the principle of soft-decision decoding. A normal binary 
demodulator makes a decision as to whether the received signal is a +1 or -1 
according to the position of the analogue demodulator output with respect to a 
threshold level; this process is termed "hard-decision" decoding. A soft-decision 
associates a confidence level with each hard decision; in Fig.7, the soft-decision 
levels (shown in brackets) represent the average received signal level duing the 
hard-decision intervals, ie the distance from the threshold. This soft-decision data 
can be incorporated into the error control ^coder algorithm to increase its 
capability relative to a hard-decision decoder. Other parameters of the received 
signal,  apart from its amplitude,  can be used as soft-decision parameters, eg phase 
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margins with a PSK or DPSK signal. 

Modulation techniques may also interact with multiple-access schemes (see Section 4) 
in say satellite or terrestrial LOS communication systems. For example, in a non- 
linear satellite transponder, intermodulation can limit the performance of a 
conventional frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) procedure. Spread-spectrum 
multiple-access (SSMA), often known as code-division multiple-access (CDMA), 
involving DSSS modulation, can alleviate the effects of non-linearity by effectively 
randomising the intermodulation product energy across the transponder bandwidth. 

3.   CODING FOR ERROR CONTROL 

As stated in Section 1, error control coding, alternatively known as "error 
protection" coding or "error detection and correction (EDC)" coding, is a form of 
channel encoding and involves the addition of deterministic redundancy to the data to 
be transmitted. At the receiver, a knowledge of the structure of this imposed 
redundancy will enable defined classes of transmission errors to be detected and 
possibly corrected. Error control codes fall into two basic categories: 

(i)  block codes 
(ii) convolutional codes. 

These will now be discussed individually. 

3.1  Block Coding 

In a block coder, input digits are taken k at a time; c parity check digits are then 
computed from combinations of these k digits, giving an overall codeword length of n 
digits where 

n =  k + c [13] 

The resulting set of codewords is termed an (n, k) code and has a code rate, or 
efficiency, R, given by 

R  =  k / n [14] 

An important parameter of a block code is its minimum "Hamming distance", d, which is 
defined as the minimum number of digit positions by which any two codewords, taken 
from a given code, differ; it is thus a measure of the uniqueness or confusability of 
codewords in a code, and is clearly related to the error detection and correction 
potential of a code. The greater the Hamming distance, the lower the probability that 
a given codeword will be transformed by transmission errors into another valid 
codeword. In general, if a code is to detect e errors, its minimum Hamming distance 
must be at least 

d =  (e +  1) [15] 

Also, if the code is to correct t errors, the Hamming distance must be at least 

d =  (2e +  1) [16] 

Block code designs exist for the detection and correction of many different types of 
error patterns, from isolated random errors to long error bursts (Lin & Costello, 
1983). It is vital that the statistical nature of the errors which are likely to 
occur on a given propagation path is characterised prior to the application of an 
error control scheme; otherwise, a coding procedure that is badly matched to the 
channel error characteristics can actually make a bad situation even worse and cause 
a further increase in overall error rate. As mentioned in Section 2.6, soft-decision 
data can be incorporated to enhance the performance of the error control decoder. 

It is possible to use block codes in an open-loop, or forward error correction (FEC) 
mode; alternatively, a closed-loop, or automatic repeat request (ARQ) mode may be 
employed. The latter is particularly valuable when the error characteristics of the 
channel vary considerably with time, eg as with some HF paths; the data to be 
transmitted is encoded with a relatively high-rate block code, principally designed 
for efficient error detection. If any block is found to be in error on reception, a 
repeat transmission of that block is requested via a feedback link from receiver to 
transmitter. The technique can be given greater potential for adaptation if the power 
of the block code can be varied in accordance with observed channel conditions; ie, 
if the number of repeats requested in a specified time interval exceeds a certain 
threshold value, a more powerful lower-rate block code is selected (Goodman & 
Farrell, 1975). 

ARQ techniques have also been applied to intermittent meteor-burst channels, where 
the system continuously requests repeats, except during those relatively short 
periods when the propagation path exists and data can be transmitted at high rate 
(Bartholome''& Vogt, 1968). 

* 
Other error control techniques, based upon a data block structure, include 
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(a) Time-diversity modems where effectively a simple repetition code is used with 
majority voting, with the same information being transmitted on a number of 
frequency-spaced sub-channels, each offset by different delays with respect to 
the others (McCarthy, 1975). An input data buffer is required to produce the 
desired time offsets, thus introducing a delay into the transmission process. 

(b) The CODEM modem, where a 2-dimensional array code is employed in conjunction 
with soft-decision data in a multiple sub-channel transmission format (Chase, 
1973). 

(c) Interleaving in which the input data is buffered and re-ordered prior to 
transmission, thus allowing error bursts to be randomised at the receiver by a 
complementary de-interleaving process. A simple random error block code will 
then suffice, rather than a more complex burst-error correcting code. Again, an 
additional transmission delay will be introduced by the need to buffer data at 
both the transmitter and receiver (Douglas & Hercus, 1971). 

3.2  Convolutional Coding 

Whereas block coding derives its c parity checks from a single block of k input 
digits, convolutional coding derives parity checks from several blocks of input 
digits. 

Fig.8(a) shows a schematic diagram of a convolutional encoder; the term 
"convolutional" is used because the output data stream may be viewed as resulting 
from the convolution of the input data stream and the response function of the 
encoder, as is the situation with a linear time-invariant system (Lee, 1960). In the 
case of the convolutional encoder, the system may also be described as "linear" if 
the encoding process only involves raodulo-2 arithmetic operations in a binary system. 

When the input is applied to the encoder, it stores h blocks of k^, digits; as each 
new block of k^ digits is accepted, the oldest stored block of k^ digits is 
discarded. For each unique set of hk digits, n  encoded digits are computed, where 

n^ >   k, [17] 

Thus, the encoding process can be considered to have an input constraint length 

h k. [18] 

and an output constraint length of 

Lo  =  h n„ [19] 

Hence, the code rate , R, or its efficiency, can be specified by 

R  =  (h kj/(h no) [20] 

=  (h k„ )/n [21 ] 

=   k„/n, [22] 

where 

h n. [23] 

and may be viewed as being equivalent to the codeword length of a block code. 

Fig.8(b)  shows an example of a convolutional encoder where 

k =     1   ■ 
h =     2     • 
n =     2   . 

For this 1  implementat ion 

R =     k,/n,     = 0.5 

and 

[24] 

[25] 

h n. [26] 

Ideally, in order to decode a convolutional code, all the received digits should be 
processed to find the most probable sequence of transmitted code digits. However, 
certain procedures such as sequential decoding (Wozencraft & Jacobs, 1965) and 
Viterbi decoding (Viterbi, 1967) have been developed in which a subset of the 
received digits is analysed at any time, thus making them computationally efficient 
in comparison with the exhaustive decoding methods. The loss of performance using 
these sub-optimum decoding algorithms can be made practically insignificant. 

Convolutional codes have been applied to many different types of communication 
channels since they can be designed to counteract a variety of error characteristics. 
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Their primary use would seem to be in the area of satellite systems. 

4.   CODING FOR MULTIPLE-ACCESS 

With the progressive increase in the number of users in all bands of the radio 
frequency spectrum, it is essential that the available frequency resources are used 
as efficiently as possible. Multiple-access coding techniques can contribute to 
increased efficiency by enabling a number of independent communications links to be 
established simultaneously over a single propagation channel. Multiple-access 
techniques are particularly appropriate when a number of "tail" circuits from 
different users concentrate at a given physical location where they can be combined 
and subsequently transmitted via composite modulation of a single carrier or 
carriers. VLF/LF/MF/HF broadcast systems are examples of this unidirectional mode of 
operation. Alternatively, several distinct duplex circuits may wish to make use of 
the same portion of the RF spectrum without interaction, as is the case with a 
satellite system. The choice of multiple-access techniques is influenced largely by 
the nature of the propagation path and the characteristics of the communications 
system equipment. 

Three basic forms of multiple-access procedure are commonly used: 

(a) time-division multiple-access (TDMA) 

(b) frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) 

(c)  code-division multiple-access 
multiple-access (SSMA). 

(CDMA)  -  also  known  as  spread-spectrum 

TDMA, in which different groups of time slots are assigned to different system users, 
may be difficult to use in situations where the propagation path exhibits severe time 
dispersion, variable propagation delays, etc., because of the problem of maintaining 
synchronisation. It has the advantage that only one user is actually accessing the 
communication medium at any instant in time. 

FDMA is widely used in broadcast-type systems, with different frequency sub-channels 
being assigned to different users. As mentioned previously, FDMA in conjunction with 
a non-linear transmission medium such as a satellite transponder can give rise to 
high levels of intermodulation, which ultimately will limit the overall throughput of 
the system. Another problem which may arise with FDMA is associated with the random 
combination in amplitude and phase of the access carriers; this can result in a 
composite time domain waveform having a high peak-to-mean ratio. If the transmission 
system is peak power limited, operation with such a signal results in a low average 
output power: note that it average SNR, rather than peak SNR, that determines the 
level of performance obtainable at the receiver. 

In CDMA, the different system users are assigned uncorrelated access codes. As shown 
in Fig.9, at any receiver a matched filter or correlation detector can be used to 
extract the appropriate code for that receiver without interference from the other 
system users. Information is transmitted typically via phase-reversal modulation of 
the uncorrelated carrier codes. The main practical problem with this technique is to 
synthesise sufficiently large sets of uncorrelated access codes. However, the 
technique does provide each user with a high and deterministic level of protection 
against interfering signals, since each access is essentially an independent spread- 
spectrum system, 

5.   CODING FOR ENCRYPTION 

Full cryptographic security can only be achieved if the data to be encrypted is in 
digital form. If this requirement is met, various forms of encryption are available, 
depending upon the physical nature of the communication system, the characteristics 
of the propagation medium, and the operational requirements. For analogue 
transmissions, limited security can be obtained from time domain and/or frequency 
domain "scrambling" procedures. 

Fig.10  shows a block diagram of a  simplified secure communication system.  Any 
interceptor  is assumed only to have access to the encrypted data as  it  is being 

Prior to a secure message being transmitted, both originator 
a key k,  with the data defining  k being  previously 
secure means.  At the transmitter,  the encryption 

passed over the channel, 
and recipient must agree on 
distributed by a completely 
algorithm is defined by 

t(m) [27] 

where t(  )  indicates a cryptographic transformation of the message m to 
cryptogram c. At the receiver, the procedure must be reversible such that 

t~'(c)  = m [28] 

yield  a 

where t"' is the "inverse" of t. 
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Therefore, the intended recipient will know k, c and t, whilst a potential 
interceptor only has access to c and may possibly be able to make an intelligent 
guess about the nature of t. For an encryption system to be effective, this level of 
knowledge on the part of the interceptor should not allow the system to be 
compromised. 

In general, cryptographic procedures can be grouped into three main classes: 

(a) Those using "transposition", where the characters of the original message retain 
their identity but are shifted in position. 

(b) Those using substitution, where the characters of the original message are 
replaced by other characters derived from a separate alphabet by direct mapping. 

(c) Those involving algebraic manipulation. 

A simple example of (c) above is where the digits of a binary message m are added 
modulo-2 to a binary key stream k to give the encrypted stream c, ie 

m ©2 k  =  c [29] 

At the receiver, a correctly synchronised version of the key stream k is available 
and is added modulo-2 to the incoming encrypted signal c giving 

c ©j k  =  (m ©^ k) ©^ k [30] 

using the result of [29]; this can be re-ordered to give 

n> ©i (k ©2 k)  =  m [31 ] 

Therefore, to decrypt the incoming message, a correctly synchronised version of k 
must be used. In practice, the derivation of this correctly phased key stream is One 
of the major problems associated with the transmission of encrypted data over radio 
paths. It is normally achieved by preceding the sending of the actual encrypted 
message by a robust synchronisation preamble. 

6.   SPEECH DIGITISATION 

One of the most important forms of communication traffic is speech, since it provides 
a direct user-system interface and eliminates the need for message preparation. In 
the military context, considerable emphasis is placed upon the protection of speech 
transmissions from unauthorised interception. Therefore, as indicated in the previous 
section, it is necessary for the analogue speech signal to be converted to digital 
form if it is to be rendered fully secure via encryption. The main factors 
influencing the choice of speech digitisation procedure are as follows (Darnell 
1984): ' 

(a) The nature of the available transmission medium, ie whether a wideband or 
narrowband channel is available. 

(b) The speech quality required, eg whether it simply necessary for the speaker to 
be intelligible, or whether the voice quality must be such as to allow speaker 
recognition. 

(c) Requirements for tandeming say a wideband speech digitisation algorithm with a 
narrowband algorithm, eg when an HF link forms a tail to a microwave LOS system. 

(d) Whether speakers of different nationalities are required to use the system , 
possibly employing non-native languages. 

(e) The user environment, eg are speakers situated in benign office-type 
surroundings, or in say a mobile with a high ambient acoustic noise level. 

(f) The requirements for signalling, control and adaptation, which are themselves 
dependent upon the nature of the propagation path and its variability. 

Speech digitisation procedures can be broadly classified under two main headings: 

(i)  Wideband (waveform encoding) systems 

(ii) Narrowband (parameter encoding) systems. 

Each of these two categories will now be considered in more detail. 

6.1  Wideband Systems 

Wideband speech digitisation systems are used in situations where transmission 
bandwidth is plentiful, typically of the order of a few tens of kHz per speech 
channel. Thus, VHF/UHF/microwave LOS and SHF satellite systems would normally emplov 
this form of digitisation. ^     ^ 
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Wideband systems make use of a technique which is termed "waveform" encoding. Fig.11 
shows a basic waveform encoding process in which the speech signal, after band- 
limiting, is sampled and the samples subjected to direct A/D conversion. No account 
is taken of the fundamental nature and properties of the input speech signal: in 
principle, the input to the waveform encoder could be any arbitrary signal. If the 
speech is bandlimited to about 3 kHz, as is the case with a normal telephone channel, 
then typical values of f and n might be 8 kHz and 8, giving an overal transmission 
rate 

R  =  8000. 8  =  64 kbits/s [32] 

The most important practical classes of waveform encoding are 

(i)  Pulse-code modulation (PCM) 

(ii) Delta modulation (DM). 

Block digrams of a PCM and DM system are shown in Figs.12 and 13 respectively. The 
PCM system is simply an eleboration of the basic digitisation process illustrated in 
Fig.11. DM involves a feedback loop which forces a quantised version of the input 
signal to track the actual input signal as closely as possible by injecting positive- 
or negative-going pulses into an integrator. It is these binary pulses which are 
actually transmitted over the channel. 

There are many practical variants of these basic techniques, but generally the range 
of digitisation rates obtainable for a single speech channel is from about 1 6 to 64 
kbits/s (Jayant, 1974). 

6.2 Narrowband Systems 

Narrowband speech digitisation techniques are applicable in situations where the 
transmission bandwidth is restricted to a maximum of a few kHz. They utilise a 
principle known as "parameter" encoding which is illustrated in Fig.14. 

Based upon a knowledge of the mechanisms of speech production, an appropriate model 
of the human vocal tract and its excitation function is derived. Typically, this 
model would describe the major vocal tract resonances, and whether the excitation 
corresponds to a voiced or unvoiced sound. For voiced sounds, the excitation is 
assumed to comprise a regular train of pitch pulses at the pitch frequency; for an 
unvoiced sound, the excitation is assumed to be a wideband, noise-like, signal. If 
h(t) is the unit impulse response function of the vocal tract, then the output speech 
signal is generated by the convolution 

VQ(t)  = h(t)  ®  V^ (t) [33]  . 

It is found that the vocal tract descriptive parameters and excitation type tend to 
vary relatively slowly for the average speaker, and only need updating at about 20 ms 
intervals. Thus a typical narrowband speech encoder, frequently known as a "vocoder", 
would transmit sample values of 

vocal tract model parameters (h(t)) 
-   voiced/unvoiced decision 

pitch frequency (if voiced) 
amplitude scaling 

as digital data frames every 20 ms or so. With parameter encoding schemes of this 
type, transmission rates in the range 0.8 to 2.4 kbits/s are obtainable, thus 
representing a considerable reduction in comparison with waveform encoding 
techniques. However, the quality of speech reproduction is also reduced considerably. 

The most important practical forms of narrowband coders are linear-predictive coding 
(LPC) devices (Markel & Gray, 1976), channel vocoders (Kelly, 1970) and formant 
vocoders (Holmes, 1978). Interest is also developing in mid-band encoders operating 
in the transmission rate range from 6 to 16 kbits/s (Sambur, 1982), and in speech 
recognition/synthesis message transmission systems (Darnell & Chesmore, 1984). Mid- 
band encoding would be especially appropriate for speech communication in the VHF/UHF 
bands where wideband algorithms are used currently, but where there is considerable 
pressure to further reduce channel separations. Speech recognition/synthesis 
transmission systems, in which the data rate can be reduced to a few tens of bits/s, 
is potentially applicable to communication in the ELF/VLF/LF/MF/HF bands. 
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ELF/VLF/LF PROPAGATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

Francis J. Kelly 

Ionospheric Effects Branch 
Space Sciences Division 

Naval Research Laboratory 
Washington, DC 

ABSTRACT 

The effects of propagation conditions in the ELF/VLF/LF frequency band on the design and performance of digital com- 
munications systems are described. The communications channel from a ground-based or airborne transmitting antenna 
through the earth-ionosphere waveguide to the receiver is discussed. Questions of coverage, noise, dispersion, time variance 
and propagation disturbances are summaried. 

LO INTRODUCTION 

The utilization of the longwave channel (5 Hz to 300kHz) for digital radio transmission has greatly increased during the past 
20 years. Several large VLF ground based transmitting antennas have been rebuilt, and new facilities have been con- 
structed. The ELF band has been opened up for use. Squadrons of longwave broadcasting aircraft have been procured and 
operated. New modulation techniques and receivers have been introduced into widespread use. The importance of systems 
utilizing the longwave band is not widely appreciated, but the statement by Donald C. Latham, Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Command, Control, Communication and Intelligence in Appendix I (from Ref. 1) is abundantly clear. It is 
impossible to present a comprehensive picture of the long wavelength situation today without producing a book as large as 
A. D. Watt's monumental treatise (Ref. 2). However, because many students and readers will be unfamiliar with the 
longwave area, we will present a brief introductory discussion of the total longwave communications system including 
transmitting antennas and radio receivers before discussing in detail the impact of propagation on system design and perfor- 
mance. 

2.0  ANTENNAS 

In the longwave channel antennas are an important component of the overall propagation medium because they provide a 
basic restriction on types of signals that can be launched. The longwave channel is characterized by the fact that efficient 
radiation from conventional size man-made structures is difficult to achieve. Great ingenuity has been employed to produce 
adequately large antenna configurations and to obtain the greatest possible efficiency from antenna systems that are neces- 
sarily small in comparison to a wavelength.   Figure 1 shows the types of longwave antenna in common use. 

SPACE SHUTTLEBORNE  ELECTRIC 
OR  MAGNETIC   ANTENNA 

FIXED 
GROUND 
BASED 
ANTENNA 

Fig. 1:   Longwave Broadcast Systems 

Many of the fixed/ground based vertical monopole antennas are of the "small antenna" variety characterized by a very 
small radiation resistance (less than 1 ohm). These are consequendy quite inefficient unless special precautions are taken to 
reduce utterly all unnecessary losses.   One common technique is the construction of a large ground plane to suppress losses 
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in the earth near the antenna. A second feature is the deployment of an elaborate "top hat" consisting of cables connected 
together and suspended from towers to provide additional antenna capacity to wirease the antenna's ability to carry current 
for a given voltage. In this way the losses can be reduced to a minimum and a higher efficiency can be achieved. These 
procedures however result in a high "Q" antenna system with a consequent low bandwidth. The design considerations for 
such antennas are summarized in Refs. 1 through 3. Figures 2 through 5 (from Ref. 3) show the four principal ground 
based antenna types: Triatic, Golaith, Trideco and valley span. Figures 6 through 11 illustrate the designs of U.S. Navy 
VLF fixed ground based antennas. 

1200 F 

X 

T ■^^ 

18 FT 700 FT-nOO PT 

FEED POINT 

Fig. 2:   Triatic Type Antenna 

T«UNOULA* TOWCI 
i PT ON A MM 

Fig. 3:   Goliath Type Antenna 
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Fig. 4:   Trideco Type Antenna 

Fig. 5:   Natural Valley-Span Antenna 
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AIAI  128 

Fig. 6:   Old Lualualei Antenna, Pictorial View 

Fig. 7:  Balboa (Summit) Antenna, Pictorial View 
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Fig. 8:  Yosami, Japan Antenna, Pictorial View 

EXISTING 600 
SELF SUPPORTING TOW 

Fig. 9:  Annapolis Top Hat Arrangement 
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Fig. 10:   Cutler, Maine Antenna-Installation, Plan View 
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An alternative method for making an efficient radiator at long wavelengths is to suspend a long conducting cable from an 
aircraft, or other lifting vehicle. In this way a half wave dipole antenna can be achieved with a large radiation resistance 
and high radiation efficiency without the high "Q" and limited bandwidth of the ground based tower antennas. This tech- 
nology is the basis of the TACAMO and airborne command post longwave communication capability as presented in Refs. 
5, 6 and 7.   The airborne facilities are illustrated in Fig. 12 taken from Ref. 5. 

Looking Glass- -SAC Airborne Command Post 
NEACP—National Emergency Airborne Command Post 
TACAMO—SSBN Communication Aircraft 
CINCPAC—Commander-in-Chief/Pdcific Airborne Command Post 

CINCLANT—Commander-in-Chief/Atlantic Airborne Command Post 
LF—Low Frequency Radio Communication 
VLF Very Low Frequency Radio Communications 

Fig. 12: Airborne submarine communications. (Figure 3 on p. 28, Vol. 39, No. 7, entitled "Strategic Command and 
Control and National Security," by Dr. Bruce G. Blair from Signal, published by The Armed Forces Communications and 
Electronics Association Copyright (c) 1985, used by permission.) 

A horizontal electric antenna can be used at long waves also. Such an antenna is utilized for the ELF communication system 
(Refs. 8, 9). In this system a powerful current is driven along horizontal wires like power lines stretched over the earth's surface 
and grounded at each end. When the conductivity of the underlying earth is low, it is as if the antenna is suspended at a modest 
height above the "electrical" earth. The effective image currents flow from one terminal to the other at a depth proportional to 
the electromagnetic skin depth of the underlying material. This mechanism permits the horizontal antennas to operate with mod- 
est efficiency. 

Soon it will be feasible to deploy a large longwave antenna from an earth orbiting satellite. Italy and the USA(NASA) have 
a joint program to develop a 60 km long conducting tether system for use in space. One of the applications of this tether 
will be the generation of long radio waves (Ref. 10). 

3.0 PROPAGATION 

3.1 Summary 

The earliest trans-Atlantic radio propagation experiments of Marconi were conducted in the long wavelength band (Ref. 2). 
In comparison to the short-wave band the long wavelength band is highly reliable. Long-distance propagation of a long 
radio wave relies on a reflection from the lower ionosphere to bring the radio wave back to earth. On the other hand short- 
waves are gradually bent back to earth because of a refraction process that depends on the detailed horizontal and vertical 
gradients of an upper-ionosphere F-layer. A VLF wave spends most of its journey in the free space between the earth's sur- 
face and the lower ionosphere. A short-wave propagates mostly through the ionosphere between 70 km and 300 km height 
between the D-layer and the F-layer. This is probably the basic reason that long-wavelength waves show greater stability of 
reception.   The disadvantages of long waves (which were deadly from an ordinary economic point of view) are: 

(a)       Large antenna structure; 

(b)      Narrow bandwidths; 
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(c) Limited total spectrum; 

(d) High powers required to overcome noise. 

The advantages of long waves are: 

(a) Great propagation range (even to the antipodes) 

(b) High phase stability 

(c) Significant ability to penetrate earth and seawater. 

The long propagation range and phase stability for long wavelength waves makes their use for navigation feasible ( Omega, 
Decca and Loran). Their penetration into the earth makes the waves useful to prospectors looking for ore-bodies or other 
deposits beneath the earth. 

3.2  The Ionosphere and Reflection Coefficients: 

The layers ascribed to the ionosphere and atmosphere are illustrated in Fig. 13 taken from Ref. 11. The ionospheric reflec- 
tion coefficients are defined as the ratio of downcoming electric field to the up going field. Because there are two orthogo- 
nal up going and downcoming field components a total of four complex reflection coefficients characterize the process at any 
given angle of incidence.  In matrix form we have 

where 

Et 

Ei 
Et E"i 

is the upgoing electric field in the plane of incidence; 
is the upgoing electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
(i.e. the horizontal electric field); 
is the downcoming electric field in the plane of incidence; 
is the downcoming electric field perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 

(1) 

IONOSPHERE 

(- 
I 
O 
UJ 

TEMPERATURE 

NEUTRAL   ATMOSPHERE 
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MESOSPHERE 
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PROCESSES 
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TURBOSPHERE 

2000 

500 

200 
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Fig. 13:   Atmospheric layers and nomenclature 

The reflection coefficients are fimctions of the electron and ion density profiles of the ionosphere. The collision frequency 
profiles, geomagnetic field and angle of incidence must also be specified. Several full-wave techniques can be used to calcu- 
late the reflection coefficient matrix. It is beyond the range of this lecture to describe these methods in depth. Figures 14 
through 16 show sample calculations of reflecfion coefficients versus incidence angle at 3 kHz for a geomagnetic dip angle 
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Fig. 14:   S-kHz nighttime ionospheric reflection 
coefficients, west-to-east propagation 
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Fig. 15:   3-kHz nighttime ionospheric reflection 
coefficients, south-to-north propagation 
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Fig. 16:   3-kHz nighttime ionospheric reflection coefficients, 
east-to-west propagation 

of 60°. (Ref. 12) Figure 17 shows two reflection coefficients as a fiinction of frequency for fixed incidence angle of 
approximately 30°. (Ref. 13) The ionospheric profile used for each calculation is shown in Fig. 18. Notice that the calcu- 
lated reflection coefficients above about 30 kHz are strongly varying with frequency. They seem to reflect the detailed 
structure of the ionosphere. The smooth approximation by AUcock and Belrose (Ref. 14) seems adequate for a first approxi- 
mation; but it lacks the oscillations noted in the fuUwave results. During nighttime long radio waves are transmitted through 
the lower ionosphere with small loss. Space-borne receivers can readily hear ground based transmitters. Likewise receivers 
on the ground can sense many curious electrical noises that are generated and stimulated in the ionosphere and magneto- 
sphere. For these ground-to-space and space-to-ground paths the lower ionosphere transmission coefficient is significant in 
forming a signal power budget. This transmission coefficient can be calculated using Pitteway's full wave method. (Ref. 
15).   Sample transmission coefficient resuhs for a 3 kHz case are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. 
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Fig. 17: Graph of reflection coefficients vs frequency. The R^/B curve is a plot of an 
empirical reflection coefficient approximation given by Belrose [14] using an equivalent 
frequency concept of Allcock. The | |i?j^ and^Ri reflection coefficients follow the 
convention of [15]. 
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Fig. 19: Transmission coefficient (solid line) and reflection coefficient (dashed line) vs angle of 
incidence from vertical (PHI) for frequency of 3 kHz, dip angle = 60°, and azimuth = 0° 
(measured from magnetic north) 
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Fig. 20: Transmission coefficients (solid lines) and reflection coefficients (dashed lines) vs 
azimuth (measured from magnetic north) for frequency of 3 kHz, dip angle = 60°, and angle 
of incidence from vertical (PHI) = 30°, 60°, and 85° 
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3.3  Field Strength Calculations using Waveguide Modes: 

For long range propagation calculations it is customary (Ref. 16) to treat the space between the earth and the ionosphere as a 
waveguide and to calculate the field strengths from a transmitter as a summation of waveguide modes. A popular method 
for achieving this is by use of the WAVEGUID computer program. 

3.3.1   Description of WAVEGUID 

The WAVEGUID computer program was originally developed at the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center to predict the 
vertical electric field received at a point on the earth's surface produced by a vertical electric transmitting antenna at another 
point on the earth's surface. It was later extended to give the crosspolarized (horizontal) components of the field at any 
height in the earth-ionosphere waveguide and even in the ionosphere itself [17, 18, 19]. The basic formulation of the equa- 
tions for the fields are given in Ref. 20. The net resultant vertical electric field at the earth's surface is represented as a 
suimnation of waveguide-mode fields: 

£,(0) = i^lki/eo 
Ids V d/a 

sm(d la) 
2^[sin''^e„ A„ exp(!7r/4 -I- i'Msin^J], (2) 

where 

Ids 

K 
a 
d 
h 
ko 
X 

is the eigenangle of the n th waveguide mode, 
is the dipole moment (ampere-meter) of the vertical antenna located on the earth's sur- 
face, 
is the excitation factor of the n th waveguide mode, 
is the radius of the earth, 
is the great-circle distance between the transmitter and the receiver, 
is the reference height of the ionosphere (used in the definition of A„), 
(= co/c) is the free-space propagation constant of the wave, 
is the wavelength of the wave, 

and 
Ho and eo are the magnetic permeability and dielectric constant of free space. 

Each waveguide mode is characterized by its own value of attenuation rate a„ and phase velocity Vp", which are related to 
the eigenangle of the n th waveguide mode 6„ according to 

(3) a„  = 0.02895 CO Im(sin9„) 

and 

'^       Re(sin6l„)' 

where a„ is measured in decibels per 1000 km (dB/Mm) and c is the speed of light. 

(4) 

The values of the waveguide-mode eigenangles depend on the reflection coefficients of the ground and the ionosphere. 
Because of its anisotropy, the ionosphere has four reflection coefficients nRH(9„), iR^^ (0„), „Ri(9„), and j.^ii(eJfor a 
gjyen angle of incidence d„. The ground is assumed to be isotropic and to have reflection coefficients nRn(0„) and 
iRi(e„), which are calculable from the eigenangle, ground conductivity, and dielectric constant. The WAVEGUID program 
uses a procedure for calculating the ground and ionospheric reflection coefficients referenced to any height z in the 
waveguide. References 26, 27, and 28 discuss the reflection coefficients further. The eigenangle e„ for a given waveguide 
mode is obtained by satisfying the mode equation 

,ii?,i(e„)    xR,{9„) 

„«i(e„)  i«i(e„) 
»R»(9„)        0 

0       iRi(9„) (5) 

This matrix equation is simply rewritten 

F(9„) = (|,/?|| ii«i|-l) (^R^ j^R^ -1) -^/Jii^^^i,/?^ ii^i, = 0, (6) 

where the dependence of the reflection coefficient on e„ has been suppressed to simplify the notation. The new variable 
Fie„) is defined also. Each value of e„ which satisfies Eq. (6) is the eigenangle of the nth waveguide mode. The excita- 
tion factor A„ for the n th waveguide mode is obtained from 

A„ = -/■ kh 
sin 9„ (1 + „Rn)' (1 - xRiiRi) 

"^"      d9 0-»n 

(7) 

where the variable F{e) is as defined in Eq. (6). In addition to the vertical electric field E, for a given waveguide mode 
having eigenangle d„, in general there exist five other nonzero field components E,, Ey, H,, Hy, and H^ within the 
waveguide for each mode. 
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These extra fields arise because the ionosphere is anisotropic on account of the earth's magnetic field. Propagation through 
and reflection from such an anisotropic medium rotates the plane of polarization of the incident wave to generate crosspolar- 
ized reflected fields. Alternatively one could consider the linearly polarized wave transmitted from the vertical electric 
dipole antenna to be a linear superposition of right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized waves, each reflected with a 
different amplitude at the ionosphere. The ionospheric reflection causes a mixture of wave polarizations at a reception point 
on or above the earth's surface. The fields at height z are related to the vertical electric fields at the earth's surface £^(0) in 
a given waveguide mode by the following functions of reflection coefficients and Hankel functions: 

and 

where 

and 

in which 

and 

with 

EAzMEM = 

£,(z)/£,(0) =/„ (z),       . 

£,(z)/£,(0) = g(z)/S, 

„/?,(l+,.R,) A(z) 

H,{zMEM = - 

5(1 -H||/?,|) (l-i/?ii^i) 

„«i(l  +,^x)/i(z) 
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HAz)/EM = 

nS ' 
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/ii (z) = exp 

  df,(z) 

i T, k 5(1 -l-ii^ii) (1 -iRnRi)        dz 
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and 

Ni = e/eo - j ^. 
bit 

(27) 

In Eq. 27 a and e refer to the conductivity and dielectric constant of the earth. 

3.3.2  Typical Waveguide Mode Parameters 

Using the WAVEGUID program, one can calculate the propagation parameters of the various modes. Figures 21 through 
23 from Ref. 21 give the excitation factors and attenuation rates for the three lowest order waveguide modes in the ELF 
band and lower VLF band. Figures 24 through 26 show the behavior of the magnetic fields versus height in the waveguide 
and inside the lower ionosphere. The nighttime ionosphere of Fig. 18 was used. The direction of propagation is toward 
magnetic north for a dip angle of 60°. Using these propagation parameters and Eqs. 7 through 27, one can estimate the 
field strength produced by a transmitter.   Additional equations and sample parameters for this task are given in Ref. 16. 

Figures 27 through 35 give propagation parameters for the first three waveguide modes calculated for a typical daytime iso- 
tropic ionosphere and used in the noise prediction computer program described in Ref. 22. These are similar to but more 
comprehensive than the parameters given in Ref. 23. 
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Fig. 21:   Lowest-order TEM mode propagation parameters vs frequency 
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3.3.3  Field Strength Calculations and Measurements: 

As shown in Ref. 24 field strength versus distance curves can be readily calculated from these parameters. Figures 36 
through 41 taken from Ref. 25 illustrate the pattern of field strength versus distance for a one kilowatt radiated power 
transmitter propagating over sea water at 24.0 kHz. The very sharp predicted interference hull at 2.4 Mm is to be noted are 
Fig. 36. Using the parameters given in Ref. 23, a statistical prediction of field strength versus distance was made by a 
Monte Carlo technique. A gaussian distribution of height, h , and conductivity gradient, H, were assumed having an average 
/i = 70 km and average /3 = .5 km"'. The standard deviation of the height was 1 km and of (3 was .05 km"'. This 
method predicted the greatest variability of signal level to occur near the interference nulls at 2.4 Mm and 3.8 Mm. Experi- 
mental data was taken for a period during summer 1970 near the 2.4 Mm null produced by the NBA, Balboa transmitter 
which was operating on 24.0 kHz (Ref. 26). The measured standard deviation was much smaller than that predicted from 
the model. It was also smaller than is usually observed with long term data-taking. It was concluded from this data that 
during the short period of this experiment the ionosphere was highly repeatable, even though it shows greater variability 
over longer durations. 
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Fig. 36; Plot of field strengths having 99%, 90%, and 50% time availabilities vs distance. 
Plot of standard deviation of field strength vs distance. Plot of basic multimode field strength 
((3 = 0.5 km-' /!  = 70 km) case. 
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Fig. 40:   Histograms of calculated field strengths 
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3.3.4  DC A Recommended Ionospheres: 

From an analysis of field strength versus distance data similar to those shown in Figs. 42 and 43, the U.S. Defense Com- 
munications Agency (Ref. 27) recommended the ionosphere profiles shown in Table 1. Graphs showing these ionosphere 
parameters are shown in Figs. 44 and 45 (taken from Ref. 27). The electron density Niz) versus height, z, in kilometers 
for a particular /3 and h is given by Eq. 28. 

Af(z) =  < 1.43 • 10 e\ 
'■ exp(-0.15/!) jexp[(,3 - 0.15)(z  - h)] (28) 

The collision frequency versus height is given by Eq. 29. 

p (z) = Votxpi- az) (29) 

where 

1.82 X 10" collision/sec =    0.15 km" 

From a later analysis of multifrequency mid-latitude day and nighttime data (Ref. 28) taken on flights from Hawaii to Cali- 
fornia, the recommendations of Table 2 are given. It is significant that for nighttime the laterally homogeneous ionospheric 
profile must be assumed to change with broadcast frequency. This unphysical situation reflects our current lack of under- 
standing of the nighttime lower ionosphere. 
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Fig. 42:   Propagation over the Pacific Ocean (daytime, summer) (26.1 kHz) 
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Table 1 - DCA (Ref. 27) Recommended Profiles to Use in WAVEGUIDE 
OR WAVEHOP Propagation Programs 

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME 

Summer Winter Summer Winter 

High Latitude 

Low Latitude 

(3 = 0.3,/i'=72 

|3 = 0.5,/!'= 70 

i3 = 0.3,/i'= 72 

j3 = 03,h' = 72 p = 0.5, /i' = 87 
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Fig. 44:  Daytime Electron Density Profiles and Collision Frequency Profiles 
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Fig. 45:   Nighttime Electron Density Profiles and Collision Frequency Profile 
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Table 2 — DCA (Ref. 28) Recommended Electron Density Profiles for 
Use in Propagation Predictions (midlatitude) 

DAYTIME 

Winter 

NIGHTTIME 

Winter 

Frequency 
(kHz) 

Profile 
(3 (km-'),//' (km) 

Frequency 
(kHz) 

Profile 
/3(km-'),//' (km) 

9-60 (3 = 0.3, //' = 74 below   10 

10- 15 

15 -25 

25 -30 

30-40 

40-60 

,3 = 0.3, //' = 87 

^ = 0.4, //'  = 87 

/3 = 0.5, //' = 87 

0 = 0.6,//' = 88 

^ = 0.7, //' = 88 

|3 = 0.8,//' = 88 

3.3.5 Coverage Prediction Programs for Inhomogeneous Paths 

Up to this point we have discussed prediction methods for homogeneous paths only. However the earth's surface, earth's 
magnetic field and the ionosphere typically vary with distance along a propagation path. References 32 and 33 represent 
early efforts to apply mode theory to these inhomogeneous paths. References 34 through 37 describe further developments 
and elaboration of the waveguide mode propagation picture using mode-matching and the WKB approximation to propagate 
the waves through spatially varying portions of the path. 

Reference 38 describes a Very Low Frequency Automatic Computation Method (VLFACM) computer model. It is approxi- 
mate but it is inexpensive to run (Ref. 39). It makes predictions with built in easily-computed values for the attenuation and 
excitation of the signal. VLFACM only computes a single dominant waveguide mode and operates best from 15 kHz to 30 
kHz. The model parameters were selected by comparison of the program predictions with a great many propagation paths. 
VLFACM contains expressions which permit it to give a complete diurnal prediction taking solar zenith angle, geomagnetic 
azimuth and ground conductivity into account. 

3.3.6 DCA Arctic Propagation Recommendation and Recent Experiments: 

The DCA recommendations (Ref. 27) for Arctic or high-latitude propagation conditions were based on the comparisons 
shown in Figs. 46 through 53. Notice that in all cases the field strength predictions are noticeably higher than the measured 
values for waves propagating across the Greenland Ice Cap and that the conductivity of the ice cap is assumed to be 10"' 
mhos/meter in conformity with Refs. 29 and 30. However at 25 kHz Ref. 31 gives the measured conductivity of an antarc- 
tic glacier as 5.0 to 6.1 x 10"' mho/1 m with a relative dielectric constant of approximately 11. Referring to Fig. 27 we 
see that this conductivity change could raise the attenuation rate over Greenland at 24 hKz from 9 dB for a = 10"' mho/m 
to between 13 and 15 dB/Mm for the larger values of a given by Ref. 31. Recent measurements of the 24.0 kHz signal 
from NAA indicate an attenuation rate over Greenland in better agreement with the higher attenuation rate, suggesting that 
the conductivity and dielectric constant of the Greenland Ice Cap may need modification. 

3.3.7 Coverage Problems 

The entire question of the actual coverage of longwave systems is currently in a status of reevaluation and flux. As one 
might guess from the meager amount of airborne propagation data available and the tendency of the ionosphere not to stand 
still, we find that our coverage prediction techniques are unable to achieve the accuracy that will readily satisfy a system 
designer. Because significantly large sums of money are involved in the purchase of aircraft squadrons or in the building of 
a huge ground based transmitters, greater emphasis and resources should be and are being allocated to longwave coverage 
research. 

3.4 Wavehop Coverage Predictions 

The solution of the Helmholtz equation for the Hertz vector between concentric spherical shells (Ref. 40) is given by a sum- 
mation of products of spherical harmonics functions (Eq. 30). 

4ir , =„ U^ 
(30) 

Watson (Ref. 41) discovered a technique for transforming this slowly converging series into an integral in the complex plane 
and re-expressing the integral as a summation over residues. 

„ = _,f   0i±lZ2I 
"'i-    xin 

f iv)P,[cos Tr-e)]dv (31) 
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Fig. 46:   High-Latitude Propagation 

Fligiit Path: England to Sondrestrom, Greenland (daytime) 
Ground conductivity: Sea water, 4 mhos/meter; Greenland ice cap, 

10~^ mhos/meter 
Transmitter: GYN Preston, England (45 kHz) 
Date: July 1970 
Electron Density Profiles:     /3 = 0.3km"', h' =   72 km with the 

base of the ionosphere at 30 km and, 
|8 = 0.25km-', ^j' =   74 km with the 
base of the ionosphere at 40 km 

Method of Computation: WKB approximation 

DISTANCE, Mm 

Fig. 47:   High-Latitude Propagation 

Propagation parameters are the same as Figure 46 except that only the 
^ = 0.3 km" , h' = 72 km profile is shown. Field strengths are computed for receiver 
altitudes (RALT) of 0, 6, and 9 km. 
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Fig. 48:   High-Latitude Propagation 

Flight Path: England to Sondrestrom, Greenland (daytime) 
Ground conductivity: Sea water, 4 mhos/meter; Greenland ice cap, 

10"' mhos/meter 
Transmitter: MSF Rugby, England (60 kHz) 
Date: July 1970 
Electron Density Profiles:     /3 = 0.3km"', h' =   72 km with the 

base of the ionosphere at 30 km and, 
0 = 0.25km"', h' =   74 km with the 
base of the ionosphere at 40 km 

Method of Computation: WKB approximation 

o 
E 

2 3 

DISTANCE, Mm 

Fig. 49:   High-Latitude Propagation 
Propagation parameters are the same as Fig. 48 except that only the 
(3 = 0.25 km"', h' = 74 km profile is shown. Field strengths are computed for receiver 
altitudes (RALT) of 0 and 9 km. 
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8 JUNE 1958, SEATTLE TO THULE 
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Flight Path: Seattle, Washington across Canada and over the Greenland ice cap 
Ground conductivity: Various values of land, sea, and ice along the path 
Transmitter: NLK, Seattle, Washington (18.6 kHz) 
Date: June 1958 
Electron Density Profiles:    /3 = 0.3km"', h' =   72 km with the 

base of the ionosphere at 30 km and, 
0 = 0.25km-\ h'  =   74 km with the 
base of the ionosphere at 40 km 

Method of Computation: WKB approximation 

Fig. 50:   High-Latitude Propagation 
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Flight Path: Thule, Greenland across the ice cap to London, England and 
and Thule to Fairbanks, Alaska 

Ground conductivity: Various values of land, sea, and ice along the path 
Transmitter: NLK, Seattle, Washington (18.6 kHz) 
Date: June 1958 
Electron Density Profiles:     /3 = 0.3km~',/j'  =   72 km with the 

base of the ionosphere at 30 km and, 
/3 = 0.25km-', ;i' =   74 km with the 
base of the ionosphere at 40 km 

Method of Computation: WKB approximation 

Fig. 51:   High-Latitude Propagation 
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Fig. 52:   High-Latitude Propagation 

The propagation parameters are the same as those of Fig. 50 except that the earth's conductivities are 
taken as only sea water, a = 4.64 mhos/meter and Greenland ice, a = 10"^ mhos/meter. The 
computations are made using the mode-conversion procedures. 
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Fig. 53:  High-Latitude Propagation 
The propagation parameters are the same as those of Fig. 51 except that the earth's conductivities are taken 
as only sea water, ( o- = 4.64 mhos/meter) and Greenland ice, ( <j = 10"' mhos/meter). The computations 
are made using the mode-conversion procedures. 
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In this expression the sum of spherical harmonic Legendre polynomial P, (cos 0) functions, which utilize integral values of 
q, are re-expressed as an integral over complex contour in the variable v using a Legendre function P, [cos (TT — G)] which 
utilizes a complex value of the subscript v. The function P„ [cos (TT - 0)] behaves like a propagating and exponentially 
decaying wave in the 0 direction; i.e. along the surface of the earth. In the waveguide mode theory the integral in Eq. 31 
is evaluated by the method of residues at residue points c,. Each value of v, is referred to as a waveguide mode root and is 
a solution of Eq. 32. 

(32) D, = 0 = 1 - /?*"> i^/''>- 
;I(^*(fa^)/^<"(fe) 

The wave-hop formulation for the propagation of long radio waves originated at a very early time after Marconi's original 
transatlantic transmissions. An early paper by HoUingworth (Ref. 42) is particularly noteworthy in that Hollingworth exper- 
imentally determined that the field strength versus distance of a long wavelength station truly behaves in an undulatory 
manner, thereby exhibiting the effect of groundwave and skywave interference at ranges governed by geometry and 
wavelength. The hop approach was adopted by most workers in the field during the thirties and forties—as exemplified by 
Bremmer's textbook (Ref. 43). 

Wait (Refs. 40 and 44) opened up a new line for theoretical advance when he pointed out that the Watson integral expres- 
sion for the fields (Eq. 31), which leads to the waveguide mode formulation, can also be expressed in terms of a geometric 
series in the reflection coefficients. The first term in the geometric series corresponds to the ground wave. The second 
term to a one-hop skywave. The third term describes a two-hop skywave, etc. This concept was extended by L. Berry, 
J.R. Johler, and others (Refs. 45-49) to produce a method for expressing the fields utilizing the anisotropic ionospheric 
reflection coefficients in a realistic way. These methods were developed during the 60's and culminated in computer pro- 
grams produced by Berry, Herman, and Gonzales, and by Lewis in the early 70's. The wave hop method has been shown 
by Jones et al. (Ref. 50) and Morfitt and Halley (Ref. 51) to compare well with the waveguide mode methods of calculation. 

The wavehop programs have been directly applied to making field strength prediction maps. The wavehop method possesses 
the great virtue that after inserting the parameters of a propagation path, the resuhs are produced directiy after a straightfor- 
ward calculation that requires no human intervention to complete. Results are automatically mapped to provide signal to 
noise coverage charts (Figs. 54 through 57). 

LDNG WRVE PRDPRGRTIDN CENTER 

90 .  105 ^  120 
PH1L119 

135 
(SUMMER    ) 

.  150 

Fig. 54: Coverage chart showing signal to noise contours (3dB, heavy line; 
OdB light line) for a Naval Broadcast Station at Tarlac, Philippines on 
119.85 kHz for 99% time availability for all hours of the month of July. 
Assumed transmitter power is 2.5 kW, and noise bandwidth is 1 kHz. 
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Fig. 55:  Coverage chart for some conditions as previous figure except time availability is reduced to 90% 
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Fig. 56: Coverage chart showing signal to noise contours for a broadcast station at Guam on 127.5 kHz for 
90% time availability for all hours of July. Assumed transmitter power is 23 IcW, and noise bandwidth is 1 

khz. 
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Fig. 57:   Coverage chart for same conditions as previous figure 
except time availability is increased to 99% 

3.4.1.   Recent Developments in Wave Hop 

Recently we have been implementing some of the initial ideas of Johler to make the wavehop program amenable to the treat- 
ment of inhomogeneous paths in a realistic way. To do this, one must calculate ionospheric reflection coefficients along the 
propagation path at a variety of angles of incidence and utilize these values in evaluating the fields via interpolation tech- 
mques. Thus, greater realism should be introduced into the programs at the cost of increased complexity and bookkeeping 
problems. Some calculations utilizing this technique are compared with the original Berry and Herman method in Figs. 58 
and 59. We see that for long daytime paths the two programs give similar predictions, but for passage through the day-night 
terminator there are obvious differences. 

Because both the multimode and multihop methods have complimentary advantages when applied to longwave propagation 
predictions, both methods should be applied to problems whenever either one is in doubt. 

3.5  Future Needs for Coverage Predictions 

Future progress in the accurate prediction of long wave radio fields will be strongly tied to our ability to monitor and model 
the lower ionospheric D-region and to accurately map ground conductivity of the earth as a ftinction of frequency A 
medium-sized campaign of aircraft flights and long term ground based receivers could reduce our uncertainties in many 
areas. 

The possibility for making a world-wide D-region sensing and monitoring system is very appealing. Numerous systems can 
produce D-region ionospheric information, and special systems can be readily designed and implemented to serve this pur- 
pose. For example, the auroral photographs currently available from the DMSP satellite can be correlated with actual pro- 
pagation calculations and measurements to get a model of the aurora-dominated situation. Data from DMSP type sensors 
working in various spectral bands could detect regions of high electron precipitation to provide real-time feedback to com- 
munications traffic managers to permit efficient mode, transmitter location and frequency selection. Numerous inexpensive 
ground systems can be implemented to provide auxiliary data, A prime example of a ground based D-region ionosphere 
sensor would be the large Arecibo Thomson Scatter Radar. It gives local electron density profile information from 60 km 
up to 1000 km. Performing a series of experiments with this facility tied in with OTH HF radar, partial reflection sensors 
nometers, and microwave and airglow monitors should greatly enhance our knowledge of the D-region and of its properties 
relevant to long wavelength propagation prediction. A second series of experiments are the auroral zone using the Univer- 
sity of Tromso's Partial Reflection Experiments and EISCAT Thompson Scatter Radar facility at Tromso Norway would 
give additional validity to the polar ionospheric models and help with the validation of a polar imaging system    The data 
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Fig. 58: Field strengtli vs distance predictions for Naval LF Broadcast Station Greece 
on 59 kHz for July, 3.5 kw radiated power, due north at 0000 UT. Solar zenith angle 
at mid-points (3500 km) is 62°. Path is quite homogeneous daytime, so old and new 
methods of prediction give similar results. 
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Fig. 59; Field strength vs distance predictions for Naval LF Broadcast Station Greece on 
59 kHz for July, 3.6 kw radiated power, due north at 0000 UT. Solar zenith angle at 
mid-point (3500 km) is 87° or daytime condition; at 2500 km the solar zenith angle is 96° 
or nighttime condition. The old method interprets the path as all daylight; the new method 
has reduced attenuation for the nighttime portion of the path and appropriate daytime 
attenuation for the daytime portion. 
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from the HILAT satellite discussed by Huffman et al (Ref. 52) are another example of valuable satellite produced informa- 
tion. 

3.6  Dispersion and Multipath 

Because wide bandwidth or short pulse-length modulation can be used for VLF communication systems, it is important to 
consider how multimode propagation and dispersion will tend to distort short signal pulses. References 53 and 54 presented 
various methods for treating transient signals in a dispersive channel. 

Reference 55 considered VLF pulse stretching from the point of view of the waveguide-mode theory of VLF propagation to 
show the predictions that this theory makes about short-pulse transmission. 

When short pulses are propagated in a waveguide, the received pulse shape is altered by both multimode (or equivalently 
multipath) propagation and by dispersion of the pulses propagating by individual modes. Multimode distortion arises when a 
pulse leaves a transmitting antenna and travels down the waveguide in several modes. The different modes have different 
phase and group velocities, so the pulses will arrive at the receiver displaced from one another in time. Depending on how 
much displacement has occurred, the pulse can look like one long pulse or like a series of two or more pulses. Such 
multimode distortion is identical, in effect, to the classical multipath distortion that always arises when a signal can take 
more than one path to a receiver. 

Dispersive distortion is independent of the multimode problem. A short pulse is composed of a spread of frequencies 
around a carrier frequency and thus occupies a certain bandwidth A/, which is roughly given by the reciprocal of the length 
of the pulse TQ; i.e.. A/ = I/TQ. Since the group velocities of the components on different frequencies are not the same, 
the components arrive at the receiver displaced in time. This leads to pulse smearing due to propagation even on a single 
mode. 

It is important to remember that multimode distortion and dispersive distortion are distinct and independent phenomena. 
Thus, propagation channels that have a great deal of multimode distortion but little dispersion, and vice versa, could exist. 

The equations that describe pulse stretching due to multimode propagation in the waveguide are straightforward. The index 
of refraction for the nth mode n„ is given by the ratio of the speed of light to the phase velocity (we use the letter n both 
for the index of refraction and as a mode index). 

nn    =   C/VpA,„ (33) 

the group velocity v^,„ of a signal on the nth mode is obtained from the index of refraction and its derivative as follows: 

'fg.n/c = (n„ +fdn„/df)-' (34) 

The time delay AT„„ between pulses arriving on different modes (the mth and nth modes) is simply given by: 

AT„.  = aQ (35) 

Here a6 (-rf) is the distance between the transmitter and receiver. The equations that describe the dispersion spread are 
also obtained very straightforwardly (Ref. 56). The difference in arrival times Ar^i^p between the components on the dif- 
ferent frequencies on a single mode are calculated for a frequency difference A/: 

Ardisp = a e 1 1 
y,(f)        w,(f +A/) (36) 

Collecting terms and introducing the initial pulse length TQ = 1 /A/, we obtain 

^ Tdhp 
_  aOAf v,(f +A/)-v,(/) 

A/ 
ae   d\g 

ToVj    df 
(37) 

The fractional dispersive spreading is given by 

To 

ae    dy„ 

rhl    df (38) 

There is a further type of dispersive distortion that cannot be treated by these simple concepts. This type of spreading 
occurs because of the frequency variation of the excitation factors and of the attenuation coefficients on the various modes. 
The amplitudes of different frequency components of a pulse will be excited differently and attenuated differently.   A pulse 
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that was initially composed of frequencies over an initial effective bandwidth will appear to be shifted in frequency or to 
occupy a smaller bandwidth because of the greater absorption of the frequency components at one side or the other of the 
occupied band. This type of distortion could be very significant, but it appears that it can only be treated by considering 
various pulse shapes and performing Fourier transforms. The procedure for numerically studying this type of dispersion is 
well known. A pulse shape v, (t) at the transmitting antenna is given by some modulation function A(t) times a basic sine 
wave exp ; WQI on the frequency OQ: . .     ■  . 

v,(f) = A(t)expio}(,t (39) 

This pulse can be Fourier analyzed: 

■^'("^ =   ,^ ,w2  I       ^(Oexpiojo/exp-ioffi?? 
(2ir) '    •'-" 

(40) 

The received pulse Vr,„(<<j) on the nth mode will be given by: 

Vr,„(oj) = v,(a)) 
a (0 sine) 1/2 (41) 

where V„ is the nth term in the summation of (2); i.e. 

V„  = sin^'^6„ A„exp(iIT/4 +ike dsmd„) (4?) 

The received pulse must then be transformed back to the time domain to obtain the pulse shape as a function of time: 

Vr,„(0   = 
(2ir)"2 J- 

e'"'v,,„Mrfaj (43) 

If we desire the total received pulse shape, we merely sum the pulses on the various modes: 
00 

v,(0 =  D v,,„(f) 
1=1 

(44) 

We could just as well obtain \r(J) by performing the summation over the V„ before the integration over o).   We would then 
have obtained: 

'^''' = ^ ^- 
M^)e" 

a (GsinG) 1/2 
n =1 

diO (45) 

The equivalence of (44) and (45) indicates that it makes no difference whether we consider the pulses as carried by different 
modes or whether we just consider the existence of the complicated complex transfer function: 

H{oi) E v„ /aiOsinQy^ (46) 

It is easier to think of pulses traveling by different modes or hops, so we prefer to use this separate mode approach rather 
than the transfer function approach. 

3.6.1 Dispersion Calculation 

One may use the isotropic exponential ionosphere model with a /3= 0.5 and heights of 70 and 90 km to represent daytime 
and nighttime ionospheric conditions. From data given in Ref. 23, one may calculate the index of refraction (Fig. 60) 
assuming an infinite ground conductivity. The derivative of the index of refraction can be numerically determined (Fig. 61); 
and thus the group velocity as a function of frequency has been obtained (Fig. 62). Using these group velocities, the delays 
between pulses on various modes were calculated. The multimode interference will normally have the greatest observable 
effect when two or more modes are approximately equal in strength. The region of frequency-range space in which two or 
more modes are within 4 db of each other was determined by studying the graphs of signal strength versus distance given by 
Ref. 24, which are based on the parameters given by Ref. 23. The group delays, the time of arrival between pulses on the 
first and second modes, and between pulses on the second and third modes were then computed. These delay times are 
shown in Tables 3 and 4. In these tables, two time delays are given for most frequencies. The upper time delay is between 
the first and second-mode pulses; the lower time delay is between the second- and third-mode pulses. For some frequencies, 
Ref. 23 gives the phase velocity for only two modes; and for these cases only one delay time is presented. Delay time 
values are given only for the region for which two or more modes have amplitudes within 4 db of each other. Delay time 
values at other ranges can be easily calculated by proportionality.  In the regions given, two pulses would likely be separated 
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Fig. 60: Index of refraction vs frequency calculated by Wait 
and Spies [1964] for three modes (/3 = 0.5, h — 10 km, and 
90 km).   Solid line, nighttime; dashed line, daytime. 
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Fig. 61:   Derivative of the index of refraction vs frequency.   Solid 
line, daytime; dashed line, nighttime. 
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Fig. 62:   Group velocity as a function of frequency.   Solid 
line, nighttime; dashed line, daytime. 
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Table 3 — Daytime multipath time delays in milliseconds 
(/3 = 0.5,h = 70km) 

Frequency, 
kHz 

Range , Mm 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 4.0 6.0 

16 0.039 
18 0.031 0.061 
20 0.024 

0.052 
0.047 
0.104 

0.071 
0.156 

22 0.018 0.036 0.054 0.073 
0.042 0.084 0.126 0.168 

24 0.014 

0.036 
0.042 

0.107 
0.056 
0.142 

26 0.009 
0.031 

0.038 
0.123 

0.076 
0.246 

28 0.008 
0.025 

0.066 
0.202 

0.101 
0.302 

Where two values of delay are given, the upper value is the delay between pulses 
on the first- and second-order modes, and the lower is the delay between pulses 
on the second- and third-order modes. 

Table 4 — Nighttime multipath time delays in milliseconds 
((3 = 0.5, h  = 90 km) 

Frequency 
kHz 

Range, Mm 

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 

12 0.048 0.097 
14 0.030 

0.065 
0.061 
0.130 

0.091 
0.195 

0.121 
0.261 

16 0.020 
0.057 

0.061 
0.152 

0.082 
0.203 

0,164 
0.406 

18 0.0132 
0.0383 

0.106 
0.312 

0.158 
0.467 

20 0.0076 
0.0315 

0.091 
0.378 

0.121 
0.404 

0.151 
0.530 

0.182 
0.756 

22 0.0034 
0.0262 

0.095 
0.734 

24 8 X lO-'o 
0.022 

1.6 X 10-' 
0.045 

26 2.5 X 10"" 
0.019 

5 X 10-5 
0.038 

7.5 X 10-5 
0.057 

28 4.1 X 10-5 
0.017 

0.83 X 10-'' 
0.034 

1.24 X 10-" 
0.051 

1.6 X lO-'' 
0.068 

Where two values of delay are given, the upper value is the delay between pulses on the first- and second-order modes, and the 
lower is the delay between pulses on the second- and third-order modes. 

by the time delay given on the upper line, or, if the two dominant pulses are arranged so as to cancel out to a great extent, 
the pulse remnant of the cancellation of the first two pulses would be followed by a pulse traveling on another mode. 

The dispersive time delay fraction AT/TQ from (38) was also calculated for an initial pulse length of 2 msec received at 6000 
km from the transmitter. The results are given in Figs. 63 and 64. We see that the spreading is small, typically only a few 
per cent. 

3.6.2  Results of Dispersion Calculations 

One observes that the time delays between the second- and third-order mode pulses are usually greater than the delay 
between the first- and second-order mode pulses. During the daytime the greatest delay between the first- and second-mode 
pulses in the interference region is approximately 0.1 msec at 28 kHz and 6000-km range. The greatest delay between the 
second- and third-mode pulse is approximately 0.3 msec at the same frequency and range. At nighttime the interference 
region is shifted to lower frequency. The greatest time delay between pulses on the first and second modes is approximately 
0.18 msec at a frequency of 20 kHz and 12-Mm range. The time delay between the second- and third-mode pulses is 
approximately 0.76 msec at that frequency and range. 
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Fig. 63:   Fractional time delay dispersion vs frequency for three modes 
for a distance D = aO of 6 Mm for nighttime (P = 0.5, h  =90 km) 
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Fig. 64:   Fractional time delay dispersion vs frequency for three modes 
for a distance D = ad of 6 Mm for daytime ()3 = 0.5, h  = 10 km) 
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3.6.3  Dispersion Conclusions 

Theoretical estimates were obtained of the severity of multimode and dispersive distortion in the VLF propagation channel. 
It appears that multimode propagation will cause greater pulse distortion than will dispersion. Even at long distance at 
night, the muhimode propagation introduces appreciable pulse distortion on some frequencies for pulse lengths shorter than 
~ 1 or 2 msec, since the maximum delay time is of the order of 0.7 msec. During the daytime, however, the delays are 
smaller, only about 0.3 msec, and the pulse stretching would be smaller. From the present calculation, it would appear that 
a communicator could choose an optimum frequency for transmission to avoid the regions of frequency-range space given in 
Tables 3 and 4 and thereby avoid both problems of multimode reception time delays and of modal interference nulls. 

4.0 MODULATION TECHNIQUES FOR LONGWAVE SYSTEMS 

For most of its history, the longwave communication channel was dominated by on-off keyed (OOK) systems transmitting 
Morse code. Frequency-shift keyed (FSK) systems were introduced to provide higher speed data transfer. The performance 
of these systems are summarized in Ref. 2. In even more recent times minimum shift keying (MSK) systems have been 
introduced to provide still more efficient use of the limited frequency spans of each longwave communications channel. The 
following mathematical development is intended to provide an understanding of the newer MSK systems. 

4.1 Elementary Signal Theory 

Figure 65 shows schematically the outlines of a long wavelength communication system. Figure 66 shows a conceptual ver- 
sion of a receiver and demodulation portion of Fig. 65. The operation of the integrator portion of the equipment in Fig. 66 
is to sample the received waveforms h(t) and to multiply them by the desired waveform hi(t) and /i2(0 and to integrate 
over a time equal to a bit-keying-element period Tg, centered about the time ?, the midpoint of the / th expected bit interval. 
The transmitted waveform is constructed as a linear superposition of/!](/) and hjit) according to 

h{t) = X, hm + y, h2{t). (47) 

XMTR 
ni 

ANTENNA EARTH-IONOSPHERE 
WAVEGUIDE 

NOISE 

-h(±H RCVR DEMODU- 
LATOR 

VLF PROPAGATION  CHANNEL 

Fig. 65:  Model of the communication system 
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Fig. 66:   Model of the receiver-demodulator 

The outputs of the integrators will yield the values of Z, and Yi which contain the transmitted information. 

and 
l,+T„/l 

Y, = {TB)-'   l_j. ^^  h2{t)h(t)dt, 

as long as /ii(0 and /12(f) are orthonormal to each other: 

(TB)-'   1,   .      hi(t)hj(t)dt = dij. 
7    'B/2 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

Here Sy is the Kronecker delta function, equal to zero for / ?t j and equal to 1 for i = j. 
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4.1.1   Correlation of Orthogonal Waveforms 

A set of orthogonal wideband waveforms /i,(0 and hiit) can be generated by using a baseband waveform hB(t) to modulate 
both a sinusoidal and cosinusoidal wave: 

h,(t) = hsit) cos ojof, 

hiit) = hsit) sin OIQ?, 

h(t) = hB{t){Xi cos 0)0? + Yi sin uoO- 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

The values of Z/ and y, give the strength of the cosinusoidal and sinusoidal components.   A correlation receiver can then be 
made to extract the value of Xi and 7;: 

X, = 2(TB)     j^ _^ ^^  hB{t){X, cos 0)0?  + y/ sin COQO /!B(0 cos o)o/ (i/ 

and 

1'/ = 2(Tfl)     j, _j. ^2  ''fl(') '^•'^' '^"^ "o' + ^' "" "o') ^B{t) sin 0)0? A. 

(54) 

(55) 

A propagation delay time of Tp modifies the correlator outputs to give new ones which we call X,{Tp) and Y,{Tp): 

_    f '/ + ^B'2 
X,(Tp) = 2{TB)   ' j, _j. ^2    hB{t + Tp) [X, cos o)o(r + r^) + 7, sin o)o(?  + Tp)] 

"/    'B' 

X /iflCr) cos 0)0/ dt 

and 

(56) 

_, f '/ + 's" 
Y,(Tp) = 2(78)     j, _j- /2    /ifiC  + rp)([X, cos o)o(f  + Tp) + y, sin o)o(f  + T^)] 

X /jflCO sin 0)0? rf?. . , (57) 

We find that the vector ^,(Tp) = (X,(Tp), Yi{Tp)) is approximately the phase-rotated version of ^, = {X,,Y,). We have 

Xi(Tp) = TB~\XI cos oioTp  + Y, sin oioTp) j^ _j, ^^  /isCO ;is(f + Tp) dt (58) 

and 

Yi(Tp) = TB~\-X, sin (jioTp + Y, cos o)oTp) \^ _^ ^^ hB{t)hB{t + Tp) dt. (59) 

Thus we can write this equation in vector form if /?/ = {Xi,Yi): 

RdTp) = TB-' 
('i+^Bn 
], -T  ,2    ^B{t)hB{t   +   Tp)dt 

COS o)oTp       sin o)oTp 

— sin o)oTp    COS o)oTp R,. (60) 

The magnitude of the vector/?,(Tp) = KCTp)^ + Y^^Tpf}'^''^ is gi\en by 
',+Tg/2 

The phase of the vector Ri{Tp) is given by 

\Rl{Tp)\    =   TB-'\RI\   j/_/^2    hBO)hB{t+Tp)dt. 

0,(Tp) = arg{X,{Tp) + lYiiTp)) = arg(X,  + iY,) + o)oTp. 

(61) 

(62) 

Thus, the magnitude of the Ri(Tp) vector varies slowly with Tp, and the phase </);(Tp) changes rapidly. 

4.1.2  Correlation of Other Orthogonal Waveforms 

A more complicated set of orthogonal waveforms can be generated using two orthogonal baseband waveforms /!fl,(0 and 
hB2(t) such that for /, 7  = 1,2 

(TB)-'\,'_^",, hBi{t)hBj{t)dt =8,j, (63) 

where 6y is the Kronecker delta function.   The transmitted waveform /z (r) is given by 

•      '- h(t) = Z//Jsi(f) cos 0)0? + y,/!s2(0 sin 0)0?. 

To extract the value of X, and Y, from this waveform, we need a correlator receiver to do the following integrations: 

(64) 

:,+T„/2 _.  e  I     B' 
X,   =  2(TB)        ], _J.  ,2    K/jfilC?) COSO)of   +   y(/!B2(?) Sino)o?][Asi(?)-(-/iB2(?)] COSO)o/ dt (65) 
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and 

Yi = 2(,TB)     ]^ _j. ^j [XifiB^t) cos uo' + y,/!fl2(0 sin oor][/!Bi(0+'iB2(0] sin uof rf?. 

When the time of arrival is changed to f = t + T^ , we have 

XiiTp)   =  2(78)-'  j, _j.  ,2    W/!B,(f   +   Tp) COS a)o(t   +   Tp)   +   Yihglit   +   Tp) sin 0)0^+7^)] 

X   [hgiit)   +  /!B2(0] COSCJO?  dt 

(66) 

(67) 

and 

y,(Tp) = 2(7i)-' 1^ _^ ^^   [Xihaiit + Tp) cos a)o(r + r,) + y,/!B2(' + 7>) sin 0)0^ + Tp)] 

X [ftBiit) + hB2(t)] sin ojof dt. 

This gives 

X,(7p)   =  X,  cos OJorpTB-'  j   ;ifl,(r   +   Tp)[hBl(t)   +  /lfl2(0] * 

+ Y, sin (jioTpTa''^ hB2{t  + Tp)[hB,(t) + hgi^t)] dt 

and 

(68) 

(69) 

y,(Tp)   =    -X,   sincOoTprB-']^_j.  ^j    ;!a,(r   +   Tp)[hBt{t)   +  hB2(t)]dt 

+ y,   COS C^oTpTe-']^ _^   ^2    /!B2(f    +   Tp)  [hB,(t)   +   hsiit)] dt. 

If the two baseband modulation functions are sufficiently orthogonal that 

Ts-' I 
l,+T„/2 

hsiit + Tp)hB2{t) dt = Q 

and sufficiently similar that 

^«"' ], -T n  ^Bd'  + rp)hBiit) dt  = TB''] ^ _j. ^^  hB2{t  + Tp) hB2(t) dt. 

we again obtain 

X,(Tp) = (X, cos ojQTp + Y, sm (^OTP)TB    J^   J, ^^ /isi(? + Tp)hBx{t) dt 

and 

Yl(.Tp)   =   (-  X,SmcOo7-p    +   y/COS 01OTP)TB      ]^ _^  ^^ hBl(t +Tp)/lsi(0 rf/. 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

When the more complicated correlators of Eqs. (65) and (66) are used, and the orthogonal waveforms satisfy the conditions 
of Eqs. (71) and (72), the type of waveform of Eq. (64) gives a behavior similar to that of Eq. (53). 

4.2 Modulation Methods " , ■   ■•'"• 

The values of Ri can be modified at the transmitter to initiate the communication of information. In amplitude modulation 
the magnitude of Ri is varied. In phase-shift keying the phase angle 4>i is modulated. Thus, in general, information may be 
transmitted by changing the transmitted vector Ri in some prescribed way. The stability of the received vector Ri{Tp) in 
amplitude and phase is important in the performance of conmiunication systems. In the realistic communication channel the 
values of Ri (tp) will also depend on the noise present. In this study we neglect noise and simply study the effects of propa- 
gation on RiiTp). .       . . . 

4.3 MSK Signals .-.   .,   ,,-;."   ... 

In the field of VLF communications, minimum shift keying (MSK) is a commonly used type of spread-spectrum modulation. 
MSK is mathematically described in terms of a transmitted waveform s(t), a baseband modulation u(t), and a chip 
waveform p(r), as follows: 

s(0 = Re u{t)e   ° 

u{t) 

^-1 
2 

n =0 

Pit)   = 1 

X,/„ p {t  - nT) - / y, Q„ p (t-T/2 - nT) 

- T12 < t  < T/2, 

r   p r         -N -| 

\ r cos 
T!t 

T 

0, 1' 1 > T 12. 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 
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This is a specific version of the signal described in general by Eq. (64), in which the orthogonal baseband waveforms /iai(0 
and /Ja2(0 are given by 

2 

hBm=^   D   I„p(t - nT) (78) 

and 

hsiit) = ^   D   QnP(t - Til - nT). (79) 

In these above equations /„ and Q„ are pseudorandomly chosen integers of value +1 or -1. It is assumed that both the 
transmitter and receiver possess synchronized pseudorandom-number-sequence generators that provide the /„ and Q„ 
sequences. The frequency WQ is the carrier frequency of the broadcast. The time interval T is the duration of a chip. Since 
two chips are transmitted during each chip duration, the chip length T^ is r/2. The MSK modulation method gives rise to a 
constant-amplitude waveform with continuous phase as long as X, and Y, are equal to ± 1. The bandwidth of the transmit- 
ted signal is inversely related to the chip period. The value of the waveform s{t) depends on one value of /„ and one value 
of Q„ simultaneously except at the instant when a transition is being made from one value of /„ or Q„ to the next. At the 
transition time the amplitude of the waveform undergoing transition is zero, because thep(0 function goes smoothly to zero 
at the beginning and end of its range. At that instant the value of s{t) depends only on the other integer (2„ or /„. Let us 
consider the autocorrelation function 5(T) for the MSK waveform s{t): 

B(T) =   Urn^ —   1^    s{t)s(t + T)dt. (80) 

Use of i(0 from Eq. (75) will make 5(T) nonzero as long as | T| < T. When | T| > T, the contributions to B(,T) will 
all be from terms having the products Q„ 4, Q„ Q„, and /„ I„ with n ^ m. These terms are as often -I-1 as they are -1 
for an orthogonal or uncorrelated set of [Q„ ) and [/„ j ; so a summation based on these values should remain small. Thus 
a large value for the autocorrelation function occurs only for \T\ < T, when I^ and Q^ terms contribute. Since 
tn = Qn = 1, these terms are easy to evaluate. The correlation vector Ri(jp) is closely related to the autocorrelation func- 
tion B(T). At very low frequencies the electromagnetic waves may be considered to propagate by distinct waveguide modes 
or hops. The time delays between dominant modes and hops are small—less than a millisecond (Ref. 55)—producing the 
coherent overlap of one chip with its time-delayed image. At some receiver locations the interference of the two waves with 
each other results in "selective" fading. Such fading is called "selective" because it occurs only for frequencies for which 
the interference condition is satisfied. At other nearby receiver locations or frequencies the time delays will be such as to 
produce two pulses which reenforce each other. The propagation channel can be simulated by a multipath model in which 
hf{t) is the transmitted wave and the received wave is 

hR(t) = X; A, hr it - T,), (81) 
; = 1 ■ 

where T, is the propagation time for the ith mode or hop and A, is the amplitude for the r'th mode or hop. In the case of 
earth-ionosphere waveguide propagation, sometimes the waves have distinctly different group and phase velocities. Then, 
we must consider both the phase and group delay times T/'' and T]''. The phase delay of the baseband modulation is 
governed by T^'\ and the group delay is governed by T^'\ 

4.4  The MSK Correlation Receiver 

One can readily evaluate the performance of a correlation receiver for MSK modulation and coherent detection for signal 
reception on a single-path propagation channel. The correlation vector Ri(Tp) obtained when one uses MSK modulation is 
explicitly calculated by substituting the expression for hB,(t) from Eq. (78) into Eqs. (73) and (74). The integral laiTp), 
defined as 

hiTp) = Tf']^^_^^^^  he^it + Tp)hB,{t)dt 

= 7i ' X;   /„/„. ] /2 PC  - nT)p{t  + Tp  - n'T) dt, (82) 
n=0 

=0 

is readily evaluated.   The limits of integration in this equation extend far beyond the region of variable t, for which the 
integrand is nonzero.   We can change the integration variable to 

t'  = t - nT. (83) 

The limits of integration are thereby changed to t, + TB/2 - nT and r, ~ Tg/l - nT: 

h(Tp) = TB' Y^   IJ„. ]^ _^ ^2_^^ p(t')p{t'  + nT + Tp  - n'T) dt. (84) 
n =0 IB 
n'=0 
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(85) 

Sincep(t') = 0, for \t' \  > T/2, we need integrate only between -T/2 < t < T/2.  We obtain 

f-i 

/s(Tp) = TB • X;   ^«4' I   ^„ PCOPI?' + Tp + (n  - n')7']rff. 
n =0 '" 
B'=0 

From this formulation we see that the integral depends only on the difference between n and n' and not on the individual 
values of n and n' separately.   Let us define 

.  T/2 
QiTp)   =   ] p{t')p(t'   +   Tp    +  kT)dt. (86) 

Since k = n  — n'; Eq. (85) becomes 

4(Tp)  =  Tfi-'   D   /„/„.C„_„.(Tp) 

if'«0 

-— - 1 /I +1  
2 2 

■ 2 2 ■ ■    ■ 

=   TB~       J2 ^ I„I„-l,Q(Tp)Un-k, (87) 

where 

k = - 1-^-1 

i7„_t = 1, ifO < n  - fc < — - 1,    V  ■■ 
2 

= 0, ifn  -fc<Oorn  -fc> — -1. 
2 

We then interchange the order of summation in Eq. (87) to get 

IB(TP) = Ts-' D dtp)   D   I„I„_,U„.,, m 

(89) 

Because of the orthogonality of the set (/„ j with any sequentially shifted copy of itself, we can write 

I -1 
2rf     tnfn-kV„-l.   =   — 5jo. 

n=0 ^ 

This assumes that the binary sequence (/„) has been generated by a method which has "good" autocorrelation properties for 
the pseudo-noise-coding application.   We obtain 

hirp) = —^ Co(Tp). 

To calculate Co(Tp), we substitute into Eq. (86) - - , 
.  T/l ■' 

Coijp)   =   \_^^^p{t')p{t'   +   Tp)dt. 

The value of Co(Tp) is synmietric with respect to Tp and can be obtained by using elementary integration methods: 

(9^ 

(91) 

4  f "'~'p 
Co(Tp)   =   -]       J P{t')p{t'   +   Tp)dt, if Tp    >   0, 

4  f '"-^P 
T  J      T 

TTf ?'   -I-   T„ 
dt' 

T 
TT„       ,      1 

cos —— + — sm —<— 
T TT T 

Equations. (73) and (74) become 

and 

In matrix form we have 

Xi(Tp) = (Xi cososoTp  + Y, sinojoTp)NTB 'Co(Tp) 

Yiirp) = i-Xi sin cooTp  + Y, cos WQTP)NTB 'Co(Tp). 

RiM = NTB-'T- 
cos iOoTp sm OlQTp 

— sin ijiQTp        cos COQT'P Ri CO(T„). 

(92) 

(93a) 

(93b) 

(93C) 
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A receiver can be adaptively synchronized to the incoming signal by introducing a variable delay TR into the stream of 
baseband keying elements to generate a family of ideal baseband keying elements HBX and hB2- Mathematically this simply 
means the introduction of the variable t + TR into the expression for hax in Eqs. (68) and (69) in place of t. The selection 
of the synchronization time TR can greatly affect receiver performance when the actual propagation delay time Tp is unk- 
nown (or equivalently the clocks that generate the chip streams are not in perfect initial synchronism). Therefore we rewrite 
Eq.   (93c) to exhibit the dependence of system performance on TR .  We obtain the following expression for Ri {jp ,Tr)'- 

Rl{Tp,TR)   =  NTf 
COS WoTp 
- sin cooT-p 

sm uoTp 
cos OjQTp Rl   CoiTp    -   TR). (96) 

The magnitude of the components of RI{TP,TR) are proportional to the in-phase and quadrature components of the received 
radio-frequency carrier wave because of the multipliers cos inoTp and sin ai^Tp in the matrix. However, the magnitude of 

RI(,'''P,TR) depends on the propagation delay time Tp and on the receiver time TR by the factor Tp = TR. If the receiver is 
badly out of synchronization, this factor can be zero or very small. If the receiver is employing phase-shift keying, any 
change in the propagation time Tp, even after the receiver is perfectly synchronized on the chip ( 0 = | T^ — TR \ « T), 
will induce a corresponding phase change in the phase of the vector R, = (Tp ,TR); that is, the doppler phase variation of the 
radio-frequency carrier induces an equal doppler shift on the phase angle 4>R ■ These types of doppler-signal phase variations 
are often seen when an mobile transmitter or receiver is used. In such a circumstance we cannot assume Tp{t} will be con- 
stant at each instant within a bit period to permit the factorization shown in Eqs. (67) and (68). However, the other manipu- 
lations that we performed on the expression for R are all valid up to this point. To obtain the resultant correlation vector 

RiiTpjTR) if the delay time is slowly changing within a bit period, we must average the instantaneous values of Ri[Tpit),Tp] 
over an entire bit period: 

R,{Tp,TR) = NTf'T- ],,-T, 
Bll 

Bll 

COS &JoTp(0 
-sin a!oTp(0 

sin cooTpit) 
cos COoTp(?) Rl   Co[Tp{t)   -   TR]. (97) 

From this expression one can approximately evaluate the effect on the Ri{Tp(t),TR) vector for various conditions of Tp{t) and 
synchronization conditions for a single path propagation. 

We have reviewed the elementary cases of a stationary and moving transmitter having a single path of propagation, because 
this is the simplest case. Linear superposition holds for the waves and correlation procedures; so a resultant from a case 
having several propagation paths can be obtained by addition of terms from single-path cases. 

4.5  Two Propagation Modes and a Stationary Transmitter 

When a stationary transmitter produces a signal at a receiver that comes by two propagation paths, there are two propagation 
delay times Tpi'and Tp2 and two (real-valued) amplitudes of the two modes Ai and A2- Alternatively, we may say that each 
mode is described by a complex amplitude, with the magnitude of each complex amplitude being the real amplitude and the 
phase being related to the propagation time. The voltage impressed on the receiving antenna by the received signal 
represents a waveform that is the sum of two time-delayed replicas of the initial waveform. Let the subscript i denote the 
mode index.  Then we will get the following expression for the total correlation vector R  (TR): 

2 

RI^TR) = ZRii^pj'-^R) 

= Nv'r-' D Ai cos 0)0Tp,, 
-sin OJoTp,; 

sm uioTpj 
cos UoTp,, CO(T„ TR). (98) 

The behavior of Ri (TR ) as a function of the receiver chip synchronization time TR can be quite different from the behavior 
when there is only a single path.   A splitting of the correlation peak can occur.   Indeed, instead of the correlation being best 
when T„ TR , it could be bad at this time.   Numerical examples given later exhibit this circumstance. 

5.0  LONGWAVE FIELD-STRENGTH VARIATIONS FROM AN AIRBORNE ANTENNA (Based on Ref. 57) 

Consider the fields generated by an inclined, elevated transmitting antenna as the antenna moves in a circular path (orbit). 
This antenna is an idealization of a trailing-wire antenna carried by an aircraft circling at a constant altitude. 

As the antenna goes around a circular path, the VLF waveguide modes generated by the vertical and horizontal components 
of this inclined antenna cause periodic variations in field strength. The magnitude of these orbit-produced periodic varia- 
tions is a function of the distance from the transmitter. The sense of the variation (i.e., increasing or decreasing at a given 
time) can be opposite at points that are relatively close together on the same radial from the transmitter. Either one or two 
maximum values of received signal strength per orbit can be observed. Consider the case in which the antenna undergoes a 
periodic change of verticality caused by a gradient in wind velocity at the altitudes through which the antenna passes (or 
droops). In this case, the magnitude of the periodic variation in received field strength depends on the direction of the 
receiver from the transmitter. 
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5.1   Theory 

Ref. 16 gives the equations by which the electric and magnetic fields can be calculated from a vertical and horizontal 
antenna in the waveguide mode theory. We first consider only expressions for the vertical electric field strength, using the 
earth-ionosphere waveguide model in which there is no conversion of horizontal electric fields to vertical fields at the ionos- 
pheric level. 

n 
(99) 

(100) 

where 

F„ = 
1 

(D\h) 1/2 
D la 

sin(£) la) 

1/2 

G„(z)G„fc)A„ 

•exp(/ir/4 + ikoDS„) (101) 

Here 

E;%r, 6), E!!%r, 6) indicate the vertical electric field strength at the point r, 6 received fi-om a vertical or a horizontal elec- 
tric dipole transmitting antenna, respectively (see Fig. 67). 

Fig. 67:   Diagram of sender and receiver locations 

(jioleo) "^ is the impedance of free space.     "    ' ' ' ^^ .    . . 

I is the transmitting antenna current. 

ds*", ds"' indicate the length of the horizontal or vertical transmitting antenna. 

5„ is the sine of the complex eigenangle for the nth TM mode. -     .      , 

A„(Zj) is the impedance of the nth TM mode at the height Zs of the transmitter. 

0 is the angle between the great-circle path to the receiver and the end-fire direction of the horizontal antenna. 
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X is the free-space wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. 

D is the great-circle distance between the transmitter and the receiver. 

a is the radius of the earth. 

G„ (z) is the height-gain function of the nth mode. " 

A„ is the excitation factor of the nth mode. 

k„ = 2ir/X. 

The total field Er{r,d) from an inclined antenna is simply the sum of the fields from the horizontal and vertical components 
of the inclined antenna when the inclined antenna's length ds is broken up into its horizontal and vertical components ds''^ 
and ds^'; and they are inserted in (1) and (2): 

Erir, d) = E;'(r, d) + El!'{r, 6) (102) 

To simulate mathematically the effect of the motion of an antenna trailing behind a circling aircraft, we construct a Cartesian 
coordinate system with its origin on the earth's surface below the center of the circle. The z axis is normal to the earth's 
surface and the y axis points in the direction of the receiver. In these {x, y, z) coordinates, we locate the antenna originally 
at the point (r^ O .zj, where r„ is the radius of the orbit and Zs is the height of the antenna above the ground. The receiver 
is located at the point (O, d, O), i.e., on the y axis on the surface of the earth a great-circle distance d from the origin. A 
diagram of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 68. The antenna is a short straight-line element centered at (roP,Zs) and 
inclined at the angle y from the normal. (Therefore, ds'" = ds sin y and ds"^ = ds cos 7.) The horizontal projection of 
the antenna points along the y axis. We define f as the angle between the x axis and the projection in the x-y plane of the 
line from the origin of the coordinate system to the center of the antenna. Since d > > r, we use the approximation </> = 
f, which states that, when the horizontal projection of the antenna is parallel to the y axis, this horizontal projection points 
directly at the receiver. There is a small error in this approximation, but in this calculation it is at most of the order of 
r^/d =0.01 radian.   The great circle path D from the antenna to the receiver is calculated according to 

JRj\          .-"V 

P"' 

-. d  R 

Fig. 68:   Diagram defining various angles.   Upper 
diagram shows orbit from above. 
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D  = {d^ + r^)'"- (103) 

which is exact for a flat earth and is a good approximation for the spherical earth. With these values we then calculate 
Er(r,d) at the receiver. Next, we wish to carry the antenna smoothly about a circle. We choose some incremental angle Af 
and move the antenna to the new coordinates (x^',ys',Zs') from the old coordinates {x,,y,,Zs) which were (r^.O.Zj) accord- 
ing to the transformation 

Xs  = J:, cos A f - y, sin A f 

y^ = Xs sinAf + y, cosAf 

Zs   = Zs 

(104a) 

(104b) 

(104c) 

which is a rotation of the antenna location by an angle Af about the z axis.   The previous angles f and <j}, which were zero, 
are. now changed to f and <j)' angles according to 

</.' = 0 -^ Af = f' = f -h Af (105) 

A new great-circle distance D' between the transmitting antenna and the receiver is calculated according to 

D'  = {{x^f + {d - y'fy^ (106) 

When we consider the case of a static inclined anterma that is being carried in a circle, the angle 7 of the antenna from the 
vertical is unchanged. Because of the changes in the antenna direction and in the winds at different altitudes, we must con- 
sider that the antenna might undergo a periodic change in inclination as it traverses a circle. We can take this yo-yo motion 
into account by letting the angle 7 oscillate about some average angle 70 as the antenna goes about an orbit by setting. 

7 = 70 -I- A7sin(f -I- fo) (107) 

where f 0 is a phase angle that relates the orbital variation of the end-fire angle </> with the variation of the inclination angle 
7. Static conditions exist when A7 = 0. The vertical electric field for the new antenna location is calculated according to 
(99) through (102). Then the antenna is moved through a further Af rotation, and the process is repeated. From the results 
of these calculations, the variations of amplitude and phase are determined as the antenna proceeds about a circle. 

5.2  Calculations and Results 

For our sample calculations, we chose the mode parameters of Galejs for 20-kHz transmissions, 
we used are given in Table 5. 

The numerical values that 

Table 5 — Constants Used in the Calculations 

A, = 0.4 G,(z) = 1 
A2 = 1.2 G2(z) = I 
5i = 1.002 -1- 0.0006891 Ai(^.) = -0.02i 
52 = 0.993 + 0.00138i A2{Zs) = 0.05i 
Z = 0km To = 4 km 
GiiZs) = 0.965 + 0.259i z, = 10 km 
G2{Zs) = 0.95 Radiated power = 1 kw 

After each complete rotation, we moved the receiver 100 km farther from the transmitter over a distance range of 500 to 
5500 km. The topmost curve of Fig. 69 shows the vertical electric field strength obtained by considering the first- and 
second-order modes from a vertical antenna as a function of distance. The fourth curve from the top of Fig. 69 shows the 
maximum field strength as a function of distance from an elevated horizontal antenna. Note that the modal interference pat- 
tern for the horizontal antenna is quite different from that of the vertical antenna. Since an isotropic model is considered 
here, these results do not include the effects of polarization changes on reflection from the ionosphere. 

The second and third curves from the top of Fig. 69 show field strength as a function of distance for antennas inclined with 
7 = 45° and 7 = 80°, respectively, for A7 = 0°. The error bars represent the maximum and minimum values obtained 
as the antenna follows an orbit. The lower portion of Fig. 69 shows the relative phase of the fields from the vertical and 
horizontal antennas. 

Figure 70 gives in more detail the variation of amplitude and phase for an inclined antenna (7 =   80°) at several ranges. 
Figure 71 shows the field strength variations with distance for the values of 70 =   60°, A7 =   11°, and fo = 0°. 
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Fig. 69: Amplitude and relative phase plots of 
fields. generated by vertical, inclined, and 
horizontal antennas. 
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Fig. 70:  Amplitude and phase plots of fields as a 
function of the turn angle f of the antenna 
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Fig. 71:   Amplitude plot of field generated by 
an orbiting, yo-yoing antenna 
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5.3  Discussion and Results 

Figure 69 indicates that the amplitude of the orbit-produced, periodic variations of the received field strength is a function of 
the distance from the transmitter. In Fig. 70 we see a complete reversal of the sense of the oscillation between 4000 and 
4200 km. At 4100 km the field strength has two relative maxima per orbit. This behavior seems very puzzling, but it has a 
natural explanation. Figure 72 shows a complex phasor representation of the sum contained in (102). The total vertical 
electric field strength is the phasor sum of the field strengths generated by the vertical and horizontal components of the 
antenna, E^ and E".   (These are the same as Er' and £/"% respectively.) 
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Fig. 72: Diagram showing how the number of maximum 
field strength values per orbit may change with the distance 
fi-om the transmitter. 

These phasors may, in general, have any angle with respect to one another, and this angle varies with distance. The E!' 

phasor represents an omni-directional radiation pattern that does not change with orbit (as long as 7 is fixed). The E" pha- 
sor is not omnidirectional, however, and varies as the cos <f> (see expression 100); therefore, it is modulated by a factor that 
changes from +1 to —1 with the orbit. In Fig. 72 this is represented by ±E". The resultant field strength is represented 
by a phasor, one end of which is fixed at the origin; the other end slides along the E" phasor. The sense of the variation of 
the resultant phasor is indicated by the curved trace on the right-hand side of the figure. The field strength, therefore, goes 
first through a maximum and then to a minimum as the antenna orbits. The middle diagram of Fig. 72 shows the E" phasor 
at 90° to the £'/' phasor; this relation causes two relative maxima in field strength per orbit. When the angle between pha- 
sors rotates farther, as shown on the bottom of Fig. 72, the case of a single maximum per orbit is reestablished, but now the 
variation is in the opposite sense to that shown in the top diagram of Fig. 72. 

From Fig. 69 we see a gradual change in the size of the periodic variations with distance. We also see that quite different 
modal interference patterns are set up by horizontal and vertical antennas. (The difference is caused by the presence of the 
impedance A„(Zj) in (100) and by its absence in (99)). The ratio of E" to Ejf changes with distance, and the nulls of the 
two interference patterns occur at different ranges. This effect is diagramed in Fig. 73. The lower portion shows two 
horizontally generated phasors from two modes that combine to give a resultant phasor. Two different E" phasors are 
shown to illustrate the relative rotation of the horizontally generated phasors of the first and second modes as the distance 
from the transmitter changes. In the upper portion, two vertically generated phasors also combine to give a resultant. Here 
also, two different Ej phasors are shown to illustrate the relative rotation of the vertically generated phasors of the first and 
second modes as the distance from the transmitter changes. The vertically generated resultant is then added to the horizon- 
tally generated resultant. The horizontally generated resultant is modulated by a cos (/> term; therefore, the final resultant 
phasor may have one or two maxima per orbit, as we mentioned previously. As illustrated in the upper diagram of Fig. 73, 
the relative rotation of the mode phasors can cause the condition to change from a single maximum per orbit at one distance 
to two relative maxima per orbit at another distance. With the help of diagrams such as Figs. 72 and 73, the behavior 
shown is Figs. 69 and 70 can be understood. 

When the angle 7 changes with the orbit angle, as in (107), we find an additional periodic variation that enhances or reduces 
the received field strength variation caused by purely orbital motion. This is illustrated in Fig. 71, where a large, abrupt 
change in the field strength variation is predicted between 4000 and 4200 km and between 2400 and 2500 km. For these 
cases, the purely orbital variation changes its sense of direction, whereas the yo-yo variation does not change appreciable in 
size or sense. On the near side of the null at 2400 km, the two fluctuations are out of phase and tend to cancel each other 
(1.3-db oscillation). On the far side of the null at 2500 km, however, the fluctuations are in phase and reinforce to give a 
I2-db oscillation. If we had chosen fo to be 180° instead of 0°, the situation would be reversed; thus, the variations are 
dependent on bearing as well as on range. The reference direction for determining the bearing dependence is provided by 
the wind-shear direction. 
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Fig. 73:   Diagram showing how changes in modal interference 
with range can change the received amplitude pattern 

For the cases that have been considered, we have assumed a homogeneous isotropic ionosphere, i.e., no earth's magnetic- 
field effects. For this isotropic condition, the vertical electric field E^ comes from the transverse magnetic (TM) modes. 
The transverse electric (TE) modes from the horizontal component are generated with a sin 0 variation, but they do not 
carry any E, field. When the earth's magnetic field is taken into account, however, we find that the TE modes become 
quasi-TE and have an appreciable E^ field that is due to polarization conversion at the ionosphere. This will create an addi- 
tional complication, which is illustrated in Fig. 74. Here, the Er^ phasor is fixed in magnitude, but the Ej^ (TM) and i?*^ 
(TE) phasors are modulated by cos </> and sin 4>, respectively, as the antenna goes around an orbit. These three phasors 
must be added together to give the resultant observed field: 

£.v..^ £*''(TM) -I- Et"(JE) (108) 

Fig. 74:   Diagram showing the additional complication that the 
quasi-TE modes may make in the received field variation 

Actually, there will be both f,"^ (TE) and S;^ (TM) fields, but they are combined to form a constant Ej!' field. The E/^ 
(TE) phasor has a sinusoidal variation. The variation is shifted by just 90° in <t> angle from the El" (TM) phasor. Instead 
of the end of the resultant phasor E^ following the line traced out by the EJ!' (TM) phasor, it will now follow around an 
ellipse as 0 goes from 0° to 360°, as shown in Fig. 74. As E^!' (TM) goes through zero, EJ!" (TE) reaches its maximum, 
and vice versa. It is possible, of course, for the ellipse to become either a straight line or a circle, depending on the relative 
magnitudes and directions of £/■" (TM) and £/" (TE) on the phasor plane. 
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For an orbiting horizontal antenna, the homogeneous, isotropic ionosphere model predicts that the field strength will be zero 
for 4> = 90°. However, the introduction of the earth's magnetic field changes this prediction; the contribution from the 
quasi-TE modes has a maximum at </> = 90°. Since the quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes generate different modal interfer- 
ence patterns, there should exist some combination of range, frequency, and bearing at which the ellipse of Fig. 74 is a cir- 
cle. In this case, a horizontal orbiting antenna would cause no amplitude variation at the receiver. This special case is not 
likely to be experienced often, but this possibility shows the diversity of the results that may be obtained from an orbiting 
antenna. 

We see that the variation of the signal received from an orbiting antenna is quite complicated, even though the antenna itself 
is a simple short dipole. The magnitude of the variation is a function df the range and bearing of the receiver. Large 
changes in the size of the variations can occur with small changes in range. 

6.0 ANTENNA MOTION EFFECTS ON MODULATION SYSTEMS (Based on Ref. 58) 

It is easy to show the effects of rotation by an inclined elevated antenna given the previous development of the mathematics. 
The horizontal component of the inclined antenna generates both TE and TM modes; and the horizontally generated fields 
have phases and amplitudes different from those generated by the vertical antenna components. The waveguide modal 
interference pattern for an elevated horizontal antenna differs from that of a vertical antenna. This effect is illustrated in 
Fig. 69, which shows the fields generated by variously inclined antennas at 20 kHz. The amplitudes of the horizontally gen- 
erated fields vary as the cosine of the angle between the horizontal antenna component and the direction of propagation. 

In simulating the effect of this variation on the receiver output vector, we use Eq. (98) for the received correlation vectors, 
and we use four amplitudes {A;}, four phase time delays JTf), and four group time delays (T/). TWO of the amplitudes 
represent two vertically generated mode fields and vary as sin 7. The other two represent horizontally generated TM mode 
fields and vary as the product cos f cos 7. The resultant expression for the correlator output is the same as Eq. (98) except 
that in this case the correlation output is the summation of the outputs for the four individual modes. 

Denoting the X,<'>(T^) from the vertically electrically generated modes as X/''^''(TR) and the X/'' (TR) from the horizontally 
electrically generated modes as XI''^'"{TR), we can write 

XRrg) = cos 7 X; X/')^"- (T„) + cos f sin 7 j;   X/')*^ (T„). (109a) 
i = 1 i = 1 

Parallel definitions can be made for y,^(TR), y/'>^''(TR) and y/'"''(rR), and we obtain     ' 
N' A" 

YRrg) = cos 7 2;   YI^''""(TK) + cos f sin 7 J^   y/""" (T«). (109b) 
i=l 1=1 

The vector Ri (TR) is a sum of two vectors R,' (TR) and Rr (TR): 

R, (TR) = cos 7 Ri" (TR) + cos f sin 7 ^^(TR)- (110) 

The vectors Ri (TR) and Ri (TR) can be parallel, perpendicular, or opposed to each other, depending on circumstances and 
the value of TR. The resultant Ri (TR) vector can change quite dramatically during a complete orbit. For example, if R^ 
(TR) and Ri (TR) are of the same magnitude and phase, there would be one large oscillation of I Ri (TR) I per orbit (pro- 
vided 7 = 45°). If R, (TR) and /?/ (TR) are perpendicular to each other, there would be two oscillations of \R (TR)\ with 
one cycle f. There is a mathematical isomorphism between the phasor Er(D) and the vector R, (TR), since the composition 
of various phasors which form the complex phasor sum Er(D) is isomorphic to the composition of various correlation vec- 
tors which form the two-dimensional correlation vector sum Ri (TR). When both TE and TM waveguide mode propagation 
from an airborne transmitting facility are taken into account, we obtain the following relation. 

RI{TR) = Ri (TR)COS7 -I- sin7[cosf«, {TM,TR) + sin fi?, (7E,TR)]. (Ill) 

—7" 
The total vector RI(JR) is the sum of independently propagated vertical endfire- and broadside-generated components. 
These components are themselves sums of components which are propagated by different waveguide modes. 

6.1 Diagrammatic Representations 

It is instructive to view diagrams that illustrate the behavior of the various Ri vectors as TR and f vary. The following 
example illustrates what can happen in a particularly severe case of modal interference.   Figure 75 depicts the variation of a 
single-mode correlation output Ri     (TR) from a stationary vertical electric transmitter.   Figure 76 shows an output function 

Ri     (TR) for a signal coming slightly later on a second-order mode and 180° out of phase with the first.   Figure 77 gives 
i? V?^ 

the resultant Ri  (TR), which is the sum of the correlation outputs of the first and second modes.   Figure 78 shows the phase 
of the vector Ri \TR ) as a function of TR . 

Figure 79 shows the resultant R, (TR) = cos 7 R^^TR) + sin 7 cos ^RI\TR), where f is the angle between the direction of 
propagation and the endfire direction of the antenna.   The angle 7 is the inclination angle of the antenna; we take 7 = 45° 
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Fig. 75:  Graph of /?/"** (TJ() VS TK for a stationary 
vertical electric-dipole transmitter 

Fig. 76: Graph of i?;'^^"''(T) VS TR for a stationaiy vertical electric dipole 
transmitter. The phase of this wave is 180° opposite to that illustrated in 
Fig. 75. The maximum value of | R,'-^^'"(TR) \ occurs at slightly greater 
TR values than does the maximum value of | /?;'''''^(TR) | shown in Fig. 
75. 
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/?, (TR)   +  Ri (TR). Fig.    77:     Graph   of   R,  (TR) 

showing an abrupt change of phase at TR =0 and a large 
shift in the value of TR for which | RJ^ (TR ) | is greatest 
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Fig. 78: Graph of (j)}" (TR), the angle of the Ri (TR) vector with 
the X axis in Fig. 77, showing an abrupt shift of phase at 
/ =0 

-■--180° 

RVR,<* = 0) = R^«(TR) + R^^^ITR) 

+ 1), endfire   case   (cos f = 
illustrating the change in the value of TR for which \ Ri (TR) \   =0 and 

—T 
the variation in the size of the peak values of | Ri (TR) | on opposite 
sides of TR =0. Here a relatively small value of | Rr(TR) | is 
assumed. \ 

and f = 0 for this example. Figure 80 shows the same resultant except for the condition f = 180°. The conditions for f 
= 90° and f = 270° are both shown by the pattern of Fig. 77, since Ri (TR) is composed solely of the vertically generated 
modes in these cases.   These figures give a picture of Ri (TR) at the four cardinal points of an orbit. 

In Fig. 80 four sample synchronization times, 
might occur within a receiver. 

designated r/d, TR2, TR^, and TR^, represent possible correlation times that 
We look at the variation of the correlation vector magnitude | Ri(TRi) | and phase (j>l(TRi) 

during a complete orbit for these times. Figures 81 and 82 show the phase and magnitude of R, (TRI). The phase is con- 
stant in this case, because Ri (TRI) is greater than and parallel to ^/"(TRI). The magnitude varies in a mild way. In Figs. 
83 and 84 showing the phase and amplitude for the time TR2, the phase makes two quick successive 180° changes in the 
neighborhood of f = 180°, and the amplitude goes through two successive nulls. Figures 85 and 86 give Ri (0). This vec- 
tor varies cosinusoidally, because there is no contribution from the vertical electric antenna component. Figures 87 and 88 
show the behavior of Ri (TR^), which is similar to the behavior of Ri (TRJ) except that the nulls occur near f = 0° rather 
than f = 180°. Figures 89 and 90 show the behavior of Ri (TR^), which is similar to /?/ (TRO except for a shift in orbit 
angle f of 180°. 

Finally, Fig. 91 shows an estimate of TROPI, the optimum value of receiver correlation time for different values of orbit angle 
f. This graph shows that TRI and TR4 are preferable when \RI(TR{) \ and \RI(TR4) \ are largest. The phase is constant, and 
the amplitude varies gently. Relatively mild amplitude behavior occurs for this correlation time because | ^; (TRi)| > 

I ^i (TRI) I • The phase is constant because Ri (TRI) is parallel to Ri (TRI). Although Ri (TRI) can change the magnitude of 
Ri (Tg{), it does not change the phase. 

In the preceding example, there was minimum correlation near the middle of the correlation envelope, and the correlation 
maximum was greatly displaced from the maximum point of the correlation of either individual multipath signal. Thus, the 
rather small difference in arrival times T^I — Tp2 changes the optimum chip synchronization time TR by a major amount. 
This effect is fairly easy to explain.   The condition described by our equations is a severe case of multipath interference. 
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RT(TR, <^ = 180°) = R^VR) R'^^ITR) 

—7" 
Fig. 80: Graph of R, (TR) for the opposite endfire case (cos f = — 1) 
to the case in Fig. 79. Here the largest value of | R/ (TK) \ occurs for 
Tg > 0 whereas, in Fig. 79 it was for TR < 0. Synchronization times 
(TR) to be considered in subsequent figures are shown. 
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Fig. 81: Graph of ^I^{TR\) as the angle of turn f of 
an inclined antenna changes from —180° to +180° 
for the synchronization time TR\. This phase is 
constant because the contribution of the vertical 
antenna component always exceeds that of the 
horizontal component for this synchronization time. 

Fig. 82: Graph of | R, (TRI) | as f 
varies from -180° to +180°. The 
relatively gentle variation of 

I ^i (TRI) I occurs        because 
I    Rl^TR,)      I     >     I    M^^TR,)    \. 
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Fig. 83: Graph of 4>I(,TR2) VS orbit angle f. 
For this lock-on time there are two rapid and 
large phase changes near f = 180° . 

Fig. 84: Graph of | Ri (TR2) \ vs orbit angle f, 
showing how this function goes to zero when (j)f(TR2) is 
malcing the abrupt phase transition 
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Fig. 85: Graph of <^/^(TR = 0) vs angle f. 
There is essentially no contribution from the 
vertical component for this value of T/; , so the 
phase is controlled by the horizontal component 
of the transmitting antenna. 

Fig. 86: Graph of | Ri (TR = 0) | vs orbit angle 
f. The cosinusoidal variation is caused by the cos f 
modulation of the horizontal component. The 
vertical component contributes essentially zero. 
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Fig. 87: Graph of <t)l{TR^) vs orbit 
angle f. For this synchronization time 
the abrupt changes in phase occur 
around the f = 0 point rather than 
around the f = 180° for the TR2 case 
illustrated in Fig. 83. 

Fig. 88: Graph of | Ri (TRJ,) \ vs orbit 
angle f. The smallest values of | Ri (rR2) I 
occur for orbit angles near zero degrees 
rather than near 180° as was the case for 

I RI (TR2) I as shown in Fig. 78. 
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Fig. 89:   Graph of 4>I{TR^) vs orbit angle f. 
for    this    receiver    time    the    vertically 
generated correlation vector dominates; that 
is  I RJ' (TR4) I   >   I ^," (rR4) I   .   No change 
of        phase        can        occur,        since 
— —/if 
^;   (.TR4) and Ri  (TR4) are parallel. 
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Fig. 90: Graph of | R, (7^4) | vs orbit angle f. For 
this receiver time the maximum correlation vector 
occurs for f = 180°, whereas for r^i the maximum 
correlation-vector magnitude occurred at T = 0°. 
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Fig. 91: Graph showing the values of TR 

that should be chosen for various orbit 
angles f for the case illustrated in Figs. 75 
through 90 

Two signals come to the receiver antenna offset in time by Tp, - Tp2- The first and second signals travel independently of 
each other, so when the first signal pulse arrives, the signal begins to build up. Then the second signal arrives out of phase 
and cancels out the first signal for a long interval of time while both are strong. Then the first signal goes to zero because 
its waveform has passed by, while the second signal remains to give an excitation of the antenna again. Thus the strongest 
portions of each signaling element in this case of interference occur at the beginning and the end of each signaling element. 
In the middle of the element, the two signals arriving from different paths interfere, and there is a reduction of the field 
present. 

When a receiver tries to synchronize with the signal at its strongest point, it must search for synchronization either at the 
beginning of the chip or at the end but not in the middle. Thus, if a system were presynchronized with an optimum TR for 
either of the individual mode delays or for an average of the two mode delays, it would actually be poorly synchronized for 
optimum operation! For better operation three correlators might be used—one adjusted at the central expected time of 
arrival of the wave, and one at each end of the chip. If the two waveforms reinforce each other to give the maximum in the 
middle, the central correlation peak will be large and the two side peaks will be small. If however, an interference condi- 
tion is present, the middle correlator will be weak and the two side correlators will be strong. 

6.2  Numerical Calculations 

6.2.1   Procedures 

We will calculate some values of R, for cases that are inspired by realistic mode-theory calculations of the phase and ampli- 
tude of VLF waves.   For the calculated fields shown in Fig. 6, the waveguide mode constants are given in Table 5. 

These constants were used in the following equations to generate the field -strength values in Fig. 69: 

and 

where 

£^(r,e) = iino/i)"^! ds"' cos <t> D A„fe)5rF„. 

Fn    = 
(D\hy 

D/a 
sm{D/a) 

G„{z)G„{Zs)A„ exp(i-7r/4 -I- ikoDS„). 

(112) 

(113) 

(114) 

These equations are simplified versions, since they contain only TM-mode constants of an isotropic ionosphere.   We calcu- 
late Ri      for each mode according to 

and 

^/"■'^^ irR,n = N \An cos[coorr-(f)] C (T«'-(r) - T«) 

y/""^ (7«,f) = N\Ar\ sin[ooor,'''-(D] C (r«--(n - T«), 

(115) 

(116) 
where 

N is a normalizing constant, 

Ai"' is amplitude of the i th TM mode generated by the vertical component of the transmitting antenna. 
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0)0 is the angular frequency of the wave, ' 

T/" "^(f) is the delay time of the phase of the wave when the aircraft is at angle f of its orbit for the i th waveguide 
mode, and 

T,'*''"'(f) is the group delay time of the wave when the aircraft is at angle f of its orbit for the ith waveguide mode. 

The amplitude is given by 

A™ = 5,''G,(z) G,fc)A,- exp(i7r/r + i koDSi). (117) 

The phase delay time rf "''(f) is obtained by evaluating the phase of ^,: 

c^orF-'W = ^Tg^An- (118) 

The group delay time r/'^^Cf) is obtained by evaluating the derivative of the phase of/4;: 

TF-'^n = -j-lnrgiAni (119) 
00) 

The path length D from the transmitting antenna to the receiver location is a function of the orbit angle f and the orbit 
radius/• according to the approximation 

D = Do + r sin f, ■ .,.,   . (120) 

where Do is the distance from the receiver to the center of the orbit. To calculate Ri (f ,TR), we performed summations as 
indicated in Eqs. (108) through (110). 

We calculate the horizontally electrically generated fields in an analogous manner: 

X/'""- (r^,n = N\A!-'\ coslcoorf'^f)] Co (T^^n - TR) (121) 

and 

y/'"" ^TR,n = N MM sin[o)oTmn] Co(rr'^a) - T«). (122) 
The amplitude of the i th mode is given as follows: 

At' = G,(z)G.(Zs)Ai exp(/ir/4 + iko D S.) Si' A,(z.) = A^ 5, A,(zo). (123) 

The phase and group delay times are given in the same manner as for the vertically generated modes: 

coorf'^n = arg(^,''0 (124) 

and 

T«-nr) = ^[arg(^h]. (125) 
0(1} 

Tables 6 and 7 give the numerical values used in making the correlation calculations. 

6.2.2 Results 

Figures 92 through 97 show RI{TR} and </)/^(TR) contours for y values of 90°, 85°, 80°, 60°, 45°, and 0° with the propaga- 
tion parameters of Table 6. Figure 98 shows R ^'(TR), the correlation vector of the first-order mode. Figures 99 through 
104 show the correlation vector for propagation parameters of Table 7 for y values of 90°, 85°, 80°, 60°, 45°, and 0°. 
The "average" chip duration for each of these calculations was T^ = 1 ms. The total length of each chip is T = 2TC =2 
ms.  The radius of the orbit is 3 km; the distance from the center of the orbit to the receiver is 4000 km. 

6.2.3 Discussion 

Figure 92 shows the correlator performance for the case of a completely horizontal antenna. For this case | ^;(TR) | goes to 
zero at f = 90° and 270°, and there are sudden 180° phase flips at these angles. The best correlation time appears to be at 
T/t = 13.5 ms, which is the middle of the correlation peak. 

Figure 93 shows the correlator performance for the case of an antenna with inclination 7 = 85° from the vertical. For this 
case it is difficult to say if there is a single best receiver synchronization time TR . During most of the orbit it appears that 
the time TR = 13.5 ms would be the best. However, this value of TR appears to give a value of |^/ (TR) | that is severely 
reduced at f = 90° and f = 270°. For this case a system of selection of three values of TR separated by 1-ms intervals 
(12.5, 13.5, and 14.5 ms) would give a more stable average performance in the evaluation of ^/ (TR). The discontinuity in 
Fig. 93d at TR = 13.8 ms, signified by the heavy vertical line, is due to a 360° ambiguity which has no real significance 
except at the nulls (f = 120° and f = 240°), where |^;V«)| -~ 0. Comparison of Figs. 93c and 93d illustrate this 
feature clearly. 
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Fig. 92a:   Amplitude behavior of R, (TR) for f =   90°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 92b:  Phase behavior of RI(TR) for 7 = 90° calculate with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 92c:  Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 92a 
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Fig. 93a:   Amplitude behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 =   85°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 93b:   Phase behavior of R, (TR) for 7 =   85°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 93c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 93a 
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Fig. 93d:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 93b 
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Fig. 94a:  Amplitude behavior of R, (TR) for y =   80°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 94b:   Phase behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 =   80°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 94c:  Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 94a 
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Fig. 95a:  Amplitude behavior of /?, (TR) for 7 = 60°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 95b:   Phase behavior of R, (TR) for y = 60°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 96a:  Amplitude behavior of ^( (TR) for 7 =   45°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 96b:   Phase behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 =   45°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 96c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 96a 

Fig. 96d:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 96a 
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Fig. 97a:   Amplitude behavior of R, (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

Fig. 97b:   Phase behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Table 6 — Set of Quantities Used in Calculation 
of Correlation Vectors 

Table 7 — Second Set of Quantities Used in 
Calculation of Correlation Vectors 

Mode Quantity Value 

1 \Ar\ 1.26500262 x 10"' 
1.33658211 X  10-2 

1.34400 X 10-2 

2.52495471 X 10-' 
1.33533157 x 10-2 
1.34400 X 10-2 

2 \Ar\ 1.11773228 X 10-' 
1.32437617 x 10-2 

1.356666 X 10-2 

5.62805237 x  10'' 
1.32562578 x  10-2 
1.356666 X 10-2 

Mode Quantity Value 

1 \Ar\ 

MM 

1.26500262 x 10^' 
1.33658211 X 10-2 
1.34400 X 10-2 

2.52495471 X 10-' 
1.3315820 X 10-2 
1.34400 X 10-2 

2 \Ar\ 

MM 

1.26500262 x 10-' 
1.33908211 X 10-2 

1.356666 X 10-2 
5.62805237 x 10-' 
1.3365820 X  10-2 
1.356666 X  10-2 

Figure 94 shows the correlation performance for an antenna with 7 = 80°.   In the vicinity of TR = 14.0 ms and f 
there is an abrupt drop of signal and jump in phase.   Otherwise the | ^/(TR) | function seems fairly well behaved. 

180° 

Figure 95 shows the behavior of Ri (TR) for an antenna with 7 = 60°. The amplitude and phase variation of the correlation 
are much milder than for the cases with smaller values of 7, since the vertical electric-field components exceed the horizon- 
tal components by it least one order of magnitude at this droop angle. This trend is continued as 7 is decreased to 45° and 
then to 0° in Figs. 96 and 97. 

Figure 98 gives the value of /?; 
dipole source. 

S(l)ve 
(T/J).   It illustrates the case of pure first-order-mode propagation from a vertical electric- 

The values of the propagation quantities in Table 7 are similar to those of Table 6 except for an adjustment to produce max- 
imum mode cancellation and interference effects. We have made the first-order and second-order vertically generated modes 
have opposite phase and equal magnitude. We have modified the phase of the horizontally generated modes so they are in 
the same phase plane with the vertically generated modes to produce maximum field-strength variation. Hence both severe 
effects appear in Figs. 99 through 104. 

—7" 
Figure 99 gives the behavior of /?/ (TR) for the propagation parameters of Table 3. The results are almost identical to those 
of Fig. 92, since 7 = 90° and the only changes made in the parameters of the horizontally generated modes are to the phase 
delay times rf •*''and T|•''^ 

—7" 
Figure 100 shows the behavior of i?, (r^) for the case of 7 = 85°. The influence of the splitting of the vertically generated 
function is more evident on the phase plot than on the amplitude plot. 

Figure 101 shows the behavior of Ri (TR) for the case of 7 = 80°. Here, the influence of the correlation-peak splitting of 
the vertically generated function is quite evident as the notch in the correlation peak makes its way from side to side through 
the values of TR and f.   This is illustrated further in Figs. 102 and 103, which give the graphs for 7 = 60° and 45°. 

Finally, Fig. 104 shows the split correlation peak for a purely vertical antenna being carried around an orbit. Here we find a 
nearly constant variation of | R, (TJ | versus f, and the phase of the correlation function <t>[{Tii) varies only moderately with 
f.   As a function of TR, these variables show the expected splitting. 

7.0  DISTURBANCES 

As mentioned previously, long wavelength waves require an ionospheric reflection medium to provide for their world rang- 
ing capabilities. This reflecting ionospheric medium is caused by the natural interaction of the sun and the stars with the 
earth's atmosphere, mediated by the interplanetary medium and by the geomagnetic field of the earth. In total this consti- 
tutes an extremely complex system which is only poorly understood and monitored. An additional complication arises in the 
consideration of the ground—the lower boundary of the waveguide. The effective conductivity of the ground surface can 
vary over great ranges. The conductivity is controlled by the composition and layering of the earth, by the water content of 
the soil and rocks, by their roughness, and by their temperatures. One may consider the variation of ground conductivity 
with location as a disturbance from the placid intellectual picture of a homogeneous propagation path. In addition, the sea- 
sonal wetting and warming of vast areas of the earth should be of consequence to radio propagation forecasts. Further, the 
lower atmosphere contains elements which slightly retard the propagation of radio waves, form ducting layers and account 
for the famous "four thirds earth radius" law which becomes applicable even at low frequencies. So, the weather is an 
additional complicating factor. 
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r(l) Fig. 98a:  Amplitude behavior of Ri   (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 

f(i) Fig. 98b:  Phase behavior of /?;   (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 6 
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Fig. 98c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 98a 
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Fig. 99a:   Amplitude behavior of ^; (TR) for 7 =   90°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 99b:   Phase behavior of Rf (TR) for 7 = 90°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Fig. 99c:  Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 99a 
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Fig. 99d:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 99b 
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Fig. 100a:   Amplitude behavior of V?/ (TR) for 7 =   85°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 100b:   Phase behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 =   85°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Fig. lOOd:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 32b 
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Fig. 101a:   Amplitude behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 = 80°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 101b:   Phase behavior of ^, (TR) for 7 = 80°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Fig. 101c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 101a 
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Fig. lOld:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 101b 
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Fig. 102a:   Amplitude behavior of ^/ (TR) for 7 = 60°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 102b — Phase behavior of ^( (TR) R 7 = 60°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Fig. 102c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 102a 
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Fig. 102d:   Phase behavior corresponding to Fig. 102b 
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Fig. 103a: Amplitude behavior of /?; (TR) for 7 = 45°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 103b:  Phase behavior of ^, (TR) for 7 = 45°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Fig. 103c:   Amplitude contours corresponding to Fig. 103a 
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Fig. 104a:   Amplitude behavior of Ri (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 

Fig. 104b:   Phase behavior of .R; (TR) for 7 = 0°, calculated with the parameters of Table 7 
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Many things can be expected to disturb radio waves—but to what degree?—and how deleterious are the various distur- 
bances? Some answers are known, but a lot is still to be revealed. 

7.1 Solar Flares—Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances 

Long wavelength waves have always been thought of as more reliable than high frequency waves because the solar flares 
and magnetic storms which tend to completely obliterate long-haul high frequency communications circuits were not able to 
shut down communications on long waves. Figuratively, the very low frequency waves effectively "ducked under" the 
enhanced ionization layer of the lower ionospheres which cause the severe high frequency signal degradation. To be sure, 
the solar flares are noticeable on long wavelength circuits; but they are normally seen as a change of signal level not as a 
complete loss of signal. Sometimes the signal will increase, sometimes it will decrease. The precise behavior is currently 
unpredictable without making exacting predictions of the locations of interference nulls under normal and disturbed condi- 
tions. On the whole I believe that the VLF signal is more likely to be enhanced than depressed during a Solar Flare for an 
all daytime path at temperate latitudes. [Ref. 59] 

7.2 Polar Cap Absorption Events 

Polar cap absorption (PCA) events are natural disturbances which affect VLF propagation for paths crossing the polar 
regions. PCA's are caused by a flux of charged particles (protons) emitted from the sun during a solar flare. The particles 
follow the lines of the magnetic field and effectively lower the height of the ionosphere in the polar regions because of the 
enhanced ionization. The onset of a PCA effect on VLF is more gradual than that of a sudden ionospheric disturbance, but 
the effects are more long-lasting. PCA events lasting five days are not uncommon and they occur fairly frequently. There 
were eleven PCA's between 24 March 1966 and 6 June 1967. 

Papers by Westerlund, et al. (60) and Dalland, et al. (61) contain detailed discussions of PCA events and their effects on 
VLF signals. The following is a brief summary of the material of these references which seems relevant to a communica- 
tions channel model. 

During a PCA, the phase of a VLF signal normally advances to some maximum amount and later returns to its pre-PCA 
value. Phase advances of as much as 50 fis have been observed. The behavior of the amplitude of a VLF signal during a 
PCA is not completely predictable. For paths over water in the polar regions the amplitude variations are generally less 
severe and unpredictable in sign. However, for paths which involve a good deal of extremely low conductivity soil (Green- 
land or Antarctica) the amplitude consistently shows strong signal losses (10-20 dB) when a PCA occurs. Figure 105 shows 
the effects of three PCA events on the VLF signal over three Arctic paths. Note that the paths NPG-Stockholm and 
WWVL-Stockholm show severe attenuation during the PCA's. Both of these paths pass over the low conductivity ground of 
Greenland, The path from NPM-Stockholm does not pass over Greenland and relatively small changes in amplitude are 
observed. 

The behavior of the VLF channel during PCA event is very significant for communications over some high latitude paths. 
A very low data rate modulation scheme could compensate for the very severe long duration attenuation which occurs. At 
the same time the phase variation is fairly slow over a message time and should not pose a severe obstacle to communica- 
tion. 

7.3 Transition Fading 

Transition fading refers to signal fades which occur when the sunrise or sunset line (the terminator) crosses the propagation 
path between the transmitter and receiver. This phenomenon has been studied by Crombie (62, 63, 64) and others (65, 66). 
We will summarize here the material from these references. 

In Crombie's model the difference in ionospheric heights on either side of the terminator causes modal conversion in the 
waveguide. The resultant interference on the side of the terminator away from the transmitter gives rise to the transition 
fading. The principal effect of the fading is to introduce multimode complications similar to those already observed at night- 
time. During these times the amount of the multimode interference is determined by the relative amplitudes of the modes 
and the group and phase delays involved. The effect should be comparable to that observed during normal nighttime condi- 
tions when multimode effects are also important. 

The transition fading is a dynamic phenomenon because the terminator moves along the path length.   Therefore, the rates of 

change of phase and amplitude are important.   Crombie (62) gives an observed maximum —^ of -70 ±2°/minute.   How- 
dt 

ever, such phase rates could become very large for very short times and a step function jump of phase is possible if a very 
sharp and severe modal interference null occurs (67). The rate of change of amplitude with time is normally in the neigh- 
borhood of 0.3 dB/min during a fade. Faster rates of change are, of course, possible for very deep fades. Typical fade 
depth is in the neighborhood of 10 dB; however, greater fades have been observed, and, of course, even perfect cancellation 
of modes is theoretically possible. 
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Fig. 105:   VLF phase and amplitude data for the transmissions monitored 
during PCA's of 23 May 1967, 28 May 1967 and 6 June 1967 

A statistical analysis of transition fading depths and durations has been performed by Schneider and Carlston (66). They 
have applied the statistics of extreme values (68) to data of Rhoads and Gamer (69) for the path from Haiku to Washington, 
D.C., in May and June 1965. They find a good fit to a probability distribution for depth of fade and outage times given by 
type I and type III distributions of the statistical theory of extreme values. 

The cumulative probability distributions for the depths of fade and the times of signal strength, 10 dB below the normal day- 
time level, are shown on Figs. 106 and 107. Experimental examples of the diurnal variation of received signal from Haiku 
to Washington, D.C. (taken from Ref. (69)), are shown in Figs. 108 and 109. 

7.4  Electron Precipitation Induced Perturbations 

Anyone who has recorded longwave field strengths will note that the nighttime traces are more irregular and "shakey" than 
the daytime cases—even though the fields are usually stronger and less affected by ambient noise (70). 

The picture that is emerging to explain this feature (Ref. 71) of propagation behavior is curious. It appears that the earth's 
magnetosphere is filled with energetic particles in the famous Van Allen belts.   These belts are continually filling up with 
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EXTREMAL PROBAtlLITY SCALI 

FRACTION OF OUTAGE TIMES LESS THAN ORDINATE 

Fig. 107:   Distribution of outage time at 10 dB below median daylight threshold level 
for 10 consecutive days.   See Fig. 106(A). 
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particles. An equilibrium is reached which depends on the plasma density in the magnetosphere and the intensity of lightn- 
ing generated whistler waves which enter the magnetosphere from the earth ionosphere waveguide (Ref. 72, 73). The pro- 
pagation of whistler waves through the magnetosphere can shake or scatter the trapped electrons into their "loss cone", and 
they precipitate from the Van Allen Belts. When they fall from the magnetosphere, they strike the lower atmosphere and 
produce electrons in the nighttime D-layer. This sudden electron production causes a quick change in the ionospheric reflec- 
tion height and thereby perturbs the waves propagating in the earth-ionosphere waveguide causing the abrupt events noted in 
nighttime recordings. 

The reader is invited to learn more about this "strange but (probably) true" mechanism by studying Refs. 74 through 79. 

The auroral zone is a region where the electron precipitation is greatly intensified over midlatitudes. It should be expected 
that these electrons shall produce disturbance also (Refs. 80 through 83 and Ref. 70). 

7.5 ELF Nighttime and PC A Disturbances 

The ELF longwave communications systems has an interesting disturbance mode that has not been exhibited by the VLF 
waves. Because of the huge wavelength of ELF (5Hz-3000Hz) waves their reflection coefficient matrix (Eq. (1)) at night- 
time depends strongly on the electron density distribution up to the F-layer! This means that the ELF nighttime wave will 
be subject to the vagaries, that HF exhibits [Refs. 84,85] — except the ELF will be averaged over a larger Fresnel zone. 
This possibility was early pointed out by J. Galejs [Refs. 86, 87, 88]. It is being treated now in greater detail (and with 
greater respect) in recent years (Ref. 89, 90, and 91). 

Ref. 92 treats the interesting possibility that the change in ELF propagation velocity under a strong PCA could bend the 
ELF waves so as to cause weakening and reenforcements of the waves in unpredicted ways. 

7.6 C-Layer Disturbance 

Under some circumstances during daytime, cosmic rays can produce a significant ionization layer beneath the D-layer. This 
is known as a C-layer [Refs. 93 and 94]. The formation and disappearance of this layer is somewhat of a mystery (but so is 
the D-layer). Obviously with the right intensity this layer will cause its own assembly of effects. The most notable effect is 
a predicted extra attenuation for waves that go twice through this layer before reflecting at the D-layer. Cosmic rays are 
known to vary in intensity with the eleven year solar cycle and with solar eruptions (Ref. 95). 

7.7 Ground Conductivity and Weather Effects in Low Frequency Radio Propagation 

In the low frequency propagation research community awareness is growing of the need for a better propagation model 
which takes ground conductivity, terrain, and atmospheric conditions into account (Refs. 96-102). For example. Fig. 110 
taken from reference (99) shows the strong relationship between the time of arrival of a Loran-C groundwave signal 
transmitted from Carolina Beach (N.C.) to Fort Wayne (Ind.) and the atmospheric temperature recorded at Roanoke, Vir- 
ginia very close to this propagation path. Reference (96) puts forth theoretical ideas to explain the weather related propaga- 
tion delay in terms of changes in the gradient of atmospheric index of refraction. The disturbance of radio wavefields 
caused by irregular terrain and ground conductivity variations is often observed. For example. Fig. Ill from Ref. 103 
shows data illustrating the "recovery effect" observed in passage over ground segments having dissimilar conductivities. 
Figure Ilia shows the flight path of a receiving aircraft over Great Britain. Figure 111b shows the dramatic "recovery 
effect" as the groundwave passes over a river and over a land/sea boundary. The experimental path was chosen because of 
the flatness and homogeniety of the terrain, otherwise even greater irregularities would be evident in the portion of the flight 
over land. 

Figure 112 (taken from Ref. 104) illustrates the variation of atmospheric index of refraction versus height which can produce 
ducting at radar frequencies. Such atmospheric changes should produce measurable effects at the edge of the effective cov- 
erage range of a groundwave communications or navigation system. Indeed the (100 kHz) Loran-C community has noticed 
this effect (Ref. 105). 

8.0  NOISE 

The prediction of atmospheric noise is a very important portion of the overall prediction of long wavelength system perfor- 
mance. The basic source of most long wavelength system noise is lightning in thunderstorms. During the 1960's the 
National Bureau of Standards conducted a long series of atmospheric noise measurements at stations around the world that 
led to the CCIR 322 publication (Ref. 106, 107). 

Maxwell and others of the Westinghouse Georesearch Corporation utUized NBS data along with propagation models and the 
statistical records of thunderstorm occurrence to make a more realistic model of noise for the frequency range from 10 to 30 
kHz (Ref. 108). This model was further unproved and extended to predict atmospheric noise at any altitude and polarization 
within the earth-ionosphere waveguide and also up to nearly 60 kHz (Refs. 109-112). 

The NBS noise data (Ref. 106) was taken through the LF and medium frequencies up to the HF range. 
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At ELF frequencies similar studies have been made (Refs. 114-119) on a sporadic basis. No official group has released 
worldwide maps of ELF noise and/or powerline interference. It would seem appropriate to extend the model of Ref. 112 
down to ELF and up through MF to HF frequencies. 

Some proportion of the noise is generated by currents flowing in the ionosphere and magnetospheres (Ref. 120). These 
noise sources are believed to be more important at polar receiver sites throughout the longwave band, but a clear under- 
standing of precisely when, where and how much noise comes from extraterrestiai sources is not known (Ref. 113). 

8.1   Noise Mitigation 

Because the highest noise pulses generated by lightning are strongly non-thermal in amplitude probability distribution various 
methods have been used to reject the energy contained in there pulses so as to reduce the "effective" root-mean-square 
(RMS) noise in a receiver much below that which would be seen by a "true" RMS noise meter. It is believed that 
Shannon's Theorem on Communication Channel Capacity is valid for gaussian noise statistics but that for non-Gaussian 
noise receiver can do better than look at the RMS noise. Noise theorists have defined a parameter called Vj which is the 
ratio of the RMS noise envelope to the average noise envelope. It is believed that an effective noise clipper circuit can 
reduce the noise level down to about the average levels. (This belief is always being sorely tested by the untractable perfor- 
mance of real systems in the real noise world.) Caution is advised for anyone who thinks that a few simple measurements 
will suffice to characterize a receiver's performance in noise for all time. Noise is noisy! It is variable in time and place 
and a good amount of experience with any non-linear receiver must be obtained before its performance can be relied on. It 
is even questionable how to characterize a receiver's performance in noise. Noise has an amplitude probability distribution 
and a time probability distribution; but these distributions may not be enough to characterize noise to permit a receiver's per- 
formance to be specified. 

9.0 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CALCULATION 

At ELF Ref. 121 gives a good example of a longrange communication system performance calculation. At VLF and LF the 
system performance calculation is facilitated by computer programs (Refs 38, 46 and 47) which can be used to produce cov- 
erage maps such as those illustrated in Figs. 56 and 57 and in Figs. 113 through 116. One merely decides what S/N ratio is 
needed for reliable communication for a given keying rate receiver and anteima. One then selects the appropriate contours 
that describes this coverage. 
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Fig. 113: Signal level contours in dB above one microvolt per meter for 
the NAA transmitter in Cutler, Maine (Lat 44.60°, Long -67.20°) for 
IMW radiated power during July at 24.0 kHz and 90% time availability 
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Fig. 114: Signal level contours in dB above one micrvolt per meter for 
tlie NAA transmitter in Cutler, Maine (Lat 44.60°, Long -67.20°) for 
IMW radiated power during July at 24.0 kHz and 99% time availability 
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Fig. 115: Signal-to-noise level contours in dB for a 1 IcHz bandwidth 
for the NAA transmitter in Cutler, Maine (Lat 44.60°, Long -67.20°) 
for IMW radiated power during July at 24.0 kHz and 90% time 
availability 
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Fig. 116: Signal-to-noise level contours in dB for a 1 kHz bandwidth 
for the NAA transmitter in Cutler, Maine (Lat 44.60°, Long -67.20°) 
for IMW radiated power during July at 24.0 kHz and 99% time 
availability 
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APPENDIX I 
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ELF/VLF/LF BAND BAND 

* 

The Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN) will provide a nuclear hardened terrestrial communications system to carry 
warnmg data and emergency action messages and force direction orders to U.S. forces. When the first phase is operational 
m FY 87, GWEN will be a unique, low-cost, hardened communications system serving both national and nuclear CINC 
requirements. The second phase of the program will add more transmitters and receivers, and will provide a hardened link 
to the ICBM force and other strategic elements. We expect to procure about 50 more nodes for the network in FY 87 and 
to complete the system by the end of the decade. 

To improve communications connectivity with strategic bombers in flight, we plan to equip them with Miniature Receive 
Terminals (MRTs) for receiving low frequency (LF) and very low frequency (VLF) communications. Although slower than 
transmissions in higher frequency bands, LF/VLF communications can be transmitted over much greater distances than can 
line-of-sight communications, and they are much less susceptible to nuclear effects and jamming than are existing satellite 
and high frequency (HF) communications. Flight tests of the terminals are planned to be completed in FY 87; production 
should be completed in early FY 88. 

To communicate with ballistic missile submarines, the Navy maintains special radio relay aircraft continuously airborne over 
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. These planes, called Take Charge and Move Out (TACAMO), transmit relayed messages 
to the submarines by a variety of communications media. In FY 89, we will begin replacing the EC-130s (modified C-130 
transports) now flying the TACAMO mission with the faster, more survivable, more endurable and longer range E-6A (a 
derivative of the Boeing 707 airborne warning and control system [AWACS] airframe). At the same time, the SSBN force 
will be outfitted with improved VLF receivers. The E-6 A's ability to operate over vast expanses of the ocean will permit 
SSBNs and nuclear cruise missile equipped submarines to expand their operating areas and still receive messages from the 
President. Building toward a fleet of 15 E-6As, we are requesting funds to procure the third, fourth and fifth production 
aircraft in FY 87. Although the planes will be outfitted initially with communications equipment transferred from EC-130s, 
they eventually will carry a vastly improved VLF communications system. 

Submerged submarines now must deploy an antenna at or close to the ocean's surface to receive messages, thus potentially 
increasing their susceptibility to detection. The use of extremely low frequency (ELF) communications, which can penetrate 
to great depths, will alleviate this constraint. The ELF Communications System consists of two transmitter sites (in Wiscon- 
sin and northern Michigan), operating in electrical synchronization with receivers aboard submarines. The ELF system's 
high reliability and continuous transmissions significantly will upgrade peacetime communications to deployed submarines 
and will support the transition to wartime operations. Receivers are being installed in some submarines this year so that the 
fiiU system can be tested in FY 87. We are requesting fiinds for FY 87 to procure receivers for other submarines. The sys- 
tem should be fully operational by the end of FY 88. 

From  "The  C    Budget  in Perspective"  by  Donald C.  Latham,  Assistant Secretary  of Defense  for Command, Control, 
Communications and Intelligence. 
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HF GRQUNDM.V/E MID  SKYRV/E PROPAGATIOH 

BY 

KLAUS-JUERGEN HORTEtJBACH 
DEUTSCHE WELLE, Cologne 

Federal Republic of Germany 

SUMMARY 

The principles of HF ground- and skywave propagation are reviewed with regard to 
regular conditions as well as anomalous phenomena which may affect the signal 
characteristics and thus may have an influence on the performance, of digital 
communication systems. Particular consideration is given to the statistics of signal 
fading as a basis for system design. 

1  INTRODUCTION 

In the high frequency range electromagnetic energy can be propagated by ground- or 
sJcywaves. Ground wave propagation is more effective the lower the frequency, providing 
very stable signals with, however, relatively short coverage ranges. Furthermore, 
there are difficulties in constructing efficient antennas. Slcywaves provide long-- 
distance propagation but the signal can be most unstable. The ionosphere, being the 
propagation medium of skywaves, is subject to the most extensive variations and the 
most severe limitations imposed by nature. Caused by solar control, there are regular 
variations with the time of the day, the season and the 11-year's sunspot cycle. 
Superposed to these regular variations short term variations occur which up to date are 
not yet predictable with sufficient reliability. Moreover, a large variety of special 
propagational phenomena may become effective. 

The quality of a link is usually described in terms of the link availability and 
the errors produced during a transmission of information which in digital transmission 
is normally characterised by the bit-error-rate. We may distinguish three different 
propagational phenomena which may become the main sources of bit errors: 

- received field strength 
- noise and/or interference 
- signal fading 

The received field strength must be known in relation to the noise and interference 
level because the signal-to-noise ratio is one of the main factors governing system 
design. The value to be required depends strongly on the type of service and the 
modulation used. The received field strength depends on the attenuating properties of 
the propagation medium and on the transmitting and receiving equipment, e.g. trans- 
mitter power, transmitting and receiving antennas but not on the type of signal. 

Noise and interference are one of the main degrading factors. 
three types of noise: 

- natural noise which in the HF range mainly originates in the 
from lightning discharges and is propagated by the ionosphere, 

- man made noise, produced by industrial equipment and ignition 
- internal noise of the receiving equipment which at HF  is 
against external noise. 

We may distinguish 

earth's  atmosphere 

usually negligible 

Interference is produced by dislocated users of the same or the adjacent frequency 
channels and may be intended as in the case of jamming or not. The effectiveness of 
interference depends on the conditions of the propagation path between the interfering 
source and the receiver location. 

The third degrading factor, the signal fading, is produced by the propagation 
medium. Fading may be non-selective, causing short- or long-term outages by decreasing 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the entire signal spectrum, or frequency selective, 
causing signal distortions of analog signals by affecting different parts of the signal 
spectrum and intersymbol interference in digital transmissions. 

In section 2 we shall discuss the splitting of the field radiated by an antenna on 
the ground into ground waves and sky waves. Section 3 gives a review of ground wave 
propagation and section 4 of sky wave propagation. Particular consideration is given 
to the effects of fading on the signal. 
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2 THE RADIATION FIELD OF AN ANTENNA ON THE GROUND 

The radiation field of an antenne in the vicinity of flat ground is described by 
Sommerfeld's theory C13 which was extended to a spherical earth by van der Pol and 
Bremmer C23. Norton C33 has shown that the exact solution of the problem can be split 
into two parts which can be interpreted as a spacewave term and a groundwave term. 
This splitting is possible only in a formal way as both wave types taken separately are 
no solutions of the wave equation. Nevertheless it gives a good insight into the 
mechanism of wave propagation. 

According to Norton, the space wave is the resultant of a direct wave and a around 
reflected wave. The amplitude od the direct wave decreases inversely with distance as 
in free space. Amplitude and phase of the ground reflected wave depend on the 
reflecting properties of the ground as given by Fresnel's reflection coefficients and 
on the difference in path length between direct and reflected wave. Fresnel's 
reflection coefficients are functions of polarisation, wave frequency, angle of inci- 
dence and the electrical properties of the ground, characterised by its relative 
dielectric constant and conductivity, the latter two being in turn dependent upon the 
moisture content and the temperature of the ground. The ground reflection does not 
take place at a single reflection point but rather within an area surrounding the geo- 
metrical reflection point. This area is usually considered to be the first Fresnel 
zone, i.e. an area within which contributions from all other points lag in phase by 
180 degrees or less. Contributions from within the zone reinforce each other but 
contributions from points outside the zone differ widely in phase and tend to cancel. 
Thus, the contributions from within the zone are mainly responsible for the reflected 
wave. Undulations of the ground and obstacles within the zone give rise to scattering 
of the incident energy thus leading to a weakening of the energy reflected into the 
specular direction. This loss is accounted for by the scattering coefficient by which 
the Fresnel reflection coefficients are multiplied or by using appropriately modified 
values of the ground constants. 

The third component of the wave field, the ground wave term in Norton's solution 
arises because the earth is no perfect reflector. Some energy is transmitted into the 
ground where it sets up ground currents associated with an electromagnetic field which 
is called groundwave. 

Norton's groundwave is not equivalent to and should not confused with Senneck's 
surface wave. Zenneck's surface wave can not be realised physically, nor is it 
contained in Sommerfeld's exact solution for the wave propagation over a plane earth 
with finite electrical ground constants. The Senneck wave has the same rotating elec- 
trical field as has Norton's wave but, at large distances, Zenneck's wave is attenuated 
exponentially and has a phase velocity which depends in the ground constants and is 
greater than the velocity of light, whereas Norton's wave is" attenuated with the 
inverse of the distance squared and has a phase velocity which is equal to the velocity 
of light and independent on the ground constants C43. 

3 GROUNDWAVE PROPAGATION 

When the heights of both the transmitting and the receiving antennas are small 
compared to the wavelength the spacewave disappears at an elevation angle of zero 
degrees, i.e. in the direction tangential to the earth's surface, as the direct and 
the ground reflected waves have equal amplitudes and opposite phases and so give zero 
resultant. In this case the ground wave has its maximum. When the antenna heights are 
increased there is a further phase change of the reflected ray due to the extra raypath 
length so that the space wave and the reflected wave no longer cancel. Hence the 
resultant signal must be computed as the vector sum of the direct, the ground reflected 
and the surface wave. The effect is modelled by the so-called height-gain factor 
applied to the groundwave field strength. The heigt-gain factor increases with fre- 
quency and can be significant in the HF range for typical antenna heights. Fig.l gives 
the vertical radiation pattern of a short vertical antenna showing the contributions of 
the spacewave and the groundwave. The cosine diagramme is obtained for an infinitely 
conducting surface. For this case the spacewave term represents the solution of the 
wave equation while the groundwave term disapears. 

3.1 Groundwave Propagation Over Smooth Homogeneous Earth 

The space wave decreases with the inverse of the distance, the ground wave with 
the inverse of the distance squared. Hence at large distances and non-zero elevation 
angles the strength of the space wave exceeds that of the groundwave. The ground wave 
is diffracted to follow the curvature of the earth. The diffraction decreases with the 
ratio of the wavelength to the radius of the obstacle. Thus, ground waves are stronger 
the lower the frequency. Diffraction is also influenced by the imperfect conductivity 
of the ground. Energy is absorbed by currents induced in the earth so that energy flow 
takes place from the wave downwards. This produces wavefront tilting which assists in 
the bending of the wave. The loss of energy dissipated in the earth leads to 
attenuation dependent on conductivity and dielectric constant. With horizontal polari- 
sation the wave attenuation is still stronger than with vertical polarisation due to 
the different behaviour of Fresnel's reflection coefficients for both polarisations. 
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For the fieldstrength calculation different approaches are necessary depending on 
the range of distances involved: 

- Close to the transmitter the field near the surface can be described by the 
Sommerfeld flat earth theory with corrections applied for the effective radius of 
the earth. This approach is valid out to distances of the order 10 A^" km and 
heights of the order of 35 X"'' m, where X is the wavelength in metres. 

- In the line-of-sight region the field is composed of the sum of the direct and 
reflected waves. These are found from an integral representation by the method of 
stationary phase which is equivalent to geometrical optics. 

- The diffraction region occurs at ranges greater than about 10 X."' km near the 
surface or beyond the radio horizon for elevated terminals. The field is 
represented by the residue or waveguide mode series. Associated with each mode is 
a propagation constant which determines the variation of the mode with distance, 
and a height gain function which determines the variation with height. Solutions 
in closed form are possible only for a troposphere with linear height variation of 
the refractive index. For an exponential troposphere numerical integration must 
be applied. 

To facilitate calculations for practical purposes the CCIR has published sets of 
groundwave propagation curves showing the vertical fieldstrength component of the 
radiation field produced by a short vertical monopole versus distance for several types 
of surfaces like wet and dry ground, sea and fresh water and ice C5D. Fig.2 shows one 
of these curves for relatively wet land with a ground conductivity of 0.03 S/m and a 
dielectric constant of 30. The curves refer to a smooth homogeneous spherical earth 
and antenna heights which are small compared to the wavelength. A tropospheric refrac- 
tive index, decreasing exponentially with height, has been taken into account (see 
Sect.3.3). 

3.2 Groundwave Propagation Over Mixed Paths 

The curves shown in Fig.2 relate to a combination of ground constants valuable for 
the entire path, a condition rarely met in practice. For an all-land path with vari- 
able ground constants, sufficient accuracy can normally be obtained by using the propa- 
gation curves appropriate to weighted mean values of these constants. This approach is 
not sufficiently accurate, however, for mixed land- sea paths because of the marked 
differences in the constants. This case is characterised by recovery effects in the 
regions of transition from land to sea, i.e. an increase of the fieldstrength despite 
of increasing distance, and an intensified decrease at the transitions from sea to 
land. For this case an empirical method is recommended. In this, sections of curves 
corresponding to the length of path traversed with different sets of ground constants 
are combined to produce a continuous single curve of the received signal strength. The 
strength should be independent of direction of propagation, and so the process is 
repeated for propagation in the reverse direction and a mean of the two sets of results 
taken. This method may also be used for propagation over land where different con- 
ditions apply on separate sections of the path C5D. 

Other methods involve the solution of Integral equations by means of a computer 
C63. These methods also allow for a given path profile different from smooth spherical 
earth to be taken into account. 

3.3 Tropospheric Refraction 

At HF the troposphere has some effects on groundwave propagation. Assuming a 
spherical earth surrounded by concentric refracting layers this refraction can be taken 
into account by giving the earth an effective radius greater than the true radius. 
Based on a refractive index changing exponentially with height the effective earth 
radius is 4/3 of the real radius for frequencies above about 10 MHz. Below 10 MHz the 
effective radius decreases and reaches a value of 5/4 at 1 MHz C7]. As mentioned 
before, the effect of refraction has been included in the propagation curves in C53. 

3.4 Electrical Characteristics Of The Surface Of The Earth 

If groundwave fieldstrengths are to be calculated, it is essential to know the 
ground characteristics along the path. The electrical characteristics of any medium 
can be expressed by three parameters: the permeability, the permittivity and the 
conductivity. The permeability of the ground can normally be regarded as equal to the 
free space value so that in most propagation problems we are only concerned with 
permittivity and conductivity. 

As electromagnetic waves penetrate the earth's surface, the sub-surface structure 
of the ground down to levels corresponding to the penetration depth of the wave is also 
essential for wave propagation. The penetration depth is defined as the depth at which 
the wave has been attenuated to 1/e (37%) of its value at the surface. It is a 
function of frequency and varies widely with the type of ground. At 10 MHz it ranges 
from about  10  cm for  sea water up to some hundreds of meters for fresh water ice 
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(Fig.3,C83).The sub-surface structure is rarely homogeneous, but rather consists of 
several layers of different thickness and different conductivities and permittivities. 
If the penetration depth is less than the thickness of the layer, the underlying strata 
have little influence. If the penetration depth is much greater than the top layer 
thickness, propagation is also determined by the electrical characteristics of the 
lower strata. If the conductivity of an underlying strata is less than that of the top 
layer, the propagation may be better than would be with homogeneous ground of good con- 
ductivity. On the other hand, an underlaying layer of higher conductivity than that of 
the top layer may deteriorate the propagation. The effect of multiple layers can be 
taken into account by introducing effective parameters representing an equivalent homo- 
geneous structure when using the propagation curves in C53. 

Among the factors which determine the effective electrical characteristics of the 
ground are C93 

- Nature of the soil: variations seem to be due not so much to the chemical compo- 
sition of the soil as to its ability to absorb and retain moisture. At 10 Mhz the 
conductivity varies between about 0.02 mS/m for fresh water ice and 5 S/m for sea 
water. The relative permittivity varies from about 3 for fresh water ice or very 
dry ground up to 80 for fresh or sea water (Fig.4,C8D). 

- Moisture content: the moisture content seems to be the major factor determining 
the electrical constants. However, at depths of one meter or more, the wetness of 
the soil at a particular site seems to be substantially constant over the seasons 
of the year. Although it may increase during rain, the drainage of the soil and 
surface evaporation soon reduces it to its normal value. Seasonal variations of 
the groundwave fieldstrength have been shown by measurements to be negligibly 
small. 

- Temperature: At low frequencies the temperature coefficient of the conductivity 
of soil is in the order of 3% per degree Celsius, while that of the permittivity 
is negligible. As the range of temperature variation during the year decreases 
rapidly with depth temperature effects are likely to be important only when the 
ground is frozen to a considerable depth. 

- Frequency: In the HF range the electrical characteristics vary little with 
frequency, with the exception of the conductivity of pure water and fresh water 
ice. 

- General geological structure: As the effective electrical characteristics along a 
path are determined not only by the surface soils but also by that of the under- 
lying strata, it is of great importance to have knowledge of the general geo- 
logical structure of the area concerned. For this reason world maps of the ground 
conductivity have been prepared, e.g.  in C103. 

3.5 Irregular Terrain, Vegetation 

Terrain Irregularities and surface objects cause wave reflections, diffraction and 
absorption. If the variations in terrain height about some mean value is small in com- 
parison to a wavelength and the slopes of the terrain are small, then the propagation 
curves C53 like Fig.2 for smooth earth can be used if the actual terrain surface impe- 
dance is replaced by a higher effective value. Large objects like isolated mountain 
ridges can be treated by the knife-edge diffraction theory CUD. As was mentioned in 
section 3.2 computerised methods have been developed which permit fieldstrength cal- 
culations not only for inhomogeneous but also for irregular terrain C6D. 

Propagation in wooded terrain can lead to additional absorption due to currents 
being induced in the trees which varies with season depending on the amount of foliage 
and its humidity and snow coverage. At HF the attenuation is of the order of 0.01 dB/m 
C123. 

3.6 Delay Dispersion Of Ground Wave Signals 

The ground wave is normally considered to be very stable in amplitude and phase 
and thus is regarded to be a very reliable carrier of information. However, even the 
groundwave exhibits a certain amount of time dispersion which limits the bandwidth of a 
signal and should therefore be considered especially in digital communications. 

The largest bandwidth which can be supported without excessive distortion is de- 
fined as the coherence bandwidth. It is roughly equal to the inverse of the time 
dispersion (delay smear) of a narrow pulse. When a narrow pulse, i.e. a wideband 
signal, propagates over a smooth, nonperfectly conducting surface, there are several 
mechanisms which result in time dispersion of the transmitted signal: 

- Amplitude and phase of the groundwave depend on the impedance of the surface which 
varies with frequency. The phase therefore varies nonlinearly with frequency 
which results in time dispersion of a transmitted pulse as each frequency com- 
ponent will propagate with a different group '.'elocity. 

- If the propagation distance  is  sufficiently long,  diffraction and  refraction 
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around the  spherical  earth will cause some time dispersion as these effects are 
also frequency dependent. 

- When the surface is rough, the radio energy received at a point does not travel 
solely by the direct path from the transmitter, but some of the energy radiated 
off the great circle path is scattered towards the receiver. The scattered ground 
waves arrive from all azlmuthal directions, with a spread in the time of arrival 
and are referred to as the diffuse component of the groundwave field. 

In a recent publication C133 the time dispersion was derived to be expected for 
propagation over rough surfaces and, more specifically, over a rough ocean surface for 
which the roughness was characterised in terms of the gravity wave spectrum. The 
results are presented as a function of distance and sea state. It could be shown that 
at short distances surface roughness tends to increase the amount of delay dispersion. 
Beyond a certain distance, it depends on roughness: a small-scale roughness sur- 
prisingly causes a reduction of the delay dispersion, a large-scale roughness causes 
increased delay dispersion as expected. 

The delay spread of a narrow pulse propagated over a rough ocean surface was found 
to be less than 200 nanoseconds for distances up to 300 km and wind speeds up to 30 ten. 
This implies that the coherence bandwidth of the groundwave signal is in excess of 
5 MHz which would allow the transmission of SOO-kHz-signals with little distortion. 

i     HF SKYWAVE PROPAGATION 

In chapter 2 we dealt.with the division of a radiated electromagnetic field into a 
groundwave component and a spacewave, consisting of a direct and a ground reflected 
wave. A space wave at a frequency within the HF range, travels along a rectilinear 
propagation path (apart from some tropospheric bending) until it enters the ionosphere 
where it may be reflected back to the earth. A wave which has been reflected by the 
ionosphere is commonly called skywave. In this chapter we shall consider skywaves and 
their propagation medium, i.e.  the ionosphere and its influence on a signal. 

The ionosphere affects a wide range of frequencies, from ELF waves which are 
reflected at the lower bounds of the ionosphere up to ESF waves when penetrating the 
ionosphere. The most critical range is the HF range, i.e. the range between 3 and 30 
MHz, as in this range the transition from reflection to penetration occurs. 

4.1  Formation And Structure Of Ionospheric Layers. 

The ionosphere is the ionised region in the earth's atmosphere extending from 
about 50 km to roughly 2000 km above the surface. The principal source of ionisation 
is UV- and X-ray radiation from the sun producing free electrons and ions from the 
low-density neutral atmospheric gases. The ionisation rate depends on the intensity of 
solar radiation and thus is a function of geographic location, time of the day, season 
and the phase of the 11-year's sunspot cycle. The production of free ionisation is 
counterbalanced by ionisation loss processes, principally the collisional recombination 
of electrons and positive ions and the attachment of electrons to neutral gas atoms and 
molecules. Due to the interactions of these processes with the density and the consti- 
tuents of the atmospheric gases the ionisation density varies with height thereby 
forming different discernible peaks between which the ionisation density varies 
smoothly. We may distinguish three main peaks which we call layers and which are 
identified by the letters D, E and F in order of increasing altitude. Subdivisions of 
these layers may occur under certain coditions, e.g.  Fl and F2 layers (Fig.5). 

The D-region spans the approximate altitude range 60 to 90 km. The ionisation 
varies strictly with the sun's zenith angle being maximum at noon with typical electron 
densities of 10s to 10^° per cubic meter and nearly disappearing at night. There is a 
pronounced seasonal variation with a maximum in summer. In the winter, often anoma- 
lously high ionisation appears, probably resulting from changes in the neutral atmos- 
phere composition. The D-region ionisation is too low for reflecting HF waves. Never- 
theless, the penetrating wave excites oscillations of the free electrons which collide 
with ions and neutral particles the masses of which are much larger than that of the 
electrons. By this process absorption of wave energy takes place. Thus, during the 
daylight hours the D-region is the main source of attenuation in skywave propagation. 

The altitude range of the E-layer is between 90 and 130 km with a maximum electron 
density of approximately lO'*'' per cubic meter at about 110 km. It also shows a strong 
solar zenith angle dependence with maximum density near noon, in summer and during 
solar cycle maximum. At night, only a small residual level of ionisation remains which 
is able to reflect MF- but not HF-waves. The E-layer playes an important role for 
short-distance communications below 2000 km, longer distances are bridged nearly exclu- 
sively by F-layer reflections. 

The F-region extends upward from about 130 km. During the daylight hours it may 
be subdivided into the Fl- and the F2-layer. The Fl-layer is the region between 130 
and 210 km altitude with a maximum electron density of about 5-10''^ per cubic meter. 
The ionisation follows the sun's zenith angle as does the E-layer, but with a different 
dependence.  The F2-layer is  the highest  ionospheric  layer with typical  electron 
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densities exceeding 10^^ per cubic meter at daytime and 5-10^° per cubic meter atj 
night. It departs markedly from solar angle dependence since it is strongly influenced 
by winds, diffusion and other dynamic effects. Among the most notable features of this 
layer are the maximum electron density occurring at times other than solar noon , the 
noon densities in winter exceeding the corresponding summer values, an 'equatorial ano- 
maly' showing significant latitudinal gradients of electron density within 20 to 30 deg 
either side of the geomagnetic equator and a F-region 'trough' - a pronounced 
depression in electron density extending some 5 to 10 deqrees equatorwards from the 
auroral oval on the night side of the earth. 

The topside of the ionosphere ranges from the F2 layer peak up to about  2000 km. 
It contains about two thirds of the total ionisation of the ionosphere and is important 
for transionospheric communications between satellites or spacecraft and ground 
stations. 

4.2 Regular Skywave Propagation • 

4.2.1 Principles Of Ionospheric Reflection - 

The ability of the ionosphere to provide propagation support is related singly to 
the condition that its refractive index at radio frequencies is different from that in 
free space. Neglecting the geomagnetic field and particle collision the ionospheric 
refractive index as a function of frequency f is given by 

n^ = 1 - (f^/f)^ (1) 

where f,, is the plasma frequency given by     ' 

N^, e^ 
f|, = = 80.5 Nt, .  (2) 

4TT^ £o m 

with N^  = electron density 
e,m = charge and mass of electron 
€„  = permittivity of free space 

As the refractive index is a monotonically decreasing function of the height above 
the earth's surface, the phase front of an incident wave will propagate at a given 
height with larger phase velocity than at lower heights. Consequently, the ray is bent 
down towards the earth. The ray path can be calculated by geometrical optics using 
Snell's law 

n^ sin ^j, = const. (3) 

where n^and ifv, are the refractive index and the angle of incidence at any given layer 
height h. At the point of incidence with the angle f^ we have n=l and at the summit 
point n=n^ and ^^=90° (Fig.6).  Applying Snell's law we find 

n^ = sin fa (4) 

Inserting (4) into (1) and solving for f we obtain 

f = f^, sec <po (5) 

This is the well-known secant law which is a relation between the frequencies at 
vertical and oblique incidence and the angle of incidence for all ray paths which are 
reflected at the height level h.  The frequencies in (5) are called equivalent. 

As the phase velocity of a wave in the ionosphere is less than in free space, a 
virtual path with a virtual maximum height h' can be defined (Fig.6). A.ccording to the 
theorem of Breit and Tuve the delay time of a radio wave on its curved path TBR through 
the ionosphere with the true height h is equal to the time delay of a wave travelling 
on the triangular path TAR with the velocity of light. Thus, the virtual height h' is 
the magnitude which is measurable by ionospheric sounding techniques. 

At a certain height H the electron density in a layer reaches a maximum N^. With 
(2) the highest frequency which can be reflected at vertical incidence by a layer with 
maximum electron density N„ is fj.,,»,»>■ = fy^f^/W^. Applying the secant law (5) we obtain 
the corresponding maximum frequency which can be propagated obliquely with an angle of 
incidence f^ 

^A.ma* = fx'WiM sec (jp„ (6) 

Higher frequencies penetrate the layer and do not return to the earth. 

From ionograms we have the virtual height h'= h'(fx ) given as a function of 
frequency at vertical incidence. It shows normally an increase of the virtual height 
with frequency until the layer is penetrated at the critical frequency. Using the 
above mentioned relationships we can now determine the corresponding curve for oblique 
incidence.  This is done by use of the 'transmission curves'. 
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From Fig.6 we have 

D/ 

tan 

D/2 

^ cos f^ 

Using the secant law we obtain 

D/2 

/(f/fj.)^ - 1 
(7) 

These transmission curves h'(fj.) relate the virtual height h' with the equivalent 
frequency fj_ for vertical incidence where the path length D and the wave frequency f 
are parameters. Equating (7) to the ionogram, which is another function h'= h'(fj_) we 
find the possible propagation path with the corresponding virtual heights, ground 
ranges and transmission frequencies. This can be done graphically as is shown in Fig.7 
for a constant ground range. From the intersection of both curves we obtain a new 
curve h' = h'(f^) with the following properties: 

- it is shifted entirely to higher frequencies, 
- the highest frequency at vertical incidence does not  correspond to  the highest 
frequency at oblique incidence, 

- the curve has two branches  joining at  the highest  frequency being  reflected 
obliquely (junction frequency). 

The two branches correspond to two different angles of elevation and are termed high-- 
angle ray' or 'Pedersen-ray' and 'low-angle ray'. The latter is reflected at com- 
parably low height, the former penetrates deeper into the ionosphere, comes closer to 
the ionisation maximum where the gradient of the refractive index is small and hence 
travels a long distance in the ionosphere. Increasing the frequency both paths 
approximate each other until they coincide at the junction frequency. 

The relations discussed so far are strictly valid only for a flat earth and a flat 
ionosphere. For use with a spherical earth and ionosphere correction factors have to 
be introduced. 

Fig.3 shows the relation between elevation angle and ground range for a fixed 
frequency which is greater than the critical frequency at vertical incidence. For low 
elevation angles the propagation path is long, the ground range is large and the pene- 
tration depth is small. With increasing elevation angle, the range decreases and the 
ray penetrates deeper into the layer until a minimum possible distance is reached (path 
no.6), which is called skip distance. Within this distance no reception by regular 
reflection is possible. The skip distance increases with the wave frequency and in the 
limit for a sufficiently high frequency can extend to the maximum ground range possible 
for rays launched at grazing incidence; in that case all rays escape into space. On 
the other hand, when the wave frequency is decreased down to the critical frequency for 
vertical incidence, all rays are reflected and the skip zone disappears. 

It follows for a fixed point of reception that there is a maximum frequency at 
which the waves can be reflected to it. This is the frequency at which the ground 
range is equal to the skip distance. This frequency is the maximum usable frequency 
for this distance which is identical with the junction frequency in Fig.7. 

When the elevation angle is further increased beyond the value which corresponds 
to the skip distance, the ground range increases again rapidly by virtue of the high 
angle rays which are reflected from a greater height and have a significant length of 
near-horizontal path close to apogee (nos.7,8,9). The ground range of such rays may 
well be in excess of 7500 km in temperate regions and 10000 km in equatorial regions 
C143. The band of elevation angles providing high-angle rays is usually only a few 
degrees. As can be seen from Fig.8 this small bundle of rays is spread over a wide 
distance range which results in high spatial attenuation. So the strength of the 
high-angle rays tends to be less than that of the low-angle rays. This is partially 
compensated by less absorption as the D-layer is not penetrated. Thus, the high-angle 
ray may have appreciable amplitude which may give rise to interference with low-angle 
rays. The high-angle ray paths can exist until the reflection is from the layer 
maximum. Rays with larger angle of elevation penetrate the ionosphere and escape into 
space. 

4.2.2  Multipath Propagation - 

So far we have considered only single-hop single-layer propagation. In practice 
reception is by a multitude of rays propagating on different paths. Multipath 
propagation can arise from 

- low- and high-angle paths, 
- multi-hop propagation, 
- multi-layer propagation. 
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magnetoionic splitting 

where the splitting into low- and high-angle paths has already been discussed  in the 
preceding section.  Generally, these effects are existent in combination. 

4.2.2.1 Multi-hop Propagation - 

Due to the curvature of the earth the range attainable after one ionospheric 
reflection is limited. The maximum range attainable arises from rays launched at 
grazing incidence and depends principally on the layer height of maximum electron 
density and, to a less extent, on the form of the model ionosphere and on the wave 
frequency. For typical E-, Fl- and F2-layers, the maximum rancre is 2000, 3400 and 4000 
km respectively. These values represent upper limits when account is taken of the poor 
performance of practical antennas at low elevation angles. 

Distances beyond the values given can be bridged by consecutive reflections bet- 
ween the ionosphere and the earth's surface. On one hand, the possible number of hops 
is limited by increasing signal attenuation which is mainly due to D-layer absorption 
and ground reflection losses. On the other hand, the elevation angle increases with 
the hop number for a given ground range, resulting in a decrease of the path MUF. 
Generally, the geographic variations of the ionospheric characteristics at the 
different ionospheric reflection regions have to be taken into account. 

4.2.2.2 Multi-layer Propagation - 

During the daylight hour a regular E-layer is present and propagation is possible 
via the E- and/or F-layer. We have seen that the determinincr factors as to whether 
reflection or penetration occurs are the ionisation of the layer, the wave frequency 
and the angle of incidence. A given ground range yields different incidence angles for 
different layer heights. The greater the layer height, the steeper the angle of 
incidence to achieve propagation to a fixed range, and therefore the lower the MUF. 
This means that although the critical frequency of the E-layer is less than that of the 
Fl-layer which in turn is less than that of the F2-layer, the E-MUF can be the greatest 
of these three separate layer-MUF's. This is most likely to be the case in the summer 
daytime at low solar activity over path ranges of 1000 to 2000 km. Again, the Fl-MUF 
may exceed the F2-MUF beyond the maximum E-range at distances of 2000 to 3000 km. For 
propagation between a pair of fixed terminals the path MUF is the greatest of the indi- 
vidual MUF's for reflection from the different layers. For a particular propagation 
path to be possible, the wave frequency must be below the path-MUF and, in the case of 
F-modes, also the E-layer must not screen it. Screening of the lF2-mode, but not of 
the 2F2-mode because of the lesser path obliquity, is a common summer daytime 
occurrence at certain frequencies. 

The strongest mode on a long path is usually the lowest possible order F2-mode 
unless the antenna discrimitates against this. Higher-order F2-modes traverse the 
ionosphere a greater number of times to suffer more absorption and ground reflection 
losses, so that they tend to be weaker. A given range can be spanned by fewer F- than 
E-hops. Modes involving more than two reflections from the E-layer are rarely of im- 
portance. Reflections from the Fl-layer arise only under restricted conditions and the 
IFl mode is less common than the IE and 1F2 modes. The IFl mode can be important at 
ranges of 2000 to 3400 km, particularly at high latitudes. Multiple-hop Fl modes are 
very rare m practice because the necessary ionospheric conditions to support an 
Fl-layer reflection do not tend to occur simultaneously at separated positions. 

Because of the large distances involved with multiple-hop paths the ionospheric 
conditions will not be constant along the entire path. The geographical changes in 
ionisation cause so-called mixed modes with successive reflections from different 
layers. Mixed modes are a common feature of transequatorial paths and east-west paths 
across a daylight-darkness boundary. A catalogue of possible propagation paths is 
given in Fig.9, showing single-layer modes (a,b), which can be reflected by either the 
F- or the E-layer, and mixed modes (d-f). When the wave frequency exceeds the E-layer 
MUF only slightly, the wave does not penetrate the layer along a rectilinear path but 
will be bent downwards thus introducing a path asymmetry (Fig.9c, or Fig.8, paths 
nos.10-14). Fig.9 g and h show tilt supported propagation paths which shall be 
discussed in section 4.4.1. 

4.2.2.3 Magnetoionic Splitting - 

In all our preceding discussions we have neglected completely the influence of the 
magnetic field of the earth on radio wave propagation. It must be born in mind that 
the equivalence theorems discussed earlier are valid only for this case unless 
correction terms allowing for the magnetic field are introduced. Because of the 
presence of the geomagnetic field, the ionosphere is a doubly refracting medium. 
Magnetoionic theory shows that a ray entering the ionosphere is split into two separate 
waves due to the influence of the magnetic field which are called ordinary (o-) and 
extraordinary (x-) wave. The o-wave is refracted less than the x-wave, becomes 
reflected from a greater height and so has lower critical frequency and MUF. Both 
waves experience different amounts of refraction so that they travel independently 
along somewhat displaced raypaths with different phase velocities.   The polarisations 
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of both waves are generally elliptical with the o-wave having an anticloclcwise sense of 
vector rotation viewed in the direction of propagation for an angle of less than 90 
degrees between the ray and field directions. For these conditions the vector rotation 
of the x-wave is clockwise. The rotation senses reverse for greater angles between the 
ray and field directions. The o-wave suffers less absorption and so is usually the 
stronger and hence the more important one. Its path is close to that which would arise 
if there were no field. For many practical purposes it is sufficient to take only the 
o-wave into account. 

4.2.3 Propagation Losses - 

In the preceding sections we were concerned with the ability of the ionosphere to 
support wave propagation and have found that the usable frequency range has an upper 
limit which is called MUF. Next we shall review the factors governing the magnitude of 
the received fieldstrength. On the way from the transmitter to the receiver the energy 
of a wave suffers different kinds of losses which are frequency dependent and lead to a 
lower limit of the usable frequency range. We shall review in the following the most 
important types of losses which are governing the received fieldstrength. 

Spatial attenuation arises from the spreading of the power flux over an increasing 
area during signal propagation. In free space the power flux density is inversely 
proportional to the square of the path length. For skywaves, however. ionospheric 
refraction causes focussing and defocussing. Defocussing is associated with signals 
propagated by high-angle rays (Sect.4.2.1) . Focussing occurs at frequencies close to 
the MUF due to the refractional conditions in the layer but also at low elevation 
angles and at near-antipodal distances. The latter "effects arise due to the 
spherically shaped ionosphere acting as a concave mirror. The focussing can be derived 
from the ray path geometry C153. Often, the effect is covered by other losses but it 
may become a considerable contributiuon to the signal strength on quasi-antipodal 
paths, where focussing gains of some 10 to 20 dB have been 'observed C16]. 

Ionospheric absorption is one of the most important factors influencing the 
received skywave signal strength. As is shown by the magnetoionic theory, a wave 
travelling through the ionosphere suffers absorption which arises from collisions 
between the free electrons, oscillating under the influence of the incident wave, and 
the neutral and ionised particles present in the ionosphere. As the absorption is 
proportional to the product of electron concentration and collision frequency, most 
absorption occurs in the D- and lower E-region. Additional absorption arises near the 
height of reflection where the refractive index is small. This is known as deviative 
absorption in contrast to the non-deviative absorption which occurs during the pene- 
tration of the layer. The absorption is proportional to the inverse of the wave 
frequency squared, thus providing a lower limit of the usable frequency range. 
Absorption is low at nighttime because of the reduced D- and E-recrion ionisation. The 
non-deviative absorption reaches a maximum around local noon in the summer, but the 
influence of the deviative absorption can modify the resultant seasonal variations. At 
temperate latitudes in winter, the non-deviative absorption becomes anomalously high 
and subject to greater day-to-day variability than would be expected from a normal 
solar control. This effect is referred to as winter anomaly. Especially high 
absorption can arise in auroral zones due to increased electron concentrations produced 
by energetic electrons incident during ionospheric disturbances (Sect.4.3.2). 
Absorption losses have a very wide span of magnitude, reachincr in practice from near— 
zero values up to quasi infinity. 

The losses of multi-hop modes associated with reflections on the ground are 
determined by the Fresnel reflection coefficients. Ground reflection losses depend on 
the conductivity and the relative dielectric constant of the ground, the wave 
polarisation,the frequency and the elevation angle. The order of magnitude is up to 
about 10 dE per hop for land and 1 dB for sea water. Additional losses are due to the 
spreading of wave energy by the convex shape of the reflecting surface of the earth. 
This divergence is, however, counteracted by ionospheric focussing. Further losses can 
arise from scattering when the reflecting surface is very rough and the elevation angle 
not too low. 

Because of the magnetoionic splitting in the ionosphere the polarisation of the 
downcoming wave differs from that of the upgoing wave and is generally elliptically 
polarised ( Sect. 4.2. 2 . 3) . As the receiving antenna is usually linearIv polarised, only 
a fraction of the wa^'e power is coupled to the receiving antenna. Polarisation 
coupling losses are dependent on the geomagnetic field and on the angle between the 
field  and  the  direction of propagation and can exceed 20 dB under certain conditions 

After the different propagation losses have been considered, the signal strength 
IS still dependent on the gains and the radiation characteristics of the transmitting 
and receiving antennas. In system design the aims are to choose antennas with beam- 
widths and directions of maximum gain most appropriate to the principal propagation 
path encountered. This will be the path with the lowest losses, which is generally the 
path with the lowest possible number of hops. However, with a pair of antennas given, 
the stronger signal may be received on a higher-order mode despite of the higher losses 
associated with that path, when the antennas are highly directive and so oriented as to 
favour these modes by higher gain values. 
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As the propagation losses are almost all frequency dependent with the ionospheric 
absorption being the most restrictive one, the lower frequencies are generally more 
attenuated than the higher ones. It is therefore appropriate to define a'lowest usable 
frequency (LUF) which will provide a specified level of fieldstrength or signal-to— 
noise ratio at a specified percentage of the time. Both LUF and MUF give the lower and 
upper limits of a useful frequency range which can be used for a radio link between 
given terminal locations. Contrary to the MUF, the LUF not only depends on ionospheric 
characteristics but also on operational equipment like antennas and transmitter power. 

4.2.4 Variations Of The Usable Frequency Range - 

The useful frequency range defined in the previous section represents average 
conditions only and is subject to change with geographic location, time of the day, 
season and solar activity. Superposed to these regular variations there are short- and 
long-term statistical variations of different origin (sect.4.5). To account for these 
variations the probability distribution function of MUF and LUF have to be determined. 
Alternatively, a magnitude called 'circuit reliability' may be specified which provides 
a unique measure of the statistical variations of the useful frequency range. The 
circuit reliability may be defined as the joint probability that a propagation path 
exists and that the signal-to-noise ratio achieved exceeds a specified value. For the 
prediction of the usable frequency range atlases of ionospheric characteristics CIS] 
and computer programs have been established by the CCIR C19,20,21]. Fig.10 shows 
typical variations of the usable frequency range as given by the circuit reliability 
with the time of the day, the season and the sunspot activity. 

4.3  Irregular Phenomena 

In the preceding section we considered ionospheric propagation by regular layers 
under undisturbed conditions which is highly predictable by the determination of 
monthly median values of the usable frequency range and expected fieldstrength. Among 
the irregular propagation phenomena we may discern ionospheric irregularities with 
statistical occurrence and ionospheric disturbances which are attributable to solar 
events. 

4.3.1  Ionospheric Irregularities - 

Various physical processes generate irregular sructures in the ionosphere with 
strong temporal and geographical variations. Even under magnetically quiet conditions, 
the ionosphere exhibits day-to-day variations due to changes in the ionising ultra- 
violet flux from the sun and the solar wind and its interactions with the magnetosphere 
and ionosphere. The total effect is very complex and the complete causal chain has not 
yet been established. 

Superimposed on these variations are sometimes variations with a time scale of the 
order of 10 minutes to a few hours due to travelling ionospheric disturbances (TID's) 
which are in fact the ionospheric signature of gravity waves in the neutral atmosphere. 
Large TID's have been found to originate at high latitudes in association with large 
geomagnetic disturbances while smaller ones would seem to be of local meteorological 
origin. TID's can change foF2 by 1 or 2 MHz and introduce multiple Doppler components 
which result in long period fading and consequent decrease in circuit quality. 
However, the effects of TID's can often be removed by the use of either space or 
polarisation diversity. 

Sporadic E (Es) is an anomalous ionisation with statistical occurrence at E-region 
altitudes which is considerably above normal E-layer ionisation and may be strong 
enough to reflect even VHF waves. It may appear sometimes irregular and patchy, some- 
times smooth and disk-like and has little direct relationship to solar ionizing radia- 
tion. At temperate latitudes sporadic-E occurs most frequently in summer daytime with 
a maximum in the mid-morning hours and near sunset. The seasonal minimum is near mid- 
winter or the spring equinox. In auroral latitudes it is most prevalent at night. The 
ionisation is distributed in patches ranging in spatial extent from several kilometers 
to 1000 km and with thickness typically 500 to 2000 m. A comprehensive world-wide 
survey of sporadic-E can be found in C223. Propagation by sporadic-E may become bene- 
ficial at times when the regular E- and F2-layers do not exist. Thus it may extent the 
useful frequency range but, on the other hand, cause interference by unwanted trans- 
mitters which would not occur under normal conditions. Moreover, Es-layers can screen 
normal F-modes, thus interrupting long-distance circuits. A method for calculating 
sporadic-E fieldstrength has been developed and is recommended by the CCIR C23]. 

In ionospheric sounding it is often observed that an echo pulse reflected from the 
F-region has a much longer duration than the transmitted pulse. Because of its 
appearance on ionograms the phenomenon is called 'spread F'. It is caused by the 
scattering of the signal from irregularities embedded in the ionosphere. Individual 
irregularities may have scale-sizes from about 3 m to more than 10 km but also entire 
patches of irregularities with dimensions of some 100 km may exist. The irregularities 
tend to be field-aligned and travel with velocities of some tens to some hundreds of 
m/s. The strong gradients of the electron density within the irregularities give rise 
to scattering or total reflection of HF waves off the great circle propagation path 
between transmitter and receiver and to a large time delay dispersion of transmitted 
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pulses. Movements of the irregularities incldently may simulate moving targets on a 
direction finder or trans-horizon radar. Interference between propagation paths influ- 
enced by irregularities moving with different velocities generates severe flutter 
fading. Spread-F is essentially an evening and nighttime phenomenon. At low latitudes 
the maximum of occurence is between about 2100 and 0100 local time, at middle latitudes 
after midnight. In low latitudes the occurence is greater in summer than in winter, in 
higher magnetic latitudes it is more frequent in winter than in summer. 

4.3.2  Ionospheric Disturbances - 

Ionospheric disturbances are produced by solar flares emitting electromagnetic and 
corpuscular radiation into the space. In the earth's atmosphere this radiation causes 
several phenomena affecting radio propagation in various ways. Among those affecting 
HF propagation the most important are short wave fadeouts (SWF), also called 'sudden 
ionospheric disturbances' (SID), geomagnetic and ionospheric storms and polar cap 
absorption (PCA). 

Short wave fadeouts are produced by X-ray and UV radiation penetrating into the 
D-region and increasing the, electron density. This results in a sudden increase of 
absorption which may last from several minutes to hours. Short wave fadeouts occur 
only on the sunlit side of the earth and are most frequent at solar maximum. The 
effect depends on the frequency as well as on the length of the path through the absor- 
bing region.  Generally, higher frequencies are less affected. 

Geomagnetic storms are disturbances of the geomagnetic field produced by charged 
solar particles arriving with a delay time of 20 to 40 hours after the onset of a solar 
flare. This modifies the existing system of ionospheric and magnetospheric currents 
and gives rise to geomagnetic and, indirectly, ionospheric storms. Ionospheric storms 
are characterised by a depression of the daytime critical frequency of the F2-layer, an 
increase of absorption up to a total radio blackout at high latitudes, enhanced 
spread-F and sporadic-E. During sunspot maximum years the storms tend to be shorter in 
duration (2 to 3 days) and more severe while during sunspot minimum they usually last 
longer with less intensity. All effects are most pronounced in the auroral zone and 
vanish almost completely near the equator. 

As well as geomagnetic and ionospheric storms caused by solar flares, there exists 
a class of storms tcnown as recurrent storms because of their marked tendency to recur 
after a solar rotation (27 days). This class of storms is generated by high-speed 
solar wind streams emitted from coronal holes and travel at several times the velocity 
of the background solar wind. Recurrent storms are a feature of the declining phase of 
the solar cycle, when both the coronal holes and their associated wind streams can last 
up to 10 solar rotations. The ionospheric effects of recurrent storms seem to be 
essentially the same as those of flare-induced storms except that they tend to be 
somewhat less severe and to last longer. 

Polar cap absorption events are caused by solar protons which originate in major 
solar flares. The influx of high-energy protons into the relatively unshielded polar 
regions considerably increases D-region ionisation resulting in strong absorption of HF 
radio waves leading to a complete radio blackout in polar regions. PCA's start 15-200 
minutes after the flare and usually last between 1 and 3 days. The frequency of 
occurrence is highly correlated with sunspot activity. 

4.4  Other Propagational Phenomena 

Besides ionospheric irregularities and disturbances there exist several propa- 
gational phenomena which may become important under certain conditions by increasing or 
decreasing the useful frequency range and the quality of an HF radio communication 
link. 

4.4.1  Ionospheric Tilts - 

Ionospheric tilts are horizontal gradients in electron density acting as a tilt of 
the reflecting ionospheric mirror. Such gradients may be caused by variations in layer 
height and/or critical frequency. Tilts have the effect of making the path asymmetric 
between transmitter and receiver, with the reflection point shifted towards a point of 
higher density, thereby increasing the effective MUF. Other effects are great-circle 
deviations being most severe when the path is tangential to the auroral oval. There is 
some evidence that rays being refracted by a tilted layer do not return to the ground 
but travel above the earth's surface until re-entering the ionosphere to undergo 
further refraction back to the ground ('super modes', Fig.9,g-h). It is believed that 
this effect could be one of the reasons for unexpectedly high fieldstrengths being 
observed on long-distance paths, e.g.  with round-the-world echos. 
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4.4.2 Guided Propagation - 

Guided propagation is the limiting case of super mode propagation when the 
distance between successive ionospheric reflections becomes infinitesimally small. It 
has been shown by theory and proved by satellite experiments that this mode of propa- 
gation is possible instead of just sky-wave multi-hop path propagation C143. The con- 
cavity of the reflecting ionosphere can act as a waveguide with either a single 
boundary within the F-layer or being double-walled by the F- and the E-layer. Full 
wave mode theory has shown that the MUF for ground-to-ground communications is 
increased by a factor 1.5 if such a 'whispering-gallery' propagation is guided by the 
F-layer and by a factor 2.6 for a day-time E-region duct. For a day-time F-region with 
a maximum plasma frequency of 9 MHz the attenuation of round-the-world signals is only 
about 11 dB. The wave coupling into and out of the duct may be accomplished by irregu- 
larities like ionospheric tilts, sporadic-E, equatorial F-region troughs, meteor trails 
etc. Like the supermodes also the waveguide propaqation mode is believed to provide 
surprisingly high fieldstrengths on long-distance paths. 

Another form of ducting is along ionisation irregularities aligned with the 
earth's magnetic field. This was suggested to explain long-delay echos (t<0.4 s) in HF 
radar observations C143. 

4.4.3 Scatter Propagation - 

A radio wave propagated via the ionosphere may be partially scattered by the 
irregularities of the ground or sea or by those of the ionosphere itself. Side-scatter 
may cause deviations up to some 10 degrees off the great-circle propagation path. 
Ground side-scatter can be observed on multihop paths with the lowest path loss 
occurring for bearings towards an intersection of the skip distances around the trans- 
mitter and receiver because of skip distance focussing. Ionospheric scatter is 
produced by irregularities and tilts, especially near the auroral zone. The side-- 
scatter modes of propagation can lead to an extension of time beyond which a given 
frequency can be used on the great-circle path and also lead to the use of frequencies 
higher than the MUF, e.g. within the skip zone of a transmitter. Communications may, 
however, be degraded by the fading produced by interfering signal components. The 
ground-scatter mode can maintain communications during disturbances; this mode often 
avoids propagation through regions of abnormally high absorption. A survey of ground 
and ionospheric side- and back-scatter can be found in C24]. 

4.5  Fading 

Since the ionosphere is no stable medium, amplitude and phase of skywave signals 
fluctuate very distinctly with reference to time, space and frequency. These effects, 
collectively described as fading, have a decisive influence on the performance of radio 
communication systems. It is essential to know the fading characteristics to be able 
to specify transmitter power, protection ratios and the most effective type of 
modulation or coding. 

4.5.1 General Causes Of Fading - 

Fading may be caused by several different effects giving rise to different fading 
phenomena.  Among the most common types of fading are: 

- Absorption fading is caused by solar flare events (see sect.4.3.2) and affects 
especially the lower frequency bands. It is the slowest type of fading which may 
last for some minutes up to more than one hour. 

- Focussing and defocussing: Ionospheric irregularities can produce wavelike 
structures in the normally stratified layers. If the curvature of the deformed 
layer is concave with respect to the ground, an incident bundle of rays will be 
focussed at a receiving location. If the curvature is convex, the rays will be 
dispersed. Motion of these structures gives rise to fading with periods up to 
some minutes. 

- Polarisation fading is caused by Faraday rotation. As was shown in section 
4.2.2.3 a plane polarised wave entering the ionosphere is split up by the earth's 
magnetic field into two elliptically polarised components. Both components can 
interfere to yield an elliptically polarised resulting wave. Because of random 
fluctuations in the electron density along the propagation paths there will be 
continuous changes in the direction of the major axis of the ellipse of 
polarisation. Since a linearly polarised antenna gives a maximum output voltage 
if the electric field vector is parallel and zero output if it is perpendicular to 
it, the receiver input voltage will change according to the spatial rotation of 
the ellipse of polarisation. The fading period is in the order of a fraction of a 
second to a few seconds. 

- Interference fading: the deepest and most rapid fading occurs from beating 
between two or more signal components of comparable amplitude, propagating along 
different paths. This multipath fading may arise from the interference of 
multiple-mode  and  multiple-layer  propagated  rays,  high-  and low-angle modes. 
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ground and skywaves or scattered waves. Interferences between skywaves and the 
ground wave occur in the vicinity of the transmitter location where the amplitudes 
of both wave components can have the same order of magnitude. A regularly 
reflected signal together with a signal scattered from spread-F irregularities can 
give rise to so-called flutter fading with rates of about 10 Hz. 

4.5.2 Fading Depth - 

For the purpose of practical system design it is not always essential to identify 
the individual contributory effects. Instead it is more appropriate to characterise 
the fluctuations of signal levels in time as a random process. It is expedient to 
consider short term and long term fading separately. 

The short term fading component includes phase interference between multipath 
propagation components, and rapid variations of signal strength caused by ionospheric 
irregularities. A sampling period of an hour has been found suitable for short term 
fading. 

The long term fading arises from random changes in the short term median values of 
a signal, e.g. the variation in the median fieldstrength measured from day to day over 
a fixed hour. Diurnal, seasonal and solar-cycle variations are of systematic nature 
and are usually not associated with fading. 

The fading depth of a continous wave signal can be described by the signal ampli- 
tude distribution functions. These functions obtained analytically to describe the 
envelope of a fading signal, differ according to the different assumptions made with 
respect to the structure of the contributory signals. Among the most frequently used 
models for multipath propagation is the Rice-Nakagami probability distribution function 
which assumes that the received signal is composed of a steady sinusoidal component and 
a random Rayleigh component with comparable amplitudes and a uniform phase probability 
density. When the steady component disappears the Rice-Nakagami function approaches 
the Rayleigh distribution, when the Rayleigh component becomes small it reduces to the 
Gaussian distribution function. The fading depth, defined as the difference (in dB) 
between the signal levels exceeded for 10% and 90% of the time, has been confirmed by 
measurements to be in the order of 13.4 dB expected for the Rayleigh distribution, 
although the distribution may differ from Rayleigh. This value does not appear to vary 
greatly with path length in the range 1500 - 6000 km, with time of day or with season. 
However, at high signal levels the fading range has been observed to fall below the 
Rayleigh value, possibly due to a strong constant component term arising from a 
specular reflection, and distributions of the Rice-Nakagami type will apply under these 
conditions. 

In the case of long term variations, i.e. the variations of hourly median values 
over a month, the log-normal distribution gives a good approximation of the actual 
situation. It has been shown by measurements that the standard deviation of this 
distribution is between 5 and 10 dB, values exceeding 10 dB may be found in polar 
regions. Long term fading does not appear to vary greatly with path length, time of 
day, season or sunspot number. There is, however, a significant dependence on the 
ratio of wave frequency to monthly median MUF. 

If the distribution of the instantaneous values about the median value during each 
individual time is Rayleigh and the daily median values are normally distributed, then 
the total probability distribution is given by Fig.11, showing the level below which 
the signal falls for given percentage of total time C25I]. 

4.5.3 Rapidity Of Fading - 

The rapidity of fading may be measured by the level crossing rate, i.e. the 
number of positive crossings per unit time through any specified level. The duration 
of a fading period is the time during which the receiving amplitude falls below a 
certain level relative to the mean receiving level. Fig.12 shows the number and Fig.13 
the duration of fades measured on some specific circuits C26]. it can be seen that 
short term fades are much more frequent then long term fades. The time between two 
successive fades is generally several times longer than the fading period. Conse- 
quently, The transmission errors are not distributed stochastically in time, but 
periods with a high error density (error bursts) alternate with periods of low error 
density. , .     . 

It seems that equatorial paths may show more rapid fading than paths confined to 
higher latitudes. Seasonal and sunspot-cycle variations occur but may differ with path 
orientation. Long distance paths seem to be affected more at the equinoxes and at sun- 
spot maximum. 
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4.5.4 Fading Allowance For Planning Purposes - 

For planning purposes the monthly median estimates of wanted and unwanted signals 
have to be augmented by appropriate fading allowances.  These depend on 

- the within-an-hour and day-to-day fading of the wanted signal 
- the within-an-hour and day-to-day fading of the background  (noise and/or  inter- 
fering signals) 

- the correlation between the wanted signal and background strength, and 
- the fraction of the time for which the desired reception quality must be achieved. 

According to CCIR C25] the fading allowance necessary to achieve the desired reception 
quality for 90% of the time is given by the root-sum-square of the following quan- 
tities: 

- wanted signal lower decile deviation from the hourly median field strength arising 
from within-an-hour changes (dB), 

- wanted signal lower decile deviation from the monthly median field strength 
arising from day-to-day changes (dB), 

- background upper decile deviation from the hourly median field  strength arising 
from within-an-hour changes (dB), 

- background upper decile deviation from the monthly median field  strength arising 
from day-to-day changes (dB), 

where both the within-an-hour and day-to-day fading of the wanted signals and the back- 
ground are assumed to be uncorrelated. 

4.5.5 Fading Influence On Modulated Signals - 

The rapidity and depth of fading as described in the prceding sections 
characterise the amplitude fluctuations of an unmodulated wave. Amplitude fading is 
accompagnied by associated fluctuations in group path and phase path, giving rise to 
time and frequency dispersion of modulated signals. When the transmitter or receiver 
is moving or there are ionospheric movements the received signal is also Doppler 
frequency shifted. 

4.5.5.1 Time Dispersion - 

In ionospheric propagation the main origin of time dispersion is multi-path propa- 
gation arising from differences in transit time between different propagation paths as 
was discussed in section 4.2.2. The multipath spread causes amplitude and phase varia- 
tions in the signal spectrum due to interference of the multipath wave components. If 
these fluctuations are correlated within the signal bandwidth the fading is called 
non-selective or flat, because all spectral components of the signal are affected in 
nearly the same way. If the fluctuations are uncorrelated the fading is frequency 
selective. Time dispersion is characterised by its delay power spectrum or the fre- 
quency autocorrelation function in the frequency domain. A single parameter of these 
functions, the multipath delay spread or its inverse, the coherence or correlation 
bandwidth are used to distinguish between selective and nonselective fading. 

In digital transmissions time dispersion results in intersjrmbol interference and 
in irreducible error rate, not improved by increasing signal-to-noise ratio. This 
effect arises when the spread in propagation delays becomes comparable with the 'dura- 
tion of the digital data frame period. Therefore, simple data transmission systems are 
limited to a relatively low bit rate. The error probability of binary signals can be 
calculated from the probability distribution of the amplitude fluctuations in a 
multipath channel C27]. 

The maximum delay time between pulses corresponding to the individual propagation 
paths depends on the propagation conditions. Fig.14 shows the delay as a function of 
radio circuit length for two sunspot activity levels and a parabolic layer model. The 
delay times range between 0.5 and 4 ms and almost double in the transition from minimum 
to maximum sunspot activity C283. 

The multipath delay time also depends strongly on the operating frequency and 
tends to zero when the frequency approaches the MUF. This is shown by the 'multipath 
reduction factor' (Fig.15) which is defined as the lowest percent of the MUF for which 
the range of multipath propagation times is less than a specified value C293. It thus 
defines a frequency above which a specified minimum protection against multipath is 
provided. 

4.5.5.2 Frequency Dispersion - 

Frequency dispersion nearly always accompagnies time dispersion, but the converse 
is not necessarily true. Frequency dispersion arises because the reflecting properties 
of the ionosphere are varying with time. This is due to changes in the electron 
density caused by the variations of the sun's zenith angle with the time of the day but 
also by irregularities. The ionosphere may be thought of as an irregular reflecting 
surface that  is drifting across the sky.  Because of this drift, waves that arrive at 
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the receiving site are being reflected from elemental surfaces that are in motion; 
consequently, each reflected wave will suffer a different Doppler frequency shift. The 
interference of these frequency-shifted waves give rise to rapid fading, or, in digital 
transmissions, may affect the performance of frequency-shift keying systems. The 
system will make an error if the transmitted frequency is changed far enough to cross 
over into the wrong side of the discriminator and remains there for a period comparable 
to half the element length. 

A reasonable model describing the fading signal is to assume it has the character 
of very narrowband Gaussian noise. For this case the fading signal bandwidth or 
Doppler spread is proportional to the fading rate, i.e. the mean number of times per 
second the signal passes through the median signal level with positive slope. The 
proportionality factor depends on the type of filter assumed. A more comprehensive 
description of the fading signal is obtained by the probability distribution function 
of the instantaneous frequency deviation. Fig.16 shows this function normalised to the 
fading rate. For a fading rate of 1 Hz, the instantaneous frequency will be within 
about 12 Hz of the carrier frequency for 99.9% of the time. The mean duration of the 
instantaneous frequency deviation is shown in Fig.17 with the fading rate as a para- 
meter. It is interesting to note that it is practically independent of the fading rate 
C30]. 

As is the case with multipath spread, the Doppler spread also depends on the 
frequency-to-MUF ratio. Correspondingly, a 'Doppler reduction factor' can be 
calculated, defined as the fractions of the MUF below which one must operate in order 
to remain below a certain prespecified Doppler spread C31I1. 

4.6 Measures Against Multipath 

From measurements it was deduced that any attempt to transmit serial digital 
streams over long distances via the ionosphere, at a rate exceeding 100 to 200 
pulses/second without specific anti-multipath measures, will tend to result in a severe 
intersymbol interference problem. Unfortunately, the effects of multipath can not be 
overcome by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, e.g by increasing the transmitter 
power or the antenna gain. Instead, special techniques of modulation and reception 
have to be used which are less vulnerable to fading. Most widely known are multiple- 
receiver combining techniques classified as diversity reception. The principle of 
diversity consists in the combination of different signals, the fluctuations of which 
are uncorrelated.  We distinguish 

- Space (spaced antenna) diversity: The signals are received by at least two 
antennas separated in space. The correlation distance for skjrwave propagation is 
in the order of 100 to 600 meters. 

- Angle of arrival diversity; This method makes use of the angle of arrival of 
different modes being different. This can be done by highly directive antennas 
pointing into different directions or by automatically adjustable antenna arrays, 
which discriminate against certain mode paths in favour of others. 

- Polarisation diversity: Signals are received by differently polarised antennas. 
This method makes use of the statistical fluctuations of polarisation of the 
skywaves. 

- Frequency diversity: The information is transmitted simultaneously on different 
frequencies. The selective frequency correlation radius is generally inversely 
proportional to the maximum delay between modes. On medium latitude paths up to 
3000 km, the frequency correlation radius may range from 250 to 7500 Hz as a 
function of the ratio of wave frequency to MUF and reach a maximum at a value of 
between 0.7 and 0.8. 

Intersymbol interference can be reduced by transmitting multiple tones, each 
carrying digital data at relatively low baud rate. For example, a paralell tone 
technique using 16 data tones, each carrying data at a 75 baud rate permits data 
rates up to 2400 bit/s. 

- Time (signal repetition) diversity:  The signal is transmitted several times 

- Multipath diversity: The system makes positive use of multipath signals by sepa- 
rating the different contributory modes. 

In modern digital communication applications, diversity schemes are invariably employed 
in conjunction with a suitable coding of the information to be transmitted, the basic 
form of coding being the forward error correction code. Studies of error statistics in 
digital transmissions over operating HF radio radio circuits agree at the point that 
the observed error patterns are in general very different from random patterns, which 
would be expected with independent occurrence of binary errors. Instead, errors tend 
to cluster, and when the modulation technique includes frequency division multiplexing, 
periodicity of error pattern may sometimes be observed. 

The effectiveness of short block codes with interleaving, diffuse convolutional 
codes and error detection and repeat schemes appear to be well established. However, 
procedures to select the best technique for a particular channel and particular desired 
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error  rate have  not yet been developed.  Comparison between various studies found'in 
literature is difficult as the parameters of the tests reported vary widely. 
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Fig.l vertical  radiation pattern of  a  short    vertical    antenna    on 
ground: 
1: space wave   2: ground wave   3: infinite ground conductivity 
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HF SYSTEM DESIGN 

M Darnell 
Department of Electronic Engineering 

University of Hull 
Hull H06 7RX 

UK 

SUMMARY 

This lecture is intended to complement the companion lecture dealing with the 
propagation aspects of HF communications. 

The major topics covered are 

(i) the design of point-to-point systems; 
(ii) the design of systems involving mobile terminals; 

(iii) system control and frequency management; 
(iv) resistance to interception and disruption. 

The lecture attempts to show how the propagation effects discussed in the previous 
lecture on "HF groundwave and skywave propagation" are taken into account in the 
design of HF communications systems for various purposes. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In this lecture, the design of static and mobile HF communication systems involving 
static and mobile terminals will be considered from the viewpoints of present 
practice and future trends (Darnell, 1986a).  The purposes of the lecture are 

(i) to introduce the problems and techniques associated with the design of both 
static and mobile HF communication systems, and with their control and 
operation; 

(ii) to identify the techniques which appear to offer greatest promise of improved 
performance in future designs; 

(iii) to identify the deficiencies in propagation and noise/interference databases 
requiring more basic measurements to be made. 

Before the HF propagation medium can be used efficiently for communications purposes, 
its strengths and weaknesses must first be appreciated; the more important of these 
are listed below. 

1.1 Strengths of the HF Medium 

(a) The ionosphere is a robust propagation medium which recovers rapidly after major 
disruptions, eg polar cap events (PCE's), sudden ionospheric disturbances 
(SID's) and high altitude nuclear bursts. 

(b) Long-term (monthly median) skywave propagation parameters are normally 
predictable with reasonable accuracy. 

(c) Groundwave propagation parameters can be predicted with high precision; 

(d) Each communication link exhibits unique characteristics, eg fade rates and 
depths, multipath structure, noise/interference levels, etc, which potentially 
can be used to isolate a given channel from the effects of other transmissions 
in the HF band. 

(e) Only relatively simple equipment and operating procedures are required to 
achieve access to the medium, thus enabling it to be exploited by simple mobile 
terminals. 

(f) Equipment costs are low in comparison with those of other types of long-range, 
beyond line-of-sight (LOS) communications systems. 

1.2 Weaknesses of the HF Medium 

(a) The ionosphere is subject to sudden and unpredictable disturbances such as the 
PCE's and SID's mentioned in the previous section. 

(b) Although the long-term parameters of a skywave propagation path are reasonably 
predictable, significant departures from such predictions can be expected in the 
short-term from day-to-day. 

(c) Levels of man-made co-channelinterference are high, particularly at night, and 
the nature of such interference is inadequately characterised. 

(d) A high level of system availability and reliability requires considerable 
operator expertise in manually-controlled systems. 
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Ce) The available capacity of a nominal 3 kHz bandwidth HF channel is limited to a 
maximum of a few kbits/s; data rates of, at most, a few hundreds of bits/s are 
more realistic if high levels of availability and reliability are required. 

As will be shown in Sections 4 and 5 of this lecture, care must be taken to employ HF 
systems operationally for the types of traffic and services for which they are well 
matched, and not to attempt to impose "unnatural" requirements for which the medium 
is fundamentally unsuitable. 

1.3 Mobile Problems 

In addition to the inherent natural weaknesses of the HF medium noted above, systems 
incorporating mobile terminals suffer from other fundamental limitations. When 
contrasted with static (normally land-based) terminals, mobile installations have the 
following disadvantages (Darnell, 1985): 

(a) Relatively low transmitter powers, limited by the electrical generation capacity 
of the mobile platform. 

(b) Small, narrowband, and relatively inefficient transmitting antennas, possibly 
with minimal directivity. 

(c) Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) problems arising from the HF communications 
equipment being co-sited with other EM systems such as radars and communications 
transmitters using different frequency bands. 

(d) Reliance upon a propagation path which, in addition to natural time variability, 
is also affected by significant variations in mobile position. 

Land based stations, on the other hand, can use high powers and efficient and 
directive antennas, coupled with electrically quiet receiving locations. It is also 
relatively straightforward to provide interconnections between sites to give a 
capability for networking. 

In military applications, mobile terminals may represent a particularly vital element 
in the operational strategy: as a consequence there may be additional requirements 
placed on the mobile to function in such a way that the probability of its 
transmissions being decoded, intercepted, located or jammed is minimised, ie it has 
low probability of intercept/anti-jamming (LPI/AJ) characteristics. 

Mobile terminals can thus be considered as a class of "disadvantaged" users of the HF 
spectrum, who may nevertheless be required to communicate reliability and securely 
over a wide geographical region, possibly via an ionospheric skywave path exhibiting 
severe irregularities. 

1.4 Design Philosophy 

One of the main problems associated with the operation of current HF systems is that 
they are employed primarily to pass traffic at a constant rate - possibly up to 2.4 
kbits/s and above - in the same way as with other less dispersive media, ie they are 
in a sense considered to be interchangeable with line, satcom and other LOS 
propagation media. However, as will be shown in Section 2, the capacity of an HF 
skywave link is constantly varying over a wide range which ideally requires 
adaptation of the signal parameters and/or signal processing procedures in accordance 
with the available capacity at any time. The design concepts discussed in this 
lecture attempt in some circumstances to mitigate, and in others to exploit, the 
natural variability of HF paths in various ways. 

For both static and mobile systems, the basic requirement is for more effective and 
responsive control and adaptation procedures to be incorporated into the system 
design, rather than continuing to use the relatively inflexible frequency utilisation 
procedures and transmission formats employed by many HF systems at present. An 
essential pre-requisite for this improved control and adaptation is the availability 
of an appropriate channel model obtained by real-time channel evaluation (RTCE) : see 
(Darnell, 1986b) and (Darnell, 1983). 

Two basic communications scenarios which are encountered in practice are illustrated 
in Figs. 1(a) and Kb). Fig. 1(a) shows an "open-loop" situation in which there is 
no feedback path between receiver and transmitter, whilst Fig. Kb) shows a "closed- 
loop" situation in which such a path does exist. Ideally, the aim of the control 
procedure should be to made the transmitted signal, x(t), and the received signal, 
y(t), identical. In both cases, before any form of optimal or sub-optimal control 
can be applied to achieve the desired purpose of the system, it is necessary to 
characterise the propagation path in order to produce an appropriate model for use in 
the control algorithm, ie the path must be "identified". 

For the open-loop system this can be achieved in three ways: 

(a) By using a priori knowledge of the nature of the path, eg fromprevious measured 
data and via off-line propagation analysis programs. 
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(b) By multiplexing RTCE signals with the normal communications traffic signals so 
that the receiver can extract information to model the path and hence can adjust 
its   parameters   accordingly. 

(c) By deriving RTCE information at the receiver from the "natural" operating and 
control   signals   of   the   system. 

In the closed-loop system, the availability of a feedback link enables information 
extracted from the received signal(s) to be used to characterise the path and the 
data derived from this characterisation then to be passed back to the transmitter to 
allow  its  parameters   to  be   varied  adaptively. 

To date, the design of many HF systems incorporating mobile terminals takes only 
limited account of the specific problems mentioned in Section 1.3. In Section 5 of 
this paper, the manner in which these problems can be minimised in systems 
incorporating mobile terminals is discussed. The design philosophy adopted exploits 
the strengths of fixed terminals and minimises the effects of any problems associated 
with mobile terminals, at the same time placing as few constraints as possible upon 
mobile operational flexibility. In essence, the complexity of the overall design 
resides in the fixed terminals of the system, with the mobile equipment being kept as 
simple  as  possible. 

2.      OPERATIONAL   ENVIRONMENT  &   REQUIREMENTS 

Currently, there seem to be a number of misconceptions about the nature and potential 
of the HF band as a vehicle for communication. These misconceptions arise from the 
following  factors: 

(a) A tendency to consider the problem of reliable HF transmission as one of 
exploiting Rayleigh-fading ionospheric skywave and/or steady-signal groundwave 
paths, with a background of Gaussian white noise (GWN). In practice, the 
propagation mechanisms may be more complex and the noise background is non- 
Gaussian   in   most   instances. 

(b) An assumption that constant transmission rates are appropriate for HF systems, 
whereas the available information transmission capacity of any given channel may 
vary   widely  over  a   short   time   interval. 

(c) An assumption that HF communication can replace, or back-up, other types of less 
dispersive communication media and still maintain a similar level of 
reliability. In fact, there are classes of traffic, which can be carried by say 
a 3 kHz bandwidth telephone channel, for which a similar bandwidth HF channel is 
fundamentally   unsuitable. 

Cd) An incomplete understanding of the medium in terms of the strengths and 
weaknesses   listed   in   Sections   1.1   and   1.2. 

In the following sections, it will be assumed that conventional frequency assignment 
and bandwidth limitations will apply in any HF system design, ie a typical 
communication system will have a limited set of assigned channels within which to 
operate, with each channel having a nominal maximum bandwidth of 3 kHz. 
Additionally, it will be assumed that there are no geographical restrictions upon the 
operational  deployment  of   the   systems. 

2.1     Propagation,   Noise   &   Interference  Models 

In the design phase of HF communication systems, it is convenient to use off-line 
propagation analysis programs, eg (Barghausen at al, 1969) and (Lloyd et al, 1981), 
to dimension the system in terms of required transmitter powers, antenna gains, 
optimum location of terminals, etc. There are several basic problems associated with 
the  use  of   these  programs: 

(i) They  make  use  of   limited  data  bases. 

(ii) They can only treat effects such as sporadic E-layer propagation in a rather 
imprecise  manner. 

(iii) The modelling of noise and co-channel interference effects tends to be 
rudimentary, and can lead to inappropriate system design criteria (Darnell, 
1984). 

(iv) Their outputs are typically in the form of relatively long-term, eg monthly 
median,   predictions   of  path  parameters  at  hourly   intervals. 

Even after allowing for the shortcomings listed above, off-line analysis can yield 
useful estimates of required system design parameters. Such analysis, however, it 
does not provide information on the short-term, ie minute-to-minute or second-to- 
second, variability of the propagation medium which would enable more detailed 
consideration to be given to the form of signal generation and processing procedures 
appropriate  for  a  particular   system. 
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To some extent, channel simulators overcome this deficiency by making use of a 
deterministic model of HF propagation [see for example (Watterson, 1975) which may, 
or may not, be representative of the conditions on a given path at a given time]. 
Howeve, and more importantly, simulators still suffer from the lack of an adequate 
model of co-channel interfering signals - a vital factor in determining the 
reliability of many communication systems. In most cases, channel noise and 
interference  is  modelled  simplistically as a GWN process. 

In order to assess the types of transmission formats and services for which the 
ionospheric medium is appropriate, it is first helpful to describe the propagation 
and interference environment in a way which is meaningful to a communication system 
designer. An information-theoretic model of propagation is postulated in (Darnell, 
1982a); this describes ionospheric skywave propagation in terms of 3-dimensional 
"windows" with dimensions of frequency, time and distance, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
sides of  the window cover  the  ranges 

fl     +     Af 

} ti    +    At  (■ [1] 
and d]^     +    Ad 

Within a given window, a specified signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) will be 
maintained for the ranges of f, t and d shown. In general, the lower the required 
SNR, the greater will be the dimensions of the window; thus in Fig. 2, window 2 
corresponds to a higher SNR than does window 1. For a given communication system, 
the "volume" of an individual window will depend upon the nature of the signal 
processing procedures used at the receiver, eg modulation and coding, since these 
affect the required SNR at the receiver; transmitting and receiving antenna 
characteristics, diversity processing, diurnal and seasonal variability, etc, may 
also  cause  the   window dimensions  to change. 

One systematic study of the nature of co-channel interference in the HF band is being 
carried out by CGott et al, 1983). Fig.3 is an example of the occupancy of the HF 
spectrum obtained from this programme, showing a high level of spectral congestion. 
Fig.4 illustrates an error rate profile for a typical HF channel, clearly 
demonstrating large variations over relatively short periods of time. In the same way 
as propagation windows can exist between communications transmitter and receiver, 
similar windows may also occur between interfering transmitters and the 
communications receiver; any overlap between communications and interference windows 
will tend to reduce the effective volume of the former, and hence the capability of 
the communication   system.     Fig.   5   illustrates   this  situation. 

It is instructive to consider what a window model of ionospheric propagation might 
look like for sporadic E-layer and meteor-burst modes. When sporadic E is present, 
it can give rise to stable, single-mode propagation: however, a given region of 
ionisation tends to be usable only over a somewhat restricted geographical area. 
Thus, it might be expected that windows due to this mechanism would be relatively 
large in the f and t dimensions, but small in the d dimension. Because of the 
physical nature of meteor-burst communication paths, ie they are of short duration 
and wide bandwidth, and are virtually unique for given transmitter and receiver 
locations; thus, they have small t and d dimensions but are relatively large along 
the f dimension. Fig.6 illustrates typical windows for various ionospheric modes: 
although, for simplicity, regularly-shaped windows are shown, in practice they would 
tend  to  be   irregular  volumes. 

2.2     Transmission  Characteristics   arising  from  the  Window Model 

From the discussion in the previous section,  it can be seen that the lower the 
SNR  required  at   the  receiver,   the  greater  will  be   the  volume  of  any   transmission 
windows  available.     Therefore,   if  a  transmission  wndow,   associated with  a  signal-to- 
noise  ratio  SNRj^,   has  maximum  dimensions   Afj^,   Atj^  and  Adn,     any  window 
capable of  supporting  a  ratio  SNR2   where 

SNR2     >     SNR^ [2] 

and lying in the same ranges of f, t and d will normally have maximum dimensions 
Af2' At2  and Ad2 given by: 

Af2 
At2   <  ^t£ y [3] 
Ada 

< Ati I 
< Adi J 

This implies that the SNR2 volume is less than the SNRj_ volume, as indicated in Fig. 

Using the Shannon upper bound for error-free channel capacity C (bits/s), ie 

C  =  Af  log2  [1 + SNR]  bits/s [4] 

where A,f, the transmission bandwidth, and distance are assumed fixed, it is possible 
to view the variation of SNR with time as a variation of channel capacity, C, as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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This variation in channel capacity is due to changes in the window structure with 
time and might stem from a number of physical factors, eg one mode becoming dominant 
in a multipath situation or a fading co-channel interfering signal. These effects 
are illustrated in Fig. 8. In the region At, one of the wanted propagation modes is 
dominant with respect to both the other mode and the interfering signal, thus giving 
rise to a high effective SNR over that interval with a correspondingly large 
capacity. On a given ionospheric link. At values may range from milliseconds to 
hours, dependent upon the required value of SNR at the receiver; similarly, capacity 
may vary rapidly between a few kbits/s and a few tens of bits/s within seconds. 

Many existing constant-rate transmission schemes employ techniques which, to some 
extent, are capable of smoothing out SNR variations, eg diversity processing and 
adaptive equalisation. However, as is explained in (Darnell 198 4), these techniques 
cannot overcome capacity changes due to the presence of co-channel interfering 
signals. Therefore, the basic problem that the communication system designer has to 
solve is one of making effective use of a propagation medium with a time-varying 
information  transmission  capacity. 

From the preceding discussion, it is evident that systems operating at constant 
transmission rates will, in many cases, be fundamentally mismatched to the variable 
capacity medium. In Fig. 7, a system operating at a constant rate R would normally 
have 

[5] ,   : >.' 

for error-free reception over a given time interval - which would represent an 
inefficient utilisation of available capacity for most of the transmission interval. 
From this simplified consideration of ionospheric path characteristics, it would seem 
that a more natural mode of transmission would involve a variable rate, adapted in 
respose to the prevailing path conditions. Using the model of propagation and 
interference shown in Fig. 8, even in the presence of extremely high levels of 
interference there will be occasional windows when the unwanted signal is in a deep 
fade and one of the wanted modes is dominant; it should be noted that this may be 
the case even if the average SNR is very low. If these windows can be identified, it 
will be possible to maintain some residual channel capacity, even in the face of 
extremely high-level co-channel interfering or possibly jamming signals. It should 
be stressed, however, that in severe interference these windows may only persist for 
seconds or fractions of a second at a time. 

The similarity between the above model of normal ionospheric skywave propagation with 
high levels of interference and the characteristics of meteor-burst modes (Bartholome 
& Vogt, 1968) is obvious; both can be considered as intermittent paths. The 
situation with normal skywave propagation and relatively low levels of co-channel 
interference is rather more complex; instead of the path being completely 
intermittent, it gives rise to transmission windows of variable capacity, possibly 
with some residual low-level of capacity being available, even under worst-case 
conditions. 

In addition to the normal propagation and interference environment discussed in the 
previous two sections, HF systems may be required to operate under extreme conditions 
of poor signal propagation or high manmade interference levels. These situations are 
examined in the following two sections. 

2.3  High Latitude Effects 

Propagation mechanisms can be very irregular in polar regions, with the major effects 
being (Thrane, 1983): 

(a) polar cap absorption (PCA) events due to the influx of high energy protons and 
alpha particles penetrating to the lower ionosphere: such events may persist 
for several days, causing severe attenuation of skywave signals and an effective 
communication "blackout" over a wide geographical area; 

(b) auroral absorption, caused by high energy electrons penetrating the ionospheric 
D-region: this source of signal attenuation typically persists for a few hours 
only and affects a more restricted geographical area than does a PCA; 

(c) irregular behaviour of sporadic E-layer, spread F-layer and auroral oval 
propagation modes, giving rise to abnormal and variable multipath time spreads; 

(d) abnormal doppler shifts and phase instability of received signals due to the 
variable nature of the high-latitude ionosphere, manifesting itself in the form 
of very rapid signal fading; 

(e) large variability of maximum usable frequencies (MUF's) from very low to 
abnormally high values: the former may result in spectral congestion and hence 
high levels of co-channel interference, whilst the latter may allow HF type 
propagation to take place in an extended frequency range above 30 MHz. 

Obviously, the propagation environment in polar regions may be relatively unstable 
and unpredictable, thus limiting the effectiveness of off-line propagation analysis 
programs.  Also, the degree of adaptation required of systems operating in these 
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regions is likely to be greater than for those deployed in temperate latitudes where 
ionospheric  predictability  is  greater. 

2 .4     Interception  and Disruption 

In Fig. 5, the interference window could arise from the activities of a jammer 
attempting to disrupt the operation of the communication system. Similarly, the 
paths from communications transmitter to interception receivers will also have a 
characteristic  window structure. 

The problem for the designer and operator of the cummunication system is thus to 
minimise the probability of coincidence between interfering/jamming/interception 
windows and those for the communication system. If partial or complete coincidence 
does occur, there is an opportunity for disruption or interception of the 
communications traffic. The design strategy in this environment should therefore be 
to . . ■■ 

(i)     Maximise the size of the communications windows,   and 

(ii)   Minimise    the    coincidence    probability    between    communications    and 
interference/jamming/interception windows by  improved system control. 

In general, it can be assumed that a potential jammer will have a significant 
radiated power advantage relative to the communicator; also, it is probable that 
such a jammer will have available directive and steerable antennas, and be capable of 
operating in both narrowband and wideband modes. Thus, in Fig. 5, the window 
dimensions for the jammer will on average be rather larger than those for the 
communications system. It is instructive to consider the fundamental limitations on 
ECM effectiveness and then to identify those techniques which can exploit those 
limitations, together with the strengths of the medium listed in Section 1.1, to the 
benefit   of   the   communicator. Attention   should   not   be   confined   solely   to   the 
conventional HF band; the possibilities offered by the use of higher frequencies 
should  also  be   considered. 

2.5     Fundamental  Limitations  on  ECM Effectiveness     (Darnell,   1982b) 

As illustrated in the simple models discussed in Section 2.1, each HF path is, to 
some extent, unique in its characteristics. The probability of complete overlap of 
communications  and ECM  windows can  therefore,   in principle,   be made  low. 

2.5.1     Propagation of  Analysis Time Limitations 

Consider the arrangement illustrated in Fig. 9: the network shown comprises a 
communications transmitter and receiver, together with a jamming and interception 
site.        The  propagation  times   in  the  network are: 

(i) Communications  
Transmitter 

(ii)        Communications  
Transmitter 

(iii)    Jamming and    
Interception Site 

Communications 
Receiver 

Jamming and 
'interception Site 

,Communications 
Receiver 

-TR 

•TJ > 

•JR J 

[6] 

Assuming that the jammer cannot react to changes in communications system parameters 
before its associated interception site has monitored these changes, the fundamental 
propagation time advantage T^ for the communicator over the jammer is: 

[t, TJ '^JR] ■"^F [7J 

In addition, however, the interceptor will require a further time, 'C^jg, in order to 
analyse changes in the nature of the communications traffic before he can command the 
jammer appropriately.   Thus, the overall time advantage now becomes: 

[7- TJ "^ ^AN^ '^R [8] 

This represents a fundamental limitation on jammer effectiveness which could only be 
overcome to some extent, and possibly at inadmissible cost, by continuous, wideband, 
"blanket" jamming. 

Practically, it is difficult for co-located interception facilities to look through a 
high power jammer, and therefore the intercept location may well be separated 
physically from the jammer. In this case, an additional propagation time between 
interceptor and jammer must be included in expression [8]. 

Typically, with modern intercept and jamming systems T^ could be expected to have a 
minimum value of a few tens of milliseconds - the majority of that time being taken 
up by signal analysis. Two approaches suggest themselves as being able to exploit 
this time limitation on ECM effectiveness: 
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(i) The use of a communications system employing rapid frequency agility under 
cryptographic   control   such   that   the   time   spent   on   each   frequency   is '^A* 
This   would   inevitably   require   high  signal   levels   which   would   be   relatively 
simple   to  monitor  and  track. 

(ii) The use of a transmission format which has no unique characteristics and is thus 
difficult to distinguish from other HF traffic in which the jammer has no 
interest. In   this   case,    the   "sorting"   problem  faced  by   the   interceptor   is 
increased  with  a  consequent  lengthening  of   analysis   time,       ^AN* 

2.5.2 Corrupted Reference Limitations 

A further advantage held by the communicator over the jammer/interceptor is the fact 
that the communications receiver will always be in the position of knowing the exact 
range   of   possibilities   for   the   transmitted   signal   prior   to   reception. Therefore, 
the actual received signal can be compared with a set of perfect reference signals in 
a   maximum   likelihood   detection   scheme. The   interception   site,    on   the   other   hand, 
should at best only have available a corrupted estimate of the set of possible 
transmitted signals. Potentially, this means that the communications system has at 
least a 3dB advantage over the interceptor (eg the difference between coherent and 
differentially-coherent phase-shift keying). This advantage can be further enhanced 
by means of techniques such as correlation reception, quenched filtering, accurately- 
controlled tone filtering, time adaptation, frequency agility, encryption, signal 
format  variation,   etc,   which  will   be  discussed   further   in  the   later  sections. 

2.5.3 Data  Base  Limitations 

Related to the analysis time and noisy reference limitations identified above is a 
more general limitation of the data base available to the interceptor and jammer. 
An effective jamming control strategy requires detailed knowledge of communication 
network configuration and of which are the key links. Propagation and analysis time 
limitations may well mean that it will take an ECM controller a considerable period 
to build-up such a data base. A communicator can accentuate this problem by making 
his communication system time-variable to the maximum extent, eg by altering 
frequency plans, traffic flows, network topology, cryptographic procedures and signal 
formats. 

Direction finding (DF) can, and will, be employed by the interceptor as a vital 
sorting parameter: in many cases, it may well be the only available means of signal 
propagating to the interception site and short transmission durations can be used to 
increase   the  errors   associated  with  DF. 

As a general principle, the amount of "real" traffic passed by a communication system 
should be minimised. This then affords the option for the system transmission rates 
to be contracted by the use of more powerful source and channel coding techniques in 
the face of an ECM threat, whilst still retaining sufficient capacity to pass 
essential information. Hence, the overall system should not be organised in such a 
way that the peacetime traffic levels must be maintained in order to ensure its 
effective  operation   in  time of  stress. 

In the following three sections, the effect of the factors discussed in Sections 1 
and 2 will be considered in the context of a generalised HF system design 
methodology . 

3. SYSTEM  DESIGN:      CURRENT   STATUS 

In a generalised HF communication system incorporating both static and/or mobile 
terminals,   there  may  be a  requirement for any  of   the  following: 

(a) static  terminal-to-static  terminal communication; 

(b) static terminal-to-mobile terminal communication; 

(c) mobile terminal-to-static terminal communication; 

(d) mobile terminal-to-mobile terminal communication. 

The manner in which each of the links above is currently implemented will now be 
outlined   briefly. 

3.1     Static   Terminal-to-static  Terminal 

Because relatively high transmitter powers and directive antennas can be installed at 
fixed sites, the engineering of a static terminal-to-static terminal link can 
normally be accomplished to give a reasonable communications reliability - at least 
for simple forms of traffic, eg low-speed telegraphy data and analogue speech. 
However, digital data, or digital speech, at say 2.4 kbits/s will present a greater 
problem,   and  circuit  reliabilities  for  this   form  of   traffic  will  be  relatively  low. 

If a static link operates with a defined frequency complement on a regular schedule, 
there  will   be  a   significant   frequency   "airing"   effect   which   will   tend   to  deter  other 
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users of the spectrum from encroaching upon those frequencies, thus minimising the 
levels   of   co-channel   interference. 

3.2     Static  Terminal-to-Mobile Terminal 

Static terminal-to-mobile terminal communication is frequently implemented via a 
broadcast-type system; this again allows high transmitter powers and directive 
antennas to be used at a fixed site in order to radiate signals simultaneously to 
multiple mobile terminals, possibly situated anywhere within a wide geographical 
region. 

A basic broadcast system operates on the principle of long-term frequency selection 
diversity;      Fig.10   illustrates   that  principle. It   is   seen   that  at   any   time   of   day, 
the same traffic signal will be radiated on a number of distinct frequencies or 
components, with the assumption being that at least one of the components will 
propagate effectively to any given mobile. The frequencies must therefore be chosen 
to provide a compromise coverage over the complete mobile operational area for both 
day   and   night  conditions. 

Typically, each component will comprise multiple sub-channels arranged within a 
nominal channel bandwidth, as shown in Fig. 11. The sub-channels correspond to 
traffic signals originating from various message sources; a given mobile will only 
extract   those   sub-channels   of   interest   to   it  from  the   multiple  sub-channel  raster. 

If all sub-channels are not assigned, it is possible to transmit the same information 
°th™°^^ than one sub-channel to provide in-band frequency diversity. In Fig.ll, the 
i sub-channel is employed for engineering order wire (EOW), or system control, 
purposes. 

The system thus has the potential for frequency diversity at two levels: a given 
mobile selects the best component in terms of received SNR and, within that 
component,   may  also  be  able   to  apply   in-band  frequency  diversity combining. 

It is also possible for the same broadcast traffic to be radiated simultaneously from 
different  static   sites,   giving path diversity  in addition to  frequency diversity. 

3.3 Mobile Terminal-to-Static  Terminal 

The mobile terminal-to-static terminal situation is, in many respects, the complement 
of that discussed in Section 3.2. Two basic options exist as indicated in Fig. 12: 
the first where the mobile must access a single static terminal; the second where a 
number of alternative static terminal accesses are available. For the situation 
shown in Fig. 12(a), there may also be occasions when a bi-directional, full duplex 
link   must   be   engineered   between   the   two   terminals. This   can   be   difficult   to 
maintain because of changes in mobile antenna characteristics as it changes position 
and  orientation,   coupled  with  the  need  for  co-ordinated  frequency  changes. 

In Fig. 12(b), the mobile has a choice of static terminals with which to communicate. 
If the static terminals are widely separated, there will be a high probability that 
both propagation and co-channel interference effects will be largely decorrelated at 
the various locations. Thus, it can be expected that at least one of the static 
terminals will be able to receive the mobile traffic in a reasonably optimum manner 
over the complete ranges of time and position; this traffic can then be passed to 
the  desired  recipient  by   HF  or  non-HF  communications  links  from  the  static  terminals. 

3.4 Mobile  Terminal-to-Mobile  Terminal 

Fig. 13 shows the two basic methods by which a mobile terminal can communicate with 
another   mobile   terminal. In   Fig.    13(a),    the   mobiles   communicate   directly   via 
skywave   or   surface   wave   HF   propagation. In   the   latter   case,    vertically-polarised 
antennas mounted on ships allow links to be established over distances up to a few 
hundreds of kilometres. Skywave links over comparable ranges necessitate high-angle 
propagation via horizontally-polarised antennas, which may be difficult to mount on 
ships. Both terminals suffer from the fundamental limitations listed in Section 
1.3, and thus direct mobile links are difficult to operate reliably over a wide range 
of   distances. 

Fig.   13(b)   illustrates  an  alternative  arrangement  in   which  traffic   is  routed  from one 
mobile   to another   via  a  static  "relay"  terminal.        In  this case,   the  advantages of 
the   static   station  can   be   exploited   in   its   relay   role  and  communication  between 
mobiles  can  be  maintained  over a  wider  range  of   distances   with  greater  reliability 
at   the   expense  of   more  sophisticated  control  procedures. 

As stated previously, HF links of various types are normally controlled by using data 
obtained from off-line propagation analysis programs. More recently, various forms 
of real-time channel evaluation (RTCE) are being used to aid frequency selection and 
system  control. 

Sections   4   and   5   respectively  discuss design  trends  in HF communication systems 

(a)      involving  static   terminals  alone; 
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(b)     in   which   mobile   terminals   are  present,   possibly   in   addition  to  static 
terminals. 

Since (b) presents a more significant and important practical problem, attention will 
be   concentrated   in   this   area. Prior   to   this   discussion,   however,    the   topic   of 
diversity processing will be reviewed briefly because potentially it can provide a 
substantial improvement in performance for all types of HF communication systems at 
reasonable   cost. 

3.5 The Value of  Diversity  Processing  in HF Communications 

It has long been recognised that diversity processing of various types can be applied 
with  advantage   to HF communications.        The  most  widely-used types are: 

(a) spaced  receiving  antenna   diversity; 

(b) diversity  obtained  from  receiving antennas  of  different polarisations; 

(c) frequency    diversity,    either   within   a   given   assigned   channel   or   over 
different  assigned  channels; 

(d) time   diversity,    in   which   the   same   signal   is   repeated  atdifferent   time 
offsets; 

(e) diversity   arising   from   the   availability   of   independent   multipath 
components. 

All forms of diversity combining require there to be available two or more 
independently-derived    received    versions    of    the    wanted    signal. Under    these 
circumstances, fades or interference affecting one version may be decorrelated with 
similar mechanisms affecting the other version(s), thus allowing a better overall 
signal estimate to be derived by using information from all versions (Stein & Jones, 
1967). 

Fig. 14 shows the reduction in received SNR admissible, under Gaussian White Noise 
(GWN) and Rayleigh fading conditions, when 2nd and 4th-order selection diversity 
combining is used rather than non-diversity reception. It is seen that for dual- 
diversity combining, an SNR reduction of about lOdB can be expected for an error 
probability of 1 in a 1000 - equivalent to a ten-fold increase in transmitter power, 
or the difference between an omnidirectional and a highly directional receiving 
antenna. 

3.6 Speech  Transmission  at  HF 

One of the major technical problems associated with HF communication, which has yet 
to be solved satisfactorily, is that of transmitting digitised, and hence secure, 
speech reliably over such a time-variable channel. Existing vocoders typically 
operate at data rates of between 1.2 and 2.4 kbits/s: at such rates, reliable HF 
transmission cannot be guaranteed and, indeed, in spectrally congested environments 
such as the central European region, it is improbable that a satisfactory grade of 
service  can   ever   be   achieved  -  particularly  at  night. 

Two options present themselves: first, users must accept that secure/digitised 
speech cannot be transmitted reliably over many types of HF channel - a situation 
which is operationally unacceptable; secondly, more sophisticated speech source 
encoding and system management schemes must be developed to give an average 
transmission  rate  not   exceeding  a  few   hundreds  of   bits/s. 

One such system, involving a combination of speech-recognition and synthesis, coupled 
with user interaction with visual or audio prompts, has been demonstrated practically 
(Chesmore    and   Darnell,     1985). The   information   rate   for   this   syystem   is 
approximately 25 bits/s, making it suitable for use with simple, low-power, mobile 
terminals. 

4. DESIGN   TRENDS   IN   STATIC   SYSTEMS 

To date, as indicated in Section 3.1, static HF systems have tended to exploit high 
transmitter powers and directive antennas for both transmission and reception 
purposes. However, the majority of developments in land-based static networks are 
now directed towards the design of systems with powers ranging from a few hundreds of 
W to a few kW; also, since such systems are often required to be redeployabl e, the 
antennas used must be of types which can be dismantled and re-erected rapidly. As a 
consequence, more emphasis has to be placed upon system control and channel 
coding/decoding procedures in order to achieve the desired level of performance 
(Darnell,   1983a). 

4.1        Real-Time Channel   Evaluation 

Referring to the window model of HF propagation introduced in Section 2.1: for a 
static system, the position of the terminals is determined by operational 
considerations;      thus,   the problem of  system control  reduces  to one of  selecting 
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values of frequency and transmission time for the given path. This selection 
procedure can be implemented by employing some form of RTCE. RTCE procedures have 
been developed for both the open loop and closed loop scenarios introduced in Section 
1.4. At present, however, RTCE techniques are only designed to monitor and select 
the best of a set of alternative transmission channels at a specified time; in 
general, they are not well matched to the task of monitoring the short-term time 
variability of those channels. Thus, in the context of the simplified HF channel 
model postulated in Section 2.1, current RTCE algorithms search for transmission 
windows which are likely to persist for the complete duration of a fixed constant 
rate transmission; at the same time, they attempt to minimise the long-term overlap 
between communication and noise/interference windows. 

In future, since the utilisation of the HF medium will remain at a relatively high 
level, or even increase, more emphasis should be given to the development of RTCE 
systems which enable the available capacity of the medium to be used more effectively 
by monitoring the shorter-term time fluctuations of a set of assigned HF channnels. 
This RTCE data could then be used in the control of an adaptive transmission rate 
system in which the transmission rate at any time could be matched more accurately to 
the available capacity. To implement this form of channel monitoring economically, 
It would be necessary to time/frequency multiplex RTCE probing signals and 
measurement periods with the traffic signals, possibly with the input data stream 
being buffered during  the probing/measurement  intervals. 

One of the main disadvantages of many RTCE systems as currently implemented is that 
they are separate from the communication systems which they are designed to support; 
they require dedicated and expensive units which are comparable in cost to the units 
of   the   communication   system   itself. The   future   trend   should   be   for  RTCE  to  be 
integrated (or embedded) into the communication system design and hence to employ the 
same basic RF and signal processing equipment (Darnell, 1986b). Also RTCE in the 
form of ionospheric sounding, in which energy is radiated across a major portion of 
the HF spectrum, should be restricted to the purposes of ionospheric research and not 
employed   to   support   communication   systems. Rather,     integrated   communication   and 
RTCE systems operating only in assigned channels should be developed. In this way, 
the spectral pollution associated with dedicated RTCE  systems  would be minimised. 

4.2       System Control 

It should again be emphasised that, in the system control context, RTCE represents 
the process of identification, or modelling, which must take place before optimal 
control can be applied. Clearly, the path parameters are time varying and thus any 
control   algorithm   needs   to   be   adaptive   in   response   to   such   changes. If   manual 
control procedures are used, response times will be at best a few tens of seconds and 
there will be no chance of the system being able to utilise relatively short 
duration, high capacity transmission windows (analogous to the meteor burst 
situation). RTCE, however, provides the essential information to enable the system 
control procedures to be automated - hence potentially providing a greatly improved 
response   time. 

The majority of HF systems operate in a closed loop, or 2-way mode. In addition to 
RTCE, the control of this type of system requires the ability to be able to transfer 
information concerning reception conditions between receiver and transmitter sites, 
ie the provision of a high integrity engineering order wire (EOW) facility. It is a 
fundamental requirement of such an EOW that it should be capable of passing the 
essential control data reliably for a short interval after the quality of the 
received traffic has deteriorated to an unacceptably low level due to changes in 
channel conditions. The transmission rate required of an EOW normally will be 
considerably lower than that of the traffic channel, thus enabling robust channel 
encoding (modulation and coding) procedures to be adopted for protection of the 
system  control  data. 

The   system  control  procedures   should  also allow for: 

(i) Continuous checking of traffic quality: an automatic repeat request (ARQ) 
technique   would   be  suitable  for  this purpose. 

(ii) Automatic re-establishment of the circuit should contact be lost: probably 
based upon the use of back-up accurate time and frequency transmission 
schedules. 

In the case of an open loop configuration with no EOW available, eg a broadcast 
system, the potential for adaptive operation is relatively limited. All adaptation 
must be carried out at the receiver in response to RTCE data embedded in the 
transmitted signal. Receiver processing techniques such as equalisation, adaptive 
filtering, diversity combination of two or more independent versions of the 
transmitted signal, antenna null and beam steering, etc are relevant in this 
situation. 

From the preceding discussion, it is evident that automatic HF system control 
requires the application of considerable information processing power. Therefore, 
future HF communication systems will inevitably be processor based, with manual 
intervention only  in   exceptional  circumstances. 
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4.3   Channel Encoding/Decoding 

The purpose of the channel encoding procedure in a communication system is to 
condition the information to be transmitted in such a way that it is resistant to the 
types of noise and other perturbations likely to be encountered during its passage 
over the channel. The key aspects of channel encoding are therefore modulation and 
error control coding. 

The range of channel encoding/decoding techniques, which offer promise of economic 
and effective implementation with variable capacity HF systems, has expanded 
considerably with the advent of increased signal processing power. 

As has been indicated previously, signal processing in existing HF systems tends to 
be relatively simple and based upon the premise of non-adaptive, constant rate 
operation. If variable rate operation is contemplated, a fresh consideration of 
potential signal processing techniques is necessary. Those procedures which appear 
to offer promise are now outlined briefly. 

(a) Adaptive filtering at the receiver: in which the parameters of baseband or IF 
receiver filters are modified to counter changes in the nature of interfering 
signals in the communication channel. 

(b) Quenched filtering: applied to a synchronous transmission system enables a 
receiver filter to be opened to receive a wanted signal only over the intervals 
when that signal is expected to be present. In this way, the filter is not 
initialised by noise or interference and the detection decision is made when the 
detector output SNR can be expected to be a maximum. This type of detection 
scheme is used in the PICCOLO system (Bayley & Ralphs, 1972). For a given form 
of modulation, if synchronous or coherent detection can be applied, a 
significant improvement in system performance can be achieved. 

(c) Soft-decision decoding implies that a "hard" detection decision, say 1 or 0, is 
augmented by information concerning the confidence level associated with that 
decision, eg based upon signal amplitude, phase margin, etc. When coupled with 
error protection coding, soft-decision decoding can enhance the performance of a 
basic detection system substantially (Chase, 1973). 

(d) Possibly one of the most powerful techniques for use in a high interference 
environment is that of correlation reception. For this, sets of relatively 
long sequences with approximately impulsive autocorrelation functions are 
required so that matched filtering can be applied at the receiver. Sequences 
with suitable autocorrelation properties also allow RTCE data, say in the form 
of a channel impulse response, to be extracted conveniently. 

(e) Bearing in mind the variable nature of HF channel capacity discussed previously, 
it would appear that some form of "embedded" data encoding would be appropriate. 
Here, several versions of the source data, each keyed at a different rate, would 
be combined into a single transmitted signal format. At the receiver, data 
would be decoded at the highest rate which the channel capacity at that time 
would allow. System control and re-alignment would be accomplished at 
intervals by an ARQ arrangement operating via the EOW (Darnell, 1983a). 

(f) With the advent of cheap and powerful computing capacity, it is now possible to 
consider the introduction of post reception processing at the receiver. The 
unprocessed received signal could be stored, either at a low IF or baseband, and 
then processed rapidly off-line using different signal processing parameters and 
algorithms until a best estimate of the transmitted signal is obtained. 

4.4   Radiated Power Levels 

In the HF band, high radiated power levels are undesirable since they tend to cause 
spectral pollution and an increase in transmitter and antenna sizes - and hence 
costs. The use of RTCE in optimising the primary parameters of an HF communication 
system will tend to reduce the necessity for higher radiated powers by selecting 
frequencies and transmission times for which the received SNR is maximised and 
interference avoided. As a general principle, system availability and reliability 
should be improved by the use of RTCE and more effective signal processing, rather 
than by transmission at higher power levels; the latter should be held in reserve 
for particularly vital links. 

The RF units of the system should be capable of rapid frequency agility so that full 
advantage can be taken of automatic and adaptive system control procedures. The 
ability to change frequency rapidly will also facilitate the RTCE process of finding 
a channel with an acceptable SNR. This will eliminate the "resistance" of system 
operators to changing frequency except where absolutely essential and thus lead to 
improved flexibility and lower radiated power levels. 

4 .5   Antenna Characteristics 

Diversity using spaced receiving antennas is an effective method of improving HF 
system performance and should, where possible, be incorporated into a system design. 
Also, a simple 2-element receiving antenna system can be used to place a null in the 
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direction of an interfering signal. The depth of the null will depend upon the 
instantaneous propagation conditions, but an average depth of a few dB may well be 
achievable for skywave signals. Against more stable groundwave interfering signals, 
the nulling procedure will be considerably more efficient. 

Again, the systematic use of RTCE and improved system control procedures will tend to 
reduce dependence upon antenna characteristics. 

4.6   System Design with Embedded RTCE 

It is clear that, particularly in a high-interference environment, a constant rate 
transmission system will provide a variable level of performance, and at rates of 2.4 
kbits/s is likely to have a low overall reliability. Many regions of the world have 
high interfering signal densities such that the probability of finding a clear 
frequency slot in which to place a 2.4 kbits/s transmission is extremely low (Gott et 
al, 1983). Thus, it can be inferred that requirements for constant data rate 
transmissions of this form are in many cases incompatible with the fundamental nature 
of the propagation medium when its properties are considered on a world-wide basis. 
This has a particularly serious implication for digital speech links, which normally 
operate at rates in the range 1.2 - 2.4 kbits/s, since in regions where the HF 
spectrum is congested, eg in central Europe, they can rarely be expected to provide a 
satisfactory grade of servie over extended periods. The use of real-time channel 
evaluation (RTCE) to select the optimum assigned channel at any instant will only be 
of limited effectiveness in such an environment because a channel with the required 
transmission characteristics will frequently not be available. 

There are certain techniques which can smooth out the variations in channel capacity 
as seen by a non-adaptive communication system {Darnell, 1977). In the context of 
the window model described earlier, this corresponds to a reduction in required SNR 
with a consequent expansion of window dimensions.   These techniques include: 

(a) diversity processing; ,„. 

(b) adaptive equalisation; ' ...     :      ,- 

(c) error control coding; ... .-;•;,. 

(d) antenna beam-forming. 

In practice, RTCE can be used to select a frequency channel having suitable 
propagation characteristics and clear of significant levels of co-channel 
interference. This then enables techniques such as those listed above to be applied 
more effectively   to  increase  the  transmission  window  volume. 

The potential of the ionospheric medium to transfer certain forms of traffic 
reliably, even in the face of high levels of interference or disruption, is of great 
operational   importance. However,    in  order   to  realise   this  potential   fully,    HF 
communication systems must be designed and operated in a rather different manner from 
that associated with the majority of systems currently in service. Fig. 15 shows 
the elements of a duplex ionospheric communication system incorporating many of the 
features    discussed   previously. It    is    assumed    that    the   system   will   use   any 
appropriate   mode   of   propagation. The   function   of   the   RTCE   sub-system   is   to   select 
the channel and characterise it in terms of its window structure as a function of 
required SNR at the receiver; this then allows the parameters of the signal 
processing unit to be adjusted to match the nature of the available windows, eg in 
terms   of    block   length,    modulation   type,    etc. Data   is   buffered   until    the 
transmission system is ready to accept it, with simultaneous transmission in each 
direction being based upon an ARQ mode of operation where control data and traffic 
signals are interleaved. At the receiver, the incoming data blocks are re-assembled 
in   another   buffer   prior   to   output. It   should   be   noted   that   both   data   and   RTCE 
signals are multiplexed together and thus make use of single transmitters and 
receivers at each site, with no dedicated RTCE RF equipment, ie an embedded RTCE 
system.       Receivers  would  normally be  of  the diversity  type. 

5. DESIGN   TRENDS   IN   SYSTEMS   INCORPORATING  MOBILE  TERMINALS .■.,.■. 

As explained previously, mobile terminals represent an important class of 
disadvantaged users of the HF spectrum, and it is important that the energy they do 
radiate is received in the most efficient manner possible. The technique offering 
most  promise  of  achieving   this  may   be   termed   "geographical   diversity  reception". 

In Section 3.3, a network of widely separated static terminals for the reception of 
mobile transmissions was introduced. This concept will now be extended to that of a 
formal geographical diversity architecture in which the data from a number of spaced 
receiving sites can be combined in a systematic manner to provide an improved 
estimate of a desired mobile transmission. The value of such path diversity in 
improving communication availability has been demonstrated experimentally (Rogers & 
Turner,   1985) . 

Fig.16 is a schematic diagram of a geographical diversity network involving multiple 
static   terminals   interconnected   by  means   to   be  described   in   Section   5.1. 
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The basis of operation of the network is that transmissions emanating from any given 
mobile terminal will be received at static terminals via propagation paths which wil-1 
normally be skywave, but may also be groundwave; these paths can be considered as 
independent if the separation of the static terminals is chosen appropriately. 
Similarly, interfering transmissions will also be received via independent paths. 
Thus, taking the network in total, there will be a high probability that the signal 
and interference conditions on those links which are propagating between the mobile 
and the static terminals will be uncorrelated. This situation lends itself to some 
form of diversity combining in which all received versions of the mobile signal are 
brought together at a central control and processing site to allow an improved signal 
estimate to be made. There are several possible combination algorithms which could be 
considered, eg: 

(a) selection of the path giving the greatest SNR at any time, ie selection 
diversity combining; 

(b) alternative classical forms of diversity combining such as maximal ratio (Stein 
& Jones, 19 67) ; .„. . 

(c) operation on the demodulated and shaped versions of the propagating received 
signals by say majority voting; 

Cd)  more elaborate combining techniques applied to demodulated and shaped signals, 
taking account of soft-decision data associated with the received symbols. 

The most important considerations relevant to the establishment of a geographical 
diversity network will be reviewed in the following sections. 

5.1  Interconnection Considerations 

The static terminal interconnections shown in Fig.16 are clearly vital to the 
operation of the system; they must therefore be robust and reliable. The following 
media may be considered for interconnection purposes: 

(a) HF skywave and groundwave point-to-point links; 

(b) meteor-burst links; 

(c) ionospheric scatter or tropospheric scatter links; 

(d) satellite links; 

(e) some   form   of   common-user   telephone/telecommunication   system,    eg   such   as   those 
implemented   by  PTT's. 

Links of types (a), (b) and (c) above are essentially "stand-alone" point-to-point 
interconnections, whilst (d) and (e) require the availability of separate 
communication systems, possibly controlled and operated by independent organisations. 
Hence, from the viewpoint of survivability in the face of physical or electromagnetic 
attack, Ca), (b) and (c) are to be preferred. The various options will now be 
considered   in  more  depth. 

5.1.1 HF   Interconnection 

In a geographical diversity network of the form proposed, fixed receiving terminals 
may be separated by distances from say a few hundreds of kilometres to several 
thousands of kilometres. Interconnection via HF links will therefore involve skywave 
and, possibly, groundwave paths exhibiting a wide variety of propagation and 
interference characteristics. There is a need for data transfer between terminals to 
be effected with high integrity and resistance to disruption; this will require links 
with sophisticated embedded RTCE (Dawson & Darnell, 1985), together with adaptive 
error control (Hellen, 1985). Inevitably, the data rates which can be sustained 
reliably  will  be   relatively  low. 

5.1.2 Meteor-Burst Interconnection 

Meteor-burst links (Bartholome & Vogt, 1968) make use of radio wave energy reflected 
from the short-duration ionised trails caused by the passage of micrometeorites 
through the lower ionosphere. Such links are naturally intermittent, although the 
statistics of meteor trail occurrence are relatively predictable. It has been 
demonstrated experimentally that average data rates of a few hundreds of bits/s can 
be sustained over a complete 24-hour period; this would normally be adequate for the 
role proposed here. The diurnal and seasonal variability of meteor-burst links is 
less than for corresponding HF skywave links; they are also less susceptible to 
excess  absorption  effects  following  severe  ionospheric disturbances. 

The most effective frequency range for meteor-burst operation is from about 25 to 
100   MHz   which  allows  compact,   efficient  and  directive  antennas  to  be  used. 

5.1.3 Ionospheric  Scatter  or  Tropospheric  Scatter  Interconnection 

Ionospheric   scatter  propagation  makes  use of  radio  wave energy  scattered by   the  lower 
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ionosphere (Bartholome' & Vogt, 1965). Tropospheric scatter propagation employs 
energy scattered by irregularities in the tropospheric region of the earth's 
atmosphere (Yeh, 1960). Since the troposphere is at a much lower altitude than 
the ionosphere, the ranges achievable via this scattering mechanism are 
considerably less than via ionospheric scatter. In both cases, the scatter loss 
is large thus necessitating the use of high transmitter powers and directive 
antennas to illuminate the "scattering volume" efficiently. 

Propagation using these scattering mechanisms is relatively reliable, although 
significant fading and time dispersion may occur. 

5.1.4 Satellite Interconnection i 

Inexpensive and reliable satellite links are becoming available, although there 
may be coverage limitations at high latitudes. In the military context, the 
overall HF system should function as an independent entity under threat 
conditions, which might include the satellite being disrupted. For this reason, 
such links are not considered suitable for interconnection purposes, although 
they may be useful under benign operating conditions. 

5.1.5 Common-User System Interconnection 

Possibly the cheapest form of interconnection is to employ a PTT-type of network 
in which the static HF terminals, control sites and message originators and 
recipients are subscribers. Again, this medium has the disadvantage that it can 
be disrupted by physical or electromagnetic attack. However, the diversity of 
propagation media and routes makes it inherently more robust than a satellite 
system alone. 

Practically a combination of interconnection media would appear to offer the 
best prospect of reliable operation over the whole range of possible operational 
conditions. Transmission systems covering say the frequency range from 2 to 60 
MHz, having reasonably high radiated powers (a few kw) and directive antennas, 
could form the primary basis for interconnection; they could operate in HF 
skywave, HF groundwave, meteor-burst or ionospheric scatter modes, as available 
and appropriate. Also, a parallel interconnection might be established via a PTT 
network. 

Obviously, some delay will be introduced into the process of mobile signal 
reception by the need to transfer data around the interconnection network. This 
delay will tend to increase as the number of mobile terminals accessing the 
network simultaneously increases. The longer the delay that can be tolerated, 
the greater is the potential for accurate reception. In general, it can be 
expected that the static terminal interconnections will be able to sustain a 
higher average data rate than that which will be associated with the mobile-to- 
static terminal transmissions. The effect of delays can be minimised by the 
signal design and network control strategies to be discussed in the following 
sections. 

5.2  Signal Design Considerations 

From the discussion in Sections 1 and 2, it is seen that the ionosphere can be 
subject to severe natural disturbances giving rise to multipath delay, signal 
fading, low signal levels and possibly abnormal doppler spreads or extreme phase 
instability in polar regions. Under these circumstances, it is necessary to use 
robust transmission formats that are resilient to such perturbations. 

5.2.1     Mobile Signal Formats 

Normally, it will be necessary for a geographical diversity network to handle 
signals originating from several distinct mobiles. A block transmission format 
would be convenient since it would allow simple time and frequency multiplexing 
to take place, with only one mobile using a particular frequency at a specific 
time. To allow this, accurate time and frequency standards would have to be 
available at all terminals in the system, but this can now be accomplished 
relatively simply and economically. 

The major requirements for a robust mobile transmission can be summarised as 
follows: 

(a) that  its  time of occurrence and frequency of propagation  are  accurately 
controlled; 

(b) that  the SNR required at the receiver for a specified error probability is 
minimised; 

(c) that no elaborate synchronisation techniques are required; 

(d) that long multipath delays can be tolerated; 

(e) that high levels of phase instability can be tolerated; 
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(f) that moderate doppler frequency offsets can be tolerated; 

(g) an  ability to operate in any of a limited number of modes which can become 
progressively more robust as propagation conditions deteriorate; 

(h)  that signals should be compatible with digital encryption techniques. 

A possible signal format on which the mobile transmission could be based is basic 
wide-shift FSK, in which detection is accomplished by a Law assessor arrangement 
(Alnatt et al, 1957) giving the effect of dual, in-band diversity under frequency- 
selective fading conditions. Simple block error control codes could be applied to the 
data blocks, with more powerful (ie more redundant) coding being introduced as 
channel conditions worsened. In extreme cases, the mobile might simply repeat its 
message many times to allow signal averaging to be employed at the receivers; note 
that, under additive GWN conditions, signal averaging improves the effective SNR by a 
factor proportional to the square root of the averaging time (Hewlett-Packard J, 
1968). 

Under conditions of poor SNR, a trade-off must be made between SNR and transmission 
time; ie as the SNR reduces, the user must allow more time for the transmission of a 
given message if it is to be received with a specified level of fidelity. In essence, 
some form of variable-redundancy error control coding is required (Hellen, 1985). 

In circumstances where frequency offsets are negligible and short-term phase 
stability reasonable, systems of the PICCOLO type (Bayley & Ralphs, 1972), or reduced 
versions in the form of multiple FSK systems, would provide robust communication. 

In general, transmissions should be designed so that soft-decision, or confidence, 
information can be extracted readily at the receiver. 

5.2.2     Interconnection Signal Formats 

Most of the comments made above in the context of mobile signals also apply to 
signals transferred over the interconnection links between static terminals. 

Labelled data blocks describing signals from specific mobiles would be a convenient 
vehicle for passing data between the static nodes and the control/processing site. 

As also indicated previously, the design and operation of reliable point-to-point 
links is a simpler problem than is the design of a mobile-to-static link because more 
efficient antennas and higher transmitter powers are available. Again, an ARQ mode of 
operation would seem to be appropriate (Dawson & Darnell, 1985), since this would be 
well matched to the characteristics of the interconnection media proposed, ie HF 
skywave and groundwave, meteor-burst or ionospheric scatter. 

5.3  System Control Considerations 

From the previous section, one of the potential problems that can be identified is 
that the maximum capacity required for the interconnection links is considerably 
greater than for the mobile-to-static links. This comes about because the 
interconnection links may be simultaneously carrying signals relating to: 

(a) a number of distinct mobile transmissions; ' 

(b) system control data for the network. 

These will now be discussed in greater detail, together with other considerations 
affecting the control and management of the network. 

5.3.1 Data describing Mobile Transmissions 

One mode of operation for a geographical diversity system is where the various 
versions of the mobile signal received at the separated static receiving terminals 
are demodulated and reconstituted at those terminals, with the reconstituted data 
being forwarded to the site where combination is to be carried out. A further 
refinement of this process might be the transmission of soft-decision data, relating 
to each of the demodulated symbols, to the combination site. Alternatively, the 
complete analogue baseband signal from each static receiving terminal could be 
forwarded to the combination site. In the latter two cases, the information carried 
by the interconnecting links would be considerably expanded in comparison with that 
contained in the original signal transmitted by the mobile. However, since the mobile 
transmissions would normally be of short duration, this data expansion would be 
acceptable if some decoding delay could be tolerated. 

5.3.2 System Control Data 

It will also be necessary for system control data to be transferred on a regular 
basis between static terminals, simply to maintain the integrity of the network. This 
system control data would relate to frequency selection options, available data 
rates, numbers of mobile accesses, changes in coding levels, etc. It is envisaged 
that, in an ARQ-based system, the capacity overhead associated with these forms of 
system control data would not be excessive. 
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5.3.3 Frequency Management 

Frequency management in a geographical diversity system is required at two levels: 

(a) on a link-by-link basis; 

(b) on a network-wide basis. 

In the former case, each of the interconnection links would have its own embedded 
RTCE and protocols (Darnell, 1986b) operating over the frequency range from 2 to 
approximately 60 MHz. The propagating mechanism giving the largest predicted SNR, and 
hence reliability, would normally be selected. 

At the network level, there is a need for a more global RTCE procedure which is 
capable of assessing the general state of propagation over the operational region 
encompassing both the static and mobile terminals. This could be accomplished by 
either a vertical-incidence ionosonde placed at the eastern edge of the region, or by 
oblique-incidence sounding carried out on an opportunity basis between the various 
static terminals of the network. Measurements of this type would be co-ordinated by a 
designated control site and might, for example, be used to detect the onset of 
irregular ionospheric disturbances and to indicate their geographical extent. 

An additional function of the overall frequency management procedures would be to 
ascertain the degree to which frequencies could be shared or re-used by different 
static terminal interconnection links. 

5.3.4 Other Control Functions 

In military operations, the control of a communication system must, at least in part, 
be directed towards maintaining the security of the mobile traffic. Thus the mobile 
would, for example, be assigned transmission frequencies which would have the minimum 
probability of being intercepted or disrupted under the prevailing propagation 
conditions. Also, the mobile would exercise radiated power control (RPC) in response 
to recommendations sent to it by the overall system controller. 

In addition, the system control procedures would seek to make maximum use of 
relatively local and transient propagation phenomena as they became available. There 
would also be a need to reconfigure the static terminal interconnections in order to 
avoid localised ionospheric disturbances. To illustrate this. Figs.17 and 18 show the 
benefits to be gained from geographical diversity in this respect. Fig.17 is a 
situation in which an ionospheric disturbance affects the skywave path between a 
mobile (M) and a static terminal (F1); the skywave path to the static terminal (F2), 
at a greater distance from M, avoids the disturbed region completely, as does the 
direct interconnecting path between F1 and F2. Fig.18 represents a more complex 
situation where the disturbed region affects both the mobile-to-FI path, together 
with the interconnections F1-to-F3 and F1-to-F4. In this latter example, the 
interconnecting links must be re-routed as shown to maintain network connectivity. 

Clearly, similar reconfiguration procedures could be employed to counteract any 
deliberate attempts to disrupt transmissions from a mobile to the static terminals. 

5.4  System Design 

An attempt will now be made to coalesce many of the concepts outlined in the previous 
sections of this lecture into an overall system design to provide improved HF 
communications reliability and survivability. 

Fig.19 illustrates a possible format for such a design in which mobile-to-static 
transmissions are received by a geographical diversity network, whilst static-to- 
mobile transmission is carried out via a single broadcast system sited at a 
convenient location. 

System control, together with signal generation and combination, are carried out at a 
designated control and processing site. Interconnections are implemented by 2 to 60 
MHz ionospheric links, or via a PTT-type network, as appropriate. Broadcast traffic 
for all mobiles within the operational area is transmitted using a multiple sub- 
channel format, from which any given mobile can extract the sub-channel(s) addressed 
to it. The EOW sub-channel of the broadcast is used to request repeats of mobile data 
blocks received in corrupted form, and also to disseminate frequency management data 
to all mobiles wishing to access the system. 

Data transfer between the HF system and the message originators and recipients can be 
effected via a PTT network, or possibly via other dedicated HF or non-HF links. 

Fig.20 shows an alternative system format where the centralised broadcast system of 
Fig.19 is replaced by a distributed network of lower power transmitters, possibly co- 
sited with the static receiving terminals. Thus, in principle, for any specified 
mobile position, a broadcast transmitter site having maximum probability of 
successfully propagating to the mobile can be selected by the system frequency 
management procedures - as illustrated in Fig.20. 
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6.   CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This lecture is intended to complement the discussion of "HF groundwave and skywave 
propagation" contained in the previous lecture, and also to relate the effects 
described in that lecture to the problems of practical HF communication system 
design. 

6.1 General Conclusions 

From the discussion in this paper, the following points are worthy of emphasis: . 

(a) That the variable capacity nature of the HF channel should be recognised and its 
characteristics exploited to advantage in the design of HF communication 
systems. 

(b) That improved system performance should be achieved primarily by the application 
of more advanced signal generation/processing and system control procedures, 
rather than by the application of higher transmitter powers and large, directive 
antenna arrangements. 

(c) That the key to improved performance is the effective integration and use of 
RTCE techniques in an HF system design, ie embedded RTCE.        - -, 

(d) That HF systems should have a capability of operating in a frequency range above 
the traditional upper limit of about 30 MHz. This would provide additional 
flexibility in the choice of propagation mechanism, and also resistance to 
ECM/ESM activity. 

(e) That the most effective method of enhancing the communications reliability of 
mobile terminals would appear to be via the use of geographical diversity 
network for reception purposes. A distributed network of the type illustrated in 
Figs.19 and 20 poses additional control problems; however, the resultant 
increase in operational flexibility and robustness potentially available from 
such a system would seem to outweigh possible disadvantages. In particular, an 
ability to reconfigure in the face of physical attack, electromagnetic attack, 
or natural ionospheric disturbances, would be operationally valuable. 

(f) That the price paid by an interceptor or jammer for his activities should be 
maximised - both from the viewpoint of cost and that of the complexity of 
analysis he must employ. 

(g) That the HF propagation medium should be used for the types of communication 
traffic which are compatible with its fundamental properties - see Section 6.2 
below. 

6.2 Natural Roles for HF Communication Systems 

Following from point (g) of the previous section, it would appear that the forms of 
traffic which are best matched to the characteristics of the HF propagation medium 
include: 

(a) Transmissions involving a low constant data rate, R, eg low-speed telegraphy, 
where R conforms to expression [5]. 

(b) Transmissions involving a low average data rate, where the information can be 
block-formatted and transmitted in packet form - possibly over a wide range of 
rates which may vary from block to block. 

(c) Transmissions in which it is important to transfer a limited amount of 
information reliably, perhaps in the face of deliberate attempts at interception 
and disruption. 

The transmission of digitised speech at constant rates between 1.2 and 2.4 kbits/s 
will always be difficult to maintain with an acceptable level of reliability; this is 
especially true of regions such as Europe where spectral congestion is high. Other 
techniques, such as the combination of speech recognition and synthesis introduced in 
Section 3.6, offer promise of digital speech message transmission at very low rates. 

6.3 Aspects of System Design Requiring Further Investigation 

From the viewpoint of HF system design, the following specific topics require further 
investigation and experimentation: 

(a) The problems of networking at HF, and particularly the control and management 
system capacity "overheads" involved. 

(b) The design and implementation of efficient embedded RTCE procedures, probably in 
conjunction with software modems and codecs. 

(c) The design of adaptive signal generation and processing equipments. 

(d) The  provision  of  more  realistic  simulation  facilities  to  aid  HF  system 
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development,  especially in respect of co-channel noise/interference models and 
the effects of RF equipment characteristics, eg non-linearity and AGC, 

6.4  Basic Propagation Measurements/Data Still Required 

In the context of this Special Course, it is important to identify the specific forms 
of propagation measurements/data which, if available, would ease the problems of the 
HF communication system designer and allow more realistic simulation of the HF 
environment (see item (d) in the previous section) in the design phase of a system. 
The main deficiencies are seen to be in the characterisation of: 

(a) Co-channel noise/interference in the various regions of the earth's surface in 
terms of probabilistic models describing 

levels 
*• ■       -    bandwidths occupied 

decorrelation with distance 
persistence intervals 
variations with diurnal, seasonal and sunspot cycles. 

(b) Propagation in distributed networks involving geographical diversity combining 
in terms of 

/       -   long-term (hour-by-hour) similarity of paths from a given transmitter 
to a number of separated receiving sites 
shorter-term (second-by-second) similarity of the same types of path 
optimum location of separated terminals to meet specified operational 
requirements. 

(c) Data obtained from RTCE systems in a form that can be used to enhance the 
accuracy of models used in off-line propagation analysis programs. 

(d) Simplified propagation analysis models of a form which can be implemented on a 
microcomputer system and hence embedded within the communication system 
equipment, eg to initialise an RTCE system. 

(e) Time correlation between meteor-burst, ionospheric scatter and conventional HF 
skywave propagation modes. 

(f) Sporadic E-layer propagation with a view to producing more precise predictive 
models. 

(g) Situations in which the probability of propagation to a defined third location, 
geographically separated from the communications transmitter and receiver, is 
minimised. 
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METEOR BURST PROPAGATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

Jens 0stergaard 
ElektronikCentralen 
Horsholm, Denmark. 

BACKGROUND 

The first truly operational meteor scatter communication system, JANET (Forsyth et al, 
1957), was operated in Canada in the mid 1950's at approximately 40 MHz. However the 
system was severely impaired during a Solar Protron Event during testing between 
Yellowknife and Edmonton (Crysdale,1960), and experimental interest in meteor scatter 
propagation essentially vanished. This was partially due to the failure to operate under 
disturbed conditions, and partially because the technology needed to handle the 
handshaking and intermittent data storage requirements was not available in the 1950's. 

SHAPE Technical Centre developed and tested a new meteor scatter communication system 
COMET (Brown and Williams, 1977), in the mid 1960's in Central Europe and in Norway. The 
system worked well although it had a fairly low capacity (1-4 telegraph channels). The 
system was tested both at 40 MHz and at 100 MHz to explore the frequency dependent 
properties of meteor scatter propagation. The advent of satellite communication 
diverted interest away from meteor scatter propagation for obvious reasons of stable 
propagation and large bandwidth. Since then. Meteor scatter communication systems have 
been constructed by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and a number of private corporations in 
the Western U.S (SNOTEL), and in Alaska (MBCS). These systems are currently in operation 
using fixed data rate signaling and a half duplex handshake configuration. 

Recently interest in meteor scatter communication has been revitalized as a result of 
rapid advances in microcomputer technology and digital communication techniques. Some 
suggested uses for modern meteor scatter communication systems include automatic data 
collection from unmanned sites, thin-line digital radio links, where privacy and 
exclusive ownership of the communication terminals are essential. These be either fixed 
or mobile services, possibly incorporating some form of vehicle tracking. Meteor scatter 
could also be a candidate mode for operation of digital HF communication systems with 
extended frequency range of operation into the VHF band. 

The aim of this paper is to present an overview of the meteor scatter propagation 
mechanism, and the ongoing research efforts which are directed towards the exploration of 
the potential of meteor scatter propagation as a communication channel. 

1. INTRODUCTION TO METEOR SCATTER AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

Normally the ionosphere is not sufficiently dense, nor are the ionization gradients large 
enough to efficiently reflect or scatter VHF signals back to earth. However, from time to 
time electron densities produced by micro meteorites entering the earthe atmosphere 
provide a suitable scattering mechanism. Such meteor trails are typically only a meter 
wide, but can have lenghts of 25 km, and more. The ionization that scatters the VHF 
signals is in the 85 - 120 km altitude range, and it can be used to establish 
communication over a range from about 300 to 2000 km. Figure 1 presents the geometry of 
meteor trail scattering. 

To the communication system designer the meteor scatter channel is a very complex 
channel. The channel availability is, dependent on the transmitter power used a few 
percent. It is not known beforehand when the channel is open, the availability is a 
stochastic process which can be described statistically. The meteor scatter channel is 
therefore not suited for voice communication, but is inherently a digital channel. It is 
necessary to have available a description of the channel in order to design communication 
systems with predictable performances, to enable the selection of suitable types of 
modulation and signaling schemes. Such a description must contain as much detail as 
possible if the channel capacity is to be efficiently utilized. The description of the 
meteor scatter channel contains two main groups of information: 

The Macroscopic time properties of the channel, which are descriptions of the 
astrophysical mechanisms behind the formation of ionized meteor trails and the statistics 
of trail availability. That is: when is the channel open? how long do the openings last? 
Are there any effects of season and time of day on the availability of the channel? 

The Microscopic time properties of the channel, which are the description of the 
properties related to the quality of the channel such as the signal strength or path 
loss, the available bandwidth for signalling and the channel distortion. These are needed 
to select or construct the modulations and signaling schemes to be used with the channel, 
and to predict the performance of the communication system. The most important properties 
are : 
Path loss; system noise and interference, time and frequency dispersion of the channel, 
depolarization of the radio waves by the channel. 

2. METEOR TRAIL AVAILABILITY, MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES 

The availability of meteor trails show both a diurnal and a seasonal variation caused by 
the Earths rotation and the inclination of the Earths axis relative to the Ecliptic 
plane. Most meteorites orbit the sun in the same direction as the Earth, and the majority 
of the orbits are within +-10° of the Ecliptic plane. The escape velocity for a meteor at 
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Earths distance from the sun is 43 km/s. The velocity of the Earth is 29 km/s, and the 
gravity acceleration of a meteor moving with the Earth is 11 km/s. The resulting range of 
meteor velocities when entering the atmosphere is then 11 - 72 km/s. Approximately 10^^ 
meteorites are swept up by the Earth every day, and a a given location the Earths 
rotation creates a diurnal variation of the number of meteor trails of ionization 
generated when the meteorites burn up in the atmosphere. There is a maximum of meteor 
trails at 06 hours local time when the position is near the Earths apex, and a minimum at 
18 hours local time when at the Earths antapex. A seasonal variation is introduced due to 
the inclinatrion of the Earths axis with the Ecliptic plane. At northern latitudes, a 
seasonal maximum is encountered in July - August when the location is closest to the 
Earths apex, and similarly a minimum is found in January - February. At northern mid 
latitudes a seasonal variation of 1: 3-4, and a diurnal variation of 1: 5-6 is observed, 
and a total variation over the year can reach 1: 20. At higher latitudes a smaller 
diurnal variation and a smaller seasonal variation should be expected. The meteorite 
orbits are fairly uniformly distributed along the Earths orbit, but at certain periods 
the Earth orbit crosses orbits of meteor swarms,which create a substantial incresae of 
the amount of meteor trails for a few days. These are termed meteor showers, and the most 
well known shower is the Perseids which occur in the beginning of August. Figure 2 
presents statistics of meteor trail returns obtained with the STC meteor scatter link in 
Central Europe. 

3. SCATTER MECHANISMS. 

Not all meteor trails within the common scattering volume of a pair of communication 
terminals will result in a channel opening. The meteor trail axis must be tangent to one 
of a family of confocal spheroids with the foci at the positions of the terminals to 
scatter RF energy transmitted from one terminal so part of the scattered energy reaches 
the other terminal. This feature implies a certain privacy in meteor scatter 
communication systems, as the trails which link a pair of terminals are not necessary the 
same trails which link other terminals together. This means that a single frequency can 
be used for a network with many stations, and that it is difficult to disturb a meteor 
scatter link with ground based transmitters which are separated some distance from the 
meteor scatter terminals. However, no protection is inherent in the propagation mechanism 
for interference from other users of the spectrum within view of one of the terminals. 

Not all parts of the common scattering volume are of equal importance for the scattering 
of signals by meteor trails between two terminals. Two volumes termed the hot spots 
placed on either side of the great circle line between the terminals approximately at mid 
path are of special importance. Figure 3 presents the hot spots calculated for a 1000 km 
link. The importance of the individual hot spot varies with both the geographical 
positions of the terminals and with the time of day. 

The scatter mechanism as described by Eshleman (1957) contain two different main modes of 
scattering dependent on the line electron density of the ionized meteor trail. One is 
called specular underdense scattering. This is modelled as scattering from the individual 
electrons of the meteor trail. The amplitude of the scattered wave rises sharply in 
approximately 100 ms as the trail is formed, and is strongest just after the formation of 
the trail. In course of time, the trail diffuses, and the amplitude of the signal 
decreases exponentially. The mean duration of the return from underdense trails is 
approximately half a second. The other main scattering mode is specular scattering from 
uverdense meteor trails. These are modelled as cylinders of ionization for which the 
electron density is large enough to completely reflect the wave transmitted from one 
terminal. The signal strength rises sharply in approximately 100ms as the trail is formed 
As the trail diffuses after its formation, the reflecting surface is enlarged, and the 
signal strength continues to increase for a while until the electron density is decreased 
enough not to completely reflect the wave. The signal then decreases exponenti1ally as 
the trail diffuses further. The returns from overdense meteor trails tend to last longer 
and provide larger signal strenghts than do the returns from underdense trails. 

Other scattering mechanisms are at times available at VHF frequencies. Sporadic E layers 
may attain electron densities sufficiently large to provide a long lasting channel 
(lasting 30 minutes to hours). This channel is presumed to have properties similar to 
those of a HF channel. Thus they provide a long lasting communication possibility with 
United bandwidth due to multipath distortion. 

4. EXAMPLES OF METEOR SCATTER RETURNS FROM GREENLAND. 

This section presents a selection of meteor scatter returns recorded in Greenland with 
the RADC High Latitude Meteor Scatter Test Bed. This instrument is a oblique meteor 
scatter sounding link between Sondrestrom AB and Thule AB, Greenland, a distance of 1210 
km entirely within the Polar Cap. The transmitter which has an output power of 600 - 900 
W is situated at Sondrestrom AB, and the receiver is situated at Thule AB. The antennas 
used in either end are six element, horizontally polarized Yagis. The transmitter 
provides periodic transmissions on the frequencies 45, 65 and 104 MHz. The frequencies 
are changed every 30 minutes. The receiver which is situated at Thule AB is galactically 
noise limited, and both the system noise and the instantaneous signal to noise ratio for 
the signals received from the transmitter are recorded for later analysis. 

Conventionally the assessment of the communication capacity and bit error rate 
performance for meteor scatter system is obtained by deploying a full duplex message 
handling system. This method has the advantage of providing some precise communication 
information pertaining to that particular system, but it provides little information on 
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the specific propagation characteristics of the meteor scatter channel. The RADC High 
Latitude Meteor Scatter Test Bed provides data which can be used to predict, on the basis 
of the signal to noise ratio, the performance of meteor scatter communication systems 
using a variety of modulations and signaling schemes. 

To characterize the returns, a classification sys'rem has been adopted which includes five 
categories: Those from underdense, overdense, and tiny meteor trails, and those from 
sporadic-E layers and other ionospheric scatter modes. In the data presentation that 
follow, the received powers are scaled in dBm in a 50 Ohm load. This means that the 
amplitude scales are compressed, and that an exponential change in amplitude is expressed 
as a straight line. 

4.1 Returns from Underdense Meteor Trails. 

The returns from underdense trails are characterized by a fast rising edge and a slower 
exponential decay. Underdense trails account for approximately 80 - 90 percent of the 
signals observed. Figure 4 shows a number of returns from underdense trails. The maximum 
amplitudes of the waveforms vary over a range of 25 dB, and the durations vary from less 
than 0.1 second to several seconds. 

Some underdense returns exhibit fading during their exponential decay. This phenomenon 
usually is observed with long lasting trails, and may be attributed to wind moving 
portions of the trail to different positions and attitudes such that they fulfill the 
geometric conditions for scattering between the terminals of the link. These fades can be 
deep, occationally reaching down to the receiver noise level; i.e., a complete 
cancellation of the total received power by destructive interference between signals from 
the different scatter paths. The fades attributed to wind distortion of the trail differs 
from the amplitude oscillations seen on most of the waveforms near the point of maximum 
amplitude. These oscillations occur during the formation of the meteor trail, as the 
meteorite moves through the Fresnel zones of the scattering geometry (e.g., see Manning, 
1959) . Figure 5 presents examples of underdense returns with fading. 

4.2 Returns from Overdense Meteor Trails. 

The returns from overdense trails are also characterized by a fast rising leading edge; 
however, the amplitude continues to increase after the trail is fully formed, and reaches 
a maximum before decaying exponentially. Examples of returns from overdense trails, which 
constitute approximately 5 percent of the returns observed, are shown in Figure 6. The 
maximum amplitudes are generally larger than those from underdense trails. The returns 
from overdense trails can have very long durations. The longest lasting return so far 
observed with the Test Bed lasted in excess of 40 seconds. The majority of the returns 
which lasts longer than 1 second can be classified as overdense returns. As the overdense 
trails generally tend to last longer, they are especially prone to wind distortion. Some 
atypical returns from overdense trails are shown in Figure 7. 

4.3 Returns from Tiny Meteor Trails. 

This classification has been established to account for the multitude of very small 
returns from meteor trails which have a duration of less than 0.1 second and maximum 
signal to noise ratios of 10 to 12 dB (30 KHz receiver bandwidth). These returns do not 
exhibit the exponential decay associated with returns from underdense trails. Returns 
from tiny meteor trails account for 10 - 15 percent of the total population. Examples are 
shown in Figure 8. Two possible physical processes are suggested to explain the shape of 
these waveforms. One explanation is that the returns are caused by meteor trails 
diffusing so rapidly that only the part of the trail closest to the burning head of the 
meteorite scatters the radio waves. This is described by McKinley(1961) and Eshleman 
(1957) and termed "head echoes". According to this theory, the head echoes are 
predominantly observed at the higher frequencies. The shape of the return from a head 
echo is "bell liJce", which fits a large number of waveforms in this category. Many of the 
tiny returns consist of more than one bell like shape in succession. This leads to the 
second suggested explanation; that these waveforms originate from underdense trails whose 
maximum electron line densities are just large enough to produce a signal which exceeds 
the receivers noise floor and a signal is only received for a short while immediately 
after the passage of the meteorite through the principal Fresnel zone. Whichever 
explanation is valid cannot be determined with the present configuration of the Test Bed, 
as this would require simultaneous observation at different frequencies, and the 
measurement of the Doppler shift produced by the trail. 

4.4 Returns from Sporadic E Layers . 

This classification is us 
75 dBm), which can last 
signals, which are obser 
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electron densities large 
VHF spectrum. The main c 
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limited by other propagation factors such as time decorrellation. This is presently being 
investigated under the AFGL program. 

4.5 Unidentified Scatter Returns. 

Occasionally, relatively weak but long lasting signals are received that are 
characterized by rapid fading as illustrated in Figure 10. These returns fit, 
superficially, the description of scatter from field aligned irregularities as described 
by Dyce (1955). However such scattering as a mode of propagation is not plausible for the 
Sondrestrom AB - Thule AB path which is entirely within the Auroral oval. Since the 
signals often precede sporadic E events, they may be reclassified as returns from weak 
sporadic E layers after more detailled analysis. Scattering from Field aligned 
irregularities is however, a well known mode of propagation for East - West paths south 
of the Auroral oval. It is known that the coherence bandwidth is small (few hundred Hz), 
and the doppler spread is large (up to 1000 Hz), but few measurements exist of these 
quantities. These will be needed, as the field aligned scatter mode of propagation which 
is incompatible with the most commonly used digital modulations can account for a large 
percentage of the connectivity for such paths. 

5.NOISE AND INTERFERENCE IN METEOR SCATTER SYSTEMS. 

5 .1 Galactic Noise in Meteor Scatter Systems■ 
The noise in meteor scatter communication systems is primarily galactic and man-made, as 
receivers with low noise figure front ends (1.5 dB or less) are readily available. The 
receiver noise can be much less than the galactic noise at frequencies up tpo 120 MHz. 
The galactic noise can be calculated from existing data sources. Noise maps of the 
galactic sphere exist for 136 MHz and 400 MHz (Taylor 1973), and it is known that the 
noise power at other frequencies in the VHF spectrum can be calculated from these, as the 
noise power is a function of the frequency ratio to a -2.3 power. 

The galactic noise power received by an antenna is proportional to the average brightness 
of the sky within the antenna aperture. For very large apertures covering a large part of 
the sky and foreground terrain, little diurnal variation will be seen in the system 
noise, but the diurnal variation will be several dB for small apertures. In addition, the 
galactic noise at different terminals within the system will not be the same at any 
instant of time, as their antennas point at different parts of the sky with unequal 
galactic noise temperatures. The impact of this is that the meteor scatter channel is not 
in a strict sense a reciprocal channel when the receiving systems are galactically noise 
limited. Such systems are operating optimally compared to systems which are not 
galactically noise limited, as any man made noise or interference will reduce the signal 
to noise ratio in the channel, which results in either decreased throughput or a higher 
bit error rate. The system noise for the meteor scatter receiver at Thule AB is presented 
in Figure 11 for the month of february 1985. The diurnal variation of the galactic noise 
which amounts to 4.5 dB is seen at 45 MHz and 65 MHz. 104 MHz was periodically disturbed 
by interference from a nearby FM transmitter. 

5.2 Man-Made Noise and Interference in Meteor Scatter Systems. 

Man made noise can often exceed the galactic noise by more than 10 - 20 dB, and it can be 
seen from Figures 10 - 14, that such levels of noise easily destructs the operation of a 
meteor scatter communication system, as many returns would be obscured by noise and 
interference. Several destinct sources of man made noise are important to consider. 
Interference from other users of the VHF spectrum can easily destroy the throughput of a 
meteor scatter system, and it follows from this that frequency agility and allocation are 
important issues to be addressed. Two noise sources within the meteor scatter 
communication system itself are of special importance. The transmitters in systems which 
operate in full duplex signaling modes must possess very low sideband noise in the 
spectrum used for reception. The sideband noise should ideally not exceed the galactic 
noise level. This demand is especially difficult to fulfill if the transmitter and the 
receiver share a common antenna through a duplex filter. The noise generated by the 
systems own data processor and other digital system components can exceed the galactic 
noise power by several tens of dB if no precautions have been taken to shield these 
components. Experience shows that many standard laboratory instruments and small 
computers which contain microprocessors are not sufficiently well shielded to be operated 
near a meteor scatter receiving terminal. Recently, more and more microprocessors are 
being incorporated in communications equipment with success, and the required shielding 
procedures are thus well known. 

6.ANTENNAS AND THEIR POSITIONS. 

As mentioned previously, certain regions of the sky, termed the hot spots, are more 
important than others in terms of their contributions to the overall performance of a 
meteor scatter communication system. For a 1000 - 1200 km link the more important regions 
are to the side of the great circle path between the terminals in the vicinity of the 
midpoint of the path. The importance of the individual hot spots has a diurnal variation 
as illustrated by Brown (1985), and the antennas of a meteor scatter communication system 
should be selected and positioned to illuminate these optimally. This calls for adaptive 
antennas. Such antennas are very large for frequencies in the lower VHF spectrum, they 
are presumably not usable for mobile terminals, and their use have not been reported yet. 
Most fixed meteor scatter communication systems use simple Yagi antennas with 2 to 10 
elements, in some cases stacked in arrays of four antennas to further Increase 
directivity. ., 
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6 ■ 1 Effects of the Foreground Terrain. 

It is important to select the height of the antennas to illuminate the scattering volume 
uniformly. The effective radiation pattern of an elevated antenna is determined by the 
directive properties of thaeantenna it self, and by the influence of the foreground in 
front of it. If the foreground is perfectly flat, it can be shown that antennas should be 
placed 1.5 wavelenghts above the ground to obtain the best radiation pattern for a meteor 
scatter system with a pathlength of 1000 - 1200 km. This position will produce only one 
antenna pattern lobe in the elevation interval of interest, and further, if the 
foreground is perfectly reflecting, a desirable 6 dB enhancement of the EIRP will be 
obtained at an elevation angle of approximately 8 degrees. The reflections from even a 
very dry foreground will significantly modify the radiation pattern, although a full 6 dB 
enhancement of the EIRP may not be obtained. The importance of the influence of the 
foreground terrain can be illustrated by computing the antenna radiation pattern and the 
part of the path loss originating from gain of the antennas and the spreading of the 
propagating waves. Although these losses do not include those associated with the meteor 
scatter mechanism itself, it is instructive to investigate how they vary in accordance 
with the common volume that is illuminated by the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
The results of such calculations are shown in Figure 12. The computed radiation patterns 
for a horizontally polarized, 6 element, 104 MHz Yagi antenna mounted 10 m and 4.5 m 
above the ground at Thule AB are shown. The last position corresponds to a height of 1.5 
wavelengths. The Figure does also present the actual radiation patterns of the two 
antennas as measured in situ with a helicopter. A good agreement is found between the 
computations and the measurement. The antenna patterns for the antennas elevated 10 m has 
an excessive number of nulls in the elevation range 1 - 20 degrees, the range that 
illuminates the parts of the sky which are most important to a meteor scatter system. 

6 . 2 Illumination of the Scattering Volume. 

Figure 13 shows the result of calculations of the path losses associated with the 
position of scatterers within the scattering volume for the Sondrestrom AB - Thule AB 
link for the antenna heights 10 m and 4.5 m. A small variation of the losses with respect 
to the position of the scatterers is noted when the antennas are elevated 4.5 m or 1.5 
wavelength. Less than 8 dB variation is obtained over the most important portion of the 
scattering volume. When the antennas are 10 m or 3.3 wavelenghts above the ground, the 
variation in losses is considerably greater, about 20 dB, and includes a 16 db valley in 
the middle of the primary scattering area. 

7. CHANNEL CAPACITY. 

The high latitude meteor scatter test bed is the first instrument available that can 
deliver measurements in great detail of the time history of the meteor scatter channel. 
This information can be used to compute the performance of hypothetical meteor scatter 
communication systems using a variety of modulations and signaling schemes. The 
procedures used for such computations are based on the concept of the meteor scatter 
channel as a transfer function, and the usefulness of this approach depends upon the 
accuracy and the detail with which the function can be measured. Presently, only the 
instantaneous signal to noise ratio is measurted by the test bed, and the noise is 
presumed to be of galactic origin with a gaussian distribution. This does not constitute 
a fully valid channel transfer function, as the time and frequency dispersion expected 
has not been accounted for. Howevre, it has been reported by Grossi and Jahved (1977) and 
Weitzen et al (1984) that the meteor scatter channel does not exhibit significant channel 
distortion due to time and frequency dispersion. This leads to the conclusion that, to a 
first approximation, the properties of the meteor scatter channel can be analyzed on the 
basis of the signal to noise ratio. It is important that this model be validated or 
modified if necessary with the results of measurements of the doppler spreads and 
multipath properties of the channel. Only few such measurements exist, and more 
measurements will be needed to gain a thorough insight into these, for the meteor scatter 
channel, as well as for the other scatter modes of propagation observed on a meteor burst 
communication system. 

The performance of a digital modulation system, in terms of bit-error-rate (BER) can, if 
the channel distortion is Gaussian distributed noise, be expressed as a function of the 
ratio between signal power and noise power in the channel. Various measures can be used, 
but the most common is the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N), expressed as the ratio of the 
unmodulated carrier power to the noise power in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate. 
Alternatively, the baseband equivalent (EJ^/EQ), defined as the ratio between the average 
signal energy per bit and the noise power spectral density, can be used. 

The performance of a number of hypothetical meteor scatter communication systems has been 
computed based on data from the high latitude meteor scatter test bed. Using key numbers 
which link BER and signaling speed performance specifications to the equivalent C/N or 
EJ^/NQ requirements presented by Getting (1979), every recorded meteor return for the 
month of february 1985 has been analyzed to determine the maximum signaling speed it 
could have supported. Distributions of this quantity are calculated to evaluate the range 
of possible signaling speeds which could be supported by the meteor scatter mechanism. 
These distributions are important in that the signaling speed is a prime factor in 
choosing a communications processor, especially if adaptive signaling schemes are 
contemplated. The capacity in bits for each individual return has been calculated from 
the instantaneous carrier to noise ratio, for the chosen modulations and signaling 
schemes. Aset of five commonly used modulations have been selected for evaluation: BPSK, 
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QPSK, DPSK and FSK. Coherent detection is assumed for all the chosen modulations except 
for FSK. Non coherent detection of FSK is a simple demodulation technique and is 
especially attractive for meteor scatter systems because of the relative ease of signal 
acquisition. However its performance relative to the C/N for the channel is not as good 
as the performance of other coherently detected phase modulation techniques. 

The signaling schemes used in the analysis includes adaptive signaling, for which the 
instantaneous signaling speed is chosen to match the instantaneous C/N in the channel; 
and fixed signaling speeds of 5, 10 and 15 kB i t s/second. A BER performance of 10"'' is 
assumed in all cases. The use of a fixed signaling rate is not a very efficient mode of 
communication for a meteor scatter communication system, as the inherent capacity of a 
meteor return will not be fully utilized during the periods when the received C/N exceeds 
that minimally required for the specified modulation technique and signaling speed. 
Nevertheless a fixed signaling rate system might be preferred for many applications, 
based on requirements for simplicity and low cost, at the expense of optimal performance. 

In the following section examples are given to illustrate some of the propagation and 
communication parameters that can be derived from returns received at Thule AB. The 
results are confined to february 1985, a period with no significant ionospheric 
disturbances . 

7.2 Basic Return Properties. 

Figure 14 presents cumulative distributions of results for the time block between 100 - 
1200 UTC, as obtained from the 45, 65, and 104 MHz returns. Included are return 
durations, intervals between returns, maximum antenna voltages across 50 Ohms, maximum 
signaling speeds and the capacities in bits for the returns when using BPSK modulation 
with adaptive and fixed signaling rates. The figure indicates, that for this particular 
period, the return durations and the maximum antenna voltages decreased slightly with 
increasing frequency while the intervals between returns increased sharply as the 
frequency increased. It was predicted that the maximum signaling rate would decrease with 
frequency to the -0.7 power. This was based on the expectation that the maximum received 
signal power would decrease with frequency to the -3 power and the galactic noise power 
would decrease with frequency to the -2.3 power. From the measurements it was found that 
the galactic noise does decrease as expected, but the maximum received signal power 
decreased less than expexted for the February 1985 data, and the maximum signaling rate 
remained approximately constant with frequency, if the variation of the transmitter power 
with frequency is taken into consideration. This condition is only obtained with a 
galactically noise limited system. A system which is receiver noise limited would show a 
significant decrease in C/N with frequency. 

It is known from earlier experiments (Weitzen, 1984; Grossi, 1977) that the coherence 
bandwidth for the meteor scatter channel generally exceeds 1-2 MHz. The February data 
indicate that, based simply on the signal to noise ratio, few returns will support 
signaling rates in excess of 1 Mbit/s. This observation supports the use of a channel 
model for the computation of communication capacities which only accounts for Gaussian 
distributed noise as the channel distortion. The computed communication capacities have 
for this reason been calculated with the constraint that the signaling rate cannot exceed 
1 Mbit/s. The limit eshuures that no single very large return can distort a months 
distribution by contributing a large fraction of the total communication capacity. The 
communication capacity is seen to decrease with an increase in frequency. However, the 
decrease does not exceed a factor of two over the 45 to 104 MHz range. Based on the above 
observations it is concluded that the single most dominant cause of the decrease in the 
communication capacity of a meteor scatter link with an increase in frequency is the 
increase of the interval between returns. 

7.3 Means of Basic Return Properties. 

Figure 15 shows the mean diurnal variations for February 1985 for the following basic 
parameters: Return duration, maximum antenna voltage and intervals between returns. The 
diurnal variation in the interval between returns is seen to be approximately 1 : 2, 
which is less than that observed at lower latitudes (1 : 4-5 at northern mid-latitudes). 

The diurnal variation in the means of the maximum signaling rate and the return capacity 
for BPSK modulation is presented in Figure 16 for the three operating frequencies of 45, 
65 and 104 MHz. The return capacity is shown as a function of the four basic signaling 
schemes: Adaptive signaling, and fixed rate signaling at 5, 10 and 15 kbits/s. 

7.4 Distributions of Waiting Times for Message Transfer. 

Cumulative distributions of the waiting times for fixed length messages have been 
computed for BPSK modulation. The waiting times are computed for adaptive signaling, and 
for fixed rate signaling at 5, 10 and 15 kbits/s signaling rates, and based on messagec 
containing 50, 100, 200 and 400 8 bit characters. The computations of the waiting times 
includes message piecing, such that the waiting time for a message which can be contained 
in a single return is equal to the time elapsed since the last return was received, and 
the waiting time for messages which must be transferred by a number of returns is 
calculated as the time elapsed untill all fragments of the message have been transferred. 

In message handling meteor scatter systems a certain time overhead is required for 
synchronization purposes at the beginning of each return. The overhead is a hardware 
dependent parameter, which is not included in the present computations. The results shown 
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are the theoretical minimum waiting times obtaineable. The overhead can be included in 
future computations if it is desired to evaluate the performance of a specific proposed 
system. 

Figure 17 presents the distribution of waiting times at 45 MHz for the time block 1000 - 
1200 UTC. The curves coincide for short messages, indicating that the four signaling 
schemes perform equally well. For the longer messages of 200 and 400 characters a 
difference in performance is noted. Adaptive signaling produces the shortest waiting 
time, while no significant variations is seen for the different fixed speeds. This trend 
is also observed at 65 and 104 MHz, and further the relative improvement obtained when 
adaptive signaling is used increases dramatically with frequency. The hardware needed for 
adaptive signaling is much more complex than the hardware needed for fixed rate signaling 
and the choice to be made between the two schemes in relation to communication system 
performance must be based both on the required throughput, the frequency of operation and 
the required waiting time. A system which is restricted to short messages, such as an 
environmental data collection system, will not gain any real advantage from the use of 
adaptive signaling unless the system must be frequency agile, or must use the higher 
frequencies exclusively. Systems which need to maximize the throughput or need to 
minimize the waiting time for long messages, should consider the use of adaptive 
signaling. The diurnal variations in the mean of the waiting times at 45, 65, and 104 MHz 
for BPSK modulation and adaptive and 5 kbits/s fixed signaling rates are given in Figure 
18. 

7.5 Overall Performance Data. 

An overall statistical summary of some of the communication related parameters obtained 
from the data reduction of the data acquired with the high latitude test bed is shown in 
Table 1. A total of 13,789 returns were analyzed for the month of February. The table 
contain the total throughput in kbits for BPSK and FSK modulations for adaptive signaling 
and fixed rate signaling at 5, 10 and 15 kbits/s. BPSK and non coherently detected FSK 
have been chosen to illustrate the difference between the yield of the most efficient and 
the least efficient modulations analyzed. The portion of the throughput which is 
supported by the overdense returns and the tiny returns are presented separately to 
evaluate the importance of these two classes of returns. The mean capacities for the 
returns are also presented as are the mean throughput rates in bits/s. Finally, the 
relative performance of the modulation and signaling schemes have been computed. The FSK, 
5 kbits/s modulation has been chosen as reference, as it has the lowest performance of 
the chosen modulations and signaling schemes. 

The overdense returns account for a large percentage of the total throughput, ranging 
from 55% at 45 and 104 MHz to 68% at 65 MHz for adaptive signaling, although they only 
account for approximately 5% of the population of returns. The contribution of the 
overdense returns is less, 30% to 50%, but still very significant for the fixed signaling 
rate schemes. The tiny returns, however, contribute less than 1% of the throughput, 
indicating that this class of returns is probably insignificant in the operation of a 
link. This contribution will be even less in a real system, as the synchronization 
overhead must be subtracted from the computed throughput. The overdense returns are 
usually not included in present day computer models of meteor return availability and 
communication capacity. The large contribution of the overdense returns found in this 
analysis indicates that future statistical modeling of meteor scatter communication 
systems should include this class of returns. 

The mean computed throughput exceeded 1000 bits/s at 45 MHz, decreasing to 333 bits/s at 
65 MHz and to 90 bits/s at 104 MHz when ideal adaptive signaling and BPSK modulation is 
assumed. These results indicate that the total capacity for the month of February 1985, 
without correction for the variation in transmitted power vs. frequency (45 MHz: 475W, 65 
MHz:780W, 104 MHz: 680W), varied as a function of frequency to the power -3. The 
corresponding mean throughput rates for FSK fixed signaling at 5 kbits/s range from 50 
bits/s at 45 MHz to less than 4 bits/s at 104 MHz. For FSK modulation the mean throughput 
continues to increase as the signaling rate increases to 15 kbits/s, but an increase of 
the signaling rate by a factor 3 only produces a 40% increase in the mean throughput. For 
BPSK modulation the mean throughput is essentially independent of the fixed signaling 
rate. The optimum fixed signaling rate may exceed 15 kbits/s, but further analysis is 
needed to determine both the optimum fixed signaling rate and the corresponding waiting 
time distributions. The optimum fixed signaling rate for maximum throughput might not 
produce the shortest waiting times for short messages, as fewer returns support the high 
rate. This increased threshold constraint is not important for adaptive signaling, as 
this scheme will also utilize the weak returns by decreasing the signaling rate. 

8 COMPUTER MODELS FOR SYSTEM DESIGN 

Although, many valuable results on the properties of the meteor scatter channel are 
obtained from previous and existing meteor scatter communication systems and test beds. 
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the planner of future meteor scatter links will need validated computer models of the 
meteor scatter channel to be able to predict the performance of any wanted meteor scatter 
link regardless of its geographical position or path length. However, measurements will 
still be needed to generate data which can be used to validate the computer models. Such 
models of various sophistication have recently been reported. A very involved model is 
presented by Brown (1985). The model can compute various properties of a meteor scatter 
link from the positions of meteor radiants and the statistics of variation of the number 
of meteorites swept up by the earth. This information, together with the position of the 
link terminals, the properties of the link hardware and the antennas, their position and 
the properties of the antenna foreground is used to compute the number of meteor returns 
and their duration, and the positions and variation of the hot spots. From this 
information, the optimum antenna patterns can be computed as a function of the time of 
day, The effects of terrain blockage, as well as the communication related parameters 
such as message waiting time and throughput. The model can be used to evaluate the 
transfer efficiency of different message packet schemes at fixed signaling rates, an 
issue of importance to system designers. 

The model is limited to underdense returns, but is currently being refined to include 
both overdense returns and certain scatter modes of propagaton. An example of the 
computation of a hot spot diagram, and a comparison of the calculated and measured duty 
cycle for the STC meteor scatter link operated in Central Europe in the 1960's are shown 
in Figure 19. 

9EFFECTS OF NATURALLY OCCURRING DISTURBANCES. 

Two types of naturally occurring absorption is frequently encountered at high latitudes: 
Auroral absorption, which is confined mainly to paths penetrating the upper D- and lower 
E-regions of the ionosphere within the auroral oval; and Polar Cap Absorption (PCA or SPE 
- Solar Protron Event) which effects paths penetrating the D-region inside the polar cap. 
Of the two the SPE's are generally much more severe and longer lasting. They occur 
following certain solar flares which dump energetic particles (protrons) into the lower 
iinosphere within the polar cap. The effects of such absorptions are known to seriously 
degrade or cut off HF communications in the polar regions for many days. 

Knowledge of the morphology of high latitude absorption events has increased greatly in 
resent years as the result of a wide variety of experiments conducted both on ground and 
in space (Kossey et al, 1983; Reagan et al, 1982). The possible mitigation of SPE 
absorption effects by increasing the frequency of operation of a meteor scatter 
communication system is illustrated in Figure 20. For simplicity the figure construction 
assumes that the wave frequency is much greater than the collision frequency in the 
absorbing region of the ionosphere. Theoretical results shown are for a 1000 km link, a 
variety of ionospheric conditions, rangimng from undisturbed (0 dB riommeter absorption) 
to severely distrubed conditions (greater than 10 dB riometer absorption) and the 
absorption is assumed to be inversely proportional to the square of the frequency. This 
assumption can be supported for elevation angles exceeding 15 deg. by means of raytracing 
with a computer program. The results clearly indicate how even a modest SPE can strongly 
affect a meteor scatter system operating in the lower VHF band, and how absorption 
effects can be reduced significantly by operating at higher frequencies. 

The advantage of using higher frequencies to mitigate absorption is offset by a decrease 
in the capacity of the system, due to the decrease of the throughput of the system as 
frequency increases. Galactic noise also suffers absorption under a SPE event, but that 
loss is much less severe, as the noise traverses the absorbing region only once, whereas 
the the signal must go through the region twice to reach the receiver. The prediction of 
the overall capacity for a meteor scatter communication system as a function of frequency 
during a SPE event is a question of considerable debate, which can be resolved by further 
measurements of system performance during SPE's supported by modeling efforts. 

9.1 The Height of the Scattering Region. 

The scattering of radio waves by meteor trails occurs at an altitude of 85 - 120 km. The 
higher the frequency, the lower the predominant trail height (McKinley, 1961). This 
brings up the question whether it is possible to chose a frequency of operation, for 
which the radio waves do not have to pass through the entire absorbing region of the 
lower ionosphere, before it is scattered from a meteor trail. To investigate this 
question, an electron density profile from a 10 dB riometer absorption SPE event was used 
to calculate the one way absorption as a function of height with a raytracing program. 
The results for 30 MHz at 90° elevation, and for 104 MHz at 0°, 30° and 90° elevation are 
shown in Figure 21. It can be seen that more than 95% of the total absorption in dB 
occurs below 85 km. Thus, there is no advantage in selecting a higher frequency of 
operation to obtain a lower scattering height. 

9■2 Polari zation 

The ionosphere is an anisotropic medium and is capable of depolarizing radio waves known 
as Faraday rotation. This depolarization is not of concern at VHF frequencies during 
undisturbed ionospheric conditions. It has been shown by Nes (1985), that the 
polarization of meteor scatter returns generally do not deviate more than +- 20° from the 
transmitted polarization. However, the electron density in the lower ionosphere can 
increase orders of magnitude during SPE events. This will create a frequency dependent 
Faraday rotation which might result in severe polarization mismatches at the receiving 
antennas of a meteor scatter link, if no precautions have been taken to avoid this. The 
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approximate magnitude of the Faraday rotation and its effect has be computed by Cannon 
(1985) for a linearly polarized receiving antenna system. Polarization losses of 3 - 6 dB 
was found at 40 MHz during a 1.5 dB SPE event. The Faraday rotation may therefore be 
another factor of concern for the design og meteor scatter communication systems for high 
latitudes . 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of Meteor Scatter Propagation. 
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MEAN  CAPACITY/RETURN  (kbits)   35 
MEAN  THROUGHPUT        (bits/s) 
REL.   PERFORMANCE 

FSK 

217000 145000 
117000 82400 

54.0 56.8 
1000 577 
0.4 0.3 

ts) 35 23 
)  90 60 

26.0 17.4 

FIXED SIGNALING RATES (kbits/s) 
BPSK FSK 

5    10     15     5     10 

26.2 

15 

13400  15200  17800  8310  10700  12200 
3510  5220  6830  2750  4310  5630 

34.3  38.3  33.1  40.3  46.1 
165 129 83 72 40 26 
1.2 0.8 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.2 
2.1 2.4 2.9 1.3 1.7 2.0 
5.5 6.3 7.4 3.4 4.4 5.0 
1.6 1.8 2.1 1.0 1.2 1.4 

c.   Frequency = 104 MHz, Transmitted power = 630 w. 

Table  1.  Summary of statistics during February 1985 assuming BPSK and FSK 
modulation and adaptive and fixed signaling schemes. 

 MOV  1 
 MOV  1i 
 MOV I 

TIME (MOUnn 

Fig. 19. Comparison of the computed and measured duty cycle for the STC meteor scatter 
link in Central Europe, and a presentation of a computed hot spot diagram. The results 
have been obtained with the meteor scatter model presented by Brown, 1985. 
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Fig. 20. Predicted relative peak power versus frequency for a 1000 km meteor scatter link 
in the presence of absorption. Four conditions of the ionosphere are illustrated in terms 
of 30 MHz vertical incidence riometer absorption. (Crysdale, 1960) 
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Fig. 21. Calculated D-layer absorption for a 10 dB SPE event as a function of height and 
angle of incidence at 30 and 104 MHz. at Thule, Greenland. 
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VHF/UHF/MICROWRVE I£IS  TERRESIKEAL PROPAOVnON AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

BY 

T.K.  FITZSIMaJS 

ALLIED RADIO FRBaUtMCY AGEMCY,     . 
IMS,   NATO HQ,   BRUSSELS 

1. INIRDDOCTION 

By definition the frequency range covered by the title to this lecture is frcm 30 MHz up 
to tens of (3Jz. For military ccamunications it means the use of systons such as Coirbat Net 
Radio, Single-Channel Radio Access, T&ctical and Fixed Radio Relay, Air-Ground-Air Systems, 
Conmon User Information Systatis and Thctical Satellite. For civil connunicaticaTs the systems 
are not dissimilar - mobile radio, fixed radio relay systems. Air Traffic Control, etc. Of 
course there is a considerable amount of broadcasting and there are military and civil radar 
systems in these frequency bands. The spectrum range fron 30 MHz to about 5 Wz is for the 
military in particular, prime spectrum; wide bandwidths (hence digital transmission) can be 
achieved, most propagation nechanisms are relatively stable and most of this part of the 
spectrum can be used by tactical systems either operating on the move or moving frequently to 
new sites. In addition to considerations of wanted performance and necessary characteristics 
such as BCM performance, the military systems must be designed to meet requirenents for rapid 
deployment in an environment vAiich is difficult and unpredictable from the electrcmagnetic 
environment, topographic, and meteorological aspects. 

2. ISORMRL M3DES OF PROPAGATtCTJ 

Over the range 30 ^^Hz to 15 CMz, there are several terrestrial propagation nechanisms. 
Excluding the troposjiieric scatter mechanism v*iich is the subject of a separate lecture, the 
main mechanisms are diffraction and line of sight. Both of these mechanisms can be modified by 
"normal" refraction and by reflection, though arguably viiere reflection plays a part, true line 
of sight conditions have not been established. 

Diffraction. This is the main prcpagaticn mechanism exploited by systems operating over 
distances of a few tens of kilonetres, requiring bandwidths vSiich correspond to at least a 
single digital voice channel, and vAiich operate on the move or frcm unplanned sites. Diffrac- 
tion occurs vAien a sharp obstacle lies in the path between the transmitter and receiver; 
"sharp" being a relative term for the top of a natural or man-made feature vAiich depends on the 
wavelength of the r.f. wave. At frequencies up to about 600 MHz, conditions exist in most of 
Eurcpe to establish diffraction paths. Below this frequency, diffraction can occur due to 
rolling hills viiich are found in most regions. Ihe gecmetry for classic diffraction is shown 
in Figure 1. Diffraction can occur with the tip of the obstacle either above or below the line 
joining the two antennas. Ihe Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction formula defines a dimensionless 
parameter: , 

Miere /v^J , -r, +--r _ J^ 

the positive sign applying v*ien the knife-edge is above the line of centres and the negative 
sign ^^4len the knife-edge is below. the diffraction loss, v*iich is the ratio of free space 
field and the diffracted field is a function of this parameter vAiich in turn is a function of 
dj^, d, and h^. Diffraction can occur over a series of obstructions and there are several 
metho<S for calculating received field strengths (references 1-3). The models each have their 
advantages and disadvantages when applied to different situations and there are various degrees 
of difficulty in applying them. 

The fact that diffraction is not only possible but can provide a reliable, steat^ signal 
makes the VHF and Icwer UHF range very attractive for use especially by mobile systems. The 
same characteristics v*iich make the band attractive for this usage also makes prediction of 
signal level difficult and for military tactical systems not always practical for individual 
links. 

The other normal mode of c^jeration for terrestrial prcpagation in the VHF/UHF/SHF range is 
line of sight. The normal mode is of course subject to refraction due to the atnosphere's 
refractivity gradient and within the frequency range under ccnsideration radio line of sight 
inplies the use of a "straightening" factor of 4/3 applied to the earth's radius. 

The normal modes of diffraction and LOS propagation through a standard atitosphere may of 
course include the occurrence of reflections producing extra signal coiponents at the receiver. 
The reflections can occur at the earth's surface or it can be caused ty the presence of hills 
off the line of the direct path. Analysing the effect of reflections on the signal level can 
therefore be very ccnplex. A simplified approach can be taken for the case v*iere there is a 
LC6 mode and a single reflection frcm the earth's surface (Figure 2).  Ebr the ccnditicxis: 
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and 

the path length difference between the twD rays,Z^d, is approximately given by 

hi ^ ^t\iLl/l (1) 
If the magnitude of the direct wave field strength at the receiver is unity and that of the 
reflected wave is R, then the vector addition will be 

! V-1-(L^--^ fl. C s C^•^ a •>./>■) } 

for cases of small grazing angles v*iere a phase change of 180 degrees occurs on reflection for 
both vertical and horizontal polarisations. The attenuaticxi, A, relative to the direct ray 
is: 

For the Ccise of R = 1 and substituting for the Cosine term, the attentuation is 

At short ranges, there is therefore a variatian of signal level with change in antenna height 
(Figure 3). At VHF and lower UHF frequencies, height/gain tests are carried out v*ien setting 
up a link to obtain the maximum signal. 

Few paths occur, such that a single coherent reflection can be assumed. It is more likely 
that there will be contributions fran several reflections. Ihe effect on the steady state 
signal level may not be great but in the SHF range the situation can lead to multipath fading. 
The terrain in the reflection r^ion is likely to be rough and for this condition an equivalent 
reflection surface has been proposed (Figxire 4). The aitount of terrain detail necessary 
for this type of approximation is not normally availeible vAien engineering tactical links. In 
addition, the effective antenna height is not easily determined in rcxagh terrain and a reflec- 
tion may in any case occiir from an obstacle or terrain feature v*iich is off-line and does not 
appear on the path profile chart. Far these reasons, even though considerable amounts of 
digitised terrain data are now stored and available at short notice, it is doubtful whether it 
can ccxitribute much to identifying and calculating the effects of multiple reflections. 

Before looking at ancmalous prcpagaticai, it is useful to review the structure of the at- 
mosphere for normal prqpagaticn. Propagation of the radio wave is influenced by the atmos- 
phere's refractive index, n. Ihis is the ratio of the velocity of propagation in vacuum to 
that in air. It is not a uniform value but near the earth's surface the refractive index, n, 
is about 1.0003. A more useful indicator of the atmosphere's effect on e.m. waves is given by 
the refractivity, N, vAiich by definition is: 

rA=. (^^- >\\ .VO" (6) 

This gives a value near the surface of about 300. It is related to the taiperature, pressure 
and humidity of the air as follows: 

K\= ^-?C 9/_-tr:!.-^3.Vo^^/^,. (7) 

v*iere T = tenperature ("Tc) 
P = atmospiieric pressure (millibars) 
e = water vapour pressure (millibars). 

This equation applies up to the EHF band. 

In the standard atmosphere, the decrease of taiperature and pressure are such as to pro- 
diKe a decrease in N of about 39 units/km. In such an atmosphere the bending of an e.m. wave 
towards the surface is such that the ray path cam be depicted as a straight line v*ien the 
earth's radius is increased by 4/3. 

3.  ANOMALOUS PROPAGATIC»J 

Deviations frctn the normal range of the refractivity gradiait produce anomalous propaga- 
tion. Normal refractivity, i.e. the radio wave bent towards the earth but with a curvature 
greater than that of the eeurth, occurs for refractivity gradioits of zero to -79 units/km. 
Positive gradients produce upward bending (sub-refracticxi) aid gradients of -79 to -157 N 
units/km produce downard bending greater than that of the standard atmosphere. Still more 
negative gradients produce curvature greater than the earth's and can cause ray trapping or 
ducting vAiere the ray meets a reflecting lower boundary. These effects are summarised below 
and are shosm in Figure 5. 
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Refractivity Gradients 

N Gradient (N/km)        •  Condition 

< -157 Trapping 

-157 to -79 Super-refractive 

-79 to 0 Standard 

> 0 Sub-refractive 

When the atmosphere is not well mixed it is possible for super-refractive and trapping 
modes to become well established and produce exceptionally high signal levels over lort) dis- 
tances. This can happen anyviiere in the VHF/UHF/SHF range. Because it is anomalous it is not 
sanething that can be easily exploited and is likely to be the cause of interference. 

Of more concern at the higher microwave frequencies (say above 2 QJz) is the phenomenon of 
nultipath fading. Ending on ircirowave links has been observed for many years and occurs vAiere 
the atmosphere is not well mixed. For the early (1950's) analogue FEM Links the distortion 
caused to then was not significant and early studies reported on the variations in mean signal 
levels. It was recognised though that the deepest and iiost rapid fades were associated with 
iiultipaths. Diversity techniques were used to overcare the problems. With the introduction of 
wideband digital systems the problem of inter-symbol interference caused by multipath fading 
became evident. As digital bandvidths have increased, spectrally efficient modulaticn methods 
have been introduced but these can make the system more susceptible to propagation effects, 
such as multipath fading. Multilevel modulation systaiis in particular can suffer a high level 
of intersyiribol interference. In order to overccme the problem it is necessary to know the 
statistical properties of the propagation parameters or those of the signal itself. Hubbard 
(referaice 4) has observed that since multipath is a multiplicative effect it cannot be 
overcome by additive processes such as increasing transmitter power or antenna gain. Adaptive 
techniques are required, able to follow the dynamics of the multipath disturbance. 

4. OTHER SPECIAL PROPAGATION EFFECTS 

Above about 2 GHz, attenuation due to precipitation can be observed on radio links. The 
extent though is not appreciable and for most of the world's climates the attentuation only 
becomes appreciable above about 8 Qiz. Precipitation of any kind can attenuate or scatter the 
signal but the most likely to affect radio link performance for a significant amount of time 
and to a significant degree, is rain. The extait to vAiich the signal is attenuated is a 
functicai of radio frequency and rainfall rate. The levels predicted by Ryde (reference 5) are 
shewn in Figure 6. The tSAO curves are for rainfall rates (12.5 and 50 mm/hour) which corre- 
spond roughly to "moderate" and "heavy rain". In designing to meet a required system perform- 
ance it is obviously necessary to knew how frequently it rains at the different rates. Figure 
7 gives two rainfall rate distribution curves to illustrate two quite different climates - 
Singapore and north-west Eurcpe. Lew rainfall rates of less than about 5 mm/hour occur about 
as frequently in both climates; however there is more than an order difference for the inci- 
dence of heavy rainfall rates. The theoretical estimates of attenuation due to rain and the 
statistics of rainfull rates can be combined to produce predictions of attenuation due to 
rain. Figure 8 shows an exaitple applicable to operation at 15 GHz. For a high reliability 
link, one that will have a specified received signal level higher than a stated value for say 
99.9% of the time, provision would obviously be made at no great cost in N.W. Eurcpe, vhile in 
Singapore it would obviously be necessary to restrict the length of the link to a few km or to 
provide a large signal margin probably in the form of additional transmitter power and antenna 
gain. 

Absorption. Above about 20 GHz, atmospheric absorption becones a significant factor. 
Figure 9 shows the familiar curves of attenuation against frequency for absorption by oxygen 
and water vapour molecules. At present it is mainly a problan for the design of fixed systems 
since few tactical systans are even potentially suited to operating above 20 GHz. However, the 
value of high signal attenuation in avoiding detection is recognised and it is probable that 
this will be a factor in exploitation of the windows or even the peaks in the absorption 
spectrum for special application. 

5. EFFECTS OF TERRAIN AtJD ^PBILITY OF TEraqKRLS 

It is clear from the foregoing section on propagation effects that the terrain will play 
an injxjrtant part in the design and deplciyment of ccmrtunication systaniis operating in the VHF, 
UHF and SHE bands. Military users do have some fixed systems operating in this part of the 
spectrum tut for the most part they are mobile (i.e. operating vAiile moving) or transportable 
(high mobility but operating vAiile halted). For a permanent, fixed system it is possible, for 
both civil and military systems to take a fairly ccnplete account of the terrain and its 
effects. There is usually some choice available within a given locality to site antennas so as 
to clear local obstructions, avoid local reflections and to obtain first Fresnel zone clear- 
ance. There is also the possibility, at VHF and lower UHF frequencies to take calculated 
account of natural obstructions vhere they can provide a good diffracted signal. In these 
circumstances it should be possible to predict to a reasonably close degree, the effects of the 
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terrain on the signal level. Where this approach is taken with fixed systatis, there nay still 
be uncertainty as to the received signal level and its bdiaviour because of the presence of 
heavily wooded sections of the radio path. The effects of trees, both the trunks and leaves, 
on the received signal level have been studied for sane time, particularly at VHF and UHF but 
gaps still exist in the knowledge concerning, for exaiiple, the permitivity of green wood, the 
effects of changing foliage, movanent of foliage in the wind and so on (reference 6). Since 
the leaves can act as scatterers, there is obviously the possibility of the short-term nature 
of the signal as well as the mean signal level being affected. 

Terrain problems beccme more difficult to deal with, and therefore potentially ncire re- 
strictive for system design, when considering mobile or transportable systans. The military 
systatis will be operated irainly in rural areas and have to contend with a wide variety of 
terrain and siting conditions. Civil mobile systems will be cperated predominantly in urban 
areas with a high level of man-made noise and with propagation paths dominated by man-nBde 
structures. These terrain and environmental conditions play a significant part in determining 
the frequency band in vSiich to operate the systan and other iirportant aspects of system design. 
Figures 10 and 11 show data collected from field observations of military tactical radio relay 
during exercises. When a tactical radio relay terminal is to be established it will have moved 
by man or vehicle to a previously agreed position, given by map location perhaps together with 
seme description of paths and gateways to be used. T^^ical requirements for set-up time, after 
arrival on site, are of the order of 1 hour (tear down is of the order of 1/2 hour) for the 
larger systems such as radio relay. The mast carrying the antenna may be free-standing 
or it may be fixed to the side of a vehicle. In either case the exact location will not be 
chosen for the best prc^>agation performance but will be determined by the need for concealment, 
the connection of power supplies, the stability of the terrain, the availability of real-estate 
on v*iat could be a crcwded co-site and mary other factors. 

In the absence of information about the exact situation of the remote end of a radio link 
it is normal practice to set up antennas and masts to give a horizontal line of shoot. If the 
two ends of the link are sited on terrain at different altitudes there will be a difference 
(the elevation angle) between the bore-sight angle of the antenna and the ray path joining 
the two antennas. The elevation angle can be positive or negative with respect to the horizon- 
tal and is a function of the difference in antenna altitudes, the length of the link and the 
earth's radius. Figure 10 shews the elevation angle as a function of link length based on 
measurements made on 208 LOS links established under exercise conditions. The curve is for 
values of elevation angle averaged over 5 km intervals. For link lengths above 20 km tlie 
average elevation is small (+0.5°) but for links of 10 km and below, the range \«hich might be 
used for SHF Links, the elevation angle becomes significant when cotipared with the beamwidths 
of the antennas one might wish to use. The average elevation angle for 10 km links was 1.2°. 
This will clearly limit the narrcwness of antenna beanwidth and hence gain that can be enplqyed 
on a tactical link. 

Another way in vAiich terrain features can affect the performancie of tactical systems and 
influence their design is the number and distributicxi of obstacles in the imnediate vicinity of 
the antenna. Figure 11 is based on data again obtained fron the field during exercises. It 
shows the distribution of the heights of obstructions in the first 300 metres fron the antenna 
position in the line towards the distant station. The data was obtained frcm 555 sites 
vAiich were typical of those used for tactical radio relay. Different distributions will of 
course pertain to different geographic regions, however it can be seen that for the case chosen 
it is probably necessary to establish an antenna height of at least 10m above tlie local ground 
level if frequencies about about 300 MHz are to be used and good reliable links to be obtained. 
Other terrain factors affecting design and performance are mentioned in the coicluding section 
of this paper vvhich deals with some of the parameters viiich determine the bounds for a tactical 
microwave systan. 

6.   PARAMETER BOUNDS FOR A mClTCAL MICROWAVE DIGITRL SYSTEM 

In designing a new tactical " corarunications system, the designer is frequently forced to 
consider the use of "nerf" frequency bands especially when the system is to carry digital 
transmissions. Single channel digital systems may require 25 or 50 kHz bandwidths conpared 
with about 3 or 6 kHz used ty analogue systems still used by the military. A 32 channel 
multiplexed link carrying 512 kb/s may require 0.5-1.0 MHz of bandwidth; up to eight times that 
required for an analogue system. The extra bandwidth requiranents together with increased 
danand from all quarters for spectrum space has caused examination of the use of microwave 
frequencies in the tactical environment. Possible applications are for conventional tactical 
area network radio relay, local distribution and access and so-called down-the-hill, a tail 
from the area network to be an access point. Many of the considerations discussed here will 
apply though to other digital systans vihere there is a need to operate on the move or from 
unplanned sites where it is not possible to "engineer" the link. The I«D UK studied the 
prctolan of determining the ujper limits of frequency band in which to operate a military 
tactical radio relay equipment and to assess the optimum frequency band to use in the SHF 
(LOS) range (reference 7). Factors v*iich played an irportant part in the consideration were 
those of propagation and antenna performance. 

Propagation. The required lengths of the links, in the range 10-30 km militates against the 
use of frequencies much above 10 GHz unless it were accepted that the system would only be 
deployed in a teirperate (low rainfall) region. Predictions for rainfall attenuation at 15 GHz 
for exaiiple (Figure 8) are for approximately 1 to 3 dB/km attenuation for 0.1% of tlie time 
depending on the climatic region. Admittedly this type of attenuation can be overcome by 
increasing the power budget, either antenna gain or r.f. power, but there are limitations for a 
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tactical systan on primary power generation and as will be discussed there are limitations on 
the antenna directivity that can be utilised. Microwave fading, especially frequency selective 
fading presents even more of a problem since an increase in pcwer twdget may not be the 
answer. Diversity techniques such as space or frequency. Which are very suitable for fixed 
systems are not attractive solutions in a military tactical systan for reasons of cctrplexity, 
mobility and cost. Since there is no guarantee of avoiding fading above about 2 GHz one must 
reduce the probability of inter-symbol interference by limiting the baseband bit-rate and by 
choice of the modulation method. 

Antenna and Feeder. The size of the antenna will be limited in the lower microwave frequencies 
by size, wieght or visibility considerations. As one goes higher in frequency the size of the 
antenna becones limited because of problems associated with very narrow beamdwidths: the 
stability of the mast, the coupling between antenna beams as a consequence of height differ- 
ences, mast altitudes, and accuracy of pointing. For a given size of antenna, there is a 
benefit in the path loss capability of a system ty going up in frequency. In free space 
condition the path loss capability goes up as the gain of one of the antennas; however a point 
is reached v*iere, for a tactical systan the beanwidth becomes unmanageably small. It has 
alrea<ty been shown that the antenna beam misalignment due to terrain factors can be in excess 
of 1° at each end of the link. A series of field trials (reference 7) showed that with the use 
of practical alignment aids it is possible to achieve a standard distribution of about +2° on 
the azimuth pointing angle. After a signal has been acquired it is then an easy matter to 
adjust the antenna aligment to maximise the received signal. However during the signal acqui- 
sition phase probably only 10-20 dB antenna coupling loss can be tolerated. Within rms 
errors of the order of 2°, the beaitwidth of the antenna can not be less than about 5° without 
there being a substantial probability of failing to achieve signal acquisition at the first 
attetipt and obviously, in a tactical situation, failure to acquire a signal in the first 
instance can lead to uncoordinated actions resulting in long delays or total failure. 

In order to overcome losses caused by obstructions in the vicinity of the radio terminal 
it will normally be necessary to aiploy masts of about 10-12 metres. Feeders of either co- 
axial cable or flexible waveguides can be used if the r.f. anplifier is to be on the ground. 
In this case a tolerable loss of up to about 5 dB will obtain up to about 8 GHz. Above this 
frequency it becomes difficult to obtain feeders with an acceptable combination of mechanical 
and electrical characteristics and at about 15 GHz it is probably necessary to mount all or 
part of the radio equipnent at the head of the mast. 

7. THE CHOICE OF FREQUEtJCY BAND 

In addition to the two irtportant factors already discussed, things such as the r.f. power 
r generation efficiency, size of prime power source, overall size of the equiprent and its 
match to the vehicle, the other systems vAiich may be oosited, must all be considered. Many of 
than are inter-related and can not be considered in isolaticai. Of course not all of the radio 
frequency spectrum is available but for the military systans there are various bands vAiich can 
be considered (reference 8). In the assessment study referred to (reference 7) it was conclu- 
ded that the optimum frequency bands for an SHF radio relay equipnent lie in the range 1.5 to 5 
GHz. Ihe problans vAiich were identified, do not exclude vrorking in the 15 GHz band but there 
is no doubt that they restrict the transndtted bit rate, the link length, the regions in vAiich 
the system can be deployed and the ease of setting up a tactical systan. Therefore even if 
there are many opportunities to establish LOS conditions, equipanents operating in the 15 GHz 
band can not be considered as interchangeable with those in the UHF band for making links 
in a tactical area systan. 

8. ANALYSIS AND DESIGISI TOOLS 

Numerous conputer models exist to aid the design and analysis of equipments and systems. 
Digital caiputer models based on the Fast Fourier Transform have existed since the 1970's to 
analyse analogue and digital ccmrunications equipment performance. They produce very accurate 
results vAien nodelling equipments operating under normal propagation conditions. Tb predict 
performance in the presence of say intersymbol interference caused by multipaths or to caipute 
the effect of different nodulation methods or filter design in multipath conditions is probably 
best suited to an analogue or hybrid coiputer. Unfortunately these are very expensive to 
instal and require considerable efforts in setting up and naintenance. There are systan 
ocjiputer nodels which ccnplement the equipment nodels. Specific ones are available for studies 
of reliability and availability. In order to assess say the effects that anomalous propagation 
might have on a particular aspect of network performance, the results frcxn one model need to be 
used as the input to another though the output and input formats may be dissimilar and require 
some form of translation. 

9. CONCLUDING RIMARKS 

For military users, the application of digital radio transmission is in some cases still 
in the initial stages. In the tactical environment particularly there is still the need to 
experience the effects of propoagation and antenna characteristics on link and system perform- 
ance. IXiring the period that this experience is gained and the presently perceived prctolems of 
working at SHF frequencies are overcome, it is likely that the demand for information transfer 
will go on increasing. This could mean higher transmission rates for both fixed and mobile 
systans and designers will be presented with a new set of problems caused by the large band- 
widths and the need to exploit other lightly used parts of the spectrum. 
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UHF/SHF SATCOM PROPAGATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

by 
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Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433-6543 

USA 

UHF/SHF SATCOM PROPAGATION AND SYSTEM DESIGN 

I.  Propagation Aspects of Satellite Conimuni cat ions 
One year after the launch of the Russian Sputnik, the Americans orbited the world's first active 

communications satellite, SCORE. The communications planners hoped that the line-of-sight communications 
through satellites would overcome the various propagation problems plaquing long-distance High Frequency 
(HF) communications. The conmunications satellite did overcome many of the traditional HF problems but due 
to the law of conservation of difficulty, a new set of propagation problems emerged. This section deals 
with some of those problems. 

A satellite orbiting at approximately 19,200 nautical mile altitude rotates at the same rate as the 
earth and, if in an equatorial plane, appears to remain fixed over one point on the earth. The coverage of 
an equatorial synchronous satellite is shown in Figure 1. 

A. Normal Propagation Mechanisms 
The earth-to-satellite link experiences a variety of propagation effects such as free space loss, 

attenuation, polarization changes, refraction, and delay as a result of the physics of the link and the 
normal earth's atmosphere. 

1. Free Space Loss 
The largest loss factor in a earth-to-satellite link is the so-called "free space loss". In fact, 

there is no loss of energy associated with free space, just a space spreading of the energy. As the energy 
is emitted from a point source, it radiates out spherically and the farther it travels, the less energy per 
square unit of measure exists. 

The equation for the power received at a distant receiver can be stated as: 

Pr=Pt'\"(V^^''') 
where   P = received power 

P^ = transmitted power 
A = receive antenna capture area 
G^ = transmitter antenna gain 

R = distance between transmitter and receiver 

and     G./4TIR2 = isotropic radiating factor. 

The isotropic radiation factor is the relationship between the spherical angle of the main beam of the 
high gain antenna compared with an omni-directional antenna. 

Note that the amount of power received at the distant receiver is independent of frequency in this 
equation. This is inherently obvious if you consider, for example, a low frequency transmitter radiating 
one watt of energy omni directionally and an optical transmitter, such as a light bulb, radiating one watt 
of optical energy omni directionally in free space. If spheres were constructed with approximately a 282 
meter radius from each of these transmitters, the spheres would intercept the entire one watt of energy. 
Each sphere would contain approximately 1 million square meters of surface area. The energy density 
intercepted by each sphere would be 1 microwatt per square meter. If one square meter antennas were 
located on each of these spheres, both antennas would intercept the same amount of radiated energy, one 
microwatt. Figure 2. There would be some practical differences in the antenna efficiency at different 
frequencies but these differences are not related to free space loss. In the typical link calculation 
equations free space loss appears to be frequency sensitive. This is because the typical equation inserts 
receiver gain, G , in place of antenna intercept area. 

G = 4ITA/X2 

where   X = transmitted wavelength. 
Therefore, if the cross-sectional area of the receive antenna is replaced with gain, the power 

received equation becomes: 

^ = Pt-G^-G/(X/4wR)2. 

The quantity in parentheses is normally called the "free space loss," a. 

a = (X/4TrR)2. 

A plot of free space loss, a, versus frequency for an earth-to-synchronous satellite is shown in 
Figure 3. 
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2. Attenuation 
The attenuation on the earth/space path primarily occurs in the first ten kilometers above the earth 

(extracted from Goodman, 1980). The upper troposphere, ionosphere, and beyond have negligible attenuation. 
The radio frequency attenuation of the atmosphere is due primarily to gas absorption, fog or clouds, and 
precipitation. 

Radio frequency absorption in gases is primarily limited to H^O and 0^ absorption lines. This 
absorption starts to become significant at resonant frequencies around 24 6HZ and 60 GHz. Other than those 
resonant points, the gas absorption is very low as can be seen in Figure 4. Likewise the absorption in fog 
or clouds is less than one hundredth of a dB per kilometer below 10 GHz, Figure 5. 

Attenuation due to rainfall can vary from 0 to 2 dB at the UHF frequencies to 2 to 10 dB for the SHF 
frequencies. Figure 6. At EHF the rainfall attenuation can get as high 25 or 30 dB for a heavy thunder- 
storm. 

Another attenuation factor that must be considered, especially in the wet tropical areas, is the 
foliage loss. Field measurements from a ground transmitter to a satellite through foliage indicated that 
in the UHF band the attenuation may vary from 1 to 15 dB and for SHF from 2 to 25 dB. By choosing a new 
site for the antenna it is often possible to significantly reduce the foliage attenuation. 

3. Polarization Effects 
The polarization of the signal between earth and space is affected by hydrometeors and by electrons or 

ions in the path which cause Faraday rotation (extracted from Goodman, 1980). The major effect is the 
Faraday effect where the rotation is related to the total electron content of the ionosphere and the 
wavelength squared. As the frequency gets larger, or conversely the wave length gets smaller, the amount 
of Faraday rotation diminishes rapidly. For example, in the SHF band, 7GHz, the polarization change due to 
Faraday may be a few degrees for a typical total electron content. At a 250 MHz UHF frequency the same 
total electric content would give 1000° of Faraday rotation and would, therefore, make the use of linear 
polarization questionable. This can be overcome by using circular polarization, especially-for the lower 
frequency transmissions. The other polarization problem has to do with the depolarization caused by fog, 
rain, or ice particles. In general, on the earth/space path the effect of depolarization can be considered 
negligible. 

4. Refraction 
Refraction occurs when a radio wave propagates from one medium to a medium that has a different 

refractive index (extracted from Goodman, 1980). In effect, the propagation on the earth space paths is 
passing through a large number of micro medias, each with a small refractive index change. Figure 7. This 
causes a bending of the radio wave and results in the ability to communicate below the geometric horizon. 
The correction made for a standard earth's atmosphere is to substitute a slightly larger (four-thirds) 
earth radius, in which case the bending radio waves can now be drawn as a straight line from the earth to 
the satellite. 

In summary, the amount of refraction is related to the wave length squared and therefore decreases 
rapidly with frequency. The range of the refraction angles varies from a few degrees at UHF to fractions 
of a degree at SHF and are, therefore, not particularly significant. 

5. Propagation Delays 
The troposphere and ionosphere delay the propagation of the radio signal on the earth/space paths by a 

small amount must be added to the speed-of-light delay to determine the total delay (extracted from 
Goodman, 1980). The ionospheric delay is proportional to the wavelength squared, but the tropospheric 
delay is basically frequency independent. These delays could add a few microseconds at 250 MHz or a few 
nano seconds at 8 GHz. Unless the satellite signal is being used to measure exact range, for say 
navigation purposes, these delays are negligible. 

B. Ionospheric Scintillation Fading 
The major geographic effect of concern in satellite communications, other than rain or foliage attenua- 

tion, is ionospheric scintillation. There are six major factors which affect the intensity of ionospheric 
scintillation on the earth-satellite path. These are the transmission frequency, geographic location, time 
of day, season, magnetic activity, and solar flux. 

Ionospheric scintillation fading occurs as a result of sharp ion or electron gradients that occur in 
the ionosphere. Figure 8. These sharp gradients are caused by ionospheric irregularities that tend to 
refract or focus the radio waves as they pass from the earth's surface to the satellite. Figure 9. 

There are three major scintillation regions, the equatorial zone ±20° from the magnetic equator, the 
mid-latitude zone, and the high-latitude zone approximately 60° to 90° from the magnetic equator. Figure 
10. 

1.  Equatorial Ionospheric Scintillation 
The past decade has seen an extensive multi-nation campaign to quantify and model the equatorial 

ionospheric scintillation phenomena (Aarons, 1977; Ossakow, 1979; Koster, 1971; Johnson, 1980). A compre- 
hensive picture of the ionospheric irregularity has been developed by theoretical studies, earth terminal- 
to-satellite observations, and in situ measurements along the magnetic equator. The current knowledge 
indicates that the ionospheric irregularities form in the F region (200 to 400 kilometers altitude) one to 
two hours after local sunset. The irregularities develop in patches along the equator, developing westward 
at a velocity approximating the sun terminator velocity. The patches develop with an east-west size to 50 
to 200" kilometers (Aarons et al, 1980-1). Following the initial irregularity development, an upward 
velocity occurs causing the patch to extend from its 200 kilometer development altitude to as high as 1,000 
kilometers. During this vertical development there is also a north-south propagation of the irregularity 
along the magnetic field lines. Recent measurements indicated the north-south propagation to occur at 
speeds of approximately 400 meters per second (Johnson et al, 1980). 

The equatorial ionospheric irregularities result from a depletion of electrons compared with the 
surrounding F region. This depletion results in sharp gradients with abrupt changes in electron content of 
one to three orders of magnitude. Once formed, the irregularities drift in an easterly direction with 
velocities of 100 to 200 meters per second. The initial velocities, immediately after formation, appear to 
be higher than the later velocities. Individual irregularity patches have been tracked for periods of up 
to three hours using an all-sky photometer at 6300 A to measure the air glow (Weber et al, 1978). Irregu- 
larity patches with a north-south extent of two thousand kilometers have been observed. Irregularities 
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often occur in series with alternating disturbed and undisturbed ionospheric patches. Ground measurements 
and all-sky photometer measurements have identified groups of four or five patches more or less uniformly 
spaced (Weber et al, 1978). Along the magnetic equator the irregularity patches tend to have a thin fabric 
of irregularities connecting the patches. This thin irregularity structure between patches causes only 
minor ionospheric scintillation. As one travels away from the magnetic equator, the fabric connecting the 
irregularities disappears leaving distinct field aligned irregularities separated by undisturbed 
ionosphere. 

The occurrence of equatorial ionospheric disturbances appears to increase during the sun spot maximum. 
There also appears to be a negative correlation between irregularity formation and magnetic index (Koster 
1971, Singleton 1978). During period of strong magnetic activity scintillation occurrence is minimized. 
The occurrence of equatorial ionospheric irregularities follows a seasonal pattern which varies, depending 
upon the observer's location along the magnetic equator. In general, the occurrence peaks up during the 
equinox periods and remains relatively strong during the local summer, Figure 11. A minimum occurrence is 
noted during the local winter. 

The trigger mechanism which cause the irregularity formation has not been identified. During the 
scintillation season an observer along the magnetic equator may experience several nights of strong 
irregularity formation interspersed with nights of absolutely no ionospheric disturbances. Correlation 
with solar flux density, or magnetic intensity offers little explanation for the erratic occurrence of the 
irregularity patches. 

The irregularities primarily affect the VHF and UHF bands. Earth terminal-to-satellite links of 100 
to 500 MHz are severely affected by the equatorial ionospheric scintillation. When the irregularity 
patches occur, fading of 20 to 35 dB peak-to-peak is regularly encountered. Figure 12. Frequencies from 
500 MHz up to 2 GHz experience moderate scintillation fading with 2 GHz fades of 10 to 25 dB under severe 
conditions. Figure 13. Frequencies from 7 to 8 GHz experience only minor scintillation effects of 1 or 2 
dB fading during severe irregularities. Figure 14. 

The onset of scintillation is very abrupt, especially for an airborne terminal. The fading often 
changes from less than 1 dB to 20 or 30 dB in sixty seconds. With aircraft flying in a westerly direction, 
against the eastwardly drift of the irregularity, abrupt onsets of scintillation have been observed in 10 
to 20 second periods. The fading rate tends to be greater in the premidnight period when the velocity of 
the irregularity is normally greatest. Airborne measurements show that the fading rate is sensitive to 
aircraft direction. An aircraft flying westwardly, against the irregularity drift, may record fading rates 
of 1 Hz or greater. An aircraft flying in an eastward direction can effectively synchronizes its motion 
with that of the irregularity patch and may encounter one fade in 60 to 120 seconds. The severe amplitude 
fading encountered in the equatorial region tends to be Rayleigh distributed. The equatorial ionospheric 
irregularities do not present an attenuation factor to the satellite-to-earth signal but merely 
redistribute the energy into enhance areas and null areas. Enhancements of 6 to 10 dB are encountered 
during severe fading along with fades of 20 to 30 dB. 

The strong amplitude scintillation is accompanied by phase scintillation. Measurements made at 250 
MHz in the equatorial region showed phase scintillations with abrupt phase changes at a rate of 2 pi to 16 
pi radians per second. Figure 15 (Prettie et al, 1977). 

In an effort to obtain additional information about the characteristics of the field aligned 
equatorial irregularities, an extensive measurement campaign was conducted on Ascension Island, near the 
equator in the South Atlantic, in 1981, (Johnson, 1986). Spaced antenna/receivers were set out in several 
configurations to observe UHF signals from the MARISAT satellite and evaluate signal amplitude fading 
correlation over north-south distances of up to 1.6 kilometers. 

The cross-correlation of the signals from two spaced receivers provided a measure of their similarity. 
Cross-correlations for the different north-south antenna spacings were calculated and analyzed for 
dependence on receiver separation and fade rate. No account was taken of other factors, such as time of 
occurrence, which could cause variations in the dependence relationship. For each distance, the cross- 
correlation was plotted versus fade rate. The data points displayed some scattering but they show 
unmistakable trends, and a linear curve fit was made for each set of data. The family of north-south 
distance curves showing cross-correlation versus fade rate are depicted in Figure 16, (Hocutt, 1983). 

In general, the measured dependence of cross-correlation on fade rate increased as distance increased. 
The 560 meters and the 775 meters curves, calculated from data collected on different days and times, did 
not follow this trend. Also, the two 1 km curves had different slopes. The curves have not been corrected 
for time of occurrence or other factors which could enter the fade rate - cross-correlation relationship. 

Very slow fading (0-20 fades/min) provided almost perfect cross-correlations for all observed north- 
south distances, including the 1.6 km range, Figure 17. As the fade rate increases to 40 fades/min, the 
correlation is still better than 0.9. More rapid fading causes the correlation distance to decrease until 
by 80 fades/min the distance which provides 0.90 correlation has dropped to 260 meters or less. 

In addition to the relationship between cross-correlation, fade-rate, and receiver separation noted by 
Hocutt, 1983, east-west skewing of the north-south irregularity alignment was observed on several 
occasions (Johnson, 1986). The north-south antenna alignment was initially adjusted to assure similar 
fades arrived at both ends of the 1.6 km spaces receivers to within less than .03 seconds. For the average 
west-to-east velocity encountered during this campaign (125 m/sec) this corresponded to an angular 
measurement accuracy of approximately 0.1°. 

The alignment of the magnetic field varies in a complex way from the earth's surface out to the 
magnetosphere. On the earth's surface 99% of the main magnetic field originates from sources within the 
earth (Vestine et al, 1947). At increased altitude above the earth's surface the contribution of local 
magnetic anomalies decrease rapidly and the magnetic field becomes more dipolar. Contributions of the 
equatorial electrojet, solar particles, and other currents make the magnetic field at altitude very 
dynamic. In addition to the long term magnetic field, diurnal variations, and magnetic storm disturbances, 
there are also short term variations with periods of seconds, (Johnson, 1961). 

To investigate the magnetic alignment variations, data from 1 February was analyzed. The majority of 
the data collected on that night showed a cross-correlation between the 1.6 km receivers with zero time 
offset. However, on several occasions, distinct time offsets of 0.1 or 0.2 seconds were observed. Figure 
18. An offset of 0.2 seconds corresponds to an angular change of the north-south alignment of approxi- 
mately 0.9°. Since these occurred late in the evening when the irregularity turbulence tends to be small, 
the offset is not likely due to turbulence. One hypothesis is that the irregularity height was different 
for the non-zero time-lag compared to the zero time-lag irregularities. If this were the case then the 
mapping of the irregularity alignment on the earths surface would provide information on the irregularity 
height. 
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In summary, the north-south correlation of the ionospheric scintillation fading over distances of up 
to 1.6 km was very high for a considerable portion of the test period at Ascension Island. The time that 
the fades occurred at the north-south spaced receivers varied from a zero time lag to +0.2 seconds. This 
time lag corresponds to a tilt of the north-south irregularity alignment of approximately ±1°. It is 
postulated that the tilt is generated by irregularities at different altitudes aligning with the altitude- 
dependent magnetic field lines. Other possible explanations are short term changes in the magnetic field 
alignment due to electrojet currents or magnetic storms. 

2.  Equatorial Ionospheric Modification Experiments 
a) STRESS 

The overall objective of the STRESS (Satellite Transmission Effects Simulation Study) experiment was 
to evaluate the performance of a UHF satellite communications system in an artificially disturbed 
ionosphere in an effort to better predict the expected performance of such communications systems in a 
nuclear environment (extracted from Prettie et al, 1977). One objective of the experiment was to exercise 
the techniques used to verify assumptions made in predicting the performance of communications systems 
operating through striated plasmas. These techniques involve gradient drift plasma instability phenomeno- 
logy for the determination of the striated environment, multiple thin phase screen propagation theory, and 
computer simulations of system performance that utilize propagation inputs. The other objective was to 
obtain data on late-time striation dissipation mechanisms. At the time of the experiment, no theories 
exist that describe how long striations from barium or nuclear detonations are expected to persist. 

The basic concept of the STRESS Experiment involves at least two communications terminals, a striated 
plasma in the ionosphere, and a UHF satellite. In the experiment the two terminals attempt to communicate 
via the satellite with UHF signals between one terminal and the satellite transversing the striated plasma. 
The properties of the striated plasma perturb the UHF signals and, thereby stress the communications link. 

The use of chemicals to modify or artificially disturb the ionosphere is a technique that has received 
extensive development over the past years. An artificial barium ion cloud was used to produce propagation 
path disturbances during the ARPA SECEDE Program, which involved radar propagation through the disturbed 
ionosphere. 

The barium clouds used in the STRESS test were generated with the launch of 48 kilograms of barium 
chips to an altitude of approximately 185 kilometers. The barium was vaporized by a small thermite 
explosion. Action of the sun's ultra violet rays on the barium generated barium ions and free electrons. 
The barium that did not ionize formed spherical clouds (neutral clouds) which drifted according to the high 
altitude winds (30 to 100 meters per second generally away from the sun). The ionized barium also formed 
in spherical clouds initially but soon changed into elliptical clouds tilted along the magnetic field 
lines. The ionized plasma was confined, and its diffusion spread occurred only in the direction of the 
magnetic field lines. Figure 19, (McDaniel, 1972) illustrates the subsequent ion cloud evolution from two 
different views. The bottom row or sketches represents the more typical view of an ion cloud in the 
process of striating as it would appear from sites with arbitrary magnetic field line aspect angles. The 
top row of sketches show the corresponding appearances of the ion cloud when viewed up the field lines. 

The typical cloud evolution from the elliptical form with the circular cross-section (labelled 
"AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION") to a striated cloud is driven by the neutral wind attempting to drag the denser 
regions of the barium cloud with it (and thus with the neutral cloud) in conflict with the magnetic field 
confinement forces (E x B forces) on the entire ion cloud. (If the neutral cloud were shown in this 
figure, it would be seen moving the the left.) Initially the denser portion of the cloud is dragged to one 
side of the cloud forming the "hard edge," or "BACKSIDE STEEPENING." Further wind drag pulls "fingers," or 
"sheets," of dense plasma from the "hard edge" which eventually pinch off to form isolated "striations." 
When viewed with a typical magnetic aspect as in the bottom row, the appearance of isolated striations 
embedded in a background plasma cannot be distinguished from the appearance of the overlap of several 
sheets of varying thicknesses. 

Both the sheets and striations cause UHF signal amplitude scintillations while the effect of the 
unstriated, or "smooth," ion cloud (farthest from the neutral cloud and to the right in the figure) is a 
slight phase shift due to the elevated integrated electron content through the medium. While the initial 
barium release occurs at approximately 185 kilometers altitude, the free electrons tend to drift up and 
down the magnetic field lines between altitudes of approximately 140 kilometers and 210 kilometers. Figure 
20. The development of the striated line might appear as in Figure 21 when viewed across the field lines. 

Barium clouds resemble weather clouds in that all of the significant observation light which comes 
from them is reflected sunlight; their glow due to molecular recombination is insignificant. Barium clouds 
launched at sunset are best observed after the time when the sun is 6° below the horizon and before sunset 
at the 185 kilometer altitude. The spherical neutral cloud reflects sunlight of a bluish and greenish 
tint. The ionized portion of the cloud reflects sunlight of a pinkish or reddish tint, Figure 22. 

For Project STRESS the barium releases occurred at various times relative to the 6° sun depression 
angle. The barium clouds which were released early and passed through their early stage of development 
obscured by the sky glow became visible well into their development and remained visible further into their 
development than those launched later. The variety of launch times allowed optical observation of the 
late-time cloud development and will provide data on structure dissipation mechanisms. 

The concept of using an aircraft to fly under the barium cloud projections from the satellite was 
intrinsic to the test concept. Using satellite ephemeris data and nominal cloud drift assumptions two test 
windows for operation of the aircraft with the satellite were generated before the test. These windows 
give a qualitative feel for the geometry involved. The flight path of the aircraft in the shadow of the 
cloud was designed primarily to cut across the striations and to measure the signal fading caused by the 
diffraction pattern of the striations. Some passes, "parallel runs or end runs," were made along the 
striations to measure their extent and to investigate propagation phenomena. 

For the STRESS tests, several satellite test configurations were utilized. The first test configura- 
tion, Figure 23, provided UHF forward downlink data to the aircraft and a CW UHF uplink probe from the 
aircraft through the barium cloud. The uplink probe was sampled at the satellite and sent down on the EHF 
downlink to the Rooftop where it was recorded. The EHF forward uplink was provided either by the Rooftop 
or by the aircraft. 

The fading from the Barium Cloud was characterized according to early-time like, Rayleigh-like, or 
Rician-like, and parallel pass fading. As the cloud developed into a series of individual irregularities, 
rapid and deep fading was produced often with a ringing type multipath caused by edge diffraction effects 
at the beginning or end of the pass. The downlink received signal level during some passes showed a broad 
decrease at the initial part of the pass with rapid Rayleigh-like fading toward the end. Excellent 
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examples of Rayleigh-like fading are seen in the uplink ESTHER, Pass 8, data. Figure 24. The diffraction 
edge in this pass is obvious on the left at the start of the pass. The phase shown in Figure 25 indicates 
vestiges of the smooth Gaussian early-time behavior. It is, however, corrugated both by changes in path 
integration electron content and by diffraction effects that can produce phase jumps associated with deep 
fades. 

During the five STRESS tests a wide variety of ionospheric scintillation fading was encountered. 
Fades during the early development of the cloud usually consisted of a single, long defocus, roughly 10 dB 
deep with a single enhancement (focus) prior to and following the defocus. The mid-time fading was 
Rayleigh-like, usually with rapid fades from 15 to 30 dB deep with enhancement of 5 to 10 dB. During the 
late-time the fading was often patchy and Rician-like, with slower fading, 

b) Coloured Bubbles 
The Coloured Bubbles experiment was designed by Haerendel of the Max Planck Institute For Physics and 

Astro Physics to investigate the trigger mechanism for equatorial ionospheric irregularities (extracted 
from Johnson & Hocutt, 1984). If two barium packages were detonated in the ionosphere where the ion 
density gradient is steepest, Haerendel & Valenzuela (1982) postulated that the following would occur: As 
the barium ionizes, it enhances the plasma content of the ionospheric flux tubes. These flux tubes are 
forced down with respect to the ambient undisturbed plasma. The incompressible nature of this convection 
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FIGURE 19.    SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF BARIUM ION CLOUD MORPHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
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FIGURE 20.    PROPAGATION OF FREE ELECTRONS ALONG FIELD LINES 
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{From Prettie et al, 1977) 

FIGURE 21.    MOVEMENT OF BARIUM ION CLOUD 

(From Linson,  1980) 

FIGURE 22.    PHOTO OF BARIUM ION CLOUD 
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FIGURE 23.    STRESS TEST CONFIGURATION 
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FIGURE 26.    COLOURED BUBBLES EXPERIMENT GEOMETRY 
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motion, along with the electric field established between the two barium clouds, forces the plasma region 
between the banum upward. The upward motion of the low density plasma will grow exponentially if the 
barium is injected into the steep slope of the post-sunset F region density, near an altitude of 350 km 
Strong plasma density gradients will be set up by this rising low density region. These regions or bubbles 
will have secondary instabilities which form small scale (1 meter to 10 kilometer) irregularities. The 
structural development of these small scale irregularities over time is the property of interest.' 

The Coloured Bubbles experiment consisted of eight chemical packages launched on a Sonda III rocket 
from Natal, Brazil, Figure 26. The first five chemical packages were small barium charges released to 
investigate wind shear in the 220 to 300 km region of the ionosphere. The next three packages were part of 
the ionospheric modification experiment. Two 40 kg barium packages were detonated 2 minutes apart at an 
altitude of 320 km where the ion density gradient was the steepest. Between them, a europium package was 
exploded. Observers used the europium to monitor the rise of the bubble of irregularities. The sequence 
of releases is shown in Figure 27, along with the ionization and elongation of the two barium clouds along 
the magnetic lines. 

The Avionics Laboratory (AFWAL) equipped C-135/372 aircraft was flown in the shadow of the barium 
clouds, receiving a UHF signal from the FLTSATCOM satellite at 23° West longitude. Aircraft instrument- 
ation recorded the phase and amplitude of the UHF CW signal while the aircraft line-of-sight to the 
satellite swept in and out of the area where the effects of the barium-induced irregularities were 
expected. 

On 17 September 1982, the first Coloured Bubbles rocket was launched. The aircraft made five passes 
below the area of the barium releases and the irregularities that subsequently formed. It was apparent 
there was a single region of irregularities forming between the two barium clouds and the barium clouds 
themselves were not producing irregularity signatures. 

By measuring the position and time when the aircraft encountered the shadows of the irregularity 
region's edge, the velocities of the eastern and western edges of the region and its width were calculated. 
The width of the region was 5 km when first encountered 10 minutes after release. It grew in a nearly 
linear fashion to 30 km at 30 minutes after release and 40 km approximately 40 minutes after release. 
Since definitive data on the vertical motion of the ambient ionosphere in the region of the irregularities 
was not available (Buchau, 1983), a zero vertical velocity was used in calculating the width and horizontal 
velocity of the irregularities. Any vertical velocity or vertical growth of the irregularities would 
affect the apparent horizontal velocity and width. The effect on the calculated values is expected to be 
small since the aircraft was viewing the irregularities from almost directly below. 

On 18 September 1982, the second Coloured Bubbles rocket was launched. The aircraft flew a track 
similar to Coloured Bubbles #1. However, since the results of the Coloured Bubbles #1 had clearly shown 
the irregularities were located between the two major barium releases, the aircraft flight track for 
Coloured Bubbles #2 was altered to investigate only the region below the irregularities. The aircraft 
turned to reenter the shadow of the irregularities as soon as the aircraft had exited it. This gave more 
samples of the bubble during its early growth. 

The aircraft was able to fly eight passes under the irregularities in Coloured Bubbles #2. Six 
minutes after the release, a 10 second long 1 dB disturbance was seen. Approximately 15 minutes after 
release, the irregularities caused 5 dB peak-to-peak fading. Figure 28. The irregularities continued to 
grow in width and intensity as the aircraft passed back and forth beneath it. Forty minutes after release, 
the fading on the FLTSATCOM signal was greater than 10 dB peak-to-peak. The fading was 25 dB peak-to-peak 
fifty-five minutes after release. 

The velocities of the eastern and western edges of the irregularity region are shown in Figure 29, as 
well as the growth in the region's width. The velocity of the eastern edge was 30 m/s to the east about 
eight minutes after the second major barium was released. Twenty five minutes after the release, the 
velocity was 80 m/s. It seemed to level off to about 100 m/s to the east. On the other hand, the western 
edge of the irregularities moved westward first. This implies the region of irregularity was expanding in 
size faster than the entire region was drifting east. The western edge then began moving east with a 
fairly constant velocity of 45 m/s. About 45 minutes after the barium release, the western edge velocity 
increased to greater than 80 m/s. The second part of Figure 29 shows the irregularity region's width. 
Five minutes after the second barium release, the irregularities were 2.8 km wide. In 50 minutes, it grew 
to about 80 km. After that, growth slowed and the width appeared to reach a maximum of approximately 100 
km. As with Coloured Bubbles #1, a zero vertical velocity was assumed in the width and velocity 
calculations for Coloured Bubbles #2. 

The test results from Coloured Bubbles #1 clearly showed that a low density ion bubble was triggered 
in the unstable region between the two main barium releases. During the Coloured Bubbles #2 test, the 
aircraft made eight passes through the shadow of the bubble during the sixty minutes following the release, 
collecting data which showed the irregularities grew from a seed to a hundred kilometer width and caused 25 
dB peak-to-peak fading. The fully developed bubble produced amplitude scintillation with fade depths and 
fade rates identical to that encountered with natural equatorial irregularities for over two hours. The 
continued growth of the irregularity region's width exhibited in Coloured Bubbles differed dramatically 
from the irregularities behavior exhibited by the STRESS and PLACES barium ionospheric modification experi- 
ments. Only the leading edges of the STRESS and PLACES barium clouds striated, growing to a width of 
approximately 20 kilometers in 15 to 30 minutes and remaining at that width for over two hours. Coloured 
Bubbles differed because the electric field between the two barium clouds triggered a natural depletion 
rather than directly forming the strong irregularity gradient at the leading edge of each of the barium 
clouds. The successful triggering of a bubble helps explain the formation process of the natural iono- 
spheric irregularities. However, it leaves unanswered the question of what natural forces trigger 
equatorial ionospheric irregularities. 

3.  Mid-Latitude ionospheric Scintillation 
The occurrence of ionospheric scintillation in the mid-latitude region is relatively rare, (Johnson, 

1979-1). Occasional fades of several dB peak-to-peak at 300 MHz are observed, (Mass & Houminer, 1969). 
Fades caused by a single ionospheric irregularity also occasionally occur, as reported by Slack, 1968. 
These irregularities cause a ringing type detraction pattern that Slack refers to as "Quasi periodic 
amplitude scintillation," Figure 30. However, since the occurrence of scintillation is rare and the 
amplitude is small, mid-latitude ionospheric scintillation is not expected to cause any significant 
disturbance to an earth-satellite communications link. 
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FIGURE 28.    COMPOSITE FADING FOR COLOURED BUBBLES EXPERIMENT 
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4. High-Latitude Ionospheric Scintillation 
The high latitude region has two distinct scintillation areas: the auroral area where visible aurora 

occurs in the D and E region, Figure 31; and the polar cap area from the upper boundary of the auroral area 
to the magnetic pole, (extracted from Johnson 1980). 

The auroral region tends to be strongly affected by magnetic activity, time of day, and solar flux, 
while only moderately controlled by season. The polar cap tends to be strongly affected by solar flux, 
moderately affected season, and very slightly affected by magnetic activity and time of day. 

The frequency dependence of the fading amplitude in both the auroral and polar cap is very similar to 
the equatorial region. There is slightly less fading experienced at the higher frequencies from 1 GHz and 
above, but the fading amplitude at VHF and UHF frequencies is very similar to the equatorial scintillation 
previously depicted in Figure 13. The rate of fading covers the same wide range experienced in the 
equatorial region. Figure 32. 

The irregularity formation in the polar region, as in the equatorial region, tends to be elongated 
along the magnetic field lines. Elongations of five to ten times the irregularity width have been 
postulated from measurements (Aarons et al, 1980-2). The fact that these irregularities are at steep 
angles to the horizon make the observations very geometry sensitive. Measurements by Reno, et al (1978) 
indicate that observations which are L-shell aligned experience more scintillation than non-aligned 
observations. 

Scintillation tests made during a high solar flux density period (S^ = 250), indicate that scintill- 
ation activity in the polar cap may be more strongly dependent on solar flux density than equatorial or 
auroral scintillation. Polar cap flight during January 1979 resulted in scintillation of 5 dB or more 
being experienced 96% of the flight time. Scintillations greater than 20 dB amplitude were experienced 
about 60% of the flight time. Fading rates varied from 15 to 30 fades per minute. The scintillation 
experienced appeared to be patchy with strong scintillation occurring for fifteen to thirty minutes, 
followed by brief, quiet period. 

UHF phase scintillations were also measured in the polar region. During the 1979 tests, phase 
scintillations with variations up to 10 pi radians (1800°) per second were recorded during the extensive 
amplitude scintillation. Figure 33. 

In the polar region ionospheric irregularity drift is much more complex than the almost linear 
irregularity drift exhibited in the equatorial region, (Johnson, 1985). Polar all-sky photometer 6300 A 
images usually showed sun aligned polar arcs of fade-producing irregularities (Johnson et al, 1981). The 
arcs often drifted from dawn-to-dusk while individual irregularities are moving rapidly in a perpendicular, 
noon-to-midnight direction. These irregularities appear to be 100 to 300 kilometers in diameter. Measure- 
ments of the ionospheric F layer height using an airborne HF ionosonde showed the F layer undisturbed 
height to be four or five hundred kilometers prior to the onset of fading (Buchau, 1983). The F region 
height dropped to a few hundred kilometers during the scintillation period and then rose again after the 
irregularity had passed. 

To evaluate polar irregularity drift, an arrangement of three UHF antennas placed in a triangle was 
used at Thule, Greenland; Sondrestrom, Greenland; and Goosebay, Labrador. By recording the signal 
amplitude received from a UHF polar satellite, individual irregularity fades could be identified at all 
three antennas at different times. Figure 34. By correlating the relative delay in the arrival of a 
particular fade at each antenna, one could calculate the direction and speed of the irregularities. 
Correlation of the data from the three antennas showed the pattern of irregularity flow repeated every 24 
hours. Velocities from a few meters-per-second up to a thousand meters-per-second were measured. Typi- 
cally, the data showed strong correlation over distances of 100 meters and time delays of a few seconds. 

Occasionally, during extremely severe fading conditions, poor correlation was exhibited over short 
distances and times. This suggests most of the time the irregularities are relatively stable as they move 
through the ionosphere, but there are periods when the ionosphere is extremely dynamic with the irregular- 
ity changing shape in a few seconds. A 3-dimensional plot of correlation was made using sixty individual 
correlation plots taken at one minute intervals. Figure 35. This plot shows consistently strong correl- 
ation with no change in delay, indicating a stable irregularity velocity. An abrupt change in drift 
direction is apparent in Figure 36. The first few curves show a time lag for the arrival of the fade at 
two selected antennas of plus one second. A quarter of an hour later the correlation decreased and 
appeared erratic. Then the correlation again became strong but with a minus three-second time lag. The 
time lag can be seen more clearly in Figure 37. This data indicates a reversal of drift direction occurred 
in a ten-minute period. 

The general movement of ionospheric irregularities on the polar cap is postulated to follow a two-cell 
model with irregularities flowing from the noon-time auroral oval across the pole to the midnight sector 
and then rotating back around the auroral oval to the noon sector (Heelis et al, 1976). Heppner, 1977, has 
postulated a slightly modified two-cell flow to include the disturbance produced by the rotation of the 
earth. Using a technique described by Whalen, 1970, the three antenna measurement drift velocities are 
plotted on Heppner's polar drift model. Figure 38. 

During July 1979 another series of polar cap flights was conducted. Three eight-hour flights into the 
polar cap during July resulted in zero scintillation observations at 250 MHz. The solar flux density 
during July was at a temporary minimum of 150. These observations tend to support the theory that solar 
flux density plays a prominent role in polar cap irregularity formation. 

5. Nuclear Ionospheric Scintillation 
Increased ionization and ionospheric striations from high-altitude nuclear bursts produce signal 

absorption and scintillations that decrease in rapidity with increasing frequency, but remain potentially 
significant even at EHF (extracted from Frazier & Caster, 1983). Significant reduction of signal blackout 
effects can be achieved by using higher frequencies such as EHF. However, EHF links can be degraded by 
nuclear scintillation effects from high-altitude detonations as well as by attenuation and signal scintill- 
ation from dust that is lofted into the atmosphere after a low altitude detonation. Signal scintillation 
can be defined as signal fluctuations in both phase and amplitude that result from the interaction of a 
structured or striated ionospheric plasma region with the radiowave of a satellite link. 

Predictions of the extent and duration of EHF scintillation are much more sensitive to uncertainties 
in nuclear phenomenology than predictions at lower frequencies such as UHF. The likelihood of encountering 
severe ionospheric scintillation is greatly reduced at EHF. However, based upon a reasonable worst case 
nuclear environment, an EHF SATCOM link could be subject to a scintillation region that may extend a few 
hundred kilometers. Scintillation disturbances are likely to persist up to an hour after high altitude 
burst. Figure 39. 
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FIGURE 31.    VISIBLE AURORAL OVAL 
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FIGURE 32.    VARIATIONS IN HIGH-LATITUDE SCINTILLATION FADING RATE 
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FIGURE 35.    CROSS-CORRELATION OF FADING ON TWO ANTENNAS AT THULE 
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FIGURE 36.    CROSS-CORRELATION OF FADING WITH CHANGE OF DIRECTION 
OF IRREGULARITY DRIFT 
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FIGURE 37.    CROSS-CORRELATION OF FADING WITH CHANGE OF DIRECTION 
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Probably the most important scintillation parameter driving the SATCOM link degradation is T  the 
scintillation decorrelation time. The range of signal decorrelation times for various frequencies is shown 
in Figure 40. The ^ can be viewed as the inverse of the scintillated signal fade rate. Large values of 
""^o represent slow fading and smaller values of T^ are applicable to rapid or fast fading. The T^ is also 
important for characterizing a time-selective or flat signal fading environment. 

The range of ^^ for a 20 GHz and a 40 GHz link are: 

20 GHz      0.013 s 6 T 6 0.90 s 
40 GHz      0.300 s s T^ S 0.10 s 

Interleaved coding links typically provide good message reception performance over a range of 
scintillation fade rates between the modulation rate and a rate corresponding to the interleaver length. 
For a 2400 bps link, interleaving can be used to a significant advantage. 

Slow scintillation (large i^_) causes the decoder performance to ultimately degrade due to loss of 
error randomization with finite-length interleavers. This degradation is virtually unrelated to the type 
of modulation except for its effect on code selection. The value of T at which decoding performance 
degrades is dependent upon the time interval over which the code symbols are interleaved. This in turn 
depends on the interleaver length and the data rate. The manner in which the performance degrades in 
moderately slow scintillation depends upon interleaving and coding design parameters. 

An interleaver is used to dispose the fading caused by burst errors into a random pattern which makes 
it easier for the Viterbi decoder to correct. When the fading t of the channel approaches the time delay 
of the interleaver, there will be a loss in BER performance. This performance loss is due to the inability 
of the interleaver to mix the burst errors due to the signal fade in which a sufficient number of bits were 
not affected. It is, therefore, necessary to have enough interleaver storage to produce the desired BER 
performance for slower fading channels. 

The DPSK chip combining is especially compatible with Frequency Hopping (FH) and typically provides 
additional jamming protection in an AWGN environment. The performance of a DBPSK link in scintillation, 
with or without chip repetition, depends on the value of T. and the interleaver length. When fading is too 
fast (small ■^Q), or faster than the modulation rate, a DPSR link with chip repetition degrades slower than 
a link without chip repetition. In slow fading, a DPSK link without chip repetition will degrade slower. 
This is because a system without chip repetition coherently sums energy and, thus, performance is better 
than in a slow, Rayleigh fading environment. A system incorporating chip repetition and soft chip 
combining, noncoherently sums the energy. A summary of the link effects and mitigation methods is 
presented in Table 1. 

C. Low Elevation Angle Reception 
At low elevation angles between the earth terminal and the satellite, the primary propagation effects 

are multipath fading and ducting or radio holes in addition to the tropospheric attenuation and refractions 
which have already been discussed. 

1. Multipath Fading 
Multipath fading results from terrain reflections that can severely disrupt communications- 

navigation system performance. The disruption is caused by the destructive interference of the direct and 
reflected waves. Figure 41. The severity of the multipath fading is dependent upon the ratio of the 
amplitude of the direct and reflected signals. Multipath fading distorts the signal waveform by causing 
intersymbol interference and frequency dispersion. Observed errors cannot always be reduced simply by 
increasing transmitter power, but sometimes can be reduced using time, space, frequency, and polarization 
diversity or combination of these. Multipath fadings results are dependent upon the type of surface the 
reflected wave encounters. Examples of the reflecting surfaces include: 

Broken - mountainous terrain. 
Flat - smooth terrain. 
Water - lakes, ocean, ice, snow. 

UHF multipath fading on an air-to-satellite link over mountainous terrain is minimal. Since mountain- 
ous terrain does not present a good reflecting surface, multipath is seldom observed, regardless of the 
elevation angle between the aircraft and the satellite. There may be an occasional glint which causes 
fading of a few dB for a few seconds, but, in general, the fading is less than 1 dB for mountainous 
terrain. 

Multipath fading from flat, smooth terrain follows the diffuse reflection model. The multipath signal 
is a combination of many separate, coherent rays. The resulting fading has a Rayleigh appearance with an 
average depth of 1 or 2 dB and an occasional glint causing a fade of 5 or 8 dB. The duration of the deeper 
fade is usually one or two seconds and occurs less than 1% of the time. 

On flights over large lakes, frozen fresh water or frozen salt water (Arctic and Antarctic), and snow 
covered Arctic tundra, multipath fading has been observed that is quite similar to that experienced on the 
open ocean. The extent of the multipath fading is limited by the size of the lake. 

Over water, the fading model is primarily a specular reflection resulting in a two-ray multipath 
condition. As the distance from the satellite to the aircraft changes, the multipath fading is very 
cyclical as the direct and reflected rays oscillate between in phase (enhancement) and out of phase (null). 
Figure 42. At low elevation angles, the water looks very smooth to the UHF radio wave. Even a rough ocean 
looks smooth because at the low angle only the tops of the waves and not the troughs are seens. 

For circularly polarized satellite signals, the fading of approximately 3 dB is experienced at very 
low elevation angles. The fading increases to 8 or 10 dB at an elevation angle between 10° and 15° and 
then drops off to 1 dB or less at high elevation angles. An estimate of the fading characteristics versus 
elevation angle is given in Figure 43, (Johnson, 1979-2). This is a heuristic chart developed from 
thousands of hours of airborne testing performed since 1967. 

The degree of multipath fading experienced is dependent upon the antenna used and its exact placement 
on the aircraft. If the antenna has poor gain in the direction of the multipath reflection, the fading 
will be minimized. In recent antenna tests it was noted that one antenna experienced multipath while the 
other six antennas under test saw no multipath at the particular elevation/azimuth angle. Not only is the 
antenna gain toward the horizon important, but also the polarization. All antennas have an axial ratio, 
and the exact relation of horizontal polarization to vertical polarization is important with respect to 



TABLE 1.  SUMMARY OF SATELLITE LINK EFFECTS AND MITIGATION METHODS 

Frequency Systems and Missions Extent and Duration of Major Effects Dominant Degradation Effects* Mitigation Methods 

UHF 
(225-UOO 

Strategic Missions 
AFSATCOM 
FLTSATCOM 

Absorption over hundreds of kilometers last- 
ing tens of minutes 

Scintillation over thousands of kilometers 
for hours in striated regions for high- 
alt itude burst s 

Scintillation over CONUS-sized regions for 
hoiirs in striated ambient F region from 
hursts at any altitude 

Loss of K /N below demodulation 
threshold 

Severe phase and amplitude fading 
with slow to very fast fade rates 

Moderate to severe phase and 
amplitude fading with slow to 
moderate fade rates, comparable 
to severe natural scintillations 

Increased EIRP (not very effec- 
tive); multiple redundant links 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repeti- 
tion, increased EIRP 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repeti- 
tion, increased EIRP 

Op 

L, S Bands 
{1,2-2.3 

GHz) 

GPS Navigation 
DSP Data Links 

Absorption over tens of kilometers lasting 
few minutes 

Scintillation over thousands of kilometers 
for hours in striated regions from high- 
eiltitude bursts 

Scintillation over CONUS-sized regions 
for hours in striated ambient F region 
from bursts at any altitude 

Loss of \K 
Severe phase and amplitude fading 
with slow to very fast fade rates 

Moderate to severe phase and ampli- 
tude fading with slow to fast fade 
rates 

Increased EIRP, Link redundancy 

Optimal demoduJ-ator design, 
coding, interleaving (GPS), 
increased EIRP, multiple 
links, spaced antennas (DSP) 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving CGPS), 
increased EIRP, multiple links, 
spaced antennas (DSP) 

X-Band 
(7.2-8.1* 

GHz) 

DSCS 
Other proposed links 

Absorption over tens of kilometers for few 
seconds 

Scintillation over hundreds to thousands 
of kilometers for few hours in striated 
regions from high-altitude bursts 

Dust and/or water vapro (or ice) from 
surface or near-surface bursts over tens 
of kilometers for hundreds of seconds 

Transcient loss of W 
Moderate to severe phase and 
amplitude fading with slow to 
fast fade rates 

Potential deep amplitude and 
phase scintillations with 
moderately fast fade rates 

Increased Elf^P, link redundancy 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repe- 
tition (some links), increased 
EIRP, multiple links 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repetir- 
tion (some links), increased 
EIRP, multiple links 

AFSATCOM (SSS/NFCS) 
Other proposed 
systems 

Scintillation over hundreds of kilometers 
for about an hour in striated regions from 
high-altitude bursts 

Dust and/or water vapor [or ice] from sur- 
face or near^-surface bursts over tens of 
kilometers for tens of minutes 

Tropospheric effects (clouds, rain, etc. 

Moderate to severe phase and 
amplitude fading with moderate 
fade rates along some paths 

Moderate attenuation and severe 
phase and amplitude scintillation 

Attenuation of \^% scintillations 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repeti- 
tion (some links), increased 
EIRP, multiple links 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repeti- 
tion (some links), increased 
EIRP, multiple links 

Optimal demodulator design, 
coding, interleaving, repeti- 
tion- (some links), increased 
EIRP, multiple links 

""Possible degradation due to dispersion, 
system characteristics. 

noise, and other effecta may be a problem, depending on specific 
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multipath. Therefore, the multipath fading depths in Figure 43 are an average for a wide variety of 
antennas (blades, crossed dipoles, spirals, crossed slots, turnstile, double-tuned stubs and dual mode)' and 
a wide variety of antenna placements on the aircraft. 

A plot of the expected two-ray multipath fading rate is shown in Figure 44 and the differential delay 
in Figure 45. The fade rate for the fading signal shown in Figure 46 can be measured by taking the power 
spectral density of the signal, Figure 47. While the diffuse power spectral density decreases at approxi- 
mately f2, a very strong specular component can be seen at approximately 0.75 Hz. The autocorrelation 
function of this same signal shows a repetitive correlation with a spacing of approximately 1.3 seconds. 
Figure 48. 

a) PRN Measurement Technique 
One of the measurement techniques used to separate the direct and reflected signal component is the 

use of psuedo-random (PRN) sequence and correlation technique (extracted from Johnson, 1979-2). One PRN 
system that has been tested, utilized a 127 bit direct psuedo-random sequence transmitted through the 
satellite. At the receiving terminal the matching 127 bit psuedo-random sequence was correlated with the 
receive signal and with the time-delayed reflected signal, which has traveled a further distance. 
Figure 49. The relative amplitude between the direct and the reflected correlation indicates the amplitude 
difference of the direct and reflected signals. The time difference indicates differential path delay. 

The results of the PRN correlation technique with the satellite at a high elevation angle are shown in 
Figure 50 for an overhead type antenna (Johnson, 1979-2). The reflected signal is delayed approximately 50 
microseconds and is approximately 20 dB lower in amplitude than the direct signal. The results in 
Figure 51 are for a horizon coverage antenna at a satellite elevation angle of 24°. Here the reflected 
signal is only approximately 1 dB below the direct signal. A rather long tail of diffuse energy is evident 
with delays up to 15 microseconds later than the specular component. The energy reflected from ice. 
Figure 52, is approximately 5 to 10 dB below the direct signal. The reflections from land', even at 
relatively low elevation angles (Figure 53) are down significantly from the water reflected multipath. 

b) Directive Antennas 
Another technique which provides information on the reflected component is the use of a directive, 

bottom-mounted antenna and a separate antenna mounted on top of the aircraft (Johnson, 1979-2). This 
technique allows the measurement of the direct and reflected components for medium to high elevation 
angles, as shown in Figure 54. Over water the bottom antenna yielded a strong reflected signal at high 
elevation angles with the average reflected energy approximately 6 dB less than the direct received energy. 
The bottom received signal. Figure 55, appears noise-like with fade rates of 10 to 100 Hz and a peak-to- 
null amplitude of 10 to 15 dB. Over land, at a high elevation angle, the bottom antenna yielded a less 
consistent reflected signal. Figure 56. The average signal energy was approximately 10 dB less than the 
direct signal. 

2. Radio Holes and Ducting 
As an earth terminal transmits radio signals to a satellite at low elevation angles it is possible for 

the transmitted rays to get trapped in an inversion layer due to the abnormal refractive index of the layer 
(extracted from Johnson, 1974). 

a) Radio Holes 
Radio waves traveling through an ideal, or "Standard Atmosphere," bend slightly due to the change in 

the refractive index with altitude, (Johnson, 1974). This change in the refractive index can extend 
communications to distances beyond optical line-of-sight. To compensate for this bending effect a correct- 
ion factor often used is 4/3 the actual earth radius. However, a "Standard Atmospheric" gradient of 
refractive index is not always encountered. In certain areas of the world inversion layers are common and 
can cause a sharp discontinuity in the atmospheric refractive index gradient. These inversion layers are 
usually a few hundred feet thick and can extend for hundreds of miles. 

As depicted in Figure 57, if energy is being radiated by a source above the inversion layer, say from 
either an airplane or a satellite, the energy that passes above the inversion layer travels in effectively 
a straight line. The rays that strike the layer at a shallow angle can be bent or refracted and bunched 
together with waves that pass through the layer uneffected. In this case an energy void is cause by the 
bending of the rays. This energy void area is called a "Radio Hole." The bunching of energy below the 
radio hole is called an "Anti-Hole." 

If an aircraft is moving away from the signal source at a constant altitude, as depicted in Figure 57, 
the received signal strength would normally decrease at the rate of approximately 6 dB per octave due to 
the free space loss until the aircraft reaches the Radio Hole. The signal strength would then drop quite 
rapidly until the aircraft enters the Anti-Hole. Data taken from an air-to-air flight test experiment 
illustrates this effect. Figure 58. It can be seen that the received signal strength follows closely the 
free space loss to a separation of approximately 220 miles. Between 220 and 235 miles the signal strength 
drops below the free space condition. This is the Radio Hole region. Upon reaching the Anti-Hole the 
signal recovers to slightly above the free space condition. At about 260 miles the aircraft is beyond 
line-of-sight and the signal strength decreases rapidly. 

The Radio Hole can be modeled if the refractive index gradient is known and is essentially consistent. 
Information on refractive index is available from the meteorological services. Normal measurements are 
taken by weather balloons, but more accurate information can be obtained from airborne or air dropped 
microwave refractometer. 

b) Ducting 
Another atmospheric phenomena closely related to the Radio Hole is ducting (Johnson, 1974). In the 

case of the duct, the energy is trapped between an inversion layer and the earth, or between inversion 
layers. The signal in the duct can travel far beyond the horizon with little attenuation. Ducting is a 
phenomena that can be observed over approximately 35% of the earth's surface with fair regularity. A belt 
known as the Trade Wind Duct exists in the area centered approximately 20° north and 20° south of the 
equator. Warm air rising from the equator flows towards the poles and falls in the vicinity of these 
latitudes. This warm, moist air encounters cool, dry air near the ocean and an inversion layer is formed. 
Specific areas in these trade wind ducts are well known for their observed ducting effects. For example, 
this ducting effect is frequently used for VHF communications between Brazil and Africa. Similar ducting 
effects have been observed between southern California and Hawaii in the VHF spectrum. Strong layering 
exists south of Bermuda in an area known as the "Bermuda High." 
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FIGURE 58.    RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH IN THE VICINITY OF A RADIO HOLE 

By observing the altitude and shape of the duct through current weather information it is possible to 
position two aircraft within the duct and maintain communications far beyond line-of-sight. Such a test 
was run in the West Indies area. In this test two aircraft, each flying at a 15,000 feet altitude and 
separated by 700 nautical miles, could communicate high-quality wide-band television-type signals. The 
normal line-of-sight for aircraft at this altitude is approximately 300 miles. 

Extensive utilization of ducting and beyond the line-of-sight communications is complicated by the 
narrowness and irregularity of the ducts. The modeling of ducting communications is well understood and 
computer program models have been developed to predict the communications ducts at various frequencies, 
once a consistent and continuous refractive index gradient information is fed into the computer system. In 
the future, more extensive reporting of refractive index information could help to make the duct a feasible 
propagation media. 

D.  Implication of Mobile Terminals 
Mobile terminals are subjected to a variety of effects that are normally not experienced by fixed 

terminals, such as Doppler frequency shift and antenna pointing errors. 

1.  Doppler Effects 
The Doppler experienced by the mobile terminal can be expressed as: 

D = F'V/C 

where   D = Doppler in Hertz, - 
F = frequency in Hertz, 
V = velocity in meters per second 

and     C = speed of light in meters per second. 

The velocity of i 
all satellites are not 
the relative motion of 
because of the Doppler 
has been received, the 
the rate of a few hund 
calculated. Computer 
orbital information an 
anomalies and ionosphe 

nterest is the radial velocity between the satellite and the mobile terminal.  Since 
equatorial synchronous, a fixed ground station can also experience Doppler due to 
the satellite. The mobile terminal must search out a larger frequency uncertainty 
and find the downlink beacon signal from the satellite. Once the satellite signal 
mobile receiver can track Doppler, which for an SHF airborne system may change at 
red Hertz per second. The Doppler is strictly a geometric consideration and can be 
aided antenna-pointing systems can calculate the Doppler by knowing the satellite 
d the aircraft velocity vector. The Doppler shift is not sensitive to propagation 
ric effects tends to be negligible at UHF and SHF frequencies. 

2.  Antenna Effects 
Pointing antenna pointing is another consideration for the mobile terminal. With UHF antennas the 

problem is usually the selection of an antenna providing horizon or overhead antenna. For the SHF mobile 
terminal the beamwidth may be as small as a few degrees and an active tracking system is required to keep 
the mobile terminal antenna pointed towards the satellite. Errors in the antenna tracking algorithm will 
degrade the antenna pointing and reduce the link margin. Active tracking systems using a nutating sub- 
reflector have been extensively evaluated and provide antenna pointing with negligible errors, even during 
propagation anomalies. Computer-aided antenna-pointing system usually do not consider ray bending in their 
calculations and therefore can be in error by the amount of the ray bending. At SHF, the antenna beam 
width is usually wider than the ray bending and therefore the error is negligible. 
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II. System Design Aspects of Satellite Communications 
The design of a satellite conmunications system should take into account the propagation character- 

istics of the communications channel. A balance is required to obtain high efficiency along with a degree 
of robustness needed to assure reliable conmunications. 

A.  Modulation Techniques 
The process by which information is impressed on a suitably chosen RF carrier frequency for 

transmission is referred to as modulation (extracted from DCA Handbook, 1972). The two forms of modulation 
that are normally used to convey information are analog and digital modulation processes. Analog 
modulation methods encompass those techniques which vary the amplitude, phase, or frequency of the carrier 
over a continuous range of values in response to source information. Digital modulation methods encompass 
those techniques that cause discrete changes in the amplitude, phase, or frequency of the carrier after the 
source information has been digitized into a stream of marks (ones) and spaces (zeros) prior to the carrier 
modulation process. Since analog modulation is not normally employed on satellite links this section will 
be limited to digital modulation. 

A good digital modulation system is one which communicates the maximum amount of data reliably. The 
performance of a digital system is bounded theoretically by Shannon's classical results, which state that 
given sufficient processing, data at rate R in bits per second can be communicated with arbitrarily small 
error through a channel of capacity C, provided R < C. More specifically if a channel is linear, 
restricted to bandwidth B, has average power S., and is perturbed by additive white Gaussian noise (with 
single-sided noise power density N ), then: 

R s C = B log, 1+ h_ 
N B 
0 

This equation can be rewritten in terms of the system bandwidth expansion factor (m = B/R) and the avail- 
able energy per bit-to-noise density ratio, E,/N = S./N R, as follows: 

R/B < log„ 1+ V 
'^   N B 

0 

This leads to an expression giving the minimum possible energy per bit to noise density ratio required to 
reliably communicate with bandwidth expansion factor m. 

In a binary digital communications system (higher-order or M-ary systems are possible but will not be 
discussed), the transmitter selects and sends one of two basic waveforms depending on whether a binary zero 
or one is delivered by the digitized (i.e., sampled and quantized) information source. For example, if the 
Nth term of the binary digital sequence is a zero, the system transmits, during interval NT s t < (N+1)T, 
the signal waveform S (t); if it is a one, the system transmits S,(t). Since T seconds are required to 
transmit one symbol of the sequence, the transmission rate is 1/T symbols per second. If the binary data 
source selects the bits of the sequence with equal probability and independently, then each symbol conveys 
one bit of information and hence the information rate is 1/T bits per second. Because of the addition of 
noise (e.g., the receiver will always have a finite temperature and thus will add a finite noise power 
density to the received signal), there will be a nonzero probability that the receiver will make an error 
when attempting to decide whether S (t) or S,(t) was transmitted. The performance of the digital system 
therefore is measured in terms of tne probability that the receiver will err in making this and subsequent 
decisions. 

To calculate the performance of a particular digital modulation technique requires knowledge of the 
form of the waveforms selected for transmission, the transmission channel characteristics and the exact 
structure and decision rule employed at the receiver. The signal waveform characteristics of interest are 
the energy per signal, the spectral occupancy and a measure of the basic difference in the signal 
structures used to represent transmitted zeros and ones (this latter characteristic is referred to as the 
signal's normalized inner product and is denoted as p). 

1.  Phase Shift Keying 
The channel characteristics of interest pertain to its linearity, phase response, and noise 

properties. The receiver structure details pertain to a priori knowledge assumed to exist regarding which 
signal was sent, knowledge of the signal structure (i.e., the signals epoch, amplitude, phase, and 
frequency), and the decision rule employed. For example, if information is conveyed by shifting the 
carrier phase 180° to represent a one (mark) and by 0° to represent a zero (space) and all other aspects of 
the waveforms are identical, the system is usually referred to as binary antipodal modulation, or simply 
binary phase-shift keying (PSK or BPSK). For an additive white Gaussian noise channel that permits retent- 
ion of carrier phase information, the optimum receiver can be shown to be a coherent matched filter 
receiver with one filter matched to each of the phase states sent at the transmitter. Exact knowledge of 
received signal time, phase, and frequency is required to implement this ideal detector, and the decision 
rule is simply to look at the outputs of the matched filters every T seconds and decide in favor of the 
filter with the largest output (this assumes ones and zeros are equally likely to have been transmitted and 
that ties are resolved by simply flipping a coin). For this binary PSK system with a coherent ideal PSK 
detector, the performance is given by: 

E -(#) 
P    = Q(\J_t )      (coherent, antipodal  PSK signals) 

where aiv) _     i        j'^ ,    2, , 
QU;  - -—-    / exp(-yV2)dy 

V2TT      y-a> 
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lo =^""= r E* = signal energy =  /   s'(t)dt=  /   S^(t)dt 

and the nonnalized inner product a measure of the correlation of the binary signals, is: 

Jo 

S^(t)S, (t)dt 
p = --  -*-    - ' • (antipodal PSK signaling) 

^ 

2. Frequency shift Keying 
In the event 1:hat the channel does not permit a coherent detector to be built; i.e., the received 

signal's phase is a random variable, -ir s (ji £ IT, an optimum noncoherent receiver may be built. In this 
case decisions can be based on the magnitude of the envelope of the received signal (since the phase 
information has beer destroyed by the channel). 

The transmitter can elect to send one of two frequencies (frequency-shift keying, FSK), to represent 
the binary source data. Such a selection causes the normalized inner product, p, of the signals to be zero 
(referred to as orthogonal signaling) and the performance is given by: 

1    ~\ Pj. = 2 exp i^—)  ; (noncoherent, orthogonal FSK signals) 
o 

*E. = energy per bit = E for these systems, since there is one bit per symbol. 
For coherently detected orthogonal signal sets, such as coherently detected frequency shift-keyed 

signals, the performance becomes: 

; (coherent, orthogonal FSK signals) 

For all but high P^ cases the Eu/N required to achieve a given Pn with noncoherent reception is about 
twice that required with coherent reception, ie 3 dB performance difference. 

3. Differently Coherent PSK 
An intermediate case, referred to as "differently coherent PSK," is also of interest with binary 

digital systems. Unlike the preceding systems, in differentially coherent PSK (DPSK), a binary one 
dictates a change in phase in the transmitted signal and a zero dictates no change in phase. The receiver 
requires two sets of detectors with overlapping operation; while one operates on the received signal during 
even intervals forming decisions on even-numbered data symbols, the other operates during the odd intervals 
forming decisions on the odd-numbered data symbols. In effect the phase of the preceding symbol serves as 
a reference for the present symbol. The performance of DPSK is given by: 

Pg = I exp {^)    ; (DPSK) 
o 

It should be noted that for a given P^ exactly one half the energy is required in a DPSK system relative to 
the noncoherent orthogonal signal case (noncoherent, FSK). 

Performance curves for each of the binary digital systems discussed above are shown in Figure 59. 
Finally, the bandwidth expansion factor for these signaling schemes can be shown to be: 

n, = B = {^' °'"t*i°9°"al (FSK) 
R   1; antipodal (PSK & DPSK) 

tions of these basic concepts to higher-order alphabet systems (M-ary) are conceptually 
:ommunications systems of this type use K consecutive symbols of the data sequence to select 

Generalizatic 
easy. Digital COIT ^ .,,          - -^  -   -   ---,  
and transmit one of M = 2 stored signals (K = 1 for binary systems). The performance obtained requires 
less E, ,N than for the binary case but requires an exponential increase in bandwidth and receiver 
complexity relative to the binary signaling schemes. 

4.  Choice of Modulation 
The characteristics of the propagation channel can influence the choice of modulation. PSK modulation 

offers better channel efficiency in a high quality channel than FSK. PSK can provide the same bit-error- 
rate at a lower received signal level than FSK or it can provide a better error rate at the same received 
signal level as FSK. 

However, FSK modulation tends to be more robust than PSK when the channel suffers phase distortion 
such as during severe ionospheric scintillation. Especially in the case of nuclear induced ionospheric 
scintillation, the phase of the earth-satellite link is expected to be perturbed to such a degree that both 
coherent and differential PSK will encounter an unacceptable error rate. Noncoherent FSK will suffer some 
degradation but not nearly as severe as PSK. Analysis of natural ionospheric by Prettie, 1981 showed that 
during severe polar scintillation, low data rate PSK would suffer an irreducible error rate (regardless of 
signal strength) due to the rapid phase changes. 

B.  Coding Techniques 
In the preceding discussions on the performance of digital modulation/ 

demodulation (modem) techniques, the probability of bit error (Pp) for a given energy per bit-to-noise- 
density (EL/N ) ratio was used as a measure of how well the modem could operate (extracted from DCA Hand- 
book, 1972°. A modulation technique that satisfied the system probability of bit error (Pp) specification 
without requiring an excessive E,/N ratio (E, = ratio of average received carrier power to data rate, 
P/R ) or bandwidth allocation was deemed an acceptable choice. Furthermore, since the performance of an 
ideal digital system could be calculated under certain conditions, it was possible to assess how any 
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(From DCA, 1972) 

FIGURE 59.    ERROR PROBABILITY VERSUS Eb/No FOR VARIOUS MODULATIONS 

particular choice of modem deviated from the ideal and to quantitatively measure how much loss was incurred 
relative to the ideal system. 

To specify the ideal system's performance it was necessary that the channel, or modem-transmission 
medium combination be linear, restricted to bandwidth B, average power P, and be perturbed only by additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), with single-sided noise power density N (watts/Hertz). These considerations 
are of more than academic interest since many satellite communicatiofis systems can be modeled as an AWGN 
channel. It is precisely for this reason that Forward acting Error Correcting (FEC) coding techniques can 
and should be applied to satellite communications system designs. These FEC techniques allow a system 
design that better approximates the ideal system's performance. 

In general, the coding technique changes each information bit—input from the source--into a sequence 
of binary digits or symbols before transmission over the satellite channel. The coded sequence or repre- 
sentation of the information bit has a structure that permits the complementary decoding technique at the 
receiver to properly identify the transmitted information bit despite errors that occur in the coded 
sequence because of the channel noise conditions. 

The set of rules used to represent an information bit by a sequence of symbols at the transmitter is 
referred to as an encoding technique and the corresponding set of rules used to unscramble the received 
sequence to an information bit is referred to as a decoding technique or algorithm. When the encoding- 
decoding technique does not rely on retransmission strategies to decode an information bit, it is referred 
to as an FEC coding strategy or technique. These FEC techniques are distinctly different from Automatic 
Repeat Request (ARQ) techniques that rely on detecting the presence of an error in the received sequence 
(only detecting not correcting) and automatically requesting a retransmission of any bit or sequence that 
has been detected to contain errors. In satellite communications system applications, ARQ techniques are 
of only limited utility since the long propagation delays (i second) and occasionally high error rates due 
to propagation problems can severely limit the throughput of ARQ systems. Consequently, only FEC 
techniques will be treated in the remainder of this discussion. 

1.  Block Encoding 
The placement of an FEC encoder-decoder in a typical communications system configuration is indicated 

in Figure 60. Thus, from the FEC coder's standpoint, the channel includes the items shown between the 
dotted lines of Figure 60. There are two broad classes of error-correcting codes; namely, block codes and 
convolutional codes. With block coding techniques each group of K consecutive information bits is encoded 
into a group of N symbols for transmission over the channel. Normally, the K information bits are located 
at the beginning of the N symbol block code and the last N-K symbols correspond to parity (check) bits 
formed by taking the modulo 2 sum of certain sets of the K information bits. Block codes exhibiting this 
property are referred to as systematic block codes. 

The term block code stems from the fact that each block of N symbols corresponds to a particular group 
of K information bits. The encoded symbols for the K+1  bit and beyond are completely independent of the 
symbols generated for the first K information bits, and hence cannot be used to help decode the first group 
of K information bits at the receiver. Because N symbols are used to represent K information bits, the 
(code) rate (R) of such a block code is K/N bits per symbol (R = K/N). The encoder structure for the 
(N = 7, K = 4) binary code is shown in Figure 61. The information bits are stored in the K = 4 storage 
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FIGURE 60.    TYPICAL CODED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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FIGURE 61.    SHIFT REGISTER FOR ENCODING THE (7. 4) CODE 

devices, and then the device is made to shift N = 7 times. The first K symbols that come out will be the 
information symbols, and the last N-K symbols will be a set of check symbols that form the whole N symbol 
word. A block code is often denoted with the symbols (N, K, t); N corresponds to the block length, K to 
the number of information symbols in the work, and t to the number of errors in a block of N symbols that 
the code is guaranteed to correct. The code of Figure 61 is a (7, 4, 1) code in this notation. 

2.  Convolutional Encoding 
The block diagram of a typical convolutional encoder is shown in Figure 62. Information bits are 

shifted to the right through the L stage shift register as new information bits enter from the left. Bits 
out of the last stage of the shift register are discarded. The bits are shifted one position each T 
seconds, where 1/T is the information rate in bits per second. The modulo-2 adders are used to form the 
parity check bits, each of which is a binary function of a particular subset of the information bits in the 
shift register. The parity check bits are seen to depend on a sequence of L information bits, so that the 
constraint length of the code is L. 

Once each T seconds, the terminals labeled 1, 2..., r are sampled in succession. Thus for each 
information bit fed into the encoder, there are r parity check bits at the output. These output parity 
check bits are referred to as symbols. Since each symbol carries an average of 1/r information bits, the 
code is said to have rate 1/r. 

When the first modulo-2 adder is replaced by a direct connection to the first stage of the shift 
register, the first symbol becomes a replica of the information bit. Such an encoder is termed a system- 
atic convolutional encoder. 

The code can be thought of as forming a tree structure. At each node the information bit determines 
which direction will be taken; up for a 1 and down for a 0. The r digits occurring on the branch selected 
to correspond to the output symbols. A particular sequence of information bits then describes a particular 
path through the code tree. This will be illustrated by the following example. 

Consider the rate i encoder of Figure 63 and let the shift register contain all zeros initially. Now 
assume that the input sequence of information bits is 1100 The path defined by this sequence is 
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FIGURE 63.    ENCODER USED TO GENERATE CODE TREE 
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illustrated as the heavy line in the code tree of Figure 64. Since the code generated by this encoder is a 
systematic code, the first digit of the output at each branch is the information bit, as shown in 
Figure 63. The second digit is the output of the modulo-2 adder in Figure 63. After the first information 
bit is fed into the shift register, the contents are 1000000..., so that the output of the adder is a 1 and 
is shown as the second digit on the first branch of the code tree. After the second input to the shift 
register, the contents are 1100000... and the adder output is a 0; this is easily seen since the modulo-2 
sum of an even number of Is is a 0. Continuing in this fashion, the remaining portion of the tree can be 
constructed. It should be noted that unlike block codes, convolutional codes have no formal block 
structure in the generated code words. That is, past information bits do have an influence on the symbols 
used to represent a present information bit. The code can be constructed by taking the convolution of the 
shift register tap connection set (code generating polynomial) with the information bit pattern; hence the 
name convolutional codes. 

3.  Decoding Techniques 
Decoding algorithms for block and convolutional codes are usually quite different. The formal 

structure of the block encoded words permits decoding by taking advantage of the known structural 
properties of the words or the algebraic nature of the constraints among the symbols used to represent an 
information sequence. Examples of decoding algorithms for block codes are the algebraic decoding 
techniques of Peterson, Chien and Berlekamp for the Bose-Chaudhuri (BCH) codes. Decoding of convolutional 
codes, on the other hand, is often done using the probabilistic techniques of Wozencraft (sequential 
decoding) or Viterbi (Viterbi decoding). These latter techniques rely not on the algebraic structure of 
the code words but on the ability to home in on the correct sequence by designing efficient search 
procedures that discard unlikely sequences very quickly. As an example, consider a sequential decoding 
algorithm for convolutional codes. The symbols presented to the decoder are the symbols generated as 
described in Figure 62 after they have been corrupted by noise. In a communications system, the output of 
the demodulator would constitute the decoder input. Assume that the symbols presented to the decoder are 
Is and Os, each symbol being in error with probability p (i.e., assume a binary symmetric channel). 

The decoder contains a duplicate of the encoder, whose shift register contains the received inform- 
ation bits. By comparing the input-code-plus-noise symbols at the input to the decoder with the symbols 
found at branch points of the tree as in Table 2 the decoder attempts to find the most probable path 
through the code tree. 

The sequential decoder differs from most other types of decoders in that, when it finds itself on a 
wrong path in the tree, it has the ability to search back and forth, changing previously decoded inform- 
ation bits, until it finds the correct path. The frequency with which the decoder has to search back, and 
the depth of these backward searches, is dependent on the value of the channel error probability (p). 

Table 2.  Sequential Decoding Procedure 

Message 1 1 0 0 Notes 

Code 11 10 01 01 Fig. 64 

Noise 00 10 00 00 Assumed 

Input 11 00 01 01 Code + Noise 

Decision Total 

1.  Go To 11 

00 ..     0 determinate 
2.  Try 11 

00 
10 
10 1 

!try 11 01 
00 .. . . 01 ..    1 same as above 

3.  Try 11 10 10 
00 10 la 3 

Try 11 10 01 
00 . . .. 10 .. .. 00 ... 1 lowest possible 

Try- 11 01 11 
00 01 10 2 check 

Try 11 01 00 
00 .. . . 01 .. . . 01 ...     2 check 

it.  Go To 11 10 01 01 
00 10 00 00 1 lowest possible 

Try 11 10 01 10 
00 .. .. 10 .. . . 00 ... ... 11      3 check 

NOTE:  Total is sum of digits in sum modulo 2 of Input and line above Total. 
0 = modulo 2 addition; e.g., 1 G 1 = 0 
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FIGURE 64.    A CODE TREE 

One of the most important properties of a sequential decoder is that, if the chosen constraint length 
is_^arge enough, the probability that the decoder will make an error becomes negligible (e.g., less than 
10 ). The type of error that becomes significant is the occurrence of an overflow, which is defined as 
being a situation in which the decoder is unable to perform the necessary number of computations in the 
performance of the tree search. To be more precise, a computation is defined as having occurred when the 
decoder examines a path through the decoding tree. Since the decoder is able to search back and forth 
through the tree, and does so according to how the errors arrive at the decoder input, the number of 
computations the decoder must make to decode one information bit is a random variable. An important 
parameter in the system then becomes the average number of computations per decoded information bit. As 
long as the channel error probability (p) is not too high, the probability of decoder overflow will be 
acceptably low and thus satisfactory performance results. 

The performance of block decoding algorithms, however, is determined by the number of errors that the 
code is guaranteed to correct (t) in a block of N received symbols. If the channel error probability (p) 
is too high then the probability of obtaining t - 1 or more errors in a block of N symbols becomes 
significant and hence the decoder will fail in its attempt to identify the transmitted code word. 

Up to this point, it has been assumed that the demodulator supplies only hard decisions (that is, the 
demod output has been hard-limited) to the decoder. If instead the demodulator output is quantized into 4 
or 8 levels (2- or 3-bit quantization, respectively), certain decoding algorithms can use this additional 
information to obtain a lower probability of output bit error than if supplied only with hard decisions. 
Both the sequential and Viterbi decoding algorithms can effectively use this soft-decision demodulator 
information, giving these algorithms a distinct advantage over algebraic decoding techniques that cannot 
easily account for this added information in making a final decoder decision. 

To gain some insight into the performance of error-correcting codes on random error channel's Figure 
65 is plotted. Five codes of moderate complexity are shown. These are: BCH (15, 7), Golay (24, 12), 
Viterbi (K=4), diffuse threshold (K=4), and sequential decoding. 

The curve for the sequential decoder is based on a rate i  code operating on a hard-decision Binary 
Symmetric Channel (BSC). The curve is shown as a nearly vertical line to emphasize the relative insensit- 
ivity to undetected errors. One of the curves for a Viterbi decoder is for 3-bit quantization (Q = 3) and 
the other is for the hard-decision case (Q = 1). The remaining curves are based on calculations. Several 
observations from Figure 65 are worthy of note. 

For the parameters shown, the Viterbi decoder with Q = 1 provides performance exceeding that of the 
block codes and the threshold decoder. The advantage of the Viterbi decoder is even more apparent when 
quantization is considered. Using a quantized version of the demodulator output, in lieu of hard decis- 
ions, improves performance on the order of 2 dB. This improvement may not be directly realized with block 
codes. 

Another pertinent observation from Figure 65 is the increased slope of the sequential decoder curve. 
This may be particularly important in regard to performance requirements on the order Pr 10" . 
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FIGURE 65.    ERROR CORRECTING PSK CODE PERFORMANCE 

As an example of how effective FEC techniques can be in a satellite communications system, consider 
the performance of the coded systems in Figure 65 relative to the no-coding (ideal PSK demodulation) system 
also shown in this Figure. For a 10" output bit error specification, the improvement in required E,/N 
for these systems is shown in Table 3. As shown, the largest coding gain is supplied by the sequential 
decoder, 5 dB. This means that for a fixed received average power to thermal noise density ratio (P /N ), 
the sequential decoder system -can support a 5-dB higher data rate (3.2 times more data) than the unc5de8 
system, or correspondingly, the same data rate as the uncoded system, or with 5 dB less average power. 
Furthermore, if even lower output probability of bit error rates are required than 10" , the gain of the 
coded systems (particularly sequential decoding) relative to the uncoded system is even more impressive. 
Finally, it should be emphasized that this sizable gain comes at the expense of only a 2 to 1 increase in 
channel bandwidth. All of the coded designs shown operate at a code rate of i (bits/symbol) and hence the 
bandwidth required, for a fixed modulation method, is twice that of the uncoded system design. That is, 
the symbol rate is 2 times the data rate with a rate i bit per symbol code. This is a very moderate price 
to pay for the dramatic savings in satellite power obtained with sequential or Viterbi decoding. 

Table 3. E./N Coding Gain for Several Coded Systems 

System Required E./N„ at      Ga 

No Coding 9.6 
(15,7) BCH 8.65 
Threshold 8.5 
Golay (24,12) 7.5 
Viterbi (Q=l) 7.1 
Viterbi (Q=3) 5.1 
Sequential (Q=l) 4.6 

in (E|./N„ Uncoded 
E./N^ Cofling) dB 

1 
1.1 
2.1 
2.5 
4.5 
5 
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C. Antenna Characteristics 
One of the major factors the system designer have control over is the choice of antenna. The proper 

choice can improve the communications link margin, reduce the effect of multipath fading, and minimize 
self-jamming or mutual interference. Four generic types of antennas are illustrated in Figure 66, (Johnson 
1979-2). 

1. Horizon Coverage 
A typical antenna that provide horizon coverage is a i wave stub or blade antenna. The blade provides 

a donut-shaped coverage, illuminating the horizon with a null overhead. Figure 66. Since the blade has 
most of its gain toward the reflecting surface it exhibits a large illumination factor and is subject to 
severe multipath fading. A typical azimuth pattern for a blade mounted on an aircraft is shown in Figure 
67. The primary advantage of the blade antenna is it simplicity, ease of installation, and low cost. 

2. Over-Head Coverage 
Another common satellite comriunications antenna for mobile terminals is the over-head coverage crossed 

dipole antenna. Its coverage pattern is a cone centered on zenith, Figure 66. The overhead antenna 
pattern characteristics of a cross-dipole antenna give considerable protection to the multipath reflective 
component when the satellite is at a high elevation angle. The azimuth coverage pattern of the crossed- 
dipole antenna is shown in Figure 68. The crossed-dipole tends to be a little larger and more costly than 
the blade antenna but is a good choice for high angle coverage on a mobile terminal. 

3. Omni-Directional Coverage 
A compromise antenna that provides both horizon and over-head coverage can be use if it is not 

possible to install two separate antennas on the mobile terminal. An antenna such as the MIT Lincoln 
Laboratory designed crossed-slot antenna or the Rockwell designed drooping dipoles give reasonable coverage 
over the upper hemosphere. Figure 66. The azimuth pattern of the crossed-slot antenna is shown in 
Figure 69. This type antenna is subject to the severe multipath fading of the blade antenna and provides 
less over-head gain than the crossed dipole. This antenna tends to be larger, more expensive, and more 
difficult to install than the blade or crossed dipole. 

4. Directional Coverage 
A fourth generic antenna type is the directive antenna, primarily used at the microwave frequencies. 

The directive antenna gives good protection against the reflected signal unless the satellite is right on 
the horizon. The major disadvantage of the directive antenna for mobile applications is the need to 
continuously point the antenna. Directive antennas tend to be heavy, expensive, and difficult to install. 
An airborne microwave satellite communications antenna may cost $500,000 to purchase and another $500,000 
to install in an aircraft. However, for microwave satellite communications applications there are usually 
no cheaper choices. 

D. Network Considerations 
In order to interconnect the various communications satellite users, network protocols must be 

established (extracted from DCA Handbook, 1972). Historically, the first network protocols used were 
single carrier per channel with frequency spacing between channel to separate users. Increased demand for 
the limited satellite capacity prompted the development of more efficient multiple access techniques. One 
of the major considerations was to minimize the interference with other users of the transponder. The 
primary multiple-access (MA) techniques that are used to accomplish the above purposes in communications 
satellites are: 

* Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 
* Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) 
* Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA - sometimes called Spread Spectrum SSMA) 

Table 4 summarizes the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of these techniques. 

1. Frequency Division Multiple Access 
In FDMA each earth terminal is assigned a carrier frequency within the transponder bandwidth. The 

carrier frequencies must have a minimum spacing large enough so that the modulated spectra do not overlap. 
An earth terminal receiver is tuned to the downlink frequency corresponding to the uplink frequency of the 
desired transmitter. The transponder power is shared by all the links simultaneously transmitted. Two 
important considerations in the use of FDMA are efficient use of the available transponder power and 
avoidance of interference among the simultaneous users. If a linear transponder is used, then the carrier 
frequencies can be spaced at the minimum spacing referred to previously. However, individual earth 
terminal power and/or maximum number of users must be controlled to avoid driving the output power device 
into saturation. If this happens, nonlinearity in the power output device will cause intermodulation 
products of the signals to rise to an unacceptable level. 

If a hard-limiting transponder is used, intermodulation products will be formed in the limiter. The 
carrier frequencies may be spaced so that the intermodulation products do not fall on any of the carriers. 
It has been shown that for equally spaced carriers and a limiting transponder the signal-to-intermodulation 
noise power ratio (measured in the bandwidth of the signal) will vary from 9 to 11 dB depending on the 
spacing of the carriers. In either case, the number of accesses possible in the transponder bandwidth is 
reduced. In addition, the intermodulation products use some output power of the transponder, reducing the 
useful output power. Finally, the small signal suppression effect of a limiter makes power control of the 
earth transmitters necessary. 

2. Time Division Multiple Access 
In TDMA multiple access is accomplished as a time-gating function that correctly locates each earth 

terminal transmission burst relative to those of the other terminals. Thus each earth terminal is assigned 
exclusive use of the transponder during specified time slots and the transmissions do not overlap. An 
access channel in TDMA designates a particular sequence of time slots. The simplest sequence would allow 
the time slot of a channel to occur periodically at a definite repetition frequency, call the frame 
repetition rate of the system. All other channels would have the same frame rate but different times of 
occurrence, and possible different slot durations. 
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Table k.     Summary of Multiple^Access Techniques 

Techniques Characteristics Advantages Disadvantages 

FDMA 

Constant envelope signals 

Signals confined to non 
overlapping frequency 
bands 

MA demultiplexing by 
filtering 

Message information by 
angle modulation 

Uses existing hardware 

No network timing 

Intermodulation in repeater 

Requires uplink power control 

TDMA 

Signals from different 
links never present 
simultaneously in 
satellite 

MA demultiplexing by 
time gating 

Message information by 
angle modulation within 
carrier burst 

High efficiency in using 
satellite power 

Does not require uplink 
power control 

Peak power transmitter 

Network timing required 

Analog to digital conversion 
required 

SSMA 

Constant envelope 
carriers 

Transmitted spectrum is 
spread over satellite 
bandwidth 
MA demultiplexing by 
correlation with local 
replica of code 

Message information by 
angle modulation 

No network timing 
required 

Can use fixed-address 
assignments 

Minimizes suppression in 
hard limiter 

Link synchronization required 

Uplink power control required 

TDMA offers higher performance and more flexibility than FDMA or CDMA. Since only one carrier is 
present in the transponder, there is no power loss or interference due to intermodulation. The power 
output device can be run at saturation, providing higher output power (typically 3 dB) and efficiency. 
There is no need for earth terminal power control. 

TDMA places stringent requirements on system timing. System timing accuracy affects required guard 
times between adjacent transmission bursts from earth terminals. Guard time is one of the components of 
overhead time in a TDMA system. The other components of guard time are in the preamble of each burst, 
carrier synchronization time, bit synchronization time, carrier phase ambiguity resolution time, and word 
synchronization time. In the DSCS Phase II TDMA system, the goal for time utilization efficiency is 95 
percent, where the efficiency is the ratio of time during which message information is transmitted to total 
frame time. TDMA rates are limited by transponder bandwidth, burst acquisition times, and practical data 
storage capabilities. 

3.  Code Division Multiple Access 
In CDMA (or SSMA), each multiiale-access carrier signal usually occupies all or a large part of the 

transponder bandwidth. In this technique a carrier is modulated with two different signals. The band- 
spreading modulation can be either analog or digital. When the bandspreading is accomplished by phase- 
shift keying it is often referred to as Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) and when frequency shift keying is 
employed the term Frequency Hopping (FH) is used. To date the greatest consideration has been given to 
digital techniques. The PRN bandspreading modulation results in a noise-like carrier with over 90 percent 
of its power in a bandwidth twice the modulation rate. The information modulation, at a rate typically 
one-tenth or less than that of the bandspreading modulation, is impressed as an additional phase or 
frequency variation. 

Th^ pattern of the bandspreading modulation is called its code. At the intended receiver a code 
identical to the transmitted code is generated. This is synchronized with the received code and allows 
detection of the information. By proper choice of codes other SSMA transmission simultaneously present at 
the receiver will cause relatively small interference. The code are then said to exhibit low cross- 
correlation. 

For frequency hopping spread spectrum systems the carrier frequency is hopped in a pseudo random 
manner across the RF bandwidth. The FH signal is hopped at a rate of a few hops per second to thousands of 
hops per second depending on the system design. 

The CDMA technique through a transponder satellite requires uplink power control as in FDMA; otherwise 
one or more signals will use too much of the transponder power output. However, neither use of a limiter 
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nor a saturated output device will result in interference from intermodulation products. The receiver must 
use an exactly matching replica of the transmitted code which presents the problem of synchronizing the 
receiver before message transmission can begin. This requires an initial synchronization searching 
procedure by the receiver and is one of the critical aspects of CDMA. 

4. Fixed Channel Assignments 
The simplest multiple access protocol is to provide fixed channel assignments to each user. If a user 

has a fixed frequency, time slot, or code assignment, the resource is always available and other users can 
always reach him. In high priority applications such as the US Navy's fleet broadcast, or the US Air 
Force's force direction network, this protocol meets the 100% availability need. Other situations where 
fixed channel assignments may be warranted include lightly used satellite systems and for disadvantages 
users. 

5. Demand Assignment Multiple Access 
An efficient channel assignment protocol is Demand Assignment Multiple Access, DAMA (Spilker 1977). 

DAMA may be used with FDMA, TDMA or CDMA systems. The commercial carrier satellite companies make use of 
an FDMA demand assignment system called SPADE (Single-channel per carrier Pulse-code modulation multiple- 
Access Demand assignment Equipment). The user requests service over an order-wire channel and is given a 
frequency assignment. To improve the efficiency, the frequency is reassigned during long pauses or when 
the user is listening. This rather complicated protocol is warranted to increase the efficiency and reduce 
the cost for commercial telephone calls. 

A TDMA application of DAMA is being implemented by the US Navy. In the Navy DAMA scheme, order wire 
time slots are set aside in the DAMA frame. A tactical terminal requests service, indicating its priority 
and approximate message length. The DAMA controller reviews the current assignment and if service is 
available at the users priority level, a channel (time slot) assignment is sent back over the order wire 
time slot. The userS equipment recognizes the assignment and transmits his message when the time slot 
occurs. 

DAMA offers a significant increase in channel loading efficiency when large numbers of users with 
occasional, short messages are interconnected. Compared with fixed channel assignment, a DAMA system can 
provide timely communications for 10 to 100 times more users than a fixed channel assignment system. The 
primary penalty for this efficiency improvement is increase equipment complexity and equipment cost. 

E. Prediction Techniques 
Propagation modelling is well developed in the areas of ray tracing, multipath prediction, and 

atmospheric attenuation. The prediction or modelling techniques for ionospheric scintillation are still in 
their infancy. The current modelling knowledge will be reviewed in this section. 

1.  Scintillation Modelling 
Over a period of years, starting from available data and from weak scintillation theory, a model of 

'scintillation termed WBMOD has been developed by Fremouw and others with attempts to satisfy propagation 
theory and incorporate available observations (Sagalyn et al, 1974; Fremouw & Bates, 1971; Fremouw & 
Lansinger, 1981; Fremouw & Rino, 1978; Fremouw, 1980-1; Fremouw & Rino, 1976; Fremouw et al, 1977), 
(extracted from Aarons, 1982). The program provides for phase and amplitude information. Input parameters 
include frequency, location, local time, sunspot number, and planetary magnetic index K . The user also 
must specify the longest time the system needs phase stability. Scintillation indices Rre the output. A 
model of the irregularity drift velocity is contained in the program. 

Program WBMOD permits a user to specify his operating scenario. The code returns the spectral index p 
for power-law phase scintillation, the spectral strength parameter T, the standard deviation a   of phase, 
and the intensity scintillation index S,, as functions of a changing independent variable chosen by the 
user. 

The theory employed in WBMOD is based on the equivalent phase-screen representation of Booker et al, 
1950, formulated to account for three dimensionally anisotropic irregularities (Singleton, 1970) described 
by a power-law spatial spectrum. The formulation employed was developed by Rino, 1979, in the infinite 
outer-scale limit, but a means for dealing with the effect of a finite outer scale on phase scintillation 
has been incorporated in WBMOD. Similarly, a means has been provided for accommodating multiple-scatter 
effects on intensity scintillation that should suffice for practical applications. 

The descriptive irregularity model is based on numerous observations (Fremouw & Bates, 1971; Fremouw & 
Rino, 1978), but most particularly on observations of phase scintillation performed in the DNA Wideband 
Satellite Experiment (Sagalyn et al, 1974). The most significant caveat about use of WBMOD, however, is 
that it has been calibrated quantitatively against data from the Wideband satellite obtained from only a 
single station in the northern auroral zone (Poker Flat, Alaska). The descriptive model was developed by 
iterative comparison with most of the Wideband data population from Poker Flat, with a portion of the 
population reserved for final comparative tests. 

The basic calculations are made of two central quantities T and p. T is the spectral strength of 
phase at a fluctuation frequency of 1 Hz, and p is the power-law spectral index of phase. T is highly 
variable, unlike p. The program calculates T and p and the two commonly used indices of scintillation 
activity based on them, one for phase a   and one for intensity S.. 

In order to calculate T, p, a ,  ana S,, one must have value? for eight parameters describing iono- 
spheric irregularities. They are i) the height h; 2) vector drift velocity V, of the irregularities; 3) an 
outer scale a; 4, 5, 6, 7) four "shape" parameters describing the irregularities' three dimensional 
configuration and spatial "sharpness", a, b, 6, and v; and 8) the height integrated spectral strength C L. 
Program WBMOD contains models for the foregoing eight parameters, but the degree of detail is very much 
less for some than for others. 

The most variable and, probably, the most important of the eight is the height-integrated strength 
C L. The irregularity strength is modeled by: 

VC7L = E(X_^, X  T, D, R) + M(X^, T) ^ H(X^, T^, K^, R) 

where    M  = geomagnetic invariant latitude 
Xg = geographic latitude 
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T = local meridian time 
D = day of the year 
R = smoothed Zurich sunspot number 
T = geomagnetic time 
K = planetary geomagnetic activity index. 

The three terms in this equation respectively describe the strength of equatorial, middle-latitude, 
and high-latitude irregularities. The first two have not been tested extensively against Wideband data but 
H, the high latitude term has. 

The high-latitude term is based on the observation that often there is a more or less abrupt boundary 
(Aarons et al, 1969), between the middle-latitude region of relatively smooth ionosphere and the high- 
latitude region. It is located, typically, equatorward of discrete-arc aurora in the general vicinity of 
the diffuse auroral boundary. The underlying form of H stems from the supposition that the instantaneous 
boundary latitude is normally distributed about a mean value x. for a given set of T , K , and R. This 
supposition, together with other considerations to be discussed shortly, yields the 'PollBwing form for H: 

H = n (1 + c R) 
h     r 1 + erf f ^—-^ 

where the C's are constants to be established by iterative testing against scintillation data, and where 
the error function arises from integration over the normal distribution of instantaneous boundary location, 
whose distribution has standard deviation x, (Fremouw & Bates, 1971). 

The outer scale, height, spectral index, and drift velocity are established by simple models in the 
program. The parameters a, b, and 6 describe the three-dimensional configuration of the irregularities. 
As described previously, these have been established for the auroral zone by utilizing Wideband 
observations at Poker Flat. 

Once these eight parameters have been established, the model will provide T, p, a  ,  and S.. Since our 
interest is in the scintillation indices, we will concentrate on them. * 

The scintillation index for phase is simply its standard deviation o which may be calculated by 
integrating the phase-scintillation temporal spectrum *,(f) as follows: ^ 

2 

c c 

where f = V /Zira     (V being the effective velocity of the satellite). 
[The outer scale a  is measured in radians per meter in the field normal reference direction.] 

In this equation, f is the lowest phase-fluctuation frequency to which the system is sensitive. For 
instance, in the Wideband satellite experiment with normal processing, f was 0.1 Hz (Sagalyn et al, 1974), 
as set by phase detrending. In a coherently integrating radar, it would be the reciprocal of the time over 
which phase coherence is required. For systems not sensitive to phase instability in the propagation 
medium, f is effectively infinite, and the effective a is zero. 

The scintillation index for intensity is the rations, of the standard deviation of received signal 
power to the mean received power (Briggs & Parkin, 1963). Unlike a  ,  its relation to T is set not by a 
system or an ionospheric parameter, but by the diffraction process that gives rise to intensity scintill- 
ation. For weak to moderate levels of intensity scintillation, S? is very well approximated (Rino, 1979; 

BO-1) by: ^*' Fremouw, 1980-1) by: 

e 

where C(v) is a normalization factor. The Fresnel filter factor F(a, b, 6, v) describes the geometrical 
enhancement of intensity scintillation. It also accounts for diffraction, together with the Fresnel-zone 
size. 

„ _ Xz seconds Q 

in which z is the effective "reduced height" (including correction for wavefront curvature and curved-earth 
geometry) of the irregularities. G describes the static geometrical factor. 

While the above equation is a weak-scintillation formula, it may be generalized for practical 
purposes, to include the well-known saturation of S. at unity by writing 

S| = 1 - exp(-S|^) 

which is exact for scintillating signals that obey Rice statistics (Fremouw & Rino, 1976). 

2.  Scintillation Display 
In the past few years the trend toward operational reliance on satellite communications has increased 

the need for forecasting communications outages caused by propagation anomalies. Studies over the past ten 
years have shown that ionospheric irregularities can severely disrupt earth-space communications, (Aarons, 
1977; Paulson, 1981; Nichols, 1974; Frazier & Caster, 1983). 

Hardware techniques, such as increased link margin, coding, and interleaving, can be used to reduce 
the errors caused by ionospheric scintillation fading. However, until current satellite communications 
hardware is improved, there are a number of operator-generated procedures which can increase message 
throughput probability during ionospheric scintillation fading. Techniques, such as sending short messages 
and message repeating, should be employed selectively since these redundancy techniques result in a lower 
message throughput rate during unfaded conditions. 
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To determine which conmunications links have a high probability of fading, an ionospheric scintill- 
ation prediction model and a display system have been developed for AFWAL by Linkabit (Rothmuller, 1983). 

The Command Post Modem/Processor (CPM/P) in the AN/ASC-30 satellite communications system uses a 
plasma display for its operator interface. One display mode includes a world map to provide satellite 
coverage information to the operator. This map can also be used to display areas of the world having a 
high probability of ionospheric scintillation fading. Displays that are available include a natural 
(ambient) scintillation display, nuclear scintillation display, and the probability of scintillation over a 
point-to-point link. 

To display natural scintillation, the operator chooses the scintillation screen and the ambient 
scintillation mode display. The operator then selects the time of interest and input the solar activity as 
described by sunspot number and magnetic index. If the operator does not know the solar conditions, he can 
use the default numbers stored in the display memory. Once time and the solar conditions are entered, the 
areas that have a high probability of scintillation fading will appear as a dotted region. Figure 70. In 
general, ambient scintillation fading affects the northern and southern polar caps, the auroral belt, and a 
small zone beginning at local sunset along the magnetic equator. 

Another display available is for nuclear scintillation fading. The frequency band to be displayed 
(UHF, SHF, or EHF) is chosen first. Then the time and location of the nuclear detonations are entered by 
the operator, along with the number of minutes between display updates. As time is stepped forward, the 
area of scintillation caused by nuclear disturbance can be seen to grow, stabilize, and slowly decay. 
Figures 71 - 75. 

The third display mode is for point-to-point calculations which gives scintillation at a point on the 
earth or along a particular link. In this mode, the operator selects the time of interest and the point or 
link coordinates. The resultant scintillation index, S., and the probability of the scintillation fading 
occurring, P, are then displayed. Figure 76. 

It is possible to measure scintillation fading at various locations just as wind speed, temperature, 
and humidity are measured by small unmanned weather stations. The current scintillation fading conditions 
could be sent back through the satellite to a command post terminal, either on a random basis or in 
response to an operator-generated poll. This information could then be used to update the scintillation 
display. If automatic scintillation measuring and transmitting stations were located in the polar, 
equatorial, and auroral regions, it would significantly enhance scintillation prediction capability. Just 
as general predicted weather data is substantiated by measured meteorological conditions, the prediction 
models for the scintillation could be improved or validated with measured data. 

Systems which provide location and yield of nuclear detonations, such as IONS, could provide inputs to 
the scintillation model to automatically introduce the nuclear scintillation events as they occur, without 
operator intervention. 

The ionospheric scintillation models used in the CPM/P scintillation display are a simplified 
heuristic model intended to introduce operators with the concept of ionospheric scintillation fading rather 
than give highly accurate predictions. If the scintillation display concept proves to be a useful tool. 
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the more accurate scintillation modeling which is underway at dozens of facilities (Aarons, 1982; Fremouw, 
1980-2; Rastogi, 1980; Rino, 1979; Tsunoda, 1983) could be used to upgrade the scintillation prediction 
model used in the display. 

3.  Multipath Modelling 
Multipath fading caused by terrain reflections can disrupt an airborne communications or navigation 

system, (extracted from Johnson, 1979-2). The severity of the multipath is dependent upon the antenna 
illumination factor, surface reflection coefficient, and the divergence of the reflected signal. 

The multipath model presented in this section consists of a direct component and two reflective 
components, a specular and a diffuse. Figure 41. The severity of the effect of multipath fading is 
dependent upon the antenna pattern, the reflection coefficient, and the curvature of the reflecting 
surface. The depth of multipath fading is given by (Franklin, S. B., 1973): 

Fade depth in dB = 20 log (1 - K2[R|D) 

where K^ is the antenna illumination factor (ratio of antenna gain in direction of reflection to gain in 
direction of direct path); R is the reflection coefficient of the reflecting surface; and D is the 
divergence factor for the spreading from the curved earth. 

The antenna pattern, or antenna illumination factor, has a major influence on the multipath severity. 
Four types of antennas are illustrated in Figure 66. The first is a blade type antenna which has a horizon 
coverage pattern. The horizon coverage pattern tends to illuminate the reflecting surface and generally 
results in a large illumination factor. 

The antenna illumination factor is dependent upon the azimuth direction. Any real antenna mounted on 
an aircraft has nulls and peaks in its pattern, and the gain toward the satellite or toward the reflecting 
surface varies with the aircraft heading. The average illumination factor, K^, from a measured blade 
antenna pattern on an aircraft is given in Table 5. A range of K^ for the best and worst case aircraft 
directions is given in Table 6. 

An omni-directional type antenna exhibits an antenna illumination factor similar to a horizon antenna. 
Table 5. 

The overhead antenna pattern characteristics of a cross-dipole antenna give considerable protection to 
the multipath reflective component when the satellite is at a high elevation angle. This discrimination 
results in a low antenna illumination factor. Table 5. 

A fourth antenna type is a directive antenna primarily used at the microwave frequencies. The 
directive antenna, again, gives good protection against the reflected signal unless the satellite is right 
on the horizon. Table 5. 

TABLE 5: Antenna Illumination Factor (K^) for Various Antennas* 
(For Aircraft at 30,000 Ft.) 

ELEVATION AVERAGE AVERAGE OMNI AVERAGE AVERAGE 
ANGLE HORIZON ANTENNA OVERHEAD DIRECTIONAL 

ANTENNA ANTENNA ANTENNA 
90* .18 .10 .026 .003 
80° .14 .10 .026 .003 
70° .14 .10 .032 .003 
60° .14 .10 .032 .003 
50° .14 .14 .032 .003 
40° .18 .18 .04 .01 
30° .22 ,32 .05 .02 
20° .50 .56 .08 .03 
10° .71 .71 .20 .10 
0° .94 .94 .89 .16 

-3° 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

*from Burnside, W. D. et al 1973 
Clanton, S., 1974 
Maroth, V., 1963 

TABLE 6: Antenna Illumination Factor Variances (K^)' 
(For Aircraft at 30 ,00C ) ft.) 

Typical Horizon Coverage Antenna 
ELEVATION ANGLE MINIMUM K2 AVERAGE K2 MAXIMUM K2 

90° .10 .18 1.00 
80° .10 .14 .79 
70° .03 .14 .56 
60° .03 .14 .31 
50° .03 .14 .56 
40° .03 .18 .56 
30° .03 .22 .79 
20° .03 .50 .79 
10° .10 .71 .89 
0° .89 .94 1.00 

-3° 1.00 1.00 1.00 

from Clanton, S., 1974 
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The reflection coefficient used in the preceding equation is a combination of the basic reflection 
coefficient of the surface multiplied by the specular, or diffuse, reflection coefficient. The basic 
reflection coefficient is dependent upon the type of reflecting surface, the polarization of the reflected 
wave, the elevation angle of the reflection, and frequency. For a horizontally polarized incident wave, 
the reflection coefficient is given by (Reed and Russell, 1964): 

Sin i|; N/7 
Sin 41 777" 

2 
Cos ji 

2 
Cos 1)) 

where n is a complex reflectivity factor = e 

,)) = grazing angle shown in Figure 79 
e = relative dielectric constant 

18000 0 

= conductivity in mhos/meter 
carrier frequency in MHz 

Neither the amplitude nor phase of the horizontal reflection coefficient is very sensitive to the 
physical surface constants nor frequency. Figure 77. 

Typica'l values of the physical constants for various types surfaces are given in Table 7. 

TABLE 7: Physical Properties of Various Reflecting Surfaces'* 

SURFACE TYPE PERMEABILITY DIELECTRIC CONDUCTIVITY a 

Free space 
.-6 1.257 X 10 

Henry/meter 
Distilled Water 
Fresh water 
Sea water 
Ice (fresh water) 
Dry, sandy, flat coastal land (dry earth) 
Marshy, forested, flat land (wet earth) 
Farmland — low hills 
Pastoral land, medium hills 
Rockly land, steep hills 
Mountainous 
City, residential area 
City, industrial area 

* From Kerr, D.E., 1951 
Reed and Russell, 1964 

8.855 X 10 
Farad/meter 

78 
80 
80 
3 
5 

30 
15 
13 
10 
5 
5 
3 

-12 mhos/meter 

10- 
10" 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

-4 
-4 
-4 
-2 
-3 
-3 
3 
3 
1 

1.0 
FREQUENCY = 250 mHz 

SEA WATER HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 

30°    40°    50° 

ELEVATION ANGLE IN DEGREES 
(From Johnson, 1979-2) 

FIGURE 77.    VARIATION IN REFLECTIVITY WITH ELEVATION ANGLE 
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When there is water, snow, or ice over another surface such as land, the depth of penetration of the 
electromagnetic wave determines whether the top surface or a combination of the top and underlying surface 
determine the physical constants. The depth of penetration is give by (Jordan, E. C, 1955): 

{f[i'"^)'-']) 
where: 6 = depth of penetration 

u = permeability in Henry/meter 
e = dielectric constant in Farad/meter 
a = conductivity in mhos/meter ' 
(D = Ztrf in Hertz c 

■'    f = carrier frequency in Hertz 

The depths of penetration for several surfaces at 300 MHz are: 

Sea Water 0.015 meters 
Fresh Water 5.93 meters 
Ice 45.93 meters 
Average land 2.06 meters 

For a vertically polarized incident wave, the reflection coefficient is given by (Reed and Russell. 
1964): 

R = n^ SinjjLj^Jvljl!_l_C2s!_jL 
V  ~ ^-—  

n^ Sin <|; + \ n^ - Cos^ i|) 

The amplitude of the vertical reflection coefficient goes through a minimum at a grazing angle (called 
the Brewster angle) which is dependent on the physical surface constants and frequency. Two examples are 
shown in Figure 77. The phase goes through a 180° reversal around the point of minimum amplitude. 

For a circularly polarized incident wave, the reflection coefficient is given by (Chinnick, J. J., 
1977): 

E 
cs =  ^R^2 ^ R/ ^ 2 \ \  ^°^ (»h - ^^ 

when the direct and reflected waves have the same sense circular polarization and 

R  = \|R^^ + R V - 2 Rv, R,, Cos (9>  - $ ) CO   \  h V h V n   v 

2 

when the direct and reflected waves have opposite sense circular polarization. 
The amplitude of the same sense circular reflective coefficient falls between the horizontal and 

vertical reflection coefficients. The amplitude of the opposite sense circular reflection coefficient 
starts high at large grazing angles like the horizontal reflection coefficient and goes to zero as the 
grazing angle decreases to zero. 

The surface roughness will determine the ratio of specular to diffuse reflected energy. For a smooth 
surface the specular component will predominate, while for a rough surface, the diffuse scattered 
components predominates. Figure 78 (Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963). For a relatively smooth surface the 
coherent scattering is limited to the first Fresnel Zone. However, for a very rough surface such as a 
rough sea, the scattering may come from a considerably larger area. 

Surface roughness tends to be elevation angle dependent. Even the very rough sea appears smooth when 
viewed from a very low elevation angle. The relationship between surface roughness and elevation angle is 
shown in Table 8. When the grazing angle exceeds about twice the critical angle shown in Table 8, the 
specular components becomes insignificant and the reflection coefficient depends upon the diffuse 
scattering factor. 

TABLE 8: Maximum Angles for Specular Reflection 
at Different Frequencies and Sea States* 

Sea Description Wave Rms Height, Critical Angle, max-deg 
State of Sea Height Xu (m) X=0.7m X=0.23m A=0.1m X=0.03m 

1 Smooth 0-0.3 0-0.065 45 13 6 1.8 
2 Slight 0.3-1 0.065-0.21 12-45 4-13 1.8-6 0.5-1.8 
3 Moderate 1-1.5 0.21-0.32 8-12 2.6-4 1.2-1.8 0.3-0.5 
4 Rough 1.5-2.5 0.32-0.54 5-8 1.6-2.6 0.7-1.2 0.2-0.3 
5 Very Rough 2.5-4 0.54-0.86 3-5 1-1.6 0.4-0.7 0.12-0.2 
6 High 4-6 0.86-1.3 2-3 0.7-1 0.3-0.4 0.04-0.12 
7 Very High 6 1.3 2 0.7 0.3 0.04 
*from Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963 
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The divergence factor takes into consideration the convex shape of the reflecting surface. The 
divergence is given by (Beckmann and Spizzichino, 1963): 

1+      2 d d 1/1+   ^\^2 
.-\ 

r (d^ + dg) Sin .^ /  \    r  (d^ + d^) 

Refer to Figure 79 for definition of terms. 
The divergence is very sensitive to the height of the receiving antenna. The divergence factors for 

an antenna at 100 feet, 30,000 feet, and 70,000 feet is shown in Figure 80 (Foley, et al, 1968). 
The multipath fade rate can be determined geometrically by calculating the rate of change of the path 

difference between the direct and the reflected component, (Bond, F.E., 1967). 

Fade rate = d_.d(Ad|.^ 
dt d0   c 

where  0 = g + 6 = great circle angle between aircraft and satellite (See Figure 79) 
Ad = d, + d2 - d 
f = carrier frequency 
c = speed of light '  , 
d = [(r + h,)2+ (r + h,)^ - 2 (r + h,) (r + h„) Cos e]* 
d, = [r2 + {f + h,)2 - 2r (r + h,) Coi B]f  '^ 
d^ = [r2 + (r + h^)2 - 2r (r + h^) Cos 6]*. 

Cos B =  /w + [w^ + / r + h^ X''  - w/ r + h-j^ \2  - w ] ^sX 

where 

(r + hg)^ + r2 - 2r (r + h^) Cos 6 

These equations are in good agreement with the fading data presented in Section I.C. of this report. 

F.  Mitigation Techniques 
The communications system designer should consider the propagation characteristics of the communica- 

tions channel and design the system to achieve acceptable communications performance. Based on the propaga- 
tion characteristics described in this report, a number of techniques can be employed to overcome anomalous 
propagation affects. 

1.  Scintillation Mitigation Techniques 
Ionospheric scintillation fading tends to cover a broad frequency band. For this reason frequency 

diversity appears to offer little advantage for mitigating ionospheric scintillation fading (extracted from 
Johnson, 1980). At 300 MHz frequency separations of 100 MHz would be required to provide any significant 
diversity improvement. Measurements of space diversity made by Paulson and Hopkins (1977) showed space 
diversity requires antenna separations of 400 to 1000 meters to obtain good decorrelation. Figure 81. 
Obviously, airborne platforms cannot provide this much antenna separation. Polarization diversity offers 
no improvement for UHF frequencies against ionospheric scintillation. 

One space diversity technique which would provide significant improvement at the cost of system 
complication is the use of two satellites. Spaced satellites would allow the aircraft-to-satellite paths 
to be spatially separated to decorrelate the fading and offer a diversity improvement. However, such a 
technique would complicate the system operation. 

The technique which appears to offer significant improvement is the use of time diversity (Foshee, 
1977). Since ionospheric scintillation fading has no significant attenuation factor associated with it, it 
should be possible to make use of the periods of normal or enhanced signal amplitude to carry through the 
periods of degraded signal amplitude. Several systems involving forward error correction coding and 
interleaving have been built and tested (White, 1977). These techniques use one-half rate or three-quarter 
rate forward error correction coding along with bit interleaving to compensate for the fade periods. Since 
the fading is relatively long, large bursts of errors are periodically generated. The use of bit inter- 
leaving randomizes these burst errors, providing a more uniform distribution of bit errors. The forward 
error correction decoder then operate on the randomly distributed errors providing an error free decoded 
message. Coded communications systems have been tested under both the equatorial and polar scintillation 
conditions and have shown that error free message copy can be accomplished even during severe scintillation 
periods. 

Another technique which offers a pseudo space diversity approach is the use of the bottom mounted 
aircraft antenna in conjunction with the upper top mounted antenna. Experimental tests have shown that at 
relatively high elevation angles, sea multipath degrades the signal amplitude only 3 to 6 dB (Johnson, 
1980). If the aircraft-to-satellite path is 40° elevation or greater, the direct path and sea reflected 
path propagate through different parts of the ionosphere, resulting in a space diversity. In addition, the 
sea multipath reflection comes from a large area encompassing the first Fresnel zone and inherently 
displays space diversity characteristics. Measurements made in the equatorial region during severe iono- 
spheric scintillation showed the multipath reflected signal to display considerably less amplitude 
variations than the direct signal received by a top mounted antenna. Therefore, the combination of the sea 
multipath and direct signal using a diversity combiner or even the use of the multipath signal by itself 
offers a significant degree of scintillation protection. Measurements made in the equatorial region 
indicated that the effect of severe ionospheric equatorial scintillation can be reduced significantly using 
this technique. 
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a) FLEETSAT Coding Example 
Under the sponsorship of the Navy, MIT Lincoln Laboratory conducted a coding test to evaluate the 

effect of UHF ionospheric scintillation on the Navy's fleet broadcast system on the FLEETSAT Satellite 
(extracted from White, 1977). An interleaving scheme for the systematic and non-systematic codes was 
developed. Implicit in this concept was the design of an interleaver (as well as delay lines and deinter- 
leaver) structure that had relatively simple synchronization requirements. Note that all the interleavers 
(and deinterleavers) associated both with the transmitter and the receiver had to operate in synchronism 
and hence a periodic synchronization signal had to be transmitted for this purpose. With fades of the 
order of 1 sec the interleaver memory requirements become large and standard RAM memories were logical 
choices. The multiplicity of interleavers required a design that exhibits a high degree of commonality in 
the RAM addressing scheme. 

The design included a simple means of implementing the Viterbi decoder at coder rates 1/2, 2/3, and 
3/4. Fortunately the data input rate was limited to 225 bps (for the highest code rate) and this allowed 
use of a simple computer type structure, the advantage being a relatively small number of medium scale 
integration (MSI) chips (i.e., 80 chips). 

Some analog circuit additions were made to the Navy's fleet broadcast SSR-1 receiver. The normal 
SSR-1 configuration has a Costas phase locked loop for tracking the carrier with the data stream resulting 
from the I (in phase) channel output being bit synchronized and matched-filtered. They then added a 
parallel and identical circuit for the Q (quadrature-phase) channel. Moreover 3 bit soft decisions were 
being taken from both channels rather than the normal hard quantization on the I channel matched filter 
output alone. Thus a differentially coherent (in addition to the normal differentially encoded coherent) 
demodulation scheme and a soft decision capability was added to the SSR-1. Circuitry was also added to 
measure the received power to noise density (P /N ) ratios at the last linear point (as well as P alone). 
The AGC voltage was sampled and used to place S confidence level on the data; this being done in S DPSK 
digital combiner network prior to the decoder input. 

There were a number of important aspects of the experimental program. First and foremost it was 
intended as a demonstration that time diversity via interleaving and convolutional encoding - Viterbi 
decoding can provide significant error protection in a fading environment such as that caused by equatorial 
UHF scintillation. Second, it was important to demonstrate that such a scheme could easily be retrofitted 
wherever needed to the existing fleet broadcast network. There are, of course, different options that one 
might wish to evaluate and the experiment was designed to test some of the more relevant possibilities. 
For example using the systematic codes chosen, one could protect 1, 2 or 3 information streams at the 
expense of one overhead parity stream (with of course decreasing error protection). This system would 
require minimal change in the fleet broadcast operations. Non-systematic codes were also examined, mostly 
to demonstrate the added error protection that such codes give and thus provide some substance for future 
satellite communications planning where error correcting may be required. 

The performance of the AN/SSR-1 receiver was evaluated and modifications that may improve its use in a 
severe fading environment were suggested. For example, the joint use of AGC information and multibit 
quantization of the matched filter output are obvious means of improving estimates. 

In order to verify satisfactory operation of all the system interfaces, MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
conducted two sets of tests with the transmitter encoder and interleaver system located at the Norfolk, 
Virginia, Navy Communication Area Master Station (CAMS) and the receiver located at Lincoln Laboratory's 
Lexington, MA Facility. The October 1975 tests utilized the LES-6 satellite and the March 1976 tests used 
the Atlantic MARISAT. In both cases there was no discernible fading (as expected) and hence the tests were 
solely for the purpose of identification of interface and operational problems. It should be noted that 
aside from the problem of nonalignment of data channels (due to the transmitter's TDM 1150 behavior) the 
complete system worked satisfactorily. 

In June of 1976 the transmitter encoder-interleaver was installed at CAMS EASTPAC Honolulu and the 
receiver at CAMS WESTPAC Guam. These tests use the Pacific MARISAT satellite. The test systems were 
operational from August 30 through January 1, 1977. Daily operations were conducted throughout the fall 
and early winter during the hours 2300 to 0500 GMT which corresponds to 1900-0100 Guam standard time. This 
is the period in which maximum scintillation had previously been observed. It was expected that scintill- 
ation would occur only on the downlink to Guam, since Hawaii is not in the equatorial scintillation zone. 
The transmitter encoder was also moved to Guam and tests run where both the uplink and downlink are subject 
to scintillation. Strong or weak scintillation was observed on 30 out of 123 days of observation. The 
tests gcoved successful in that typically during scintillation periods a raw channel symbol error rate of 
3 X 10  (for E./N '\/21 dB) would, after decoding, result in an information bit error rate of essentially 
zero. 

The satellite used in the comprehensive field tests was the Pacific MARISAT Satellite (Gapfiller). 
The test broadcast was sent over one of the 25 KHz (narrowband A) channels. The average energy per inform- 
ation bit to noise ratio were measured as: 

*        E./N = ''r = 21.4 dB 

0 

As an example of the improvement provided by the coding scheme, consider the case of a R = 1/2 
systematic code with coherent processing. The energy per information bit to noise ratio could then be 
24.4 dB. From Figure 82 it can be estimated that the system margin for a post error rate of 10" is about 
10.5 dB (using the experimental fast fading curve as being representative of the system 
response to the actual scintillation). At a energy per chip to noise ratio of 21.4 dB, the predecoded 
error rate is approximately 4x10" , which is generally considered unacceptable. Without coding, a SNR of 
about 40 dB would be required for 10" bit error rate. Thus in the presence of fading the coding system 
requires significantly less SNR to provide a reliable link. 

b) AFSAT Coding Example 
The overriding requirement guiding the selection of encoding/interleaving schemes for this example was 

compatibility with existing AFSATCOM I modes of operation of existing hardware (extracted from Bernal, 
1979). On one hand, this prescribed certain features as modulation system and channel symbol rate, and 
constrained such parameters as message length. On the other hand, it provided strong motivation to make 
maximum use of existing facilities within the modem, with minimum complexity in any alterations which might 
be needed. 
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The approach taken was to consider initially two baseline convolutionally-coded/interleaved 
techniques, one which used an LF89 decoder, and the other an LF1011 decoder. These baseline systems use 
linear feedback decoding and incorporate symbol interleaving over the prevailing coded message length. 

This mitigation technique is described here in terms of its actual implementation in existing hardware 
for purposes of demonstrating performance improvement in the scintillation environment. It employs a rate 
3/4 convolutional code, decoded by an LF89 decoder, together with a block de-interleaver designed to 
separate bursts of channel symbol errors before decoding as much as possible for the block length of 36 
characters. This LF89 code is able to correct all single and double error patterns within a span of 36 
channel symbols. In addition to channel coding, the implemented scheme performs data compression by 
converting the 8-bit characters from the ASR (Automatic Send/Receive device, i.e., the teletype) into 6-bit 
characters before channel coding. The net result is that the channel throughput is unchanged from the 
uncoded system i.e., a nominal rate of 75/8 = 9.375 characters per second. 

A block diagram of the transmit process is shown in Figure 83. The modem accepts ASR inputs in the 
usual way, in response to the transmit enable signal from the ASR. The 8-bit ASCII characters are grouped 
into 36 character blocks for transmission. If less than 36 characters are supplied by the ASR, the block 
is filled with SP (space) characters. 

The 8-bit T^CII characters are then compressed to 6-bit ASCII. This was done by deleting bit b8, the 
parity bit, and b6. The compressed 36 character buffer is then convolutionally encoded using a rate 3/4 
code with tail biting; that is, the 216 information bits are encoded as a ring to avoid use of tails 
containing superfluous symbols unrelated to information. The resulting coded message consists of 288 
channel symbols. These symbols are then effectively block interleaved as they are transmitted. In this 
process we send first symbol 36, then 72, the 108, etc. to 288, followed by 35, 71, 107,...287, etc., until 
the entire coded message block is sent. Table 9. 

TABLE 9  Interleaver Sequence 

+ Insert 
1 37 73 109 145 181 217 253 
2 38 74 110 146 182 218 254 
3 39 75 111 147 183 219 255 
4 40 76 112 148 184 220 256 
5 41 77 113 149 185 221 257 
6 42 78 114 150 186 222 258 
7 43 79 115 151 187 223 259 
8 44 80 116 152 188 224 260 
9 45 81 117 153 189 225 261 
10 46 82 118 154 190 226 262 
11 47 83 119 155 191 227 263 
12 48 84 120 156 192 228 264   ' 
13 49 85 121 157 193 229 265 
14 50 86 122 158 194 230 266 
15 51 87 123 159 195 231 267 
16 52 88 124 160 196 232 268 
17 53 89 125 161 197 233 269 
18 54 90 126 162 198 234 270 
19 55 91 127 163 199 235 271 
20 56 92 128 164 200 236 272 
21 57 93 129 165 201 237 273 
22 58 94 130 166 202 238 274 
23 59 95 131 167 203 239 275 
24 60 96 132 168 204 240 276 
25 61 97 133 169 205 241 277 
26 62 98 134 170 206 242 278 
27 63 99 135 171 207 243 279 
28 64 100 136 172 208 244 280 
29 65 101 137 173 209 245 281 
30 66 102 138 174 210 246 282 
31 67 103 139 175 211 247 283 
32 68 104 140 176 212 248 284 
33 69 105 141 177 213 249 285 
34 70 106 142 178 214 250 286 
35 71 107 143 179 215 251 287 

Transmit  + 36 72 108 144 180 216 252 288 

A preamble consisting of the 8-bit ASCII characters (*ii is transmitted immediately prior to the 
transmission of the 288 symbol message buffer just described. Note that this special coded mode preamble 
consists of the standard AFSAT preamble, WU SYN SYN with the mark and space interchanged, and that it is 
neither coded nor interleaved. 

The total of 320 symbols are transmitted using the standard AFSAT BFSK modulation with 2.5 KHz 
deviation and 75 baud transmission rate. Transmit frequencies are chosen as in standard AFSAT I modul- 
ation. For the purpose of simplifying the implementation, the modem waits until it has finished sending 
the current block before inputting the next block from the ASR. Thus, as implemented, the average through- 
put is reduced to approximately 4.69 characters/second when sending a long message; in general, however, 
the throughput rate of this technique could be maintained at twice this rate, unchanged from the unencoded 
case. 

A block diagram of the receive process is shown in Figure 84. The received signal is processed 
through the analog circuitry and the BFSK demodulator portion of the firmware in the usual way. The 
demodulator outputs are then processed parallel by two preamble detectors, one detector the the uncoded 
mode WU SYN SYN preamble, and one for the (*ii coded mode preamble. The WU SYN SYN detector uses the 
normal error threshold of two symbol errors; if this preamble is detected, the subsequent message is 
received and printed in the normal way. 
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In the implemented version, an error tolerance of three is allowed for the coded mode preamble to 
improve detection probability in the scintillation environment. The error tolerance in the coded mode can 
be changed by altering the front panel ROM. If the coded preamble is detected, the modem then attempts to 
de-interleave and decode the following 288 channel symbols. 

The de-interleaving process separates adjacent received symbols by 35 symbols. This permits a single 
burst error event to span up to 2(288/35) = 16 successive symbols before a decoding error is possible, 
given the error correcting capability of the code. Thus, fades up to 16/75 (= 0.213) second in duration 
can be accommodated, assuming that only one such fade occurs per message. 

To guard against false alarms due to the relaxed requirements on preamble detection, an error count 
check is provided that disables output of a message if more than a pre-specified number of errors are 
corrected in a block. The tolerance on this check is also alterable through change of front panel ROM. To 
allow data collection over the widest possible range of conditions during demonstration test, this 
tolerance was set to permit the output of every decoded message. 

A successfully decoded block is then expanded from 6-bit ASCII to 8-bit ASCII. This is accomplished 
by setting b6 equal to the complement of b7, and then setting b8 to yield odd parity over bl through bS. 
The resulting message is then delivered to the ASR. 

As an alternative to the implemented system, another linear feedback decoded mitigation technique will 
be described. The chief difference here is the use of a rate i  convolutional code, decoded with an LF1011 
decoder. The primary motivation for investigating the use of this more powerful code, which can correct 
all single, double, and triple error patterns within a span of 22 channel symbols, is to compare its 
performance with that of the LF89 system. 

The proposed transmit process is shown in block diagram form in Figure 85. The modem accepts ASR 
characters in response to the ASR transmit enable signal. In this case, up to 39 8-bit characters may be 
included in a message, and if less than this amount are supplied by the ASR, the block is filled with SP 
characters. 

The 39-bit character buffer is then convolutionally encoded using a rate i code again with tail 
biting. The coded message therefore consists of 624 channel symbols. These channel symbols are inter- 
leaved as they are transmitted in accordance with a suitable pseudo-random sequence. A preamble consisting 
of the 8-bit ASCII characters (*ii is transmitted immediately prior to the transmission of the 524 symbol 
message buffer just described. This preamble, which is neither coded nor interleaved, once again consists 
of the standard AFSAT I preamble WU SYN SYN with mark and space interchanged. 

The total of 656 symbols are transmitted using standard AFSAT BFSK modulation with 2.5 KHz deviation 
and 75 baud transmission rate. Note that bit rate in this case is approximately i that of the 3/4 rate 
coded technique, and decoding delay is twice as long. Alternatively, a message coded in this way requires 
twice the transmission time of an uncoded AFSAT I message. 

The block diagram of the receive process is shown in Figure 86, and is quite similar to that of the 
3/4 rate decoding technique. The differences are the use of pseudo-random de-interleaving and LF1011 
decoding, and no requirement for expansion of character size. Demodulation occurs as usual, and the 
outputs are processed in parallel by the two preamble detectors as previously described. Preamble error 
and decoding correction tolerances may be set and varied as in the case of the implemented system. 

To evaluate the field performance of the coded system, the fade resistant concept was implemented in 
the dual UHF modem (AN/MD-1024) with a modification of one card in the modem. A 3/4 rate convolutional 
code with a constraint length of 8 was implemented (Bernal, 1979). A linear feedback decoder with look- 
ahead length 9 (an LF89 decoder) was employed for error correction. A 288 symbol block interleaver was 
used to interleave each 35-character message. That message is preceded in transmission by a 4-character 
uncoded preamble. 

The fade resistant dual UHF modem checks each 40-character receive message to see if it has the normal 
AFSAT I 4-character preamble (WU SYN SYN) or the fade resistant preamble (inverted WU SYN SYN). If the 
modem correctly recognizes 29 of the 32 inverted preamble bits, or 30 of the 32 uninverted bits, it 
proceeds to process respectively a coded or uncoded message. If the bit error rate in the received 
preamble is higher than this, the preamble will be missed. 
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The fade resistant dual UHF modem has been implemented in a manner which will operate well through 
fast fades, but not through long, slow fades. The fade rate can be measured in fades per minute or in the 
time it takes the autocorrelation function to decrease to 0.37 of its original value (x ). 

The modified dual UHF modem was installed in a USAF SATCOM testbed aircraft and a Series of test 
flights flown in the arctic region in 1979 to measure the modem performance during auroral ionospheric 
scintillation conditions. 

The test sequence involved a UHF transmission from a facility in San Diego, California through a polar 
satellite, down to the test aircraft in the arctic. A four-second test message was sent in a sequence of 
fifteen minutes of coded transmission followed by fifteen minutes of uncoded transmission. 

The test messages received on the aircraft were printed on a teletype and the message error rate 
determined. A four-second message was considered to be in error if one or more bits were in error. In 
order to vary the received E./N , a calibrated variable attenuator was added to the receiver between the 
UHF antenna and the UHF preamplifier. The attenuator allowed the received signal level to be varied. The 
receiver noise level was determined by the UHF preamplifier and did not vary as attenuation was added. The 
received Message Error Rate (MER) was plotted against E./N for the coded and uncoded messages. 

The modem was operated airborne through the polar satellite during the polar flight test. Tests were 
conducted under conditions of Additive White Gaussian Noise, (AWGN), multipath fading, and scintillation 
fading. 

By varying the attenuator in the receive path, the E./N was adjusted to give a message error rate 
curve against AWGN. The dual UHF modem in an uncoded AFSflT i mode gave 100% message copy at an E./N 
greater than 12 dB as shown in Figure 87. The coded AFSAT I mode gave 100% message copy at an E./N ° 
greater than 9 dB. °   ° 

While flying over the Bering Sea, severe multipath fading was encountered. The fading had a peak-to- 
null depth of 10 to 15 dB and a period of approximately 0.8 seconds (72 fades per minute). The message 
error rate performance of the coded and uncoded modulation during the multipath fading is shown in 
Figure 88. The coding provides approximately a 10 dB improvement in performance. 

During the test series, the aircraft encountered scintillation fading from just north of Goose Bay, 
Labrador to Thule, Greenland. Rapidly deep fading from the polar satellite. Figure 89, occurred for over 5 
hours. The performance of the coded and uncoded AFSAT modulation is shown in Figure 90. During the fading 
no more than 30%  of the uncoded messages were received error free. The coded messages were received error 
free until approximately 6 dB of attenuation was added to the downlink path. The 30% error free message 
copy occurred with approximately 12 dB of attenuation. 

c) Multipath Bounce Example 
Another technique which offers a pseudo space diversity approach is the use of the bottom mounted 

aircraft antenna in conjunction with the upper top mounted antenna. Figure 91 (extracted from Johnson et 
al, 1980). Experimental tests have shown that at relatively high elevation angles sea multipath degrades 
the signal amplitude only 3 to 5 dB (Johnson 1980). If the aircraft-to-satellite path is 40° elevation or 
greater, the direct path and sea reflected path propagate through different parts of the ionosphere, 
resulting in a space diversity. In addition, the sea multipath reflection area is a large area 
encompassing the first Fresnel zone and inherently displays a space diversity characteristic. 

The performance of a UHF satellite link was measured from a top antenna (direct path) and from a 
bottom antenna (reflected path) under the condition of no scintillation fading. The results of the test 
are shown in Figure 92 which indicates the bottom antenna performance is approximately 7 dB worse than the 
top antenna performance. Plots of the top and bottom antenna received signal cumulative distribution 
function under similar conditions show that the 50% occurrence points are 7 dB apart in signal level. The 
received signal from the top and bottom antennas with no scintillation fading is shown in Figure 93. The 
signal received on the top and bottom antennas under severe ionospheric scintillation conditions is shown 
in Figure 94. 

The error-rate performance of signals received on the top and bottom antennas are shown in Figure 95. 
Note that the performance of the signal received on the top antenna is degraded approximately 7-9 dB from 
the unfaded performance. The performance of the signal received on the bottom antenna is degraded 0-2 dB 
from its performance under nonfading conditions. The results show that under severe scintillation fading 
the reflected signal received on the bottom antenna performs as well or better than the signal received on 
the top antenna. 

2.  Multipath Mitigation Techniques 
The satellite communications system designer has to weight the cost and complexity of a variety of 

mitigation techniques to minimize the effects of multipath fading on the path from an aircraft-to-satellite 
(extracted from Johnson, 1979-2).  Some of the techniques that can be considered include the use of space, 
frequency, time, or antenna illumination diversity. 

The fact that the reflection coefficient is dependent upon antenna or signal polarization leads to the 
obvious conclusion that different signal polarizations will experience different multipath fading depths. 
Experimental observations have confirmed the predicted results. Measurements of the signal received from a 
satellite utilizing a linear antenna polarization showed that the multipath fading depth increased sharply 
as the elevation angle decreased, Figure 96. Multipath fade depths of greater than 20 dB were experienced 
at very low elevation angles (Jorden, 1969). However, satellites which employ circular polarization 
provide considerable protection against low angle multipath fading. Extensive measurements are summarized 
in Figure 96 showing that the multipath fading tends to peak up at a moderately low elevation angle with 
the fade depth seldom exceeding 10 or 12 dB (Johnson, 1974). As the elevation angle decreased, the fade 
depth decreased to approximately 5 dB. 

If a directive aircraft antenna can be used to minimize the illumination of the reflecting surface, 
the multipath fade depth can be reduced significantly. The optimum choice of antenna pattern shape and 
antenna location can emphasize the gain in the direction of the satellite while minimizing the gain in the 
direction of the horizon. As discussed in Section I.C.I, antenna directivity is the largest multipath fade 
factor under the system designer's control. 

Due to the link geometry, the multipath fading is very frequency selective. As a result, frequency 
diversity techniques work extremely well to overcome the multipath fading. The results of a triple 
frequency diversity scheme are shown in Figure 97 (Johnson, 1979-2). The maximum frequency separation from 
Frequency 1 to Frequency 6 is 300 KHz. The elevation angle at which this multipath occurred was approxi- 
mately 8°. From Figure 97 it can be seen that when Frequency 1 is in a fade, Frequency 6 is at its 
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muHipath peak. The utilization of a diversity combiner can virtually eliminate the effect of this type of 
multipath fading. 

Another example of frequency diversity is rapid frequency hopping of a signal where the hopping rate 
is greater than the data rate (Johnson, 1979-2). Figure 98 shows the received signal level of an unhopped 
and a fast-hopped signal. Combining the multiple frequency hopped chips into a single data bit signifi- 
cantly reduces the effect of the multipath fading period. The apparent drop in received signal level 
during the frequency hopping reception is due to the instrumentation. In fact, the frequency hopping 
system provided 5 dB improved margin over the non-hopping system. 

Space, or antenna diversity, can significantly reduce the multipath fading if the antennas are spaced 
far enough apart to decorrelate the fading. Vertical spacing of approximately 5 to 10 wavelengths is 
usually sufficient to decorrelate the fading. Horizontal spacing of 50 to 100 wavelengths is needed to 
provide similar decorrelation. 

Time diversity techniques improve multipath fading performance in the same way they improve scintill- 
ation fading performance (see Section II.F.l). The use of error correction coding can provide the needed 
time diversity. Usually interleaving of data bits is required to randomize the burst errors that multipath 
fading produce since the error correction coder/decoders can only effectively correct random error 
patterns. 
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III. Future Trends In Satellite Communications 

A. Spacecraft Trends 
The major trend in spacecraft is the move from the crowded lower frequency bands to the higher 

frequency bands which offer wider bandwidths and the possibility of reducing mutual interference by narrow 
beam antennas. A large number of satellites are planned for the 20 and 30 GHz band as well as the 11 to 15 
GHz region. Military satellites in the 20 and 44 GHz band, such as MILSTAR, are also planned. 

Satellite transmit power is expected to increase as research continues on high-power solid-state 
devices. The satellite antennas are moving towards electronically steerable arrays that can rapidly hop a 
spot beam around the area of coverage. This approach allows frequency reuse in several spot beam areas. 

Most future military satellites will contain satellite-to-satellite crosslinks to allow coupling among 
a constellation of satellites and in some cases coupling to other constellations of satellites. 

B. Earth Terminal Trends 
Trends in the earth terminals (ground, airborne, and shipborne) include the use of electronically 

phased arrays to provide a flush-mounted high-gain antenna alternative. Small improvements are expected in 
the receiver noise temperatures. Low noise preamplifiers already provide gains at noise temperatures that 
are just a few dB above absolute zero. The frequency of earth terminals is increasing to match the move to 
higher spacecraft frequencies. This increase in frequency reduces most propagation effects except for 
atmospheric attenuation. 

Another trend is toward to the use of Demand Assignment Multiple Access networks and the use of time 
division or code division modulation in place of the heavily used frequency division multiple access 
techniques. Most future earth terminals are expected to utilize coded and interleaved modulation to 
overcome propagation anomalies and to minimize interference and jamming. 

IV. Need For More Propagation Data 
Information on atmospheric attenuation and multipath fading is rather well developed and probably only 

required for special system applications. Additional information is required on ionospheric scintillation 
phenomena. Worldwide data collection is still necessary to refine the time and frequency of occurrence for 
the various geographical regions of the world. The theoretical analysis explaining the mechanism that 
triggers ionospheric scintillation is still in its infancy. Such information would allow much better 
modeling and provide for a prediction system. Especially lacking are leading indicators that could give 
communicators a warning as to when, where, and how severe the disruption from ionospheric scintillation 
would be. 
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PROBLEMS OF SPEC1RUM MftNAGEMHStT AND SYSltM OOMPATTBILIIY 

BY 

T.K. FITZSIMaSIS 

ALLIED RADIO FRBOUENCY AGQJCY, 
IMS, NATO HQ, BRUSSELS 

I.   INIPODUCTHaj 

Ihe problems of radio frequency spectrum management stem basically from requiranents 
that are increasing nore rapidly than our ability to exploit certain parts of the spectrum. 
The ejqjanding demand is caused partly by the transition fron analogue to digital transraissic^ 
methods but of course also to the increase in ccrarunications needs and uses. Much of the 
increase in datiand is for allotments and assignments in frequency bands already heavily 
exploited. New frequency bands are periodically added to the table of allocations by the IIU 
(International Telecormunication Union) and the rate at vAiich this has happened in the recent 
past is itself an indication in the alirost explosive grcwth in the uses of the radio fre- 
quency spectrum. Table  1 shows the way in vAiich the allocated spectrum space has increased. 

lABLE 1 

The Allocated Radio Frequency Spectrum 

Year Allocated Spectrum 

1927 10 kHz - 30 MHz 

1932 - 60 MHz 

1938 - 200 MHz 

1947 - 10.5 GHz 

1959 - 40 GHz 

1971 - 275 GHz 

1979 - 400 GHz 

The IIU had seen that there was a need to agree to sane sinple allocation arrangements 
as early as 1906. Since the first formal allocation table in 1927 the increase has been very 
rapid. It is interesting to note that at the end of the seccnd World War, the allocated 
spectrum for vrorld-wide use was of the same order as that presently used for seme individual 
systems or at scane busy ccmrunications cosites. Arguably there is sufficient spectrum 
allocated to support the operaticxi of C-E systans for a long time to cone but of course 
propagation and technology problems preclude the use of much of the r.f. spectrum by systans 
having particular c^^erational and bandwidth requirements. Seme of the prcblems, both of 
technology and propagation will be overcome but it is likely that military C-E systems will, 
for seme years to come, make limited use of bands above say 20 GHz. It can be dangerous to 
prophesy though since past experience has shown that as the frequency bands were opened up 
for use, problems were overceme, systans were adapted or invented to exploit the new parts of 
the spectrum, and that those aj^lications then expanded to fill the spectrum space available. 

2.  MILIIRRY RADIO OOMMUNICATIONS 

The first radio ccxmunication systems were extremely efficient in their use of the 
spectrum. Morse and anplitude modulated carrier systans are still widely used today; Morse 
of course being particularly efficient. With analogue systems sucii as anplitude modulated 
voice transmission the transmitted ban*/idth can be approximately equal to the infornatien 
bandwidth. Even before the advent of digital systems, problans of sharing frequency bands 
between unlike systems surfaced with the introduction of band spreading systans based on 
frequency modulation. These systems have within themselves the advantages that go with the 
trade-off between bandwidth and signal to noise input at the receiver but given the simple 
frequency management txaols of the recent past and uncertainties of the order of seme tens of 
dBs regarding wanted and unwanted field strengths, particularly in dynamic environments, 
assigning frequencies to systans having different bandwidths, power flux densities and 
receiver sensitivities has had its problems. Ihese prciblans have been cetipounded in recent 
years by the introduction of digital systare vAiere not only is there usually bandwidth 
spreading during the modulation process but an expansion of the informatiai (or baseband) 
bandwidth at the analogue to digital coding stage. Topical coding standards are 16 kB/s for 
military voice channels and 64 kb/s for civil \roice channels. Although the coded baseband 
can be filtered and then be used to modulate a carrier so as to be cxxitained in a banavidth 
corresponding to about 1 Bz/bit, the cost in terms of power and receiver oonplexity are such 
that systems with ratios of about 2 Hz/bit are more cannon.  Thus the r.f. transmission 
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bandwidth for a voice channel nay be well in excess of 25 kHz. Again the benefits of these 
systems themselves are well taiown but it can mean that the frequency manager may have to 
establish the conditicais for cotpatibility when there are several types of radio system in 
the same band even \*ien the operation being performed is the same for all of the systems. An 
example of this can be found in the military frequency band, 225-400 MHz, where equipments 
and systems supporting tactical air/ground/air cairmLinications can be any of the follcwing: 

analogue voice, double-sideband aiiplitude modulatioi 

digitalised voice, frequency modulaticxi 

digitalised voice, fm or fsk, frequency hopping 

digitalised data, EM or fsk, fixed frequency or frequency hopping. 

All of these methods are presently in use for connunicaticais between pilots and ground 
controllers, and the first three may be alternative means to perform exactly the same func- 
tion - a ground controller talking to a pilot and vice versa. 

3.   FRBQUHslCY MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND ALLOCATICMS 

It may be useful to know vAiere the responsibility lies for solving these problems \Aien 
they are caused by the deployment of military systems, particularly in the NATO environment 
vAiere the forces of several nations are involved. The International Teleconmunicaticn Union 
(ITU) is a collection of member states represented at policy making meetings by civil admin- 
istrations, normally the Ministry of Posts and Telecannunicaticns. At world or regional 
ccsiferences of the ITU, decisions are nede regarding hew the various parts of the radio 
frequency spectrum are to be used. NATO is not a recognised body at the ITU and cannot 
appear. For sure, there is a military influence to a lesser or greater degree in the na- 
tional positions taken by the representatives. In the case of the NATO nations this in- 
fluence nay take the form of a coordinated position agreed by all the NATO naticns' repre- 
sentatives. This coordinated NATO position will have been develc^ed during joint civil/mili- 
tary meetings held under the auspices of the Allied Radio Frequency Agency. Although all 
the NATO nations recognise the need of their cwn forces, and of guest forces to have fre- 
quency spectrum allocated to them in order to support military C-E activities, the large 
demands for other uses such as broadcasting, transport, business and private comunicaticns, 
mean that the amount of spectrum space allocated for military use is very limited. Thble 2 
shows all of the bands within vflnich there are allocations for military use for all C-E 
purposes. 

TABLE 2 

OVERVIEW OF MILITARy USE OF FREgJEMCY SPECTRUM 

Band Application 

9 KHz-1605.5 KHz Maritime mobile surface and sub-surface tactical 
broadcast, radio navigation for aeronautical and 
maritime forces 

1605.5 KHz-30 MHz     Ihctical ccranunications nets, coimand and control nets, 
A/G/A ccrnnunications 

30-108 MHz Tactical, ground mobile, frequency modulated low power 
voice radio 

108-225 MHz Aeronautical Mobile (OR) 

225-400 MHz Radio Relay - A/G/A - Tfeictical Satellites 

400-960 MHz Fixed and Mobile (tactical radio relay) 

960-1215 MHz Aercxiautical Radionavigatiai (W3RLEWIDE) 

1215-2700 MHz Tactical Radio Relay - Radiolocation 

2.7-3.6 GEJz Radiolocation - Fixed and Mobile 

3.6-5i0 GHz Radio Relay (4.4-5.0 GHz  military band in most NATO NATICWS) 

5-8.5 Olz Fixed Satellites (7/8 Olz band) 

8.5-15.23 GHz Fixed Satellites (11/12 GHz band) - RPVs 

15.23-17.7 (2Iz Fixed, Mobile, Radiolocation 

17.7-31.0 GHz        Fixed Satellites (20/21 GHz band, 30/31 GHz band). Fixed 
Mobile Radiolocation 
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31.0-51.4 CHz 

51.4-105 GHz 

Fixed Satellites (39/40 GHz band, 50/51 GHz band). Fixed 
Mobile, Radiolcxaticxi 

PLANNED MILI'mRY USAGE UNDER REVIEW 

Most of these bands are used by the military on a shared basis and sane may be available 
only in wartime. Only a very few of these bands are exclusively military bands. One notable 
one is the band 225-400 MHz vAiich is designated as a military band (with the exertion of the 
IIS glidepath sub-band) in NATO Europe and is managed by the Allied Radio Frequency Agency 
on bdialf of the nations. So far there has been little ejcploitation of the military bands 
above 10 (Siz. vSiile there is considerable congesticxi in bands below 1 GHz. 

The relatively small availability of frequencies, to the military, below 1 GBz, together 
with the special requirements of high mobility, physical and electronic concealment often 
means that there is no real choice of frequency band and the military frequency managanent 
ccnmunity are forced to accept the ccnsequences of a high density of assignments to systats 
that use the spectrum in different ways and have different performance level requirements. 

With the excepticai of cne or two bands such as the 225-400 MHz band, the use of fre- 
quency bands may not be exactly the same in all nations. In general though it can be stated 
that there is less than 170 MHz of total spectrum suitable for use by tactical, nobile 
systems. This is based on the assumption that tactical, rapid deployment or nobile systems 
irust operate in frequency bands vAiere diffraction can occur and it is not necessary to 
establish line of sight ccxiditions. Ihis spectnam space is shared betweai Fixed and Mobile 
systems. Radiolocation and Satellite systaiis. 

lb obtain assignments or allotments within the sub-bands listed in I&ble 2 application 
must be made to the host nation, i.e. where the system is to be used, unless the 225-400 MHz 
band is to be used. Another exception applies to satellite systems for >4iich there is a 
notification systan laid dawn by the I1U. AcoctmiDdating systems in the 225-400 MHz band 
provides examples of most of the problems encountered by frequency managers at the alloca- 
tion, allotment and assignment stages when dealing with: 

an oversubscription of requirements 

a variety of systems 

different transmission methods within systems 

differing operational constraints, and 

-   differing ccrrnunication danand patterns. 

4.   THE MILITAJRY BAND 225-400 MHz 

the problans encountered in the band are good exitaples of those encountered v*iere 
bands must be shared ty different types of operation by systems using different modulation 
and using the spectrum in very different ways. The band is designated by the ITU for used by 
Fixed and Mobile services and by Satellite services and NATO nations have agreed to its use 
by only military systans in NATO Europe. Within the broad categories of Fixed and Mobile, a 
very diverse set of systems have developed as shown in lahle 3. Ihese have to use the band 
by being restricted to certain allotments or by sharing the same frequencies - usually on a 
co-equal basis. 

TABLE _3 

PRINCIPAL SYSIIMS USING THE BAND 225-400 MHz in NATO Europe 

System Modulation Bandwidth Circuit Utilisation Circuit Length 

A/G/A Analogue 
Digital 

6 KHz 
25-50 kHz 

+1% 1 km-400 km 

NAVY Analogue 
Digital 

6 KHz 
25-50 kHz 

1-10% 1 km-50 km (Ship-Ship) 
1 km-200 km (Ship-Air) 

RADIO 
RELAY 

Analogue 
Digital 

500 KHz 
1 MHz 
1.5 MHz 

Continuous 20-40 km 

SATELLIIE Digital 5 KHz-500 kHz Intermittent (Between Geostationary 
orbit and aircraft and 
ships) 

Ihe total spectrum requirements of these systems exceed the spectrum available. Solu- 
tions are achieved by sane sharing between different systems but mostly by the application of 
well-developed frequency assignment methods to accomodate each of the systems within a 
s^arate allotment of frequencies or sub-bands. 
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Air-Ground-Air Systems 

Within NATO Eurcpe, alnost all air/ground/air (A/G/A) ccmnunications use frequencies in 
the 225-400 MHz band. AEFA makes assignment plans in \*iidi over 7000 A/G/A requests are 
assigned at any one time. Ihese assignments are for tactical operations, air traffic control 
and various other functions. The circuits are analogue (clear voice, with a nominal band- 
width of about 6 KHz) and digital systems (data and coded voice of 16 kb/s). For the most 
part the digital systems contain the r.f. bandwidth within 25 KHz and although in the minor- 
ity at present it is likely that within a few years most A/G/A transmissions will be digital. 
Many of the analogue equipnents are based on old system designs and reflect a time vAien there 
were fetfer pressures on spectrum space and the equipnent tuned in incrarents of 50 and 100 
KHz. Using double-sideband anplitude modulation the analogue systems have always been 
efficient in their occupancy of the band but in the past the receivers were not designed with 
a correspondingly narrow selectivity perhaps partly because it was not coisidered necessary, 
partly to acccrtitiodate transmitters with low tuning accuracy and stability, and partly due to 
the use of offset carrier systems (en-route air traffic control) with large offsets. Figvire 
1 shows the receiver selectivity characteristics of sane equipments presently in service. 
It can be seen that there has been a considerable improvement in reducing receiver selecti- 
vity since the introduction of 50 KHz and then 25 KHz equipnuents. The inprovement has not 
been pro-rata with the tuning interval; for exanple the rejection of a 50 KHz adjacent 
channel by a 50 KHz equipment is not as good as for a 100 KHz tunable equipment v^ere the 
first adjacent channel was (originally at least) 100 KHz away. Ihe introduction of digital 
systems v*iich have to be assigned with frequencies from the same air-ground-air resources has 
lead to rather unequal adjacent channel rejection characteristics. This increases the 
separation distance required between adjacent channel assignments. There is no ccitpensating 
inprovement in packing on co-channel assignments since although a wideband transmission 
can be partly rejected by a narrow band receiver, the decision for co-channelling will 
probably be based on the narrow band transmission entering the wideband receiver. 

Difficulties in managing the air-ground portion of the 225-400 MHz band have beai com- 
pounded recently by the introduction of frequency hopping systans. With conventional fixed 
frequency systems, scane of the problans of non-ccnpatibility are solved by the frequency 
assignment process. This is nore difficult vAien frequency hopping or direct sequence spread 
spectrum systans share frequency assets with fixed frequency systems. Frequency managers are 
facing up to this prctolem by trying to establish the conditicxis under vAiich these systanis can 
operate in a mixed envircxunent. Variations in parameters sucii as power, antaina gain, 
receiver sensitivity, which can be taken into account in the calculations for iteking caipat- 
ible assignments to fixed frequency systons, even highly mobile ones, are difficult to 
accxanmodate when one of the systems is frequency hopping as well. Although the 225-400 
MHz band is the principal band for A/G/A operations, it has to si^jport several other opera- 
tions, some in the sane environment as the aircraft and their ground stations. 

Radio Relay Systems 

These are mostly tactical (rapidly transportable) systems but fixed systems are eligible 
to use the band as well. 

The systems are digital trunk-bearer systems in the form of area networks ccxinecting 
conputer switching centres and giving access to large groups of subscribers. The trunk bit 
rates are normally 512 kb/s or 1024 kb/s giving rise to occupied spectra of around 0.8-1.5 
MHz. The radio relay transmitters have outputs of 20-40 watts so that the average spectral 
power sensitivity is much lower than is the case for air-ground-air comamications. Almost a 
third of the available spectrum in the 225-400 MHz band is allocated to radio relay either 
exclusively or on a shared basis. Even so, the demand is so high that even within a Corps 
area it may be necessary to re-use the frequencies assignable to radio relay. 

Navy Ccmnunications 

The naval use of the 225-400 MEiz band is for ship-ship, ship to shore and ship to air- 
craft operations. The use may be at sea, in harbours, in support of an anphibious operation 
or for conriunicating between ships and aircraft flying over land. The types of radio link 
are similar to that use by the air forces and there is a mixture of analogue and digital 
circuits and a traid to frequency-hcpping systans. 

Tactical Satellite 

Sane subbands within the 225-400 MHz range are allocated for tactical satellite systems. 
Both low orbit and geosynchronous satellite systems are in operation. The ground stations 
are fixed and mobile. The mobile grcxind stations can be on ships, in aircraft or land 
vehicles. Digital systems are the most ccmon with TACSAT systems; they provide channels to 
carry secure voice and low to medium speed data. Typical spectral power densities are -25 
dB to -45 dBW/Hz in the space to earth direction and -15 to -25 dBW/Hz in the earth to space 
direction. 

Other systems can also operate in the 225-400 MHz band but the main ones have been de- 
scribed. Problems arise from the very heavy subscripticxi for the limited spectrum resources 
and from the ndxture of systems and modulaticn methods vAiich are often not very ccrtpatible 
with each other. 
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5.   THE PROBLEMS OF SHARING FRBQUIMCIES BETWEEN DIFFERENT SERVICES 

The problems of sharing limited spectrxmi resources within the tactical A/G/A systan 
have been examined. The problems beccme more numerous and more intractable when differait 
systems have to use the same allotment of frequencies. Even in the civil arena and fiUnen 
dealing with fixed systems there are difficulties in making cottpatible frequency assignments. 
In the tactical environment the high mobility of individual units and the coiplete changes of 
scaiario make the problari ccriplex but at the same time give the opportunity, periodically, 
to coipletely recast the assignment and effect solutions. In a siitplified form, the assign- 
ing of frequencies to particular locations and establishing interference-free conditions out 
to a certain distance, can be regarded as analagous to packing a large number of spheres (or 
cylinders) of different sizes into a finite volume formed by two-dimensional area and fre- 
quency (Figure 2). The sizes of the spheres will be functions or several parameters such as 
power, bandwidth, receiver threshold etc. and therefore also a function of the type of systan 
(vAiether analogue or digital) and the mcdulation characteristics. There may be a single 
definitive soluticai to this exercise vAiich results in a minimum occupied volume or there nay 
be a limited nuntoer of solutions to packing in these spheres which meet a performance cri- 
terion - the obvious one being that all the spheres are contained within the volume. 
If there is space remaining within the 3-dtmensional area/frequency volume, there is always 
the possibility of accctiiTDdating new assignments but this may require that one goes through a 
process of unpacking and repacking i.e. all the users of that part of the spectrum are 
re-assigned in order to accanriDdate nev ones. This is an opportunity vAiich presents itself 
in military tactical systems but it is not a practical possibility v*ien dealing with fixed 
systems, such as broadcasting or PIT trunk systans especially, vftiere they form part of 
the nations' infrastructure and a system shut down to re-set all. radio frequencies may be 
unacc^jtable. 

The possiblity to re-cissign tactical frequencies at relatively short intervals can of 
course not be divorced frcm the need to do so for certain systems such as cattat net radio or 
tactical radio relay. Indeed this is cental to the management of these systems. It is 
however another reason v*iy the same frequency resources may not be shared with systems which 
are unable to respond to rapid changes, e.g. en-route military air traffic control. Another 
reason for not being able to use the frequency spectrum as a single set of resources without 
allocating exclusive parts of it to differait systems is that the problems of data inflow and 
outflcw, appropriate levels and mechanisms of management, cctiputational tools (in terms of 
hardMare, engineering criteria and assignment algorithms) are presently too great. Estab- 
lishing the ground rules for example for sharing frequencies between radio relay and A/G/A is 
difficult given the differences in certain of the parameters v*iich strcngly influence the 
assignment decision: 

location 

A/G/A 

Ground-Fixed, known 
Aircraft-Mobile (Mach 1-2) 

Radio Relay 

Stationary, not fixed 

Ttansmitter 
PcMer 

Ground: 3(XW-1 KW 
Aircraft 2CW 

20-4CIW 

Radiated 
Bandwidth 

6 KHz (analogue) 
+25 KHz (digital) 

0.5,  1.0,  1.5 MHz  (digital) 

Antenna 
Beanwidth 

Oimidirectional +60^ 

In addition to these differences, the A/G/A receiver threshold for analogue voice 
though established at 10 dB S/(N + I) by standard tests, may be as low as 3-5 dB for expert 
listaiers like trained pilots. The radio relay thresholds may also be ncniinally of the order 
of 10 dB for a bit error rate of 10 but the real threshold will depend on the type of 
interference, its tenporal characteristics, vAiether the transmission is digitalised voice 
or data, and in the latter case on the use and type of error correction. Finally, of course, 
the threshold for catiiunication acceptability nay be different to that for bit-symchronisa- 
tion and for crypto synchronisation. 

Given then the task of assigning frequencies to fairly large systems in the same band 
the problem of achieving an cptiraum or near cptinum solution, vAiich may be necessary v*ien 
resources are limited is one of solving a large number of equations with not too nany vari- 
ables but many inter-relationships. 

Ihe problem has been likened to that of the travelling salesman or colouring maps vAieare 
finding or approaching the optiirum solution may require an excessive amount of time. 

Ihis examination of the 225-400 mz military band illustrates seme of the problems 
facing frequency managers. Ihe increase in existing services together with netf application 
of C-E systatis will require that new approaches to frequency management and equipment design 
are taken. 
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6.  HCM ID IMPROVE THE SIlUATtON 

Assuming that it is not possible to reduce the nuntoers of equipments and systars and 
that the numbers of systans and C-E applications will in fact continue to increase, seme 
inproveinents and changes are necessary if frequency manageanent especially of military tacti- 
cal systems is to continue to be feasible. It must be assumed also that the other nmin 
causes of the problan: the increasing use of band spreading techniques of different types and 
the continued existence of analogue systanis will continue. The problan can be tackled from 
both the frequency management and the system design aspects. 

Frequency Management 

On the questicai of frequency management, there are possibilities for inprovanent at 
every level. At the strategic level, vihen future systems are still at the feasibility stage, 
it is established practice to assess candidate frequency bands and express preferences or 
agreement. The assessment is normally done on the basis of matching sane anticipated noninal 
system characteristics to broad descripticns of an existing e.m. environrtent in a particular 
frequency band. It is exceptional to perform detailed corputational studies at this stage to 
determine the effect on existing systans in different candidate frequency bands. The reasons 
are obvious: at the feasibility stage many system and equipnent parameters are not known and 
will be determined later by operational and wanted performance considerations. However, 
short of embarking on a long set of detailed EMC analyses, it is forseeable that in future 
cciiputer-based tools will exist for assessing frequency bands so as to indicate, perhaps in 
parametric fashion, v*iat ip the remaining capacity and roughly viiat would be the most fav- 
oured spectrum characteristics for new systems. 

The next stage in defining the nav system design should be to address the problan of 
Electromagnetic Ccxtpatibility. Fewer levels, modulation methods and characteristics, filter 
designs, antenna characteristics, should be decided not only on the wanted performance and 
cost but also on the unwanted performances. 

Once the system is fielded, then the frequency allotment and frequency assignment pro- 
cesses can help. Ccmputers have beai used for nany years now to make frequency assignments; 
they are just about to be introduced at the battlefield level. A need is emerging for 
agreement on new management methods which recognise the need to be able to exchange frequency 
data in the battlefield. One can imagine for exanple expert systems being used to offer 
solutions to conmanders and naticaial authorities for providing frequency allotments to 
contingency forces. Data into and out from these decision-making caitr6s would be in stand- 
ardised fomat and be transmitted to destinations over the switched area netsnorks. At the 
ajprcpriate level these resources would be used in very sinple assignment systans using 
perhaps algorithms previously develcped specifically for a battlefield environnent vAiere data 
flew will be limited but quicik decisions needed. 

Also on the frequency assignment side, there is room for inprovement even if making 
assignments centrally to permanent systems. It is possible to establish a lower limit to the 
number of frequencies needed to assign to a given system. Ihe presait algorithms used to 
choose the assigned frequencies do not approach this limit closely vAien dealirxj with large 
systems especially v*ien the frequency constraints are almost equally divided between cosite 
and intersite. Ihe Allied Radio Frequency Agency is working on this problaa; if successful, 
the outcone may be applicable to a variety of situaticns. 

System and Equipnent Design 

It is obvious that there is much that can be done by the system designers to ease the 
problems of the frequency manager though it must be admitted that the interests of the 
frequency manager and designer are sanetimes in ccnflict especially when good spectrum 
ciiaracteristics cost money or lewer the performance. ;^art from participation in the studies 
described in the preceding section, the equipment designer can help in some obvious ways. 

Band Occupancy 

Ackncwledging that band spreading systems sueh as binary f .m. have to be spread a cer- 
tain anount to achieve the benefits of this type of system the filtering and the modulatien 
characteristics should nevertheless be ehosen with the e.m. environment in mind. Ideally the 
main transmitter spectrum should be rectangular as should the receiver response. In practi- 
cal terms having steep-sided spectra and receiver responses will require more conplex 
filtering and must be matched by cctiparable stability. Consideration will no doubt be given 
in the future to the use of narrow band digitised voice systems or perhaps the use of speech 
synthesised from coded infonration vvhich occupies little more than the basic informaticxi 
bandwidth. 

Adjacent Channel Characteristics 

In determining the shape of the receiver selectivity curve, account must be taken of the 
need to make assignments on the adjacent channels. Figure 3 shows tsiio volumes within vAiich 
the same frequency can be used. The minimum separation between them can be calculated using 
the apprc^riate prcpagation equation and the desired to undesired signal (D/u). An equal 
nuntoer of assignments can be made on the adjacent channel if the adjacent channel volumes can 
interleave with the co-channel ones. lb do this the minimum adjacent channel sqjaration 
distance D „ should not exceed: 
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(D  - D )/2 cc   w 
vJiere D  is the cxD-ciiannel distance cc 

and D is the distance between a receiver and the 
wantM transmitter. 

If D is very much larger than D^ then D^^ approaches D^^/2 and this requires only 
a very modest adjacent channel rejection performance by the receiver. In a free-space 
loss environment the adjacent channel rejection vrould need to be only about 6 dB down on the 
co-channel. As the co-channelling distance decreases relative to the wanted distance, the 
required adjacent channel rejection increases rapidly (Figure 4). This occurs either because 
D is inherently large or because the assigner is forced to decrease D and accept a 
finite probability of co-channel interfereix:e. ^^ 

Spurious Output and Responses 

Present day equipments already have sufficiently low spurious outputs and spurious 
receiver responses that for the most part they are not deciding factors in making frequency 
assignments. However transmitters may have a "noise floor" vAiich can, \Aien the transmitters 
are deployed in large numbers, produce a cumulative degradation to receivers especially v*ien 
co-sited with receivers of the systems, this cumulative effect can be observed with direct- 
sequence (pseudo noise) spread spectrum transmitters and here the extent to viiich the spec- 
trum is spread should again be determined at least partly by the existing environment and ncrt: 
just the wanted anti-jam margin. 

Choice of Frequency Band 

Particularly for tactical systems there is probably a "best" frequency band for a radio 
ccmnunicaticn system. Ihis "best" band is probably already over-subscribed and caisideraticn 
should be given to using higher frequency bands \*iich may yet be under-utilised and wtiere the 
use of directive antennas can minimise at least the inter-site prdblems. Ibchnical and 
propagation problems nay arise especially for mobile or transportable systems. Sooner or 
later, necessity will provide the driving force to overcone these difficulties. 
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